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Abstract
As the title indicates, the thesis is concerned with the establishment 
and cultivation of modern standard Hindi (KhB.) in Mauritius. It treats, 
by way of background, the history and nature of Indian immigration to 
Mauritius in the 19th century and the spread and development of the Indian 
community there. The linguistic and cultural position of the immigrants 
is considered in detail. Against this background the introduction and 
establishment of KhB. is investigated, initially up to 1935, having 
particular regard to educational and religious developments, especially 
the opening of schools, the visits of M.K.Gandhi and M.Doctor, the 
foundation of the Arya Samaj, its linguistic and missionary activity and 
the reaction it provoked among orthodox Hindus. Account is also taken of 
the various individuals in Mauritius who were instrumental in effecting 
its establishment. The period 1935-1950 is then examined in detail and 
attention paid to the personalities, institutions and processes which were 
responsible for the further cultivation of KhB. especially the Hindi 
Pracarini Sabha (H.P.S.), B.Bissoondoyal and the effect of Government 
policy towards oriental languages. A similar examination is made of the 
period 1950 to the present day where particular attention is paid to the 
Arya Samaj, the H.P.S., the Mahatma Gandhi Institute, the Hindi Lekhak 
Sangh, the Parisad, the Hindi film, the role of broadcasting, and Government 
educational policies. A substantial section of the thesis is devoted to 
a critical survey of the entire corpus of Mauritian Hindi literature 
treated by genre: drama, poetry, essay and general works, the short story
and the novel. Finally some assessment is offered of the present position 
of Hindi in multilingual Mauritius. The thesis begins with an introduction 
which considers all previous work in the field, of which there is little, 
and concludes with a bibliography.
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INTRODUCTION
The present thesis is the outcome of research conducted in both 
London and Mauritius between 1979 and 1984. The research had two 
primary objects: the investigation of the factors, processes,
personalities and agencies which were instrumental in establishing 
modern standard Hindi in Mauritius (Chapters One to Four), and the 
examination and assessment of the Hindi literary works which were 
produced by Mauritians up to the year 1980 (Chapter Five). The 
methodology is historical and literary. In the context of Mauritius 
this requires some explanation. The multicultural nature of 
Mauritian society is well-known, and the complexity of its multi­
lingualism has been described in general terms by others,"*" but the 
precise nature of this linguistic complexity has yet to be fully 
investigated and presents a formidable but fertile field for socio- 
linguistic research. One of the most significant developments in the 
linguistic sciences in recent years has been the emergence of socio­
linguistics as an important discipline in its own right. Language 
usage has rightly come to be treated in a more rigorous, theoretical 
and methodological manner than had hitherto been the case. While 
this is a welcome development, it has meant that, in this particular 
case, Hindi had either to be treated fully within the discipline of 
socio-linguistics, a considerable task given the diversity of Mauritian 
society, its multi-lingualism and constant code-switching, or else 
using a more traditional, historical and literary methodology, since 
no single dissertation could hope to encompass both approaches,
especially in the absence of an established body of socio-linguistic 
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research. The decision to adopt the second approach was, therefore, 
deliberate, and made in the awareness that, in concentrating on what 
may be termed the internal dimensions of Hindi in Mauritius, statements 
regarding its external relationships must necessarily be provisional, 
conjectural and less rigorous than would have been wished. In the 
light of this, the concluding section on the present position of Hindi
in Mauritius, which was felt necessary for the sake of completeness, 
is to be regarded as tentative.
The principal justification for making this choice of approach 
was that the important task of researching in detail and documenting 
fully the history of modern standard Hindi in Mauritius had not yet 
been done, although this is not to deny the usefulness of the works 
of Bhuckory and Ray which are discussed below. Similarly the Hindi 
literature of Mauritius was in need of a critical review beyond the 
scope of the cursory surveys of Chintamunnee. There was too an
urgency about this work. Much of the early history of Hindi in 
Mauritius was unrecorded, and could only be established from the 
memories of those who were able to recall the situation in earlier 
periods. This then was considered to be more than enough justification 
for adopting this approach and undertaking the present research.
A further reason, however, lay in the fact that the author of this 
dissertation had himself been closely involved with the development of 
Hindi in Mauritius, it might be said, from the time that he began to 
learn Hindi in his Mauritian primary school in 1925, although a serious 
interest did not develop until 1937. After taking Hindi in the 
London External Degree in 1951, he was fully active in the work of the 
Hindi PracarinI Sabha, being a member of the Executive Council and Vice- 
President of the Sabha for some ten years and serving as Chairman of 
both the Education Committee and of the Examination Board. This 
period also involved travelling to all parts of the Island at 
weekends, attending School Anniversaries, speaking in public and 
broadcasting on the radio. All of this was done in his spare time 
while being a member of the Civil Service, but in 1966 he was appointed 
to the Ministry of Education where he was able to continue his work 
for Hindi as part of his professional duties. From 1970 he served as 
Educational Attache in the Mauritian High Commission in London. This 
intimate first-hand experience of the subject at all levels has proved 
invaluable, as did the ready access to all the available materials 
and relevant individuals during the period of research conducted in 
Mauritius. There has, nevertheless, been a constant awareness of the 
dangers inherent in a participant writing about the events of which
he was a part, and this awareness, it is believed, has enabled the 
author to preserve the necessary objectivity that such a study as 
this requires.
As already indicated some initial work has been done on certain 
aspects of the present subject. The first work was Hindi in Mauritius 
(Port-Louis, 1967) by Somdath Bhuckory. That this is only an outline 
sketch of the history of Hindi in Mauritius is made clear by the 
author when he writes in the preface: "I may add that I have touched
upon relevant items instead of writing exhaustively on them. I must 
confess that mine is not the work of a research scholar. In other 
words, I have provided the pointers for specialised studies suitable 
for a different public." Bhuckory's style is concise and his survey 
of the events from the commencement of Indian immigration until the 
mid-1960s swift. After this brief survey of the history of Hindi 
in Mauritius, Bhuckory mentions the names of newspapers, books and 
authors, although without any assessment of their merits or influence, 
except for one chapter which is devoted to the Ramayana of Tulsidas 
and the Satyarth Prakas and their role in Mauritius. Since his work 
covers only up to the mid 1960s, the works and writers of the last 
fifteen years or so have not been discussed.
The second work is J.N.Ray's Marisas me Hindi bhasa ka samksipt 
itihas (New Delhi, 1970), which differs from Bhuckory's work in that 
it deals not only with the history of Hindi in Mauritius, but, as 
Dinkar has said in the foreword, 'it is also a full cultural history 
of the Indians in Mauritius'. There is, therefore, much material 
which is not directly relevant to the present theme. The treatment 
of Hindi is, perhaps, more that of a story than a history, being 
discursive and anecdotal, as is appropriate for the intended readership 
of students at Paricay level (equivalent to G.C.E. 'O' level). It 
is fuller but less coherent than Bhuckory's survey, and certain 
aspects are treated in detail. Overall, however, it is unanalytical 
and uncritical, and contains an element of exhortation. As its 
title indicates, the scope of the book does not encompass literature.
With regard to Mauritian Hindi literature, apart from the 
references in Bhuckory's work, and a very brief chapter on the subject 
in Bhuckory's Hindi sahitya ka paricay, there is only Chintamunnee1s 
short essay Maurisas ka Hindi sahitya in Maurisas ka Hindi sahitya 
tatha anya nibandh (Port-Louis, 1972). This is a useful short survey, 
although limited by space and by the fact that much has been written 
since the essay itself.
This then is the totality of previous work on the history of 
modern standard Hindi in Mauritius and its literature. It has 
provided a valuable starting point for this study, and, in some places, 
somewhat more than just a starting point. Particular gratitude is 
due to the authors, not only for their works, but also for their 
generosity in both time and comment in the conduct of the present 
research. This corpus, however, as will be apparent, does not in any 
sense constitute a scholarly treatment of the subject, nor was it meant 
to. It was to attempt to meet the need for a scholarly, critical and 
analytical study of the subject up to 1980 that the present work was 
undertaken.
In the present thesis, the transliteration from Devanagari into 
Roman script follows the conventional method generally adopted by 
Western writers. The names of very well-known institutions or 
establishments (e.g. Arya Samaj) have not been diacritically marked, 
whereas names derived from them have been (e.g. Arya Samajis). Less 
known organisations (e.g. Sanatan dharma) have been diacritically marked 
without being underlined. Well-known proper names too have been 
neither underlined nor marked (e.g. Gandhi, Subas Candra Bose). Indo- 
Mauritian names appear in their Roman spellings as current in Mauritius 
which often differ markedly from standard transliterated forms. The 
name 'Mauritius' has been spelt differently in various Hindi titles 
and has been transliterated accordingly.
The abbreviations used in the course of this work are:
D.A.V. : Dayanand Anglo-Vedic College (in Mauritius);
H.P.S. : Hindi Pracarini Sabha;
KhB. : Khari Boli;
M.A. : Mauritius Archives;
M.G.I. : Mahatma Gandhi Institute;
M.I.E. : Mauritius Institute of Education;
T.T.C. : Teachers' Training College
In conclusion, it falls to me to acknowledge the assistance and 
help that I have received in the course of this research. I am very 
grateful to Dr. R.Snell who looked at all my drafts painstakingly and 
made useful suggestions* I wish to thank cordially Mr. M.Chintamunnee 
the present Head of the Hindi Department at the M.G.I., Mauritius, who 
supplied me promptly with material within his reach whenever I approached 
him for such assistance. Finally, I am deeply indebted to my i\rife 
Sarasvati who has made great sacrifices on my behalf all through the 
years I have been fully engaged on this work.
Notes
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CHAPTER ONE
INDIAN IMMIGRATION TO MAURITIUS AND THE CIRCUMSTANCES 
OF THE IMMIGRANTS UNTIL 1900
This first chapter provides an outline of Indian immigration to 
Mauritius and a description of the economic, social, educational and
cultural conditions of the Indian immigrants until 1900. Although this
1
subject has been dealt with at much greater length elsewhere than would 
be appropriate here, such an account provides an indispensable 
preliminary to understanding the development of KhB. Hindi in Mauritius 
in the 20th. century.
1. Indian immigration to Mauritius and the background of the immigrants
Through most of the eighteenth and early decades of the nineteenth
century, the great majority of the work-force on sugar-cane plantations in
Mauritius and the other sugar colonies, consisted of slaves imported from
Africa. In 1839, six years after the statutory termination of slavery
in British colonies (in French colonies slavery was abolished in 1848), a
proclamation was promulgated by Governor Sir William Nicolay in Mauritius
2
making all forms of forced labour illegal. The great majority of the 
emancipated African slaves numbering some 30,000 who were then serving a 
period of apprenticeship resolutely downed their tools and left the planta 
tions. Africa was now closed to the planting interest in the sugar 
colonies, and the French plantocracy of Mauritius were, from the mid 1830s 
eagerly turning towards India for a new plantation labour-force. The 
necessary legal procedure was laid down by the Government of Mauritius to 
operate the recruitment of agricultural labourers and their importation 
from India, under the provisions of a bonded immigration agreed with the 
Government of India. Except for short interruptions (e.g. a ban on 
Indian immigration existed from 1839 to 1842), indentured Indian labour
- 2 -
flowed continually to Mauritius, in certain years in very large numbers, 
from 1834 onwards, spanning over two-thirds of a century. The entire 
immigration period can be conveniently divided into two: 1834 to 1857,
the year of the Indian Mutiny (immigration under indenture began in 1837); 
and 1858 to 1900.
At the outset of the immigration period, the Indian population
3
constituted but a tiny fraction of the total population. Between 1834
and 1840, 25,403 Indian immigrants (24,442 males and 961 females) landed
in Port-Louis, out of whom 1098 (1042 males and 56 females) departed for
India during the same period, and of the remaining 24,305, about 18,000
4
constituted the sugar plantation labour-force of Mauritius. Year by 
year, as emigration continued, the Indian element of the Mauritian 
population increased apace. A table showing arrivals and departures of 
Indian immigrants from 1834 to 1912 is at Appendix 1.
The Indian immigrants who disembarked in Mauritius and the other 
sugar colonies in the early stages of immigration comprised people of 
various castes and different back-grounds, and the causes of emigration 
varied throughout the long course of Indian immigration.
The planting interest of Mauritius and the other sugar colonies
appointed recruiting agents in India, and the latter who were duly licensed
illegally established a network of touts known as arkatias (maistrls 
5
in South India) whose job was to stimulate and urge immigration as best 
they could, and to assist in luring away unwilling subjects into the waiting 
ships.^ Every intending immigrant, however, had to appear before an 
officer designated by the Government of India where he declared that he 
was an agricultural worker willing to go abroad to take up agricultural 
work; the emigration agent accompanying him was required to produce the 
written terms of contract. The length of service was five years (termed 
'industrial residence1) renewable if the immigrant so desired. He had to 
be returned to his port of departure upon expiry of his five-year contract, 
unless he opted for its renewal. The arkatias and the maistrls 
very often painted to the prospective immigrants an entirely false picture
- 3 -
of the places emigrants were proceeding to and of the employment waiting
for them there. In the later stages of immigration, the Government of
India was to describe this deception as 'fraudulent statements made by 
7 .the recruiter'. This was a major flaw in the recruiting system which 
statutory provisions could hardly hold in check.
In the early phases, the recruiters working for Mauritius drew their 
immigrants chiefly from three sources: metropolitan Calcutta and its
environs, the hilly districts of Chota Nagpur and regions to the West and 
East of Benares. The entire emigration movement from the North was 
handled by the port of Calcutta.
Calcutta, then the metropolis of India was teeming with the idle, 
the down-and-out and the unemployed including scores of simple, docile, 
hard-working rustics who had been attracted to the big city by the prospect 
of casual work as burden-carriers (coolies). The great majority were 
from Bihar and Eastern U.P. There were among those roaming about 
employees of Europeans who were departing on leave or retirement - errand 
boys, domestic-servants, cooks and cooks' assistants (massalcTs), grooms 
and coachmen - and hosts of others such as hawkers, barbers, peons, ex­
policemen, pujaris, dancing-girls and their male attendants, street- 
musicians and entertainers fallen on bad days, prostitutes, pickpockets 
and thieves. A large number of such people 'were swept into the Emigration
Agent's net. He was supposed to check their muscles, and to inspect their
hands for evidence of manual toil. But the Agent needed to fill his ship, 
and if the vessel were delayed demurrage fees must be paid, so nobody 
looked too closely at the hands of the itinerant musician or the barber
g
who had been cozened into going overseas'. At a later period, the 
cities of Madras and Bombay supplied a similar kind of emigration.
Chota Nagpur, the hilly region 200 to 300 miles from Calcutta, where 
the present States of Bengal, Orissa and Bihar meet, forming a borderland 
of the river Ganges, was part of what in the early days was known as Maha 
Kantara, the wilderness into which the invading Indo-Aryans and the Mughals 
never successfully penetrated. It was an area of semi-aborigines hardly 
touched by the concept of Hinduism and the caste-system, and the 
inhabitants consisting of three tribes - Oraons, Mundas and Santals - 
were known as dhangars (hill-men). In general, they were illiterate,
- 4 -
slovenly of habits with hardly any dietary taboos. Until the mid 1760s, 
they thrived fairly well on a system of agriculture operated in their own 
way, but when in 1765, as part of Bihar, Chota Nagpur was leased to the 
East India Company, the local rajah was stripped of most of his prerogatives 
including magisterial powers. In the course of the second decade of the 
nineteenth century, this region was brought completely under the sway of 
State power and subjected to a ruthless exploitation. By deceitful means, 
many speculators succeeded in gradually appropriating large tracts of land 
and ousting the aborigines. Apart from rent, thikadars (Hindi thekedar
9
or thikedar) imposed on the cultivators several kinds of taxes which 
reduced them to semi-starvation and utter poverty. The 'thikadars1 paid 
for their contracts to the non-resident landlords who on their turn were 
responsible for tax to the State Government.
Many of the agricultural workers and dispossessed cultivators 
finding no alternative turned kamias that is bond-servants engaging 
themselves and their children, through a written bond (Saunknama) to work 
in the fields of the money-lenders for an indefinite period. It was 
nothing less than a cruel system of slavery, sometimes more grinding than 
that which immigrants encountered in the sugar colonies. Braving the 
atrocious punishment, if they were caught, kamias were often running away 
from that unending exploitation and bondage. From the 1820s onwards, 
numbers of Chota Nagpur hill-coolies, unable to subsist in their own 
surroundings, began to move down to the plains in search of employment, 
in a state of destitution. In the early thirties, their distress caught 
the attention of the recruiting agents for the sugar colonies. In fact, 
in the early years of indentured emigration, the dhangars, principally 
those from the districts of Singhbhum, Ranchi, Lohardagar, Manbhum and 
Hazaribagh, were enlisted in substantial numbers, and 'if we estimate 
that from two-fifths to one-half of the emigrants were dhangars, this 
might be reasonably accurate'.'*'^  Planters in Mauritius found them a 
simple, docile folk, easily induced to work long hours patiently and hard 
and contented with scanty rewards. They were particularly suitable for 
labour involving the clearing of woods - a quality which rendered them 
useful to the work on Mauritian plantations especially in the early years 
of the sugar industry. In the course of the 1850s, however, the 
recruitment of the dhangars went on decreasing more and more, and by 1860
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it was discontinued. This was due partly to the relatively heavy 
mortality of the hill-coolies at the embarkation depot in Calcutta and 
during sea-passage, although the majority were men and women of good 
physique,^ and partly to the availability of work from the early 1860s, 
in the tea-plantation of the Duars on the Bengal-Bhutan border and in 
Assam.
While the aboriginal borderland of Chota Nagpur furnished about one-
half of the immigrants in the early stages, the other half was supplied,
firstly, to a limited extent, by regions to the West of Benares - Lucknow,
Allahabad, Azamgarh, Gorakhpur, Jaunpur etc. and, secondly, in vast
numbers, by areas in the districts of Bihar to the North and East of
Benares - Arrah, Ballia, Chapra, Ghazipur, Muzaffarpur, Champaram,
Shahabad, Patna, Gaya etc. The immigrants comprised people belonging
to many castes; those of the agricultural castes (KoyrT, Kurmi) were in
the majority, while people of the higher castes (Brahman, Kshatriya,
Rajput) were least in number. In the thirties and thereafter, the Bihari
peasants had a very strong incentive to emigrate: like the labourers of
Chota Nagpur, they were smarting under the merciless domination of rapacious
landowners. Theirs was a life of ignorance and grinding poverty, primarily
an outcome of heartless oppression and exploitation, which in a not very
distant future was to become the geist that permeates the novels of
Premcand. Then came the 'awful famine' of the early 1840s in Upper India
which provided a sudden further incentive towards emigration; hundreds
moved on to Bihar including some coming from as far west as Delhi, and
12from there 'were persuaded to embark'. The Biharis who constituted
the great bulk of the emigrants hailed from Bhojpuri-speaking districts of 
the sub-continent (Arrah in particular supplied a large number), and it 
was chiefly emigrants from these areas during both the earlier and later 
phases of immigration, not the dhangars, who carried with them the Hindu 
and Muslim scriptures.
Emigration in significant numbers from South India did not take place 
until half a decade after it had begun in the North of the sub-continent. 
There were several reasons which stimulated emigration from South India.
As in the North, unemployment was rife. In fact, all over India, owing
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primarily to British policy, the first 75 years of the 19th century
witnessed a steady decline of the Indian cloth manufacturing industries.
As a consequence, more and more of the Indian factory workers - weavers,
spinners, dyers and others - were thrown out of work. In the 1830s,
M.Martin, the historian observed that 'many thousands of the natives
who a short time ago derived a livelihood from the growth of cotton and
13the manufacture of cotton goods, are without bread....1. Numbers of
these unemployed natives drifted to the cities in desperate search of 
work, others sought agricultural employment where the wage was already 
at almost starvation level. Christopher Bidon, Emigration Agent at 
Madras, writing in 18 43, stated '...the emigrants appear to have collected
at Madras and drawn from the provinces expressly for the purpose of
14
proceeding to Mauritius...1.
Another important factor which provided a strong incentive to 
emigration from South India was the evil of untouchability which, even 
more than in the North, operated as a combined form of social and economic 
oppression. About a fifth of the population of India south of the river 
Krishna in Andhra Pradesh, was composed of the so-called pariahs. They 
were landless labourers, a kind of slave, and by their labour alone a 
great part of Madras Presidency was cultivated. The Tracts have 
recorded that '...they are employed in all kinds of agricultural labour, 
rice tillage and the sugar-cane without the intermission of a single day, 
so long as their masters can find employment for them. They have no
particular hours they can call their own, nor any day in the week set
15apart for rest or devotion'. They were tied to the master's soil, as
it were, and any slave who attempted to run away was severely punished;
yet numbers of these South-Indian slaves took the risk and fled from the
grip of the upper castes to seek freedom from incessant toil and unbearable
oppression. The majority of the enlisted emigrants arriving at the 
16ports of Cochin, on the Malabar coast, Madras and Pondicherry, bound to 
Mauritius and elsewhere, were these slaves of the soil belonging to the 
'untouchable' castes. Emigration, in a sense, was a teacher of self- 
respect. As a writer of the Census of India was to observe in 1911, this 
outgoing emigration, more than anything else, 'has helped the Indian 
paraiyan to realise that cultivation of his high caste neighbour's land
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17for a handful of rice is not all that life has to offer'. Apart
from these so-called untouchables and the former factory-workers, there 
were people of other castes and categories among the emigrants from 
South India: toddymen, jewellers, discharged sepoys, potters, domestic
servants etc.
During the 1840s and the second half of the last century, the places
of origin of South Indian.immigrants who arrived in Mauritius were
principally: the Malabar Coast which in the early days supplied some
recruits from the aboriginal tribes such as the Puliars and the Mandavars,
the counterparts to the dhangars, Trichinopoly (this district supplied
the largest number from South India), Madurai, Tanjore, Salem, Chittoor,
Chingleput, Bellary, Nellore, Coimbatore, Travancore, Bangalore, South
Arcot, and some Telegu districts in Andhra Pradesh - Hyderabad,
Secunderabad, Vizagapatam, Masulipatnam and Vizianagaram. Throughout
the years of immigration, both indentured and non-regulated emigration
from South India to Mauritius had never been on a scale as substantial
as from the North. In the 1880s for example, 60% of the Madras emigrants
proceeded to Ceylon, about 30% to Burma, nearly two per cent, to the
Straits Settlements and just over three per cent, to Mauritius; Natal
18and the Caribbean received the remainder. In fact, South Indian emigrants
to Mauritius numbered just about a third of the emigrants originating from 
North India and the environs of Bombay - a population balance which has 
remained nearly constant thereafter. It is also significant that while 
emigration from North India contained about 16% of Muslims, that from the 
South was almost entirely Hindu.
The later phases of immigration to Mauritius can be reckoned from 
the late fifties, in the wake of the Indian Mutiny, and the early sixties. 
Quite a few in North India were in haste to leave their respective 
localities because they dreaded arrest and deportation to Port Blair, as
rebels of the Mutiny. Ruthless landlordism, the insatiable greed of money-
19 . .lenders, starvation agricultural wages, long spells of demoralising
unemployment - these were among the main factors which continued to 
provide strong incentives for emigration from both North and South India. 
Furthermore, crop failures often resulting in serious famines served, as
in the earlier years, to precipitate departures in larger numbers.
In fact, there was a correlation between the years of very poor harvest 
and heavy immigration: for example, during the year 1859 to 1861, which
saw failing crops and famine in the North-Western Provinces (later known 
as United Provinces), there were massive arrivals in Mauritius. The 
total of 44,397 in 1859 was the highest reached in the 80 years of 
indenture. Acute scarcity and famine in Bihar in 1865-6, 1873-5, likewise 
caused emigration to escalate.
The majority of emigrants who landed in Port-Louis from the early
periods of emigration originated, as stated above, from the vast region
between Lucknow and Patna, particularly the Bhojpuri-speaking districts
of Bihar. In the early sixties, however, following the great scarcity
in the North-Western Provinces and recruiters’ activities in the areas
around Benares, not less than 21% of emigrants embarking at Calcutta
and bound for Mauritius were from these regions, the rest being from the
Bengal Presidency, mostly from Bihar (Bengal Presidency then included 
20Bihar). In the remaining years of the sixties, the proportion of
recruits from the North-Western Provinces went on increasing steadily.
In the seventies and eighties, although immigration to Mauritius had begun
to slacken off, the North-Western Provinces produced about three times as
21many emigrants as Bihar. This new pattern of emigration to Mauritius
persisted increasingly in the 1880s and the rest of the immigration period.
A little after the turn of the century, the United Provinces including the
districts of Fyzabad, Basti and Gonda supplied about 62% of the recruits,
the Central Provinces 17%, the Punjab provided eight per cent, (this did
22not include any Sikhs) whilst only six per cent, came from Bihar.
The principal reason was that from the 1880s onwards, the Biharis were 
finding attractive work in the industries opening in Calcutta and in the 
jute fields of Eastern Bengal. The strong incentive which had stimulated 
the emigration of the earlier period was now lost. In fact, the great 
bulk of indentured immigration to sugar colonies had taken place before 
the year 1880, and the arrivals thereafter in Mauritius until the early 
years of our century were very small. Of all the colonies, Mauritius had 
been the biggest consumer of North-Indian labour. In the early phases, 
the balance of the Mauritian population had been shifting and inchoate,
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but by 1871 the population was composed of 216,258 Indians and 99,784
Creoles chiefly of African origin, and this population balance in which
the Indian element represented over two-thirds of the whole has
23
remained constant thereafter.
The Indian emigration to Mauritius, particularly from the North of
the sub-continent, was marked by a striking disproportion of women to men.
The Indian population in Mauritius in 1861, for example, totalled
192,634; of these, males numbered 141,615 and females 51,014, that is
24
the males were almost three times the females. With changing trends
in immigration, however, the percentage of females among immigrants 
increased, although throughout the remaining period of immigration, it 
never attained a satisfactory level. As a result, for many years, on 
several estate camps, social evils such as sodomy and polyandry dogged 
the lives of Indian workers, in addition to the economic hardship which 
fell to their lot. The morality of an estate camp must have compared 
very unfavourably with that of an Indian village.
In the later phases of emigration, the quality of the emigrants 
improved considerably. Medical examination at the ports of embarkation 
became much more thorough, as a consequence of which numbers of intending 
immigrants who would have been passed on in former years were rejected on 
medical grounds. Among those who were going were second-time immigrants 
leaving with their families and friends, and many others included high- 
caste Hindus who were used to relatively good social conditions, and 
were emigrating with their families to their new abode overseas for 
permanent settlement. Some of the latter, like many others before, 
carried with them a number of the manuscript scriptures which eventually 
circulated far and wide in Mauritius and very much influenced the lives 
of its inhabitants.
2. Economic and social conditions of the early immigrants
This section examines briefly the economic and social conditions 
of the early immigrants the harshness of which produced the suffering 
that was to become a prominent subject in later Mauritian Hindi 
literature.
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Planters in Mauritius and elsewhere were aware that the early 
immigrants included a relatively high proportion of people who were not 
agricultural workers by calling, but, all the same, on the great majority 
of estates, they were not given a period of familiarisation. The 
prevailing system of labour was task-based; work began at four or five 
in the morning, after a compulsory roll-call in assembly-lines, and 
lasted until about four in the afternoon with one hour for lunch. But 
it was only the strong and the skilled who could finish by four; a good 
number of the early immigrants, weak and unskilled as they were, worked 
till after sunset to complete their tasks. A few occasionally left after 
a day's work without having been able to finish, and in all such cases no 
wage at all was paid for the amount of work already done.
Mauritius unlike a few other sugar colonies had no slack days. Even 
Sunday was not a complete rest-day. Workers were required by the French 
plantocracy to perform on that day unpaid corvee duties such as were 
exacted from French peasants in the eighteenth century (before 1776). In 
Mauritius the labourers were engaged not only on scavenging jobs around 
the plantation dwellings and the factory, but also on menial work in the 
mansions of the employers. Some planters even used unpaid corvee for 
cane-field work just as on week-days. In theory, Sunday work was to be 
only of two hours' duration and not to continue after eight in the morning, 
but in practice it was made much longer.
Day after day, the Indians worked under unrelenting pressure. 
Harvest-time when the factory operated almost night and day was the most 
arduous season of the year. But even when crop-time was over, work
hardly slowed down for the labourers: apart from the usual inter-crop
work, new land was cleared and cultivated, and volcanic boulders great and 
small were rolled by human hands and stacked into pyramids inside and 
between the fields.
Absence from work or from the plantation, for whatever reason, was 
strictly discountenanced and very severely punished. Debility and 
exhaustion often caused by unceasingly strenuous working predisposed the 
Indian labourers to illness; nor was the condition of the plantation 
dwellings, many of which had before accommodated the African slaves, in 
any way conducive to health: ventilation was poor, there being no window
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in almost all the huts; some of the lodgings were out of repair; a
number of them were overcrowded; pigs and goats and poultry wandered
around and sometimes in the huts; heaps of garbage lying about festered
in the sun and polluted the air until a shower of rain carried the filth
25and poisoned the neighbouring streams. Malaria was rampant, especially
in the low-lying areas. Plantation-hospitals, in general, gave but 
casual and callous treatment, and were generally known as places of 
death. In such circumstances, absence from work due to illness was not 
infrequent and, more often, the helpless coolie could not inform the 
authorities concerned. To punish these absences, the Franco-Mauritian 
planters had invented a powerful device which became a distinctive feature 
of the Mauritian indentured labour from as far back as 1839, and that 
was the 'double cut*. It meant that if a labourer absented himself from 
work on one day, he lost two days' wages. If a labourer employed at 
10 shillings (Rs.5>) a month worked for ten days of the month and 
absented himself, without authorised leave, for the remaining 16 working 
days, he would earn 3 shillings 10 pence but incur a fine of 12 shillings 
4 pence, thus leaving him indebted to the planter for the amount of 8 
shillings 6 pence. To repay this debt, he would have to labour for the 
employer for 22 days without receiving remuneration. Loss of wages also 
caused corresponding loss of rations. Thorny Hugon in his Sketch on 
Immigration (1856-57) has stated that some planters would deliberately 
employ more labour than needed and would pretend to be careless about 
absences, so that they could later strictly impose fines and reduce 
their wages' bills. The 'double cut' acquired statutory force under 
the provisions of Mauritius Ordinance 22 of 1847. This much dreaded 
deterrent, heinous as it was, survived the strictures of several Secretaries 
of State for the Colonies, even the investigations and Report of the 
Mauritius Royal Commission (1872-75), appointed to inquire into the treat­
ment of immigrants in Mauritius, and was not abolished until 1909 when 
indentured labour in Mauritius was coming to an end. The penalty for 
absences from work was not limited to the imposition of fines: should a
person who had been absent from work for two weeks be unable to prove cause 
of absence to the satisfaction of the employer, he was liable to be 
arrested, tried by the Stipendiary Magistrate and given three months'
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imprisonment. Absence from the plantation for three days without leave 
also entailed trial in Court and three months in jail. A few of the 
labourers driven to despair under continuing pressure put an end to their 
sufferings by committing suicide.
The Indenture System in Mauritius was nothing less than a system of 
modified slavery, an autocratic, capitalistic regime in which it was the 
end product and the material gains which counted, and, as time and again 
stressed in Mauritian Hindi writings, not the real people who were 
involved in producing such gains. But the Franco-Mauritian planters of 
the nineteenth century, perhaps, cannot be reproached too severely: they
had possessed slaves not long before, and it was rather too much to expect 
them to change their despotic habits overnight when they came in control 
of free men. Unfortunately for all concerned, the Mauritian planting 
interest proved to be obdurately obscurantist, and accepted industrial 
reform only when it was forced on them by statutory enactment. In fact, 
throughout the nineteenth century, they never really abandoned the 
attitudes which they had acquired as slave-masters. For example many 
estates kept workers' pay in arrears, at least for one month but more 
often for a period of two to three months or more. Napoleon Savy, a 
Creole advocate of Mauritius, giving evidence before a Committee of 
Investigation in 1858 stated that, on some estates, wages were up to six 
months in arrears. The Mauritius Royal Commission reported that in 1868 
on two Mauritian estates pay was seven months in arrears; on two other 
estates it was eight months in arrears, and in another two six months 
behind. There were five estates in which no pay had been given for five 
months and fifteen where pay was four months overdue (i.e. 13% of the 
estates were in arrears with pay). Although there was some improvement 
in 1871, there were still 15 estates where wages were withheld for 
three months or more.2  ^ Had the wages (about Rs.5. per month in addition 
to weekly rations of about the same value) been paid regularly, without 
the cuts and fines so despotically imposed, the Indian labourers, in 
general, could have been better off than in India. Apart from some 
workers who were thrifty to a fault, it was only the privileged few - 
the sirdars (foremen) and agents currying favour with the planters - who 
thrived in relative prosperity. Another lingering vestige of slavery was 
the occasional practice of inflicting physical chastisement on labourers;
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this was a further grievance which cast a slur on the Indenture System
during many years of its existence. The Royal Commissioners reporting
on this matter stated that 'assaults on immigrants are of common
occurrence, and on some estates they have been subjected to systematic
27and continued ill-treatment1. Although the Indians were, in general,
docile, there were several cases of retaliatory assaults with fatal 
consequences to employers. With the exodus of a large number of time- 
expired immigrants from the estate camps to surrounding hamlets and 
villages, and the emergence of small social and cultural organisations 
centred around the baithka, both inside and outside the plantations, 
however, this hateful and degrading practice became less and less frequent, 
until it died out in the early years of our century.
One distressing feature of the Indenture System was the iniquitous 
and inhuman treatment meted out to time-expired immigrants, also known as 
Old Immigrants, over many years of its history. In the early phases 
about one-quarter of the time-expired immigrants returned to India (return 
passages were abolished in 1853). Some of the others used to leave the 
estate camps to settle in neighbouring hamlets and villages. Except in 
certain years when there were plenty of new arrivals from India, the 
planters used to apply all the pressure they could, including the use of 
the police, to get time-expired workers to re-indenture, because the cost 
to them of 'free labourers', over whom the plantation lost much of its grip, 
was much higher than that of indentured labourers. Everything possible 
was done to render conditions difficult for the time-expired immigrant who 
did not wish to re-indenture. Wherever he lived and whenever he moved 
residence, he had to declare to the police his new occupation and his 
new address. He had to be in possession of a 'pass' (livret as in the 
neighbouring French island of La Reunion) with his photograph thereon, the 
replacement of which in case of loss involved a fee of £1. If found in a 
district outside that mentioned on his portrait-ticket, he was liable to 
arrest by the Police (Mauritius, the size of the Isle of Wight, was divided 
into eight districts), and if he was found, at any time, to be without 
employment or if he could not prove his occupation to the satisfaction of 
the Police, he was deemed to be a 'vagrant' under the provision of Ordinance 
6 of 1838 (made more stringent by Labour Ordinance 1867) and liable to arrest 
by the Police and prosecution in Court. The Old Immigrants freed from the 
bondage of indenture were setting up on their own as carters, small traders,
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market-gardeners, small land-holders and casual labourers seeking well-
paid agricultural jobs. Numerous people engaged in such callings could
not help having a few slack days now and then. Numbers of the time-
expired immigrants got arrested and convicted, because there was 'in the
minds of many officials a distrust of the genuineness of any employment
28which an Indian may adopt on his own account'. In the sixties these
convictions escalated at an alarming rate. For example, between 1864
and 1868, following Police harassment and arrests, 33,801 Indians were
convicted of vagrancy and sent to jail (this represented about 14% of
29the male Indian population). Deploring the massive and indiscrimate
arrests of the Indians, Thorny Hugon (1847 to 1859 )f perhaps the only 
Protector of Immigrants who performed his duties conscientiously without 
being subject to the unhealthy influence of the planting interest, had 
written earlier in his above-mentioned Sketch on Immigration that there 
were twenty or thirty thousand in Mauritius outside the plantations whom 
the planters insisted on branding as 'vagrants'; and 'their peaceful 
behaviour and industrious habits are unappreciated', he added. Governor 
Stevenson taking cognizance of the Protector's Sketch recorded in a 
marginal note against the above observations 'Nothing is more unjust or 
shortsighted than to regard these men as vagrants or to complain of their 
being allowed to remain on the i s l a n d ' . T h e  Committee set up in 1871 
to inquire into the practices of the Police by Governor Gordon who was 
determined to set things right in Mauritius, censured the Police regarding 
their activities towards the Indians, particularly the time-expired 
residents. The Mauritius Royal Commission likewise, in its report, was 
severely critical of the Police, and, following instructions from the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies, the vagrant hunts were completely 
prohibited.
In theory, there was a machinery available for the redress of the 
Indian workers' grievances. It was constituted chiefly by three bodies - 
the office of the Protector of Immigrants (set up since 1842), the Police 
and the law-court presided over by the Stipendiary Magistrate. The 
majority of the officers who successively held the office of Protector, 
opting for an easy life, sided with the all-powerful planters, often
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assisting them indirectly in punishing and repressing the immigrants.
’The title of Protector being given to the head of the Immigration
Department is calculated to mislead immigrants as much as it has misled
us1, observed the Royal Commissioners who urged the 'complete reform'
of the Immigration Office and the introduction of officials speaking 
31Hindustani. The Police were a submissive friend and supporter of
the planters, almost throughout the Immigration period, particularly
during the years preceding the investigations of the Committee for
Inquiry into Police practices and of the Mauritius Royal Commission.
For a long time, they remained, as shown above, a terror to the Indian
immigrants. The Report of the Royal Commissioners criticizing the
Police stated that 'the recklessness of the police in making arrests
was only to be equalled by that of the Magistrates in condemning those
arrested'. The stipendiary Magistrates, some of whom were Franco-
Mauritians, went along with the Indenture System. In the great majority
of cases brought by planters against their labourers, the Court decided
in favour of plaintiffs. There were just a few cases where workers
sued their employers, but these had not much of a chance. Besides, the
Indians were often handicapped by their inability to make themselves
understood in Court. Interpreters were used but it appears that the
latter often garbled the evidence against the defendants if they had not
been sufficiently bribed. It was not until the time of Governor Phayre
in the 1870s that a few Tamil and Hindustani speaking Stipendiary
magistrates were recruited from India. The convictions against the
Indians remained, nonetheless, unusually high. As late as in the
opening years of our century, Edward Bateson who had been a Stipendiary
Magistrate in Mauritius (1901-1903) when asked: 'You were really placed
for the convenience of the employer?' replied 'I was a machine for
32sending people to prison1. In fact, the administrative system, as
it existed in Mauritius during the major part of the immigration period
afforded no choice to the Indian worker: he had to accept whatever came
his way; there was no real means of redress. Sir Arthur Phayre, a
sympathetic governor, declared (1877) 'If the Indians were not a very
long-suffering people, the way they have been treated would long
33ago have caused serious general disturbances.'
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An unflinching champion of the cause of the Indians was Adolphe
de Plevitz, grandson of a Polish noble born in Paris, who came to
Mauritius in 1859. Through marriage, he became the proprietor of
Nouvelle-Decouverte Sugar Estate in Mauritius. His estate was free:
labourers were not required to indenture, and wages were reasonable and
regularly paid. He organized a petition on behalf of the Old Immigrants.
It is reported that this petition was translated into KhB. in the KaithI
34script and Tamil and circulated all over the island (the translations 
are now untraceable). Signed and marked by 9,401 Indians, the 
petition was presented by de Plevitz to Governor Gordon on 6th June,
1871. He followed the petition by a pamphlet entitled Observations on 
the Petition (3rd August) in which he was trenchantly critical of the 
abuses in the treatment of the Indians. The infuriated planters addressed 
to the Governor a petition signed by 950 'Mauriciens1 demanding that de 
Plevitz be expelled from Mauritius for disloyalty to the State, but 
Governor Gordon rejected their petition.
The following year, the Governor set up a Committee to inquire into 
the conduct of the Police. Their report which appeared on the 13th July,
1872, amongst other things, severely criticized the Vagrancy law as 
enforced by the Police and the Stipendiary Court. It also censured the
Protector’s neglect of duty.
Building on the foundation of the Police Enquiry and the Old 
Immigrants' petition accompanied by de Plevitz's Observations, Governor 
Gordon wrote to the Secretary of State for the Colonies asking for the 
setting up of a Royal Commission to investigate the treatment of Indian 
Immigrants in Mauritius (a similar Commission had investigated conditions 
in British Guiana the year before (1871)). The Secretary of State 
responding to this request appointed a three-member Royal Commission.
A number of sittings spread over a period of 18 months were held.
De Plevitz was heard at length and was closely questioned with regard to
his statements as contained in his Observations. The contents of the
Old Immigrants' petition were scrutinized in the light of extensive 
investigations carried out in the island. Planters' representatives 
were heard and their views carefully recorded.
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The Report which followed (April 1875) was a colossal historical
document, more comprehensive than its British Guiana counterpart, and
'it remains the basic document on the Indians in Mauritius; and because
it is so comprehensive, most scholars have not looked beyond its pages
35for their information'.
The Royal Commissioners condemning the Police, the Stipendiary law-
court, the Immigration Office and the planters' regime, made comprehensive
recommendations for the reform of abuses and setting things right in
Mauritius. Based on the recommendations and the observations of the
Secretary of State, a new Labour Bill was drafted and after a stormy
session in the Mauritius Legislature, it finally emerged as the new
Labour Ordinance No.12 of 1878. This new Labour statute improved the
lot of the Indian workers in Mauritius, and as Gordon said in later years
(he had resigned as Governor of Mauritius in 1875), 'it worked an
3 6enormous amount of good'.
3. Educational and cultural conditions of the early immigrants
As mentioned above, the great majority of the early immigrants
were illiterate, and economic conditions were so harsh that educational
and cultural considerations hardly arose amidst their struggle for
survival. Among the early arrivals, there were small numbers of boys and
girls of school-going age, but until the 1850s (the Indian population in
371851 numbered 77,996), hardly any thought had been given by the
Government of Mauritius to the education of these children who, very
probably, had not attended any state-school in India either. In
Mauritius, many of them went to part-time voluntary vernacular schools
3 8not recognized by Government, about which information is scanty.
The first administrator to take an earnest interest in the education 
of the Indians in Mauritius was Governor Higginson (1851-1857). In 1852, 
an experimental school was opened in Savanne district to teach Indian 
children through their own vernaculars, but the attempt proved abortive 
for lack of parental support. The same year, the colour-bar in 
Mauritian education was abolished, and the Royal College (the first 
Grammar School in Mauritius) for the first time admitted non-Europeans.
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Two years later (1854), the Mauritius Church Association proposed to 
the Governor that schools be opened with their collaboration, first in 
Port-Louis, and then elsewhere in the island to teach Indian children 
English and the Indian vernaculars, Tamil in particular. The Governor, 
who believed that Indian children should be taught through their own 
vernaculars, welcomed the idea and suggested that teachers be recruited 
from India, but the project never developed, as it did not meet with the 
approval of the Education Committee of the Council of Government. The 
truth was that the French plantocracy strongly represented on the Council 
of Government was averse to the progress of Indian vernaculars, especially 
if this were to happen at the expense of French - an attitude which they 
retain to this day but which has suffered, from time to time, considerable 
reverses over the last thirty years of the 20th century.
Pursuing his plan for the education of his subjects, Governor
Higginson set up a Special Committee (1855) on the Education of Children.
The investigations and report of this Committee throw much light on the
educational situation as it existed at the time. Out of 23,500 French
and African Creole children of learning age, 5,500 were obtaining a primary
and secondary education, whereas 18,000 (consisting of African Creoles)
were obtaining no education at all. There were, furthermore, 5,500
Indian children of learning age who also received no instruction at all in
39any state or state-aided school. A great number of Indian boys forming
chokras' (boys') gangs provided cheap labour to a congeries of 200 sugar- 
estates on the island, while some others, too young for field-work, 
wandered about on estate camps, wild and dirty and sometimes unclad, a 
nuisance to all around.
The Commission of 1855 unanimously reported that the African Creoles
40 .and Indians were indifferent to education. Reports in years to come, 
as well as actual facts, were to indicate that whilst the Indians in 
general were unenthusiastic and sometimes even suspicious of an education 
through European languages which stressed cultural and religious values 
alien to their own, they evinced a keen appreciation of an education 
given through their own vernaculars and associated with their own 
cultural roots. With the passage of time, however, the Indians became 
a more settled community, and while retaining much of their cultural
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heritage, they got over some of their former scruples and prejudices, 
and adapted themselves more and more to their composite Mauritian 
surroundings.
The Commission recommended compulsory education for children between
six and twelve years of age. An Ordinance (No.21 of 1857) was enacted,
but it provided, however, that 'the French language shall be the medium
of instruction'. The East India Company objected to Indians being
compelled to study through a foreign language. It was felt, moreover,
that compulsory education was alien to the culture of the Indians. The
41Ordinance lapsed after three years, for lack of confirmation.
Another recommendation of the Commission advocated mixed schooling
of Indian and Creole children. However well-intentioned the recommendation
was, its implementation in the early years proved short-sighted. Creoles,
particularly the French Creoles, disapproved of their children sitting in
the class beside the children of their servants and labourers. A few of
the creole school-masters did everything they could to discourage
42Indian children from attending their schools. Furthermore, French
which was the medium of instruction for Creole children was unnatural to 
the Indians.
It was held in certain quarters that the creation of separate
schools would perpetuate the division of races and encourage atavistic
habits in the Indians, but, nonetheless, for practical purposes, separate
schools had to be opened for Indian children (the first Indian schools
dated from the 1860s). Year by year, the number of these schools
fluctuated, especially as wooden school-buildings were vulnerable to the
hurricanes which visited Mauritius. For example, there were, in 1862,
nine Indian schools (two Government and seven grant-aided); in 1864, the
number increased to 26 and the following year to 30. The need was felt
for more Indian schools and more teachers. J. Comber Browne, F.R.G.S.,
the Superintendent of Government Schools and Inspector of grant-aided
schools, in his Annual Report for 1865 wrote that 'with so palpable a
desire among the Indians for education, were suitable appliances at hand,
43
schools might be increased in much more rapid succession1. In 1867,
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the number of Indian schools in the island increased to 41. In
March 1868, a hurricane destroyed some of the schools and they were not
replaced; as a result of this and of poor attendance (harvest-time
was particularly marked by absences from school), the schools were
reduced to 29 towards the end of 1868. When the Mauritius Royal
Commission arrived in 1872, they found 33 Creole and 22 Indian schools
44including four grant-aided.
Indian schools were vernacular schools in the sense that Bhojpuri
and Tamil were used as the medium of instruction. There were just a
few exceptions where the emphasis was on teaching the vernacular
languages. In the majority of them, the vernaculars were used chiefly
as the medium of instruction for elementary English and French and
ciphering. The instruction was part-time. After three hours at
school, the Indian child proceeded to his place of work on the plantation.
The teachers, all of them untrained, were not very proficient in their own
vernaculars, the less so in English and French, and progress was further
handicapped by the dearth of vernacular books, and by the fact that
classes were often composed of pupils belonging to two or more linguistic
45groups. It is reported that the Bhojpuri then used in the class-rooms 
was mixed with some KhB. to sound more prestigious. As KhB. in the 
Kaithi script of Bihar never got into print, there was hardly any Hindi 
reader in the class-rooms either in the State Indian schools or in private 
classes, prior to the last quarter of the 19th century.
With a view to improving the standard of teaching in Indian schools, 
a collateral branch was established in the Creole Normal School in 1873 
for the training of Indian teachers. In the practising training school 
for Indians, there were three sections: Hindustani in Persian characters,
Hindi KhB. in the Kaithi script and Tamil. The Normal school closed 
down in 1876 to re-open in 1902 (the section for women re-opened in 1903), 
but the collateral Indian section did not resume until about half a century 
later.
The school-attendance of Indian children in Indian schools and 
elsewhere (a few Indian children also attended Creole schools) was very
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poor. The census taken on the 11th April, 1871 showed that out of
21,035 Indian boys between the ages of five and fourteen, the average
daily school-attendance during the same month was 794, that is 3.7% of
the total, and out of 18,077 girls of the same age-group, the average
46daily attendance was not more than 35. An attendance which was very
low by 1861 had declined further over the 1860s. This bad record 
somewhat contradicts the above statement of the Superintendent of schools 
made in his Annual Report for 1865 praising the Indians' desire for 
education, although there were, in fact, various factors which discouraged 
their regular school-attendance. These included the bad weather often 
prevailing in the island during the hurricane season (January to end of 
March), the opportunity during harvest-time (over 5 months of the year) 
for the chokras to earn a better remuneration so as to supplement the 
very meagre family income, and finally the necessity for some boys and 
girls to stay at home to watch over babies and younger children while 
parents were at work. Notwithstanding these obstacles, official reports 
of the 1860s and the years which followed described their performance at 
school as commendable.
There were on several estate camps humble vernacular part-time
schools run on a voluntary basis. Certain employers tolerated and even
sometimes partially supported such schools, while others frowned on their
activities. The Indian boys and girls who learnt from the gurus were
taught the vernaculars and the scriptures, principally the Hanuman Calisa
and the Ramcaritmanas, and many of them did not attend Government schools.
The Superintendent of Schools in his report for 1876 stated that 'of the
11,785 children attending Government and grant-schools, not more than
2,829 belong to the coolie or ex-coolie population. About as many more
are believed to be under the teaching of heathens, connected more or less
47with idol temples erected on, or near sugar estates'.
Notwithstanding this rather unfavourable observation by the 
Superintendent of schools on the humble vernacular estate school, it lived 
for the best part of the immigration period in the nineteenth century and 
well into the early decades of the twentieth, to fulfil a significant role 
in the preservation of Indian vernaculars.
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The language used in the gurus’ class was similar to that in the 
State Indian school, that is, essentially Bhojpuri with some KhB. added 
in the case of Hindi. The gurus, however, used to teach the vernacular 
itself and not use it as a medium for explaining European languages.
The teaching of KhB. throughout the 19th century, it appears, remained 
very elementary: the learning of alphabets, the spelling and writing
(in slates and sanded floors) of names of objects of every-day life, 
formation of short sentences (in the Kaithi script), counting of numbers 
etc. The more important part of the gurus’ teaching, however, was that 
associated with the scriptures primarily the Hanuman Callsa and the 
Ramcaritmanas, available as manuscripts in the Kaithi script. In fact, 
until the early years of our own century when KhB. arriving from India 
assumed a more distinct place in Indo-mauritian society, the language of 
literate and semi-literate Indo-mauritians who had benefited from gurus' 
teachings remained primarily Bhojpuri blended with some KhB. and Avadhi 
vocabulary.
There were a few other factors which fostered linguistic and 
cultural growth in the early phases of immigration. Large numbers of 
coolies settled arbitrarily on the same plantations and moving within 
limited areas persistently spoke their own mother-tongue among themselves.
It is apparent both from the present situation and from reminiscences that 
the minority languages - Tamil, Telegu, Marathi, Punjabi, Bengali and 
Oriya - must have given way to Bhojpuri, the language of the majority, 
except in a very few areas where Bhojpuri lost to Tamil and Telegu. The 
preservation of the Oriental languages, Bhojpuri in particular, was, in a 
sense, assisted by the inability to make use of educational facilities, 
and in some places by the lack of such facilities, which meant that the 
children did not learn an alien language at school. Also, the Indians, 
in general, in spite of the disproportionate number of women in their midst, 
did not marry African Creole women, which precluded one possible way of a 
quicker spread of Creole patois in the plantation dwelling lines. 
Furthermore, because Indian women hardly received any instruction in 
Government schools, the great majority of Indian mothers spoke only the 
vernaculars to their children.
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4. Educational and cultural conditions in the last quarter of 
the 19th. century
a. Indian education
The field of Indian education in the first decade of the period
under review was dominated by the formulation and implementation of
Governor Sir Arthur Phayre1s policy. Although Indian school-attendance
improved slightly in the seventies, it was still absurdly low: in 1874,
out of 28,103 Indian children aged between six and twelve, only 1,584
48were at school, that is 5.6% (as compared with 3.7% in 1871). Phayre
planned to better this situation, to make Indian education much more 
effectual, and to give the Indians something of their own cultural 
heritage. Like Governor Higginson in the 1850's he believed that Indian 
children should be educated in their own vernaculars. In 1877,
Government established, as a pilot scheme, four vernacular schools of 
the Indian village type to benefit primarily children living on estate
4'camps. There was 'a mat for the children and a cushion for the teacher'
who received Rs.40. per month (this was lower than the salary in other
50state schools). There was to be 'secular instruction only'. The
average number of pupils in every school was 30 including a few Muslims,
and the main languages taught were Hindi (KhB.) in the Kaithi script,
and Hindustani in Persian characters, Marathi and Tamil (some ciphering
was also taught in two of the schools). It was considered that a full
programme would establish about 150 schools in different parts of the
island. The Superintendent of Schools J. Comber Browne implemented the
pilot scheme unenthusiastically and the Education Committee of the Council
of Government was openly critical of it. After a month of their opening,
however, the four schools were 'immediately filled with as many Indian
51children as could be accommodated'. Governor Phayre further declared
that it would be wasteful to teach the Indian children English, because, 
he thought, it was a language they would not use. Time has invalidated 
this view however: Indo-Mauritians, in general, sharing as they do with
others the administrative and political life of the country have found 
that a knowledge of English is a vital part of their education.
In December 1878, Phayre was transferred from Mauritius, In May 
1*6 80, following requests from parents and some pressure from Reverend W.
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Wright, Supervisor of the vernacular schools, and in keeping with 
Phayre's policy, a fifth vernacular school was opened by Government in 
the same district as the other four (Grand-Port). Apart from Hindi and 
Hindustani, a little English was included in the curriculum of this 
vernacular school.
The Department of Education, headed by J. Comber Browne, supported
by the Council of Government, gave priority to the use of English, and in
consequence frowned on vernacular development and looked on this Government
expenditure as unjustifiable. In 1880, Government appointed a Special
Committee on State Indian Vernacular schools to report on progress made,
attendance, and also whether the experiment had so far been successful
enough to warrant their continuance. The Committee made a detailed report
to the Colonial Secretary, Mauritius, stating amongst other things: 'We
are bound to state that when we proceeded to visit these schools, we were
not prepared to find them so good and so well organised. The children,
generally, were young, but appeared happy and cheerful.... They would
compare favourably with any schools of the same class in India.... We
have arrived at the conclusion that the vernacular schools under the
directions of Reverend W. Wright have been so far a success.1 Contradicitorily
and beyond their terms of reference, however, the Committee concluded 'We are
unanimously of opinion that continuance of the experiment would be of no
advantage.1 The reason they adduced was that 'Indian immigrants have
adopted the Creole patois to communicate among themselves.... The Hindoo
children will nearly all settle down in Mauritius and gradually merge into
the general population. They will thus have but few opportunities of
52
using their own vernaculars which will gradually be forgotten.' It
would be unreasonable to attach any blame to the Committee for an opinion 
expressed over a century ago about the linguistic and cultural future of 
the Indians in Mauritius, but the history of the Indians in their new abode 
and the cultivation of their vernaculars, Hindi in particular, has to a 
good extent, proved the incorrectness of their prediction, although it is 
true that Creole, the French-African patois remains the link-language 
through the multi-racial population.
Despite the protest of Reverend W j Wright who petitioned the Secretary 
of State, and to the disappointment of many Indian parents, the five 
vernacular schools were closed by the end of 1881, and as recommended by the
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53Committee 'amalgamated' with other State schools. This was the 
end of Government vernacular education in Mauritius in the nineteenth 
century, and there was to be hardly any change in this policy until the 
investigations and report of Kunwar (later Sir) Maharaj Singh in the 
third decade of the twentieth century. It is significant that the 
attitude of the Government of Mauritius towards Indian vernaculars in 
the closing decades of the nineteenth century coincided with that prevalent 
in India where Government willing to promote the use of English by all 
means was lending but little support to Indian vernaculars.
The State vernacular schools, undergoing a process of amalgamation,
became the nucleus of the Second-Grade schools opened in 1883. The
existing Indian schools were also restyled Second-Grade schools. In 1896
there were 31 Second-Grade schools of which eight were half-time; these
54were principally for Indian children but open to all. In fact several
of them were mixed, that is, attended by both Creole and Indian pupils. 
Indian children, particularly those in towns and villages (they 
constituted a little less than half of the total school age Indian 
population) growing more and more acquainted with the Creole patois were 
increasingly attending Creole schools, in some of them in considerable 
numbers, although a few Creole masters still resented Indian attendance.
The distinction between Indian and Creole schools was every day becoming 
less and less noticeable, and as the nineteenth century drew to its close, 
the mixed school became more and more the common feature in the primary 
education of the Government of Mauritius.
It is important to remember, however, that the Indian school
population, consisting principally of boys, although increasing over the
last quarter of the nineteenth century, still remained well under 14% of
the school-going age children (in Trinidad, just over 19% and in British
Guiana 20% of the Indian children were at school during the same period).
In 1896, out of 52,000 Indian children between five and sixteen years
of age in Mauritius, there were altogether 5,566 children at school of whom 
55
656 were girls. Apart from the Creole patois, intelligible to the
majority, and a smattering of English and French acquired by a few, the 
speech of the immigrants and their descendants at that period remained 
predominantly the vernaculars, Bhojpuri in particular.
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While dealing with the educational conditions of the immigrants and 
their descendants, it would be apt to mention that at the time the Royal 
Commissioners visited Mauritius, there was at the Royal College (the 
best grammar school where the boys of the elite were educated) a Professor 
of Hindustani. He was Reverend W. Wright.^ The objective of 
establishing such a chair was, it appears, to teach the French Creoles 
who attended the school the language of a high proportion of the people 
who served the island. The chair, however, was not long-lived.
b. The growth of villages and the acceleration of cultural progress
An important social development that assisted considerably in
generating cultural progress among the Indians during this period was the
growth and expansion of hamlets and villages beyond the areas of sugar
plantations. There were several factors which promoted an exodus from
the estate camps and a settlement in dwelling places which were, in a
large measure, free from the inhuman grip of the plantation, although
still under its shadow. Already in the mid-fifties, a few estates had
parcelled out small portions of their lands (this was known as 1le petit
morcellement1 ) and small plots of half an acre or a little more or less
had been purchased mostly by the Old Immigrants who were moving out of
the estates. Between 1862 and 1871, Government sold or rented, mostly
57to Old Immigrants, about 120 acres of Crown land. In the mid-seventies,
as a consequence of floods and droughts, several estates falling in 
financial difficulties discharged indentured immigrants in order to sign 
on new arrivals from India at lower wages. Some of these freed immigrants 
bought or rented 1morcellements1 of land, and like many others set up on 
their own. The 1870s and the years that followed saw a further emergence 
of small cane-planters and market gardeners. Several estates parcelled 
out some of their lands on a larger scale than in the 1850s (this was 
known as 1le grand morcellement1) with a consequent extension of villages 
in the peripheral parts of the plantations. An ever-increasing rural 
small-holder class of Indians was coming into existence.
The estate population was fast diminishing. In the past, police 
vagrant-hunts and massive Court prosecutions had inexorably forced many 
time-expired Indians into re-indenture: it was, in a sense, a system
maintained by force, but the hunts had been completely stopped after the 
visit of the Royal Commissioners. The majority of indentured labourers,
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on the expiry of indenture, were turning their back to the estate and
settling in villages with friends and relatives. This process went on
and on until many of the camps were almost depleted. The estates and
factories too were being rationalized: from a congeries of 200 estates
in 1850 to 50 in about 1910. The number of employees living with their
families on estate camps fell from 68,586 in 1879 to 39,749 in 1901,
that is, well over half of the Indian population was living outside the
plantation camps at the turn of the century (in 1921 the proportion
of Indian population outside the estate camps was about five-sixths of 
58the total).
The cultural influences which, in a large measure, remained 
suppressed and stifled under the constraints of estate camps began to 
flower in the village communities which were spreading increasingly all 
over the island. It must be mentioned, however, that while in many 
estates cultural activities were restricted because they were considered 
deleterious to the interest of the plantation, on a few of them the 
management was benign and occasionally even supported certain such 
activities, particularly in the later periods of immigration. Although 
originally informal and unplanned, such activities became gradually more 
institutionalised and played an increasingly important part in the 
cultural and social life of Indo-Mauritians. In the earlier days, 
members of the local Indian associations used to assemble in private homes, 
but later a community centre called baithka, generally consisting of a 
thatched hall with an average floor capacity for 50 to 75 people, was 
erected in a central place on the estate or the village. In later years, 
the baithka was roofed with iron sheets, and in more modern times it has 
been enlarged and built of concrete. The membership was composed of 
male adults and adolescents, and did not include women until the advent 
of the Arya Samaj in the second decade of the present century. Baithkas 
grew up as fast as hamlets and villages, and a few localities had more 
than one. On occasions such as weddings and funerals, the baithka 
association assisted the members concerned on a co-operative basis. The 
association also operated a Panchayat system which, though not officially 
recognised, was held in high regard by the whole village.
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Among the main roles of the baithka, however, was the running of
a part-time voluntary vernacular school for both boys and girls (every
afternoon or twice or thrice per week) which fulfilled not only an
educational but a religious and cultural function as well. The teachers
called gurus were the few literates or semi-literates of the estate or
village. The subjects taught during the period concerned were
principally Tamil, or KhB. in the Kaithi script, especially the latter.
The Muslims taught Urdu in madrasahs. A few of the gurus taught in
their own homes. No tuition fees were charged. The motto of all the
Hindi schools in the island was Rama gati dehu sumati (the path of Rama
59leads to righteousness). The language spoken at the baithka by
teachers, pupils and occasional visitors was Bhojpuri, admixed with some 
KhB., sometimes intercalated with a few Creole words. Once every week, 
on Thursdays (guruvar- the day of the guru) in some schools, a ceremony 
took place known as pat! puja ('worship of the slate1). A manuscript 
copy of the Ramcaritmanas, neatly wrapped up in cloth, as well as pupils' 
slates, well cleaned, would be laid on a small altar improvised in the 
classroom. The pupils' offerings - boiled rice, bananas, coconut, 
camphor, flowers, etc. - would be laid on the same altar. The guru 
would be neatly dressed, wearing a fTka and carrying the cane in his hand. 
As the boys and girls would reverently prostrate themselves before the 
altar, the guru would touch their backs with his cane. This was known 
as char! vardan . ('blessing with the cane'). Prayers would then be said 
communally by teacher and pupils.^
Through the last quarter of the 19th century, the teaching of KhB. 
in both State Indian schools and gurus' classes seems to have continued 
to be very elementary. This is indicated by glimpses we can catch in 
the official education reports which appeared during that time. The 
Report on State Indian Schools (1873) from the Government Superintendent 
explains that the Indian children attending Cluny Estate School ..display 
unusual intelligence.... and [they] translated readily to me such words 
as the following from their own language into English and Creole:
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topi. 
ghar *
gay. -
ghora
house
hat
horse
cow vasse
sapo
lacase
souval
61
They also rendered into the three languages numerals up to fifty...1. 
Likewise, the Report of the Special Committee on Indian Vernacular 
Schools, 1880, gives a little information about the kind of teaching 
that existed in the five schools established under Governor Phayre's 
pilot scheme. With regard to KhB., it states in the case of two of the 
schools that 1Hindee is taught'. in one of them, some children were 
learning the alphabets while the more advanced were taught grammar 
(probably at a very elementary level). Referring to a third school, the 
Report informs us that 'teaching included Nagri, Tamil, Mahratta - no
62 i |grammar taught'. The mention of KhB. in Nagri script here appears
for the first time in an education report of the late 19th century.
It is further significant that the same report mentions that 'books
were neat and clean' in one of the three schools where KhB. was being
taught. Whether manuscripts in the Kaithi script or school-books
printed in Devanagari are meant, is not clear from the brief report.
The teaching in the pilot schools was 'based on school-books in use in
6 3Bengal and Madras', and it is possible that, being Government- 
sponsored, primers in the Devanagari script had been obtained from India, 
but such books are untraceable.
The teaching in those schools embraced not only very elementary KhB. 
but also reading and recitation from Kaithi manuscripts of the Hanuman 
Calisa and the Ramcaritmanas, particularly the latter. Education in 
these humble schools, at that period, culminated (it was a sort of 
graduation) in the ability to read and chant the Ramcaritmanas and to 
explain the verses in Bhojpuri. There were special occasions celebrated 
at the baithka school, attended by men and women of the estate or village, 
when the advanced pupils would chant and explain, to the admiration of 
all the audience. The advanced students taught the Ramcaritmanas to 
others, and, through the process of learning from each other, these 
RamayapIs, as they were called, grew in number especially in the villages
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over the last quarter of the 19th century and the decades which followed. 
Several Hindu missionaries, Hindi teachers and Hindi protagonists in years 
to come stemmed from this class of Ramcaritmanas readers.
Weddings and festivals, and the field of entertainment, especially in 
hamlets and villages, provided recurrent influences that stimulated cultural 
development during the closing years of the 19th century and the years which 
followed. Untrammelled by restrictions of plantation life, wedding 
ceremonies grew much more elaborate. There was plenty of singing and 
dancing especially by the women folk, before, during and after the wedding, 
spreading over a week or more. The wedding songs were all in Bhojpuri and 
it is clear that the rich oral traditions of Bhojpuri were preserved and 
cultivated as they are today in Mauritius.
The Hindi stage too, crude as it was in the last years of the 19th 
century exerted a significant cultural influence. Among the plays usually 
staged were Indra Sabha and Ram Lila. The Ramcaritmanas chapter most 
popular for stage adaptation at that time was Aranya, especially the part 
dealing with the 14 year banishment, the devotion of the princes to the 
ascetics in the forest, the abduction of Slta, the ignominious end of Ravana, 
and Rama's triumphant return to Ayodhya. Scripts of such plays are 
untraceable, but it is reported that the dialogues were a mixture of 
Bhojpuri, KhB. and Avadhi. Some Telegus and Tamils too used to stage Ram- 
Llla in their own vernaculars.
In the days when other forms of entertainment were scarce, the stage- 
plays attracted a large audience from near and far. They were staged on 
occasions such as weddings, festivals, the birth of a child in well-to-do 
families etc. They achieved, in general, a deep impact on the audience, 
and unconsciously promoted significant cultural growth.
The birha (usually sung by the Ahlr caste) too was very popular 
throughout this period, and until the late 1920s. Singing in a high pitch, 
with finger-tips applied to his ears, as if to summon all his concentration, 
and often bursting forth unexpectedly on public gatherings, the birha-singer 
rarely failed to capture the attention of the audience. As an expression
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of grief, this lyric struck a sad note (birha is derived from Sanskrit 
viraha).
The Indians, in general, were a religious-minded people, and the 
frequent celebration of various kinds of kathas in bai-fchkas and private 
homes gave expression to this religious feeling. The katha in Mauritius 
was primarily a religious discourse based on Hindu orthodox scriptures - 
the Mahabharata, life and precepts of Satyanarayag. Svami, the puranic 
legends such as those compiled by Lalluji Lai in his Premsagar, the 
Ramcaritmanas etc. The Alhakhand also formed the theme of a katha, 
although less frequently. The grimad Bhagavat Katha, generally 
celebrated over seven days, took place once or twice per year at the 
baithka or the temple of the locality, before a considerable audience. 
Gita-katha did not come before the early years of the twentieth century.
It is reported that KhB. was occasionally used in the closing years 
of the 19th century by Brahmin priests officiating at the katha ceremony, 
including a few originating from the North-West provinces. They would 
explain to the audience that the solemnity of the katha called for the use 
of KhB., the language of the gods, and not Bhojpuri familiarly used at home. 
This use of KhB. in some kathas however faulty and ungrammatical, together 
with the occurrence of a KhB. diction in ritual songs and folk songs which 
the immigrants had brought from their villages of origin in India, can be 
said to have been among the factors which constituted its early unconscious 
beginnings in Mauritius during the last years of the 19th century.
c. Hindi manuscripts
While the kathas imparted to the Indians, in general, a small amount of 
spiritual instruction, there was very little reading material circulating for 
the benefit of those whose knowledge of reading was confined to the 
vernaculars. Hindi books printed in Devanagari had not reached Mauritius 
as yet; there were only the manuscripts introduced by the immigrants. These 
manuscripts from North-Indian areas were not original writings but copies, 
in the Kaithi script, of what were mostly religious texts of the sub­
continent, including the Ramcaritmanas (of which the majority of the 
manuscripts contained only one or two chapters). As the need for these 
books was felt more and more in the island, some of them were reproduced by
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the literate immigrants and their sons. A few Hindus of the
£>ivnarayani sect held manuscript treatises of their own tradition,
65including the £abd Granth Vilas, while the KabTr PanthTs circulated 
copies of the Bijak amongst themselves. Tamil manuscript writings are 
also traceable in Mauritius, including a few beautifully written on 
processed coconut leaves.^ It is very unfortunate that hitherto the 
Government of Mauritius has not devoted enough attention to the 
conservation of these manuscripts, although the necessary mechanisms 
at both administrative and professional levels are not lacking. The
H.P.S., has been able, however, to collect and conserve a certain number 
of these works which are available today for examination at their 
Nemnarain Gupt library. These works are: Arjun-Gita, Yam-Gita, Visnu-
Purart, Gorakh-^atak, Hanuman-Cal1 sa, Hanuman-Bahuk, Dvarkapuri Mahatmya, 
BandT-Mocan, £ri Radha-Anuqraha, Ramcaritmanas. Apart from these 
manuscripts, there are in the possession of a few Indo-Mauritian families 
manuscript writings such as Laluji Lai's Prem Sagar, and other works 
bearing no title.
Quite a few of the Hindi manuscripts have, through bad conservation, 
deteriorated beyond legibility. Even those which are still in a good 
state of conservation are not easily intelligible to modern Hindi readers, 
in general, owing to dissimilarities between the Kaithi and Devanagari 
scripts, and also because the occasional deviations from the original in 
the course of transcription have here and there obscured their meaning.
Now they are of interest primarily to research scholars and students of 
philology. While they remained in use for upwards of half a century, 
however, they played a significant role in that they underpinned Indian 
culture and Indian education in Mauritius.
d. The linguistic situation of the Indian community at 1900
When the Indian immigrants arrived in the course of the 19th century, 
Creole as a lingua franca was already firmly established in Mauritius. It 
was a French-based language with an admixture of African (especially East 
African) and Malagasy vocabulary. It was the medium through which the 
Franco-Mauritian planters had addressed their slaves and the means of 
communication amongst the slaves themselves, as well as the language 
of the streets and markets. It was the same Creole patois which the
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French foremen and overseers used in order to communicate with their 
Indian workers in the fields and factories. English was the language in 
which the business of government was conducted, French the language of 
the Franco-Mauritians, the Catholic Church, and cultured society in 
general including free African Creoles who took pride in cultivating the 
cultural pattern of the French bourgeoisie. English and French were 
also the languages taught in primary schools and to the privileged few 
in secondary institutions. This linguistic situation must have appeared 
complicated to the Indian immigrants, especially in the early stages of 
immigration, although the structural simplicity of Creole was very 
probably a help in enabling them to acquire a working-knowledge of the 
language without too much difficulty. The introduction of Indian 
languages in the island, however, rendered more complex a linguistic 
situation which was complicated already.
The language of the great majority of Indian immigrants arriving 
since 1834 was Bhojpuri. There must have been small dialectal differences 
in the Bhojpuri spoken by Biharis hailing from different parts of the vast 
province of Bihar, and somewhat wider differences in the Bhojpuri of the 
Biharis and that of the immigrants originating from the North-Western 
Provinces. The arbitrary settlement of immigrants on estate camps, with 
mobility confined to limited areas, led, it must be conjectured, to a 
homogenization of the Indian community, and parallel with this movement 
their dialectal differences too, must have undergone a process of 
homogenization. The consequence was the evolution of a more or less 
standardized and mutually intelligible language, a unified Bhojpuri, 
spoken by a people who had grown socially and culturally very much 
analogous. It was the beginning of the formation of the Mauritian 
Bhojpuri of today, not identical to any one single Bhojpuri dialect 
in India. Such was the language of the communities which then settled 
in the hamlets and villages which were fast expanding in the peripheral 
parts of sugar estates. Freed from the restrictions of plantation 
life, the immigrants were now receptive to the religious and cultural 
forms flowing from a rich and resurgent Bhojpuri oral culture.
It is significant that while the language of the majority was 
Bhojpuri, what boys and girls were taught in the state schools, madrasahs 
and private gurus' classes was not Bhojpuri but KhB. in the Kaithi and
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Persian scripts. In fact, literacy and vernacular education presented 
a problem to Bhojpuri-speakers, because Bhojpuri was not a written language, 
nor was it regarded as being suitable to be so, and formal education thus, 
of necessity, had to be in KhB., the language perceived to have both 
literary and cultural prestige, whether as Hindi or Urdu. It was towards 
KhB., therefore, that they looked for their educated and cultured modes of 
expression. ^  there was no hope of Bhojpuri ever achieving this for them.
On the other hand, had Bhojpuri been a prestigious written language with 
an established written literature, the Bhojpuri-speakers, like the Telegus 
and Tamils, would have continued to cultivate their own language, and KhB. 
would have stood no chance whatever in Mauritius.
It could then be argued that the primary impetus towards KhB. 
derived from the demands of literacy on the speakers of a non-written 
language, in part made more pressing by well-intentioned initiatives to 
introduce vernacular education. Although, therefore, it might be 
tempting to apply a model of cultural 1sanskritization1 to the situation, 
regarding KhB. as a more prestigious mode of expression for a consciously 
1sanskritizing', upward aspiring community, this would almost certainly 
be a mistake in the 19th. century. While there is a sense in which such 
a hypothesis might be valid in the 20th. century, it would be safer to 
regard KhB. not so much as 'prestigious', but rather simply as 'written' 
during the 19th. century. It would seem that the model of 'sanskritization' 
is only appropriate in hierarchical competitive societies, and that was not 
the case in Mauritius.
The approach to KhB. by Bhojpuri speakers was facilitated by the
fact that the two languages are cognate. Although in terms of linguistic
genetics, the two are independent siblings, neither deriving from the
other, yet they are descended 'from the same ancestor' and 'are closely
6 7akin in grammar and vocabulary'. There must also have been a residual
but passive knowledge of KhB. amongst some of the immigrants.
There is every reason to believe that by 1900, the general pattern 
of Mauritian Bhojpuri spoken all over the island was already firmly set.
It had already lost in some measure to Creole: it incorporated by that
time numerous Creole words which made it distinctly Mauritian and not very 
intelligible to any Bhojpuri speaker from India. It is unfortunate,
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however, that because of the oral nature of Bhojpuri, examples of the 
language prevalent at that time are not available. The minority 
languages had already lost much to Bhojpuri, although Tamil and Telegu, 
especially Tamil continued to flourish in a few areas inhabited in the 
majority by South Indian immigrants. Most of the Indians were by that 
time more or less able to converse intercommunally in Creole, although 
their phonetics were affected by the respective Indian languages they 
spoke. This can, in some measure, still be seen today from the speech 
of the few Indo-Mauritians born in the turn of the century or a little 
before.
In considering the linguistic situation of the Indian community in 
Mauritius at 1900, it is also important to examine their attitude towards 
learning the two European languages prestigiously used in the country, 
namely English and French. In the last quarter of the 19th century, 
some progressive Indian parents were growing more and more conscious of 
the fact that social and economic advancement in Mauritius required 
English and French qualifications much more than those in oriental 
languages. In the opening years of our century, there already existed 
a small number of boys and girls with a smattering in English and French, 
and an increasing number of parents who regarded English and French as 
the essential languages of academic education for their children, with 
KhB. or some other oriental language as that of religion and culture.
This is a feeling which has persisted thereafter among a large 
proportion of Indo-Mauritian parents.
On the linguistic horizon at 1900, there appeared very little from 
which one could forecast the future of KhB. in Mauritius. The very 
elementary but fairly steady instruction in KhB. through the second half 
of the nineteenth century together with the occasional use of the 
language by officiating priests in the course of kathas during the last 
years of the century, gave KhB. a certain footing among Indo-Mauritians. 
But this footing was decidedly too exiguous to have been able to indicate 
what was going to be the future course of the language in the island.
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NOTES
1. Indian immigration and the background of the immigrants have been 
dealt with extensively, amongst others, by: H.Tinker, A New System 
of Slavery, (Oxford University Press, 1974); P.Saha, Emigration of 
Indian Labour (1834-1900), (Delhi, 1970); I.M.Cumpston, Indians 
Overseas in British Territories, 1834-1854, O.U.P., (London, 1953), 
all of which contain substantial bibliographies.
2. In Mauritius, a proclamation of Governor Nicolay made it known that 
after 31st March, 1839, all compulsory labour would be discontinued 
and all apprentices (they were slaves prior to 1833) would be 
liberated.
3. Towards the end of the eighteenth century, the Indian element in 
the Mauritian population was 10%. Out of a total population of 
60,000, 50,000 were slaves of whom 6,000 were from India, principally 
from the south of the sub-continent. The main oriental language 
spoken on the island until the arrival of the Bhojpuri-speaking 
Biharis in the 1830s, was Tamil.
4. Information regarding the number of employees in the sugar industry 
has been obtained through the kind offices of the Chamber of 
Agriculture, Port-Louis.
5. Arkatias is apparently derived from Arkaf (Arcot), in South India and 
maistrls from Hindi mistrT (master).
6. Before a Committee appointed to inquire about the hill-coolies with
effect from 1st August 1838, Longueville Clarke, a distinguished 
barrister of the Supreme Court of Calcutta, gave evidence on 8.10.1838 
as follows: 'We [Clarke and David Hare, a contemporary] proceeded
to the house and found two brijabassis [watchmen] with clubs (lattees) 
We went up a narrow staircase at the top of which was a door which was 
shut... We crossed over a terrace....and at the end of it there 
were two or three rooms, the door of one of which was fastened... As 
soon as we got on the terrace there was a great cry of "Dohae, Dohae, 
Dohae". I bid one of the brijabassis open the door... The door 
was opened and I suppose nearly one hundred, or upwards of a hundred
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persons rushed out... They flung themselves at Mr.Hare's feet 
and mine, crying out "Dohae..." I then got Mr.Hare, who speaks the 
language very well, to single out a man. He said he had been locked 
up, and he had been beaten, and that he would not go to Mauritius and 
he would sooner have his throat cut than go:..' Extract from H. 
Tinker, op.cit., p.66.
7. Idem, p.116.
8. Idem, p.51.
9. The following were among the various types of taxes imposed by
thikadars:
'When the oppressor wants a horse, the kol must pay; when he desires 
a palki, the kols have to pay, and afterwards to bear him therein. 
They must pay for his musicians, for his milch cows, for his pan.
Does someone die in his house? he taxes; is a child born? again a 
tax; is there a marriage or a puja? a tax; is he found guilty at 
cutchery (court-house) and sentenced to be punished the kol must pay 
the fine. Or does a death occur in the house of the kol? the poor 
man must pay a fine; is a child born, is a son or daughter married, 
the poor kol is still taxed. And this plundering, punishing, robbing 
system goes on till the kol runs away. These unjust people not only 
take away everything in the house, but even force the kols to borrow, 
that they may not obtain what they want, reminding one of Sydney 
Smith's account of the poor man taxed from his birth to his coffin.1
Source: Tracts, Vol.334, The Kols of Chota Nagpur, page 11, India
Office Library.
10. (i) H.Tinker, op.cit., p.49. (ii) Several families in Mauritius bear
the surname Dhongoor or Dhingoor, which appears to be a distorted 
spelling of dhangar. To this day, some descendants of the dhangars 
are identifiable from their physical traits around Rose-Belle and 
Union-Park in the south-east of Mauritius.
11. Referring to newly arrived 11,549 Indian immigrants (9,709 males and 
1,840 females) by the boat Apolline, Charles Anderson the Protector 
of Immigrants commented (to G.F.Dick, Colonial Secretary Mauritius 
on 27.4.1844) that they were of 'the most superior description of 
both sexes. Nearly all the men are of the Dhangur or Hill-Coolie 
caste...' Source: correspondence addressed by Protector C.
Anderson to Colonial Secretary G.F.Dick, dated 27.4.1844, M.A.
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12. (i) T.Hugon, Sketch on Immigration, a series of notes submitted
to the Governor of Mauritius between 14 December, 1857 and 9 March, 
1858, in manuscript, M.A., paras 54-6.
(ii) H.Tinker, op.cit., p.54.
13. M.Martin, History of the British Colonies (London, 1834), (Vol.l, 
p.217).
14. (i) Judicial and Legislative Committee Misc. Papers (Emig.) General, 
Indian Correspondence, Memorandum etc. 1842-1859, Vol.V, Extract from 
Fort St. George Public Diary to Consultation, 28 February, 1943 
(India Office Library, London).
(ii) P.Saha, op.cit., p.60.
15. Tracts 148, pages 16-18 (India Office Library, London).
16. On 11th July, 1838, the Principal Collector of Malabar informed the 
Madras Council that during the last week of June, Mr.Tyack, an 
Emigration Agent for Mauritius, came to his station (Malabar) and 
succeeded in prevailing upon a number of Chermars (slaves of the 
soil) to proceed to Cochin for the purpose of embarking for Mauritius.
17. Census of India, 1911 (India'Office Library, London).
18. Towards the end of the 19th century, there was an accelerated 
emigration (regulated and non-regulated) from South India: while 
2,187 came to Mauritius in 1900, emigrants who went to Natal, Straits 
Settlements, Burma and Ceylon under regulated and non-regulated 
emigration numbered 25,622 in 1899 and 494,990 in 1900. Source:
H.Tinker, op.cit., Table 3:2, p.57.
19. A zamindar of Bihar stated in the 1860s that he employed more than 
30,000 people on his estate, and only his best labourers could earn 
two to three rupees per month. They lived on inferior grams and 
never tasted rice. Source: General Department (Emigration), 
November 1862, No.34 (India Office Library, London).
20. P.Saha, op.cit., p.29.
21. Ibid., p.30, note 4.
22. H.Tinker, op.cit., p.58.
23. Ibid., p.56.
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24. Mauritius Census, 1861, M.A.
25. Report of the Mauritius Royal Commission appointed to inquire into
the treatment of immigrants in Mauritius (1872-1875), (Cmd. 1115 of
1875), para.2094.
26. Ibid.
27. Ibid.
28. Mauritius Police Enquiry Report, 13th July, 1872, M.A., p.99.
29. H.Tinker, op.cit., p.108.
30. T.Hugon, op.cit.
31. Report of the Mauritius Royal Commission, op.cit.
32. Sanderson Report, p.374, also quoted by H.Tinker in A New System
of Slavery, p.310.
33. H.Tinker, 'Arthur Phayre in Mauritius 1874-78: Social policy and 
Economic reality', in Southeast Asian History and Historiography; 
essays presented to D.G.E.Hall (Ithaca, N.Y. 1976), p.70.
34. Somdath Bhuckory, Hindi in Mauritius (Port-Louis, 1967), p.37.
35. H.Tinker, op.cit., p.250.
36. Ibid., p.258.
37. Population Census, M.A.
38. It appears that the first voluntary Indian school in Mauritius was 
opened in Port-Louis by an Indian named Savrimoutou in 1823, before 
the advent of indentured immigration. The language taught was 
Tamil. Source: A.R.Mannick, The Development of a plural society, 
p. 45.
39. Report of the Special Committee on Education, 1855.
40. Examples of such reports are:
(i) Report on Elementary schools in Mauritius supported and 
assisted by Government for 1865, para.47, M.A.; and
(ii) Despatch of Governor Phayre to Secretary of State Carnavon,
14th August, 1877, M.A.
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41. To this day, education is not, by law, compulsory in Mauritius, 
but almost 99% of school-going age achildren do attend school.
42. One example was what used to take place at Rose-Belle Government 
School, as late as the 1870s. The master of that school, Robert 
Vilbro, eager to fill his school with the children of estate over­
seers and managers, used to mark Indian children absent even when 
they were present, in order to get their names off his registers.
To scare them away, he sometimes smeared the Indian pupils' mouths 
with grease; he knew Indians had religious objections to the use of 
grease. Source: H.Tinker, 'Arthur Phayre in Mauritius 1874-78',
op.cit., p.71.
43. Report on Government and State-aided elementary schools in Mauritius 
for 1865, para 47, M.A.
44. Ibid., for 1871 - M.A.
45. The writer of this thesis gathered the information from his grand­
father (the latter's father arrived as an immigrant in 1857), born 
in Mauritius in 1860 and deceased in 1939.
46. Returns of Census taken in Mauritius on 11.4.1887, M.A.
47. Report on Government and State-aided schools for 1876, M.A.
48. H.Tinker, 'Arthur Phayre in Mauritius, 1874-1878: Social Policy
and Economic Reality1, op.cit., p.69.
49. Ibid., p.71.
50. Ibid., p.69.
51. Ibid., p.71.
52. Report of the Special Committee on Indian Vernacular Schools, 1880, 
M.A.
53. Ibid.
54. Report on Government and grant-aided schools for 1896, M.A.
55. Ibid; P.Saha, op.cit., p.126.
56. Report of the Mauritius Royal Commissioners (1872-1875), op.cit.,
para.3097.
57. Ramoo Sooriamoorthy, Les Tamouls ^ 1'lie Maurice, (Port-Louis, 1977), 
p.133.
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58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
H.Tinker, A New System of Slavery, op.cit., pp.234, 370.
It is reported that a few estate employers, inquisitive about the 
meaning of Ram gati dehu siimati were explained by baithka teachers 
that it was an invocation praying for assuidity and loyalty in 
one's work on the sugar plantation 1
The pat! puja prayer in the Hindi schools was:
Sar sar, sar sar, sanjha kali
Sone rupe Girvar-Dharl
Jo jane Girvar ke bheva
Nitya uthe puje Ganpat deva
Ganpat puje ka karije
Pahle phul vinayak dije
Dosar ka Sarosatl dije
Tisar ka Mahadev
Cauthe guru pav parihe
Guru pave pave asis
Guru catiya jlye lakh baris
Lakh baris ke sande khunde [?1 « « « •  ^ J
Guru dvare barse candi 
Akharmandi
Vidya ke phal baithal khaya
Many of the schools adopted a shorter version of this prayer. 
Translation: It is the evening twilight. Krsna is here decked 
with gold. People to whom the mysteries of Krsija have been revealed 
would, every morning, on rising, worship Ganes. But how to worship 
Ganes? Firstly, offer your flowers to God (vinayak), secondly to 
Sarasvati, thirdly to Mahadev, and finally prostrate yourselves at 
the feet of the guru to seek his blessings. Those blessed by the 
guru live very long (a thousand years). You have been only digging 
and delving a thousand years, but with the guru's blessings, you will 
acquire wealth and wisdom. All people who acquire knowledge live 
comfortably (sit and eat).
Report on Government and Government-aided schools for 1873, M.A. 
Report of Special Committee on Indian Vernacular Schools, 1880, M.A.
63. H.Tinker, 'Arthur Phayre in Mauritius, 1874-1878', op.cit.
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64. Among those who reproduced manuscripts of Ramcaritmanas in 
Mauritius were: Jalim Ravidas (his manuscript of the Sundar
Kand dated 1840 is conserved by the Nemnarain Gupt library of the
H.P.S.), Nuckcheddy Mahton, Bhagvat Nundoo, Ramguttee, Ramnath 
Gossaye, Bunwaree and Goodarsing Vishnudayal. The last two were 
among the very few who transcribed the seven chapters in one volume 
and their manuscripts are today the possessions of the families 
concerned. The others transcribed one or two chapters. One sheet 
from the copy made by immigrant Bunwaree (he was from Ballia) was 
presented to Indira Gandhi, Prime Minister of India, on the occasion 
of her first visit to Mauritius (1970).
65. A manuscript of the £abd Granth Vilas was seen in the possession
of Sammat Lai Bajnath of Quinze Arpents, Flacq, born in 1890, whom 
the writer of this thesis interviewed at his home on the 28th March, 
1981. He could read fluently the Kaithi script of this manuscript. 
He also sang on that day Bhojpuri songs of the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries, besides reciting Hindi class-prayers 
dating from the early years of our century.
66. Two Tamil manuscripts on processed coconut leaves are in the
possession of the writer of this thesis, donated to him in February 
1981 by Singa Nursigadoo, Souillac, Mauritius. The theme of the 
writings is prediction of people's future.
67. Richard K. Barz,'The Cultural Significance of Hindi in Mauritius' 
(South Asia, New Series, Vol.Ill, No.l (1980)).
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CHAPTER TWO
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF KhB. BETWEEN 1900 AND 1935
This chapter traces diachronically the progress of KhB. during 
the first thirty-five years of the twentieth century. Among the 
events that mark this period are the visits of M.K.Gandhi and Manilal 
Doctor and their impact on the people of Mauritius, particularly, the 
Indo-Mauritian community; the foundation of the Arya Samaj and its 
far-reaching linguistic, educational, social and cultural effects; the 
conflict between the Arya Samaj and the orthodox SanStan Dharma and its 
results; the increasing contact with India, and the circulation of 
printed Devanagari newspapers and books, the Satyarth Prakas and the 
Ramcaritmanas in particular.
1. M.K.Gandhi
The first year of the century was marked in Mauritius by the visit 
of M.K.Gandhi. He was on his way from South Africa back to India. He 
landed in Port-Louis on the 30th October, 1901, and stayed in Mauritius 
until the steamer cleared port on the 19th November, 1901.^ It was a 
visit which proved socially, culturally and politically important.
Despite the absence of telephone and radio, cars and buses
(Mauritius had its first car on 23rd December, 1903, and buses did not
appear before 1922), news of his arrival spread fast. During his three-
week stay, Gandhi, according to his own statement in his autobiography
The Story of my Experiment with Truth acquainted himself fairly well
2
with the local conditions. He met numbers of people, the Indians in 
particular, including those in villages and estate camps. Gandhi, who 
did not know Bhojpuri, addressed them in KhB. They were intelligible 
to each other, although, very probably, KhB. might have seemed somewhat 
distant to most of them. He addressed big enthusiastic gatherings in
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the districts of Riviere-du-Rempart and Moka, and also spoke to many
people individually. At a reception given for him in Port-Louis, one
week before he embarked, he addressed a gathering composed of Muslim,
Tamil and other Asiatic traders, Indian immigrants and others in his
3
own mother tongue, Gujarati. Gandhi's KhB. speeches from the public
platform and elsewhere form a landmark in the history of KhB. in Mauritius,
It was the first time in the island that Indian immigrants and their
descendants listened to speeches in this language from a person of the
calibre of M.K.Gandhi, who could speak good English as well. Amongst
other things, Gandhi laid emphasis on the education of children, the need
for all communities to live together harmoniously and the participation
of Indians in local politics. Out of a total population of 373,336 in
1901 the Indians numbered 259,086, that is, over two thirds, and yet they
4took no share at all in the political life of the country.
Two years after Gandhi's visit a small group of progressive Hindus 
founded the Arya Samaj, but this first foundation proved abortive.
2. The Arya Samaj in Mauritius and its early contribution to KhB.
a. The Satyarth Prakas
Around the turn of the century, the Satyarth Prakas of Svami 
Dayanand reached Mauritius, There were, it appears, among Punjabi 
soldiers and jail workers posted in Mauritius, a few Arya Samajis.
Through their contact and influence, a small group of progressive Indo- 
Mauritians, eager to know more about the tenets of the Arya Samaj, came 
in possession of Svami Dayanand's Satyarth Prakas.
This was the first important KhB. book printed in Devanagari to 
come into the hands of Indians in Mauritius. Most of those who could 
then read, however, were acquainted with the Kaithl script, and in the 
early years of our century, many of them, therefore, learnt the 
Devanagari script to be able to read the Satyarth Prakas, just as in 
the second half of the nineteenth century, scores of people had learnt
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the Kaithi script to read the manuscripts of the Ramcaritmanas. The 
Satyarth Prakas which is read to this day in many Indo-Mauritian homes, 
by Arya Samajis in particular, constituted a significant milestone 
in the history of KhB. in Mauritius, although this work is too 
sanskritized to have been well understood in the island in the opening 
years of the century.
b. Manilal Doctor and KhB.
Urged by M.K.Gandhi to visit Mauritius and work for the welfare 
of the Indians in this country, Manilal Maganlal Doctor, who had qualified 
as a barrister in Bombay, and had also been called to the bar in London, 
arrived in Mauritius in October 1907. He was then twenty-six. On the 
16th, he took the usual oath at the Supreme Court, Port-Louis, to 
practice as a lawyer. He was the first Indian lawyer to practice -in 
Mauritius. There was plenty of work for him: defending the Indians
in the law-courts where, generally speaking, they were treated with undue 
severity, as well as social and political work directed towards their 
welfare and advancement.
To speak more effectively for the cause of the Indians in Mauritius 
Manilal (as the people called him) launched, with the financial support 
of the Indian traders, the Hindusth5nl, a weekly and later a daily 
newspaper, the first issue of which came out on the 15th March, 1909.
The paper appeared for some time in English and Gujarati, and later 
changed to English and KhB. The first Hindi newspaper of Mauritius was 
born. The contents of the Hindi columns often included articles on 
Hindu festivals and other aspects of Indian culture, news and reports, 
and criticisms of the severe economic conditions to which the Indians 
were subjected. While only few of the Indians could read French news­
papers, despite the fact that their dialects were interlarded with
5
Franco-Mauritian or French-Creole words1, a certain number of them 
could read and understand the KharT Boll of the Hindusthani. The local 
character of some of the articles engendered much interest, and the 
readers often discussed the substance amongst themselves. Thus, during 
the early years of the twentieth century, the Hindusthani which gave to 
Mauritius its first local Hindi prose in the Devanagari script, made a 
useful contribution towards the growth of KhB.
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The KhB. printed in the Hindusthani, as can be observed from 
Appendix II (copy of an article from the Hindusthani issue of the 2nd 
March, 1913), hardly contains any Perso-Arabic vocabulary. Typical of 
the Mauritian KhB. Hindi prose in the early years of the century, however, 
the language leaves much to be desired in several places.^ In fact, 
there were very few people in Mauritius in the first and second decades
of the twentieth century who could contribute articles written in a fairly
, 7good KhB.
Manilal was a powerful speaker on the public platform. The 
first big public meeting he held in Mauritius was in the village of Tyack 
which adjoins several sugar estates in the south of the island. The 
large gathering consisted mostly of Indo-Mauritian workers. In the 
course of the meeting, he strongly attacked the abuses of the indenture 
system and severely criticized the inhumanity of the French plantocracy.
It was a speech which fired the imagination of the enthusiastic crowd.
In the seventies of the last century, Adolphe de Plevitz had fearlessly 
denounced their oppressors, and after him it was the first time they 
heard such a powerful voice raised in their defence. Manilal who was 
Gujarati-speaking addressed the crowd in KhB. Never before in 
Mauritius had the language been used for political speeches. On 
previous occasions, KhB. had been used on a very small scale for edu­
cational and religious purposes, but now they heard the language being 
spoken from the public platform as a medium for expressing grievances 
and formulating demands. He delivered such political speeches frequently 
during his four-year stay.
Bhojpuri speakers not only understood KhB., but towards the end 
of the first decade when the Arya Samaj was founded, some were even 
speaking it occasionally, although admixed with Bhojpuri. The use of 
KhB. was beginning to be looked upon by Indians in general as a sign of 
education and prestige. It was not only the occasional medium of 
expression of the Brahmin priests, but now they also associated it with 
the name of M.K.Gandhi and Manilal Doctor; it was the language of the 
Satyarth Prakas, for some the new Hindu bible, and also of the 
Hindusthani, the paper which championed their cause. For many years, 
a number of Indo-Mauritians called KhB. by the prestigious name of bhasa.
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Reports of gross maltreatment of Indian workers poured in at 
Manilal's office in Rue de L'Eglise, Port Louis. Manilal travelled 
indefatigably over the length and breadth of the country. He had a 
few active followers in almost all the districts. He visited hamlets, 
villages and, with employers1 permission, a few estate camps too; he 
talked to the people, investigated their grievances, and endeavoured 
to intervene on their behalf with the authorities concerned.
Manilal was in great demand with the Indian community all over 
the country. They invited him to their festivals and other social 
gatherings frequently, and, on such occasions, he addressed meetings 
large and small on the subject of Hinduism and Indian culture in 
general. In all political and social gatherings, Manilal 'always spoke
g
in Hindi', and, therefore, while striving for the economical and 
political welfare and general uplift of the Indians in very difficult 
circumstances, he indirectly assisted the cultivation of KhB.
Like his friend and preceptor M.K.Gandhi, Manilal urged the 
Indians to devote more attention to the education of their sons and 
daughters. Through the influence of his speeches, and his contact with 
the people, more Indian children were sent to state schools, and more 
voluntary schools, Hindi classes in particular, were opened during his 
stay and thereafter, especially in hamlets and villages where the ex­
indentured workers had settled. Many Hindi schools, however, continued 
to teach KhB. in the Kaithi script, and a few years were to elapse 
before Kaithi was to be completely displaced by Devanagari.
Following an application from the Chamber of Agriculture (the 
organisation of the French planters in Mauritius) for a loan and a 
resolution passed by the Council of Government inviting the appointment 
of a Commission to investigate and report upon the conditions of the 
colony, a Royal Commission arrived in 1909. By that time, Manilal was 
well acquainted with the conditions of the Indians in Mauritius. He 
gave evidence before the Commission showing the hardships to which 
Indian workers were subjected in the colony, and made several suggestions
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to the Royal Commissioners. Concerning the educational plan, he
suggested that an Indian language be included as one of the
principal subjects in the school curriculum. Manilal, as well as
the other Indians who went before the Commission, was supported by
the ’Action Liberate', a Creole political movement which had been set
9
up to fight the reactionary sugar-planting interest. The Royal 
Commission in 1909, however, ignored Manilal's suggestion regarding 
the teaching of oriental languages in state-schools. In fact, the 
teaching of oriental languages, as subsidiary subjects, by teachers 
employed on a part-time basis, was a matter which had to await the 
mid-twenties of this century, whilst teaching on a full-time basis, as 
Manilal suggested to the Royal Commission, was lying in a much more 
distant future.
Following a recommendation of the Royal Commission, however, the 
infamous 'double cut' of wages which had afflicted indentured labourers 
over the previous 70 years was at last abolished.
A further improvement in the conditions of the Indo-Mauritians 
took place three years later with the enactment by Government of the 
Indian Marriages Amendment Ordinance No.28 of 1912, making provisions 
to the effect that duly authorised unpaid Civil Status Officers (the 
majority of those who were appointed were Hindu priests) could celebrate 
Indian civil marriages 'a domicile' and that the marriage could be 
registered in 'English, Hindustani [Urdu], Hindi or Tamil'. The latter 
clause authorising the use of KhB. and other oriental languages in 
Civil Status documents was significant, as it indicated the position 
of oriental languages as then viewed officially (Marathi and Telegu were 
not considered important enough for this purpose).
c. Foundation of the Arya Samaj
Manilal's work brought about a general awakening amongst the 
Indians of Mauritius. Workers on sugar plantations growing more and 
more conscious of their rights were becoming less and less subservient. 
The Franco-Mauritian employers viewed the situation with concern. They
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represented Manilal as an agitator bent on destroying good 
industrial relations, and they endeavoured to stem his movement in 
every way possible. Hooligans, including Indo-Mauritians, apparently 
hired by the employers, now and then appeared on the scene of some of 
his public meetings and created disturbances. Small holders of 
estate-lands who supported Manilal were threatened with discontinuation 
of their tenancy if they did not immediately withdraw such support. In 
fact, towards the end of his stay in Mauritius (four years after his 
arrival), Manilal saw his following considerably reduced.
Manilal was not deterred, however. He continued his activities 
as courageously as ever. In order to consolidate the progress which 
had been achieved, and to ensure continuity of social and cultural 
advancement among the Indians, he formally founded the Arya Samaj on 
the 17th April, 1910, with the collaboration of some Sikh soldiers 
and Punjabi jail warders, and a few progressive Indo-Mauritians. The 
time was ripe in Mauritius for the precepts of Arya Samaj to be accepted 
and followed by a number of people. The Satyarth Prakas as well as 
the Hindusthani had helped to prepare the way. The greed and other 
failings of many Brahmin priests, the expounders of Sanatan Dharma, 
the orthodox Hindu religion to which most Hindus belonged before the 
coming of the Arya Samaj, had already done a certain amount of damage 
to the old religion. The Arya Samaj, therefore, quickly attracted 
enthusiastic followers, including the great majority of the so-called 
low-caste Hindus who had previously been looked down on by the higher 
castes. This organisation has proved to be a firm cultural and 
religious establishment that flourishes to this day in Mauritius. It 
has throughout the years of its existence devoted sedulous attention 
to the cultivation of KhB. which the Arya Samajis sometimes zealously 
call Arya bhasa.
Manilal also founded an association named 'Young Men's Hindu 
Association' to help and advise Hindu parents in matters relating to 
the education of their children.
Manilal Doctor left Mauritius on 23rd September, 1911. He 
donated his Hindi press to the Arya Samaj which started in the same 
year the publication of their Hindi and English fortnightly, the Arya
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Patrika, He retired to Bombay and lived in obscurity for the rest 
of his life. But he was not forgotten by Mauritius. The Government 
invited him to join in the celebrations held in Mauritius when India 
became a Republic in February 1950. H.Tinker has described Manilal 
as 'the first-and only-Indian to try to exert political leverage.... 
but in reality he was a tragi-comic figure who was unable to achieve 
anything of substance'.'*'0 In fact, both in the political and the public 
sphere (e.g. increased Indian participation in the public services), 
Manilal attained nothing, and he departed from Mauritius 'smarting with 
humiliation1 .^  But in the social and cultural field, it would be 
unreasonable to ignore his performance. His appeal, which was never 
sectarian, had an impact on Indo-Mauritians as a whole. His contribution 
was enhanced by the strengthening of cultural identity among the Indians 
of Mauritius, and the foundation of the Arya Samaj and their Hindi 
weekly which lives to this day.
d. Svami Munqlanand Puri
The period under review is marked by the arrival of a relatively 
large number of scholars and Hindi protagonists who visited Mauritius 
from India under the auspices of the Arya Samaj and the Sanatan Dharma. 
They preached and lectured actively amidst Indo-Mauritians who held 
them in high respect, and in most cases the medium of expression from 
the platform and for daily familiar discourse was good KhB. After 
Gandhi and Manilal, the first of this long line of scholars to arrive 
in Mauritius was Svami Munglanand Puri.
Indo-Mauritians, especially the great majority of immigrants'
descendants saw a Svami in orange-coloured garb for the first time. He
stayed for less than a year, but he travelled extensively to areas
inhabited by Hindus and lectured indefatigably. He spoke a perfect
KhB. A few Mauritians born at the turn of the century or a little
before can still remember his impressive Hindi speeches. When the
Svami returned to India, he published articles on Mauritius in the Hindi 
12paper Maryada. Premcand, a supporter of this paper, probably read
those articles. In Mansarovar Part II, there is a reference to 
Mauritius in the story entitled gudra (Allahabad, 1977, p.331).
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Among those who sustained the influence of Svami Munglanand 
Puri in Mauritius was Atmaram Visvanath (later known as Pandit Atmaram), 
a Hindi writer of Marathi origin who later became an important exponent 
of KhB. in the island.
e. Dr. Qiranjlv Bhardwaj and Sumangli Devi
With a view to ensuring the continuity of his work in Mauritius,
Manilal Doctor solicited an Indian friend of his, Dr. C. Bhardwaj
F.R.C.S., a surgeon qualified in England and a Sanskrit scholar closely
associated with the Punjab Pratinidhi Sabha Lahore, to come and work in
Mauritius. In December 1911, Bhardwaj, accompanied by his wife
Sumafigll Devi and their two children arrived in Mauritius. He had
written commentaries on the Vedas in the Vedic magazine then published
in Sanskrit and Hindi by Gurukul Kangri, and it is reported that Leo
13Tolstoy took much interest in those articles. A translation of Swami
Dayanand's Satyarth Prakas into English was also amongst his writings.
Dr.Bhardwaj was an effective KhB. speaker, and in Mauritius he
lectured regularly from the Arya Samaj platform to large assemblies.
The orthodox Brahmin priests sent to him a deputation exhorting him to
refrain from criticizing the Sanatan Dharma and to stop preaching the
Vedas and the tenets of the Arya Samaj, as, according to them, this could
do nobody any good in Mauritius. But when he ignored their representations,
they picketed his surgery. He left Port-Louis and settled with his family
in the suburban town of Vacoas where the population has always been
progressive and predominantly Hindu. On their arrival in Vacoas, early
in 1912, Dr.Bhardwaj and his wife opened a part-time school where they
14
both taught Hindi every evening to well-attended classes. The school
of Bhardwaj and his wife, the first KhB. school run on scientific and 
methodical lines in Mauritius, considerably increased proficiency in 
this subject in the town of Vacoas. After the classes, almost every 
evening, the couple preached the Vedic religion, that is the version of 
the Arya Samaj, to small gatherings.
Sumangli Devi was not only a teacher but also a good speaker from 
the public platform. In fact, she was the first Indian woman to speak 
in public gatherings in Mauritius. The example set by her resulted in
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many Indian women especially those of Arya Samaji families entering 
social work. In Vacoas, Indian women formed an association which met 
regularly. The language of the meetings was mostly KhB., although 
at that stage it must have been inevitably mixed with a certain amount 
of Bhojpuri. The activities of the Arya Samaji women of Vacoas were 
later copied by several other localities.
During the stay of Bhardwaj and his family, the Arya Samaj bought 
land in Port-Louis and built their first head-quarters. The association 
was officially registered under the name of the 'Arya ParopkarinI Sabha1 
in 1913. Under the guidance of the couple, about forty more Arya 
Samaj branches were established in various parts of the country, with 
Hindi schools attached to some of them. Bhardwaj also assisted the 
Arya Samaj in editing the Arya Patrika.
The couple did not involve themselves in the political and economic 
affairs of the island, and, throughout their stay, they concentrated on 
the dissemination of Vedic tenets of the Arya Samaj and the teaching of 
good KhB. Bhardwaj's medical practice was only a side-line. They 
stayed for two and a half years but before they left, they arranged with 
the Punjab Pratinidhi Sabha to send to Mauritius another missionary.
Svami Svatantranand arrived shortly before their departure.
In assessing the work of Bhardwaj and his influence on the 
cultivation of KhB., one must also take into account the role he played 
in training local people to manage the affairs of the Arya Sabha. During 
his stay in Mauritius, he discovered among his trainees one young 
extraordinary talent. He was Kashinath Kistoe (later known as Pandit 
Kashinath) who, through his personal recommendation, was placed at the 
D.A.V. College, Lahore, to pursue studies in order to become an Arya 
Samaj missionary in Mauritius. Bhardwaj and his wife raised further 
the cultural consciousness of Indo-Mauritians, in general, and gave them 
a taste of good KhB. Moreover, they left on Vacoas a permanent "Arya 
Samaji imprint and a KhB.-speaking tradition amongst many of its 
Hindu inhabitants.
f. Syami Svatantranand and Hindi
Tall, stalwart and energetic, Svami Svatantranand arrived in
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Mauritius in 1914 to work under the aegis of the Arya Samaj. He was 
a Sanskrit scholar very zealous about the teaching of KhB. and the 
spread of Vedic knowledge. Together with Bhardwaj and his wife, the 
Svami toured the island, the rural areas in particular, and established 
contact with the Indo-Mauritian masses. On the departure of Bhardwaj 
and his family the same year, he began his work in earnest.
Svami Svatantranand laid particular stress on the teachings of 
Svami Dayanand as expounded in the Satyarth Prakas. Since the turn of 
the century, the Satyarth Prakas had reached some Arya Samaji families 
and societies, but its circulation was still very limited. Many more 
copies of this book were ordered from India during this period. An 
objective of the Svami was to promote further its study, but as a 
knowledge of KhB. was an essential pre-requisite for reading and under­
standing it, he assisted the Arya Samaj in every possible way in opening 
evening schools for the teaching of KhB. Under his guidance, a number 
of additional Arya Samaj branches affiliated to Head Quarters in Port- 
Louis were established. Several of these branches conducted Hindi 
schools. He further encouraged the formation of groups for the careful 
study of this treatise. The svami travelled all over the country, 
sometimes on foot, and people gathered in large numbers including 
Sanatan Dharmis to listen to an eloquent KhB. speaker. During his 
stay in Mauritius from 1914 to early 1916, much progress was made in 
popularizing KhB., especially among Arya Samajls. Describing his own 
work in Mauritius, Svami Svatantranand has written as follows: "Together
with the preaching of the tenets of the Arya Samaj, I have emphasized the 
learning of Arya bhasa. When I went to Mauritius in 1914, I opened Hindi 
schools in the Arya Samaj branches. The aim was then to enable Arya 
Samajls to read the Satyarth Prakas. The San^tani Hindus, too, then
[vying with the Arya Samajls] opened Hindi schools. The outcome was
15that Indians in Mauritius acquired a knowledge of Hindi.' This state­
ment rather overrates the achievement, especially when we take into 
account the fact that in the second decade of this century Arya Sarniajis 
numbered well under a quarter of the Hindu population of the island. 
Without doubt, however, Svami Svatantranand's work was influential in 
spreading KhB.
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Like Bhardwaj, Svami Svatantranand trained several Indo-Mauritians 
for the advancement of the Arya Samaj in the island. Among the 
people who were influenced most by him were some working-class youngsters, 
faithful followers who applied themselves closely under his guidance to 
the study of Vedic Hinduism and KhB. A few of them later became 
missionaries of the Arya Samaj, travelling to various parts of the country 
and spreading Vedic teachings in a KhB. spoken spontaneously although not 
always correctly.
The Svami revisited Mauritius with Manilal in 1950, and in his public 
addresses, he expressed much pleasure and satisfaction on seeing the 
economic, political and cultural progress of the Indians in Mauritius.
He is remembered gratefully to this day in the island.
3 * The Arya Samaj, the orthodox reaction and KhB.
a. The role of the Ramcaritmanas in the progress of KhB.
One important event in this period was the arrival from India of 
the Ramcaritmanas in printed Devanagari towards the middle of the second 
decade. The printed book contained the original Avadhi verses of 
Tulsidas with the paraphrase of all the verses in standard KhB. prose.
The Kaithi script which had been in use throughout the immigration period 
in the 19th 'century had already lost some importance by the introduction, 
at the turn of the century, of the printed Satyarth Prakas followed by 
newspapers, the Hindusthani (1909-1913) and the Arya Patrika (1911-1913) 
in the Devanagari script too, and now with the coming of the complement
to the Satyarth Prakas - the Ramcaritmanas in print - Kaithi virtually
received a finishing blow. Henceforth, KhB. prose and poetry in JZiCe 
Devanagari script was going to progress steadily. While the Arya 
Samajis were reading and expounding the Satyarth Prakas, many more, the 
Sanatani Hindus, were chanting the verses of Tulsidas and interpreting 
their meaning by means of the KhB. prose set against all the verses in 
the new text. In previous years, the explanation of the Avadhi verses 
in Ramcaritmanas sittings had been invariably through Bhojpuri, but now 
with the availability of the printed text, and also to vie with the 
Arya Samajls, the Sanatan Dharmis made more and more use of KhB. in the
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Ramcaritmanas sittings going on all over the country. The 
tradition has continued, and the use of Bhojpuri instead of KhB. in 
a Ramcaritmanas sitting today strikes Indo-Mauritians as something 
rather unusual. There is no doubt that in the early decades of this 
century, KhB. progressed a good deal in Mauritius through frequent and 
extensive use of the Satyarth Prakas and the Ramcaritmanas, particularly 
the latter.
b. Pandit Kashinath and KhB.
Svami Svatantranand was preparing to leave Mauritius in 1916 when 
Kashinath Kistoe returned from India. He had since 1912 been studying 
English, Hindi, Sanskrit and the Vedic religion at the D.A.V. College, 
Lahore. He was the first Indo-Mauritian missionary of the Mauritius 
Arya Samaj, educated in India, to take over from an Indian missionary. 
Dedicated and very able, Pandit Kashinath was going to tread in the 
footsteps of Dr.Bhardwaj and Svami Svatantranand, and from 1916 onwards 
he became not only the principal missionary of the Arya Samaj, but also 
a good teacher and a very influential protagonist of KhB. in the island, 
and latterly the editor of the Arya Samaj weekly paper as well.
The second and third and early fourth decades of our century were 
a period of religious discussions and refutations, sometimes very heated, 
between the Arya Samajls and the Sanatan Dharmls of Mauritius. The 
language of all the discourses was KhB., and they were attended by large 
gatherings. Pandit Kashinath often participated in the discussions. He 
argued with courtesy and extraordinary ability, and in all the contests, 
either polemics in papers or contentious dissertations in public gatherings, 
he proved to be a formidable opponent. Although of Bengali origin, he 
had a very good command of KhB., and all members of his family also used 
the language with natural ease and fluency. He was a good singer and 
harmonium player too, and in the course of social and religious functions, 
members of the audience would often make requests for his songs.
When the Arya Patrika, the Hindi and English organ of the Arya 
Samaj, reappeared as a weekly in 1924, after it had closed down in 1913, 
Pandit Kashinath became its first editor. Under his editorship, the 
Arya Patrika carried articles on a variety of topics - disputations
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between the two rival Hindu religious parties, criticisms of the 
planting interest, matters of moral and cultural significance, local 
news etc. - and attained a respectable standard.
The editorials of the paper often showed examples of an easy, 
concise and idiomatic KhB. with an occasional smack of Bhojpuri. The 
language and style of the Arya Patrika, issued in the twenties 
(Appendix III), particularly that of the editorials compares favourably 
with that of the Hindusthani and illustrates to some extent the headway 
Mauritian KhB. had made over the previous decade.
In spite of this progress, the language of the Arya Patrika in
the twenties, especially that of the contributors, with its occasional
17use of an unusually sanskritized diction and the grammatical errors 
appearing from time to time, indicated that KhB. in Mauritius was under­
going a process of development through the normal stages of mistakes 
and growing pains, much as it was in India during the Dvivedi period.
Pandit Kashinath taught evening Hindi classes methodically and with 
much zeal, in contrast with the desultory teaching going on then in the 
numerous baithkas of the island. He conducted Hindi teacher-training 
classes too. A few people who are still working in Mauritian schools 
owe to him their teacher-training and knowledge of KhB.
Commissioned by the Arya Samaj, Pandit Kashinath produced three 
Hindi readers - Sisu Bodh Parts I, II, III, and a short geography of 
Mauritius for Hindi schools, especially those running under the 
supervision of the Arya Samaj. He was the second author to have 
produced such KhB. primers in Mauritius, the first having been Atmaram 
Vishvanath in the twenties. Published in 1935, Pandit Kashinath's 
readers stand among the early examples of Mauritian Hindi prose for 
children in Mauritius. A few of these readers which are out of print 
are still to be found in the country. At Appendix IV is an extract 
from the second edition of gisu Bodh, Part III, printed in 1945.
Pandit Kashinath's impact was great. Some of the young people 
who came under his influence, later became pillars of the Arya Samaj and
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advocates of Hindi. Amongst them is Mohunlal Mohit, whose book Arya 
Sabha Maurisas ka itihas was published by Arya Sabha Maurisas (Ajmer, 
India, 1972, 184 pages), and who has been the President of this 
organization since 1967. Pandit Kashinath, who died in 1947, remained 
active as a missionary, a teacher and Hindi protagonist for a little 
under three decades.
c. Impact of the conflict between the Arya Samaj and the Sanatan Pharma
on KhB.
The second decade of the present century marked the beginning of 
trenchant attacks of the Arya Samaj on the doctrines and traditions of 
the orthodox Sanatan Dharma, with ensuing gains both to the Arya Samaj 
and the (Arya bhasa1. The Arya Samaj had, in fact, many organized 
opportunities of criticizing the beliefs of the Sanatan Dharma. They 
held at their headquarters in Port-Louis a weekly meeting with a 
programme comprising short talks and study of the scriptures (Satyarth 
Prakas, the Vedas etc.). They celebrated in private homes with 
friends and relatives the various sanskaras as prescribed by Svami 
Dayanand's Sanskar Vidhi, and more frequently in baithkas and private 
homes the havan yajna. These were occasions for the free use of KhB. 
and strictures on puranic beliefs and ways of life which they often 
ridiculed as superstitious. The Sanatan Dharmls too, in their 
Ramcaritmanas sittings and other religious gatherings (Satnarayan Svami 
ki Katha, Bhagavad Gita, 5rimad Bhagavata etc.) did not spare the Arya 
Samajls: they branded them as nastik (atheists) and, endeavouring to
outshine them,frequently laid aside Bhojpuri and took to KhB., and 
occasionally to Sanskrit which the officiating priests knew the audience 
did not understand. Bhojpuri was, in fact, losing in the process, 
and the Arya Samajls emphasizing more and more the use of Arya bhasa 
even called Bhojpuri 'boorish' (motiya). This strife between the two 
parties, reminiscent of that which occurred in India during the last 
quarter of the 19th century, led to polemics in newspapers in English and 
Hindi, and to open acrimonious confrontation in public debates. It 
spread over the best part of two to three decades.
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There were three major public debates (gastrarth) between the two
parties confronting each other, one in 1911, the second two years later,
and the third in 1933 in the village of Lalmati attended by 25,000
people. The enthusiastic crowds were interested not only in the
arguments put forward, but in the KhB. oratorical powers of the
contestants. A fourth public debate was organized to take place in
Vacoas in 1934, but when thousands converged on this town, the police
apprehensive of an outbreak of violence stopped the debate from taking
place by detaining the debaters and ordering approaching crowds to
return home. The police did not interfere, however, with the sermon,
lasting until midnight, of an Arya Samaj missionary amidst 18,000
people who had already assembled in the pavilion erected for the 
18occasion. In fact, it was a period in Mauritius when religious
controversies became the talk of the day. Discussions spread into 
estate-camps too, but it appears that estate employers hardly discouraged 
these arguments, probably hoping that differences could assist in 
hampering Indian unity against the planting interest.
The polemics injected some vitality into KhB. journalism. The 
Sanatanists founded the Oriental Gazette (1912-1914), a daily at first 
and a weekly later, to curb the Arya Samaj movement. Like the 
Hindusthani (1909-1913) and the Arya Patrika (1911-1913), it was 
published in English and KhB.
The later years of the second decade until the mid-twenties saw a 
lull in the rivalry between the two religious parties. It is 
significant that the Arya Patrika reappeared in 1924 when the tension 
had made itself felt again (this time it appeared as a weekly). The 
Mauritius Indian Times (1920-1924) a daily in English and Hindi, and 
the Mauritius Mitra (1924-1932) another English-Hindi daily had both a 
puranic bias, although they published the views of both parties in 
English and KhB. In the early thirties, the Sanatan Dharmis founded 
another weekly, the Sanatan Dharmark (1933-1942) published in English, 
French and KhB., primarily to champion their cause. The Arya Samaj, 
on the other hand, founded a second weekly, the Arya Vir (1929-1945) 
also published in English and KhB.
The controversies in the papers aroused the interest of 
readers in general, and, as a consequence, more and more people 
subscribed to the papers. The first decades of the present century 
saw an improvement of public transport which, amongst other things, 
brought about an improved postal service throughout the country. As 
a result, the circulation of Hindi papers in hamlets and villages and 
even in the estate camps became moderately good.
The disputations and polemics were resulting, amongst other things,
in new gains to the Arya Samaj, and a more frequent shifting from Bhojpur
to KhB., however unnatural it sounded occasionally. The formation of a
Mauritian KhB. was well on its way, and Arya Samajls were principally the
people who were accelerating the progress. In fact, 'you could
immediately tell who were the Arya Samajls, because they always insisted
on speaking Hindi. Through this insistence and by force of example,
others too spoke Hindi, and in this manner more and more people acquired
the Hindi-speaking habit. As a result, there was not a single Bhojpuri-
speaking person left who did not understand and speak Hindi, however
19faulty his Hindi from the grammatical point of view.' This statement
of J.N.Roy in his book Marisas me Hindi bhasa ka samks jpt itihas is 
exaggerated, but it is undoubtedly true that the long competition between 
the two parties strengthened the ranks of the Arya Samaj, energised KhB. 
and assisted considerably in popularising the language.
4. Kunwar Maharaj Singh and the progress of KhB.
While KhB. was progressing, chiefly through the work of the Arya 
Samaj, certain events happened which led to a change of government 
policy towards Indian vernaculars. In the boom of the 1920's, the
sugar industry was expanding in Mauritius, and several estates were 
running short of labour. Indentured Indian emigration had stopped 
since 1915, and a deputation from Mauritius to the Government of India 
resulted in a renewal of labour emigration on a small scale and on a 
temporary basis, on the explicit condition that emigration on a 
permanent basis would be subject to the investigation and report of 
an official of the Indian Civil Service. A tiny spurt of immigrants 
arrived in 1923-1924. This time, however, it was free not indentured
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immigration - the realisation of a dream cherished by such humanitarian 
and justice-seeking British administrators as Sir George Campbell, 
Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal in the 1870's and Sir Arthur Gordon, 
Governor of Mauritius (1871-1875). In accordance with the agreement 
reached, Kunwar (later Sir) Maharaj Singh arrived in 1924 to 
investigate the conditions of Indians in Mauritius.
During his six-week stay, Maharaj Singh visited hamlets, villages
and estate camps, and he received the visits of a number of people at
his office in Port-Louis. He used KhB. as a means of communication
most of the time. He was given three public receptions by Indo- 
20Mauritians, and on each occasion, the reception address and his reply 
was in KhB.
In the days Maharaj Singh visited Mauritius, KhB. enjoyed but little
prestige in the eyes of the European and African Creole population, and
even a few of the English and French-speaking Indo-Mauritians disowned
21it as a rather uncivilized and rustic element. The use of KhB. by
Maharaj Singh, an Oxford graduate, an aristocratic Indian Christian 
visiting the island in an official capacity, brought to the language 
a dignity it had not known before.
After careful investigations, Maharaj Singh affirmed in his report 
that the system of employment of the sugar estates in Mauritius was 
vicious and wrongful, and he advised against any further emigration.
This advice was accepted. The long story of labour emigration from 
India had finally come to its close. Following several requests 
from Indo-Mauritians, he further recommended that Indian languages 
be taught in the primary schools of Mauritius. This was accepted and 
implemented too. In some of the primary schools, the teaching of 
oriental languages, principally Hindi and Urdu, was started, for half 
an hour per week, to be increased in later years both in frequency and 
duration. This was a landmark in the history of government policy 
towards Indian vernaculars. After the closing of vernacular schools 
in 1881, it was the first time that Government established the teaching 
of oriental languages in state and state-aided primary schools in areas 
where the Indian population preponderated.
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5. The dawning of Mauritian KhB. literature
At this stage, it is appropriate to turn to local KhB. writings 
published during the period under review. So far, printed Hindi works 
to reach the hands of Mauritians had been principally the Satyarth 
Prakas, the Ramcaritmanas, the Hanuman CalTsa, the Gita, a few of the 
18 Puranas, the Mahabharata (the last three works comprising Sanskrit 
verses with KhB. paraphrase), short stories of Premcand and others.
All this literature available in the Mauritian book-shops had been 
imported from India. In the twenties and the decade that followed, 
however, there were sporadic attempts at creative writings on the part 
of several Indo-Mauritians, and a few of them succeeded in producing 
works of some literary merit.
The first flower of Mauritian Hindi literature was the Kundaliya 
(1923) consisting of 111 six-line stanzas written by Lakshminarain 
Caturvedi 'Raspunj'. The author who was of Bihari origin settled in 
Mauritius in 1921 at the age of 42. The KhB. of Raspunj1s poetry, as 
seen in the Kundaliya bears the stamp of Braj, Bhojpuri and Avadhi.
The theme of the work is based on the social evils of contemporary 
society. His other major work was the gatabdi Saroj (1935), a long 
poem which portrayed the life and sufferings of the Indian immigrants 
in Mauritius. With a theme of this kind, and a diction less difficult 
than that of the Kundaliya, and a vocabulary embodying Creole words 
which had spontaneously passed into Mauritian Bhojpuri, gatabdi Saroj 
was both thematically and linguistically Mauritian. It is unfortunate 
that Raspunj's works which had been printed in India are out of 
print and not traceable today (Raspunj has been discussed at greater 
length in chapter five).
A contemporary of 'Raspunj1 to write KhB. poetry was a Muslim 
Indo-Mauritian,Janab Mohammad who became known for a long poem written 
on the subject of the cyclone which devastated Mauritius in 1892. He 
is remembered to this day by the name of 'Miaji Siklon' , Like most of the 
KhB. works of this period, his poetry is both out of print and 
unobtainable.
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Among the earliest exponents of Mauritius KhB. prose was Pandit
Atmaram. Born in India in 1881, he settled in Mauritius in 1912. He
published about 14 books, large and small, a few of which were in
Marathi and English. His major KhB. works were Maurisas ka Itihas
(1921) and Hindu-Maurlsas (1936), both printed in India. Of these
two, the one which achieved wider circulation and popularity was
Maurisas ka Itihas. In 1924, it went through a second revised edition
(500 copies) of 275 pages. Written in plain KhB., it was a faithful
record of the general history of Mauritius with the history of Indians
in Mauritius forming an integral part of it. By virtue of its
language and topic, therefore, Maurisas ka Itihas was congenial to the
majority of Indo-Mauritians, and its patrons included those who could
not read KhB. with much ease. This book in general makes pleasant
reading, although in several places we come across phrases and
expressions which are quaint and ungrammatical by modern KhB. standards,
22and a style which is rather cumbersome. Hindu Maurisas portrays
the Hindus as a community, their temples and social institutions in the 
island. Among his minor KhB. works are: Maurisas me Bhagvan (1925);
givaji; LaksmI Bal, and three Hindi primers.
While the influence of Bhojpuri can be traced in most of the writings 
of the period under review, including formal letters of invitation 
(Appendix V ), it is almost entirely absent from the works of Pandit 
Atmaram whose mother-tongue was Marathi. All the works of Atmaram are 
out of print and only a few of his works are held today by some Indo- 
Mauritian families.
Atmaram's KhB. works were among the first Mauritian KhB. prose 
narratives to be read by Mauritians, and, as such, they were historically 
important, especially as they were produced at a time when the language 
and style of Mauritian KhB. was still at a formative stage.
During the period under review, another Hindi protagonist,
J.Seegobin, a doctor of medicine produced a primer entitled Svasthya 
£iksa (Port-Louis, 1935), particularly for children learning Hindi in 
part-time Arya Samaj schools. But like most KhB. works of the period, 
it is out of print.
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6. Religious and cultural contacts with India
a. Birth centenary celebration of Svami Dayanand in Mauritius (1925)
A few of the writings mentioned above appeared during some of the
very eventful years in the social and cultural history of Mauritius.
With the boom of the sugar industry, the 1920's were prosperous times 
23in the island. In 1925, the Mauritius Arya Sabha like the Arya
Samaj in India and elsewhere, celebrated the birth centenary of Svami 
Dayanand with enthusiasm and ceremony. An all-Mauritius essay 
competition in KhB. was held on this occasion, the subject being the 
life and teachings of Svami Dayanand. It aroused much interest and 
written essays from a large number of competitors were received by the 
Arya Samaj, the organizers of the competition. The International Aryan 
League, Delhi, at the request of the Mauritius Arya Samaj, sent to 
Mauritius Mehta Jaimini, in order to enliven the celebrations. He was 
a 65 year old lawyer and graduate who had translated the Satyarth Prakas 
from Hindi into Persian, and who had a good command of English and KhB. 
People who had listened to him in Mauritius in 1925 describe him as a 
highly erudite person and a formidable KhB. speaker.
The celebrations took place principally at the Arya Samaj head­
quarters, Port-Louis, and lasted two days. They were attended by a huge 
assembly of Indo-Mauritians including Sanatan Dharmis hailing from all 
parts of the island. The programme comprised Hindi speeches and songs
centering around the life and teachings of Svami Dayanand. The best
24Mauritian exponents of KhB. addressed the assembly. But the out­
standing feature of the occasion was the contribution of Mehta Jaimini. 
On both days of the celebration, he spoke at length on Vedic culture and 
the tenets of the Arya Samaj. The address was dotted with English 
sayings and statements expressing the views of eminent Western thinkers 
and writers about Svami Dayanand. It was a remarkable delivery in a 
flawless KhB., and the acclaiming crowd drank in his speech. During his 
nine months' stay in Mauritius, he travelled extensively and addressed 
his audience in KhB. He attracted large gatherings everywhere, and 
gave altogether 260 talks on economic, social and cultural matters.
By the time he left Mauritius, the majority of Indo-Mauritians had had 
a chance of listening to him. He also contributed several articles in
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- 25KhB. to the Mauritius Arya Patrika. Although he did not
actively participate in debates with the Sanatan Dharmis, he shed 
light on various controversial religious matters of the day.
Under his guidance, an association of youngsters named 'Arya Kumar 
Sabha' was founded in April 1925, with the object of promoting Arya 
bhasa along with Vedic religion and culture among the younger Indo- 
Mauritians. This association remained intermittently active thereafter, 
and continues to thrive to this day.
The numerous public speeches of Mehta Jaimini over his nine-month 
stay in Mauritius not only brought KhB. nearer to the Indo-Mauritians, 
but also enhanced its prestige amongst the hundreds who listened to him 
including English and French-speaking Indo-Mauritians of the younger 
generation who were inclined to look down on Hindi. The impact on the 
latter was felt all the more, as only the previous year, the KhB. speeches 
of Kunwar Maharaj Singh had influenced them in the same direction.
b. Visits of cultural leaders from India
While Mehta Jaimini was touring Mauritius on behalf of the Arya 
Samaj, the Sanatan Dharmis who had the advantage of more funds at their 
disposal were not idle. They sponsored visits to Mauritius of several 
Indian personalities learned in the puranic doctrines and very proficient 
in Hindi and Sanskrit. The most distinguished amongst them were:
Ramsaran Sastri; Bans! Ram; Kanhaiya Lai Misra, a singer-preacher and 
Ramcaritmanas specialist who stayed in Mauritius a few years and 
introduced into Indo-Mauritian Ramcaritmanas sittings new methods of 
chanting and interpretation in KhB., as practised in parts of contemporary 
Northern India. But the most outstanding of them all was Ramgovind 
Trivedi, a journalist and Vedanta Sastrl who had translated the Rigveda 
into Hindi. He was proficient in English too. He arrived in 1928 
and during his three-year stay, he opened about a dozen Gita centres, and 
taught Hindi and Sanskrit to a few Indo-Mauritians notably Sreenarain 
Jugdutt who later became a remarkable cultural leader and a very 
influential Hindi protagonist. Although a Sanatan Dharmi, T^vedi
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strongly advocated the unity of the two main Hindu religious bodies 
in Mauritius.
The presence of these luminaries from India meant that Mauritius 
became a busy cultural centre in the mid 1920’s, although the island 
had not yet received the benefits of broadcasting technology. It is 
significant too, that the majority of the visitors while being exponents 
of KhB. were not Bhojpuri-speaking, and their cultural work among Indo- 
Mauritians assisted much in further popularising KhB. throughout the 
island.
In accordance with their policy of keeping a preacher posted in
every overseas branch, the International Aryan League, Delhi, sent to
Mauritius Svami Vijnananand who arrived early in 1926, shortly after
Jaimini's departure. He worked in the island for about seven years.
His activity brought to the Arya Samajls and to Indo-Mauritians in
general, a new experience. In numerous localities, including Port-
Louis, he organized from time to time beautiful processions (nagarklrtan)
of men, women and children who marched through the streets singing in
26chorus and waving banners inscribed with 'Om'. The following is an
extract of one of the hymns chanted in the processions of that time:
Sari duniya jagayl Dayanand ne 
Dhum jag me macayl Dayanand ne 
Sari duniya ajnat kl rat thl 
Jnana jyoti jagayl Dayanand ne
The language of these hymns contrasted with that of the lyrics sung in 
hamlets and villages in the last quarter of the 19th century and the 
opening years of the 20th: while the lyrics sung in the latter period
were in Bhojpuri, those of the Arya Samaj in the twenties and thereafter 
were purely in KhB.
Many men and women coming from neighbouring places joined the
hundreds of the locality and enhanced the impressiveness of the 
27processions. The language of familiar discourse among the participants 
during the march of the procession was often KhB. In fact, these 
processions brought KhB. into the streets of the island. A sermon was
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preached before or after the march.
Most of the Sanatan Dharmis too were now discarding Bhojpuri and 
switching on to KhB. for hymns and lyrics of formal religious occasions.
c. Return from India of trained Indo-Mauritian missionaries
Cultural activity in the ranks of the Arya Samaj had hitherto been 
guided primarily by missionaries from India, although by the early 1920's 
there was already a small group of locally-trained preachers. Pandit 
Kashinath who had come back home from India in 1916 was so far the only 
Indo-Mauritian trained in India to serve in Mauritius, but in the mid­
twenties several Indo-Mauritians who had been studying Hindi, Sanskrit, 
English and the Vedic religion at the D.A.V., Lahore, under the sponsor­
ship of the Mauritius Arya Sabha returned to the island, on completion 
2 8of their studies. By that time, several of the distinguished Indian
visitors were still culturally active in the island. Among the newly- 
arrived, the most valuable asset to Mauritius was Pandit Benymadho 
Sutteeram. He remained active as an Arya Samaj missionary for over 
25 years. A number of Indo-Mauritians have learnt Hindi and Sanskrit 
from him. A distinguished scholar, a journalist, Pandit Benymadho (as 
he was called) possessed admirable powers of KhB. oratory. His services 
as a convincing KhB. public speaker were sometimes sought by candidates 
during election campaigns.
d. Foundation of the Mauritius Hindu Maha Sabha
The period under review continued to be dominated by cultural, 
social and educational competition between the Arya Samaj and the 
orthodox Sanatan Dharma. In 1925, with the collaboration of a few of 
the distinguished guests from India, the Sanatan Dharmis founded the 
Mauritius Hindu Maha Sabha. This society often worked in association 
with the Gita Mandal founded in 1920 in order to propagate the puranic 
teachings of the Sanatan Dharma. In 1933, the Hindu Maha Sabha 
published the Sanatan Dharmark (1933-1942). In the early 1970's, they
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initiated the teaching of Sanskrit at different levels in a few centres
which are operating to this day. With the collaboration of the Sri
Gita Ramayana Parlksa Samiti, Rishikesh, India, they also established
in Mauritius collaborative annual examinations at various levels in
the Gita and the Ramcaritmanas. In 1981, for example, 70 of the
candidates presented by them passed the Samiti's Sanskrit examinations,
and one passed the London G.C.E. Ordinary Level in that subject. The
same year 76 Indo-Mauritian candidates were successful at the Gita and
123 at the Ramcaritmanas examinations. The medium of teaching at the
29centres and that of the examinations is KhB. Hindi,
7. Progress of KhB. in the later years of the period
a. The birth of secular Hindi
While the Sanatan Dharma and the Arya Samaj were both busy 
strengthening their ranks and teaching a KhB. Hindi in connection with 
the dissemination of their doctrines, a few advocates of Hindi in the 
north of Mauritius, predominantly the Bhagat brothers, set up the Tilak 
Vidyalaya in 1926, for the propagation of Hindi language and literature, 
on a secular basis. The organizers aimed at making it a centre for 
the coordination of the dissemination of Hindi in the whole country, 
not merely a school for teaching the language. Nine years later, the 
Tilak Vidyalaya was to be registered under the new name Hindi PracarinI 
Sabha, and reorganized on a national scale. A new chapter was to open 
in the history of Mauritian KhB. Hindi.
It is significant that the very year the Tilak Vidyalaya was 
founded, Basdeo Bissoondoyal, a Primary Government School teacher and 
a contributor to the Hindi section of the Arya Patrika, started an 
evening Hindi school for adolescents and adults on the premises of 
St. Julien Village school where he was already posted as a 'general 
purposes' teacher. It was the first time that an Indo-Mauritian 
with a good command of English and French was teaching a Hindi class.
He applied to Hindi teaching the professionalism of a trained teacher
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of English and French classes. The Hindi teaching was free of 
charge. The example of Basdeo Bissoondoyal was later followed by 
a few others, notably by Sreenarain Jugdutt, the English and 
French scholar who had learnt Hindi from Ramgovind Trivedi.
The part-time school of Bissoondoyal was in fact the harbinger 
of a great movement in Mauritius: Bissoondoyal was to pursue higher
studies in India in the near future and to return home in 1939 to 
initiate a considerable cultural movement which was to
KhB. in the island and to inject new life into the cultural consciousness 
of Indo-Mauritians.
b. The progress of Hindi journalism
While prospects for the cultivation of secular Hindi were looming 
bright, all was not well with the Mauritius Arya Sabha. The late 1920's 
saw a split within their ranks of management: some of the executive
members seceded, formed a new party called the Arya Pratinidhi Sabha, 
and installed a new press called the Shradhanand Press in Port-Louis. By 
the standards of that time, it was an excellent press, adequate for the 
printing of both newspapers and books; and its installation considerably 
improved the scope and quality of KhB. printing. Several Hindi lovers 
who had written very small middling works of no importance endeavoured 
to get them printed for their own satisfaction. The Shradhanand Press 
printed a weekly, the Arya Vir in English and Hindi. Under the editorship of 
the able Pandit Kashinath, this newspaper, although born of dissension, 
proved to be one of the best Hindi papers of that time. From the period of 
the Hindusthani (1904-1914) to the time of the Arya Vir (1929-1945), Hindi 
journalism in Mauritius had acquired valuable experience and achieved 
appreciable progress in language, style and general presentation. The other 
Arya Samaj party, now called the Arya Paropkarini Sabha published separately 
in English, French and Hindi a weekly paper which changed its name from 
Arya Patrika to Jagriti.
By the end of the third decade, the ruptured ranks of the Arya 
Samaj underwent a further dissension. The evils of the caste system
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had not spared even the organization of the Arya Samaj: in 1930,
most of the so-called low-caste Hindus withdrew from the two parties 
and founded a party of their own which they officially registered as 
Arya Ravived Pracarini Sabha, with nearly the same aims and objects 
as the two other parties.
These differences were partly responsible for the serious financial 
difficulties which eventually led the Arya ParopkarinI Sabha and the 
Arya Pratinidhi Sabha to combine their weeklies, which from 1945 to 1950 
appeared jointly under the name of Arya-Vir-Jagriti. In 1950 when 
these two parties became reconciled, Arya-Vir-Jagriti was replaced by 
the English-Hindi weekly Aryoday which remains to this day the organ of 
the Mauritius Arya Sabha.
The Hindi medium of the Aryoday has improved over the years, and 
today when quite a few new contributors, several of them educated in 
Indian universities, have come on the scene, the KhB. Hindi published 
in this paper, generally speaking, is good modern standard Hindi.
c. The course of KhB. in the early 1930's
The prosperity of the 1920's was quickly followed by the slump 
of the late 1920's extending into the 1930's. Also, at the general 
elections of 1931, Hindu candidates were badly defeated. In the 
religious and cultural sphere, however, Indo-Mauritians continued their 
activities enthusiastically. The year 1933 saw the celebration of two 
cultural events which, amongst other things, raised the prestige of KhB. 
and assisted further in nourishing its roots in the island.
The two main Arya Samaj bodies celebrated Svami Dayanand's 50th 
death anniversary (Nirvan-Ardh-^atabdT) on the 16th October of that year 
There was a 10,000 strong 'na garkirtan' marching in the streets of Port- 
Louis with several groups reciting Sanskrit prayers and chanting lyrics 
purely in KhB. There were special addresses in KhB. including one from
H.Levieux, a Franco-Mauritian medical doctor. There were, besides, two 
well-subscribed public competitions - one in Indian vocal music and the
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other in Hindi poetry-composition - which 'infused new life into the
30Hindi world1 [of Mauritius].
The second event celebrated in the village of L'Avenir, Moka, was 
perhaps of greater interest in the social and cultural conditions of 
Mauritius. It was a two-day literary conference organized by the Arya 
Pratinidhi Sabha, attracting large numbers of people from far and near. 
What was significant about that conference was that it‘epitomized both 
the culture of the East and that of the West: the platform accommodated
some of the best cultural leaders of the country and the deliveries 
embraced six languages - English, French, Tamil, Telegu, KhB., and 
Sanskrit. Obscure to all except a few pundits, the Sanskrit,address 
formed, as it were, the mantra of the occasion,^ in a sense, symbolised 
what the Arya Samaj stood for.
One noteworthy feature of the conference was that it included a
women's section. A one-hour cultural programme in KhB. was presented
by some women headed by Mrs. Gayasingh, known as 'Bhagvati Mata' who a
few years later (1939) published a collection of 44 Hindi wedding-songs
31entitled Vivah Mangal.
The conference of 1933 held in a spirit of collaboration, tolerance 
and harmony was unprecedented in the linguistic and literary history of 
Mauritius. It redounded to the credit of Arya bhasa, but more than 
this, it assisted in earning for it a sympathetic recognition among its 
linguistic neighbours. It is unfortunate that the good example it set 
has subsequently been ignored, as literary conferences in the years which 
followed have been mostly exclusive.
It would be appropriate at this stage to turn to the teaching of
KhB., as it existed in state and voluntary schools, towards the end of
the period under view. In 1935, out of 126 state and state-aided
32schools, Hindi was being taught in 48. But this teaching was little
more than in name: K. Maharaj Singh's recommendation in the mid 1920's
had been followed, as described above, by half-an-hour's teaching, once 
per week, in a few schools, and there was a certain improvement in
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this field thereafter. However, Government policy had hitherto shown 
no positive scheme to promote further Indian languages and Indian 
culture as part of the school curriculum. On the other hand, voluntary 
part-time schools were on the increase: Arya Samaj officially reckoned
15 to 20 schools. The Sanatan Dharma had as many schools attached to 
some of their temples. There existed, besides, by 1935, a number 
of Hindi part-time schools run by unaffiliated baithkas and private 
individuals. In the great majority of these voluntary schools, 
teaching was free of charge.
The major weakness in the teaching of oriental languages, including
Hindi, in government and voluntary schools, however, was that the
teachers, unlike the teachers of English and French^were both untrained
and not adequately competent in their subject. It was the Arya Sabha
which broke new ground in this respect: in 1935, they initiated a
part-time Hindi teacher-training course at Mesnil, Phoenix, for Arya
33Samaj and other Hindi teachers of the island. These courses, in
some measure, improved the quality of teaching in voluntary schools,
and 'Hindi progressed in all the villages, and people took to learning
34the language with more interest1. The Arya Samaj had probably not
intended this training course to act also as a reminder to Government 
that training of Government oriental language teachers was overdue, 
but if they had so intended it, the hint was ineffectual as Government 
seemed to have taken but little notice of it. In fact, Government 
training was not to be undertaken before the late 1940's when the 
enlargement of franchise brought to the Indian community for the first 
time considerable political power.
d. The Indian stage and the Indian sound-film
Much before this change took place in the political situation, 
however, the arrival in Mauritius of two mass-media brought about a 
social upheaval in the lives of Mauritians, particularly those of Indian 
origin. They were the Indian stage and the Indian sound-film, especially 
the latter. Both these media have assisted in promoting the cultivation 
of KhB., the stage in a limited measure and the sound-film to a 
considerable degree.
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Theatrical companies from India visited Mauritius in the second
decade and the early twenties of our century. The second visit left
on Mauritius an indelible impress. The programme consisted of vocal
and instrumental music, dancing and short plays in KhB. The
performances staged all over the island attracted large audiences,
and some of them are remembered nostalgically to this day by a few 
35elderly people.
The shows of the Indian troupes stimulated the formation of local 
theatrical companies and, until the early forties, numerous Hindi plays 
were staged, amidst packed audiences, by rival companies in both urban 
and rural areas. These stage representations encouraged the growth 
of spoken KhB. among Indo-Mauritians in general, and especially among 
the inhabitants of rural areas of the island {the Indo-Mauritian stage 
has been dealt with in Chapter Five).
Hindi sound-films made their appearance in Mauritius in the early 
3 6thirties. It was an event of tremendous cultural significance. The
films with their songs were very popular, especially at a time when other 
forms of entertainment were scarce and, both in urban and rural areas, 
they attracted big audiences, including a few people outside the Indo- 
Mauritian community.
Ever since the turn of the century, Mauritian KhB. had been going 
through a process of growth, cultivation and spread and, therefore, when 
the Hindi sound-film with a standard Hindi dialogue arrived in the early 
thirties, Indo-Mauritians in general, both in towns and in villages, had 
already acquired a, /au^Ccve^' understanding of the language to be able to 
enjoy it as an element almost intrinsic to their cultural milieu.
Over the last 50 years, and until now, the Indian film has in
. . 37Mauritius enjoyed a popularity which has never been on the wane, and
today with regular exhibition on the television screen, it has become 
even a closer part of Indo-Mauritian home-life. Hindus and Muslims 
enjoy the films alike. Some western-educated Indo-Mauritians who 
rather disapprove of the plot of some Indian films because they feel that 
a few of the incidents are not authentic enough, still view the films to 
be able to enjoy the beautiful standard Hindi dialogue.
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The Indian films have had their impact on Mauritian KhB. 
literature too: the theme and language of the early stories and novels
reflect their influence, and stage performance to this day finds in the 
Indian films a potent source of inspiration.
The Mauritian audience of the Indian sound-films is much on 
the increase. The Hindi film will doubtlessly remain an influential 
feeder of KhB. and of the cultural links with the sub-continent. Equally, 
it will continue to strengthen Indo-Mauritian cultural identity as well 
as the composite culture of the island. As with many of the future 
developments that have been anticipated in this chapter, the seeds were 
sown in the period 1900-1935 which has just been reviewed.
8. The linguistic position of the Indo-Mauritian community in 1935
The generalised culture of the Indo-Mauritians at the turn of the 
century was broadly that to be found in the Bhojpuri speaking areas of 
India which had become to some extent homogenised and Mauritianised, 
as had Bhojpuri itself. This was the culture into which the Indo- 
Mauritian children were born, and it gave a degree of cultural identity 
to the community. By 1935 this culture and the identity that it 
imparted had come under attack on three fronts. It was attacked at the 
level of its colloquial base by Creole, and at different levels by 
Western culture and also by Indian culture.
In the mid-thirties, Indo-Mauritians spoke Bhojpuri and Creole, 
but more Creole than Bhojpuri in the urban areas. Many spoke French 
occasionally, and English was reserved for formal occasions. There now 
existed in the towns a generation of young people who could hardly speak 
Bhojpuri: some of them had a passive knowledge of it, and there were
some who could hardly understand it at all. In a number of Indo- 
Mauritian homes, both in towns and in villages, Bhojpuri co-existed with 
Creole, and there was frequent shifting from one to the other, more to 
Creole in the towns and to Bhojpuri in the rural areas. In many families, 
while the mother spoke Bhojpuri, the father spoke Creole. Overall Creole 
was on the increase to the detriment of Bhojpuri, assisted by the small­
ness of the island, and this process continued throughout the period 
under review.
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From 1900 to 1935 the Indo-Mauritians were increasingly subject
to the influence of Western culture and Western values. This resulted,
particularly in the towns, in a degree of cultural ambiguity. Already
there were many Indo-Mauritians who had imbibed French culture and who
had an excellent command of French. Indeed, a few of them ranked among
the best French scholars of the island, and were, to all intents and
3 8purposes, 'brown Frenchmen1.
Bhojpuri had declined not only as a spoken language of daily 
familiar conversation. Until the turn of the century, it had been the 
language of religion and culture in the Indo-Mauritian community, except 
for the few occasions when the Brahmin priests used KhB. in solemnizing 
the katha. By 1935, however, it had been completely ousted from this 
position: instead, it was KhB. which was now the language of religion
and certain levels of culture and ceremonial among both Arya Samajls and 
Sanatan Dharmis.
Subjected to continuing losses in this way, Bhojpuri was looked 
down upon not only by the increasing Arya SamajI population, but also by the 
Sanatan Dharmis who had long grown aware of its limitations and lack of 
dignity, in a manner that they had never felt until the early years of 
the century.
While Bhojpuri had lost and Creole had gained, KhB. had progressed 
steadily through the eventful years of the period under review. Generally 
speaking, by 1935, Indo-Mauritians, particularly those of North-Indian 
descent, had acquired a passive knowledge of the language. The great 
majority could understand it, and large numbers could speak it although 
incorrectly. There were a few, however, who had a good command of
the language. These included some of the so-called brown Frenchmen 
or brown Europeans, and, among the Indian community these persons were 
held in much higher regard than those who had a good command of only 
English and French. " KhB. on its own did not carry the
same prestige, nor was a qualification in this subject of any economic 
value by the year 1935. But the greatest gain of KhB., however, was 
that by 1935, as stated above, it had already firmly established itself 
as the language of religion and formal culture among Indo-Mauritians, 
and as such enjoyed a prestigious position in the island.
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This establishment of KhB. had taken place over a relatively short 
period. Indo-Mauritians, both Hindus and Muslims, oddly enough, had 
started regarding KhB., not Bhojpuri, as their 'mother tongue' giving 
their language as either Hindi or Urdu so that Bhojpuri does not appear 
on the census. It was one thing to encourage KhB., another to deride 
Bhojpuri which, in fact, provided the foundations to the only 'indigenous' 
Indian culture in Mauritius. Again the model of sanskritization fails 
because the impetus towards KhB. came not from within the community■but 
from without, with the proselytization of Hindu and Hindi militancy and 
the reaction it provoked. The only real awakening of interest in KhB. 
spontaneously within the community at a popular level was, for the most 
part, due to the Hindi film. Nevertheless the period 1900 to 1935 marks 
the real establishment of KhB. in Mauritius and its further progress will 
be traced in the next chapter.
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father of B.Bissoondoyal, the Mauritian writer. The former later 
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an Indian-educated contemporary of L.Bissoondoyal was Devdat Sharma 
who had a relatively good command of KhB.
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Mauritius.
13. The information was obtained through the good offices of the Mauritius 
Arya Sabha. They could not, however, give specific details concerning 
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Bhardwaj's articles.
14. The father-in-law of the writer of this thesis, J.Dunputh (b. 1895,
d. 1966) who in after years became the President of Vacoas Arya Samaj, 
narrated to him his memories of the Hindi class of Dr.Bhardwaj.
On one occasion, Dr.Bhardwaj instructed him how to locate his tongue 
in the proper position (Dr.Bhardwaj actually facilitated the process 
by touching Mr.Dunputh's tongue) to be able to produce the guttural 
and nasal sound of the last letter of the _k row.
15. Svami Svatantranand, Videso me ek sal, p.89, cited in Laksminarain 
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p.247.
16. Among those who sustained the influence of Svami Svatantranand were 
Shankar Ramkhelavon and Jugnandan Nundlall who were also good singers. 
They later became well-known missionaries of the Mauritius Arya 
Sabha.
17. Examples of unusually sanskritized diction in an article entitled 
’How to earn a good name in life' contained in the issue of the 
Arya Patrika of the 14th November, 1924, are: bhaksyabhaksaya 
(the edible and the inedible) and sitognadi (cold, heat, etc.).
18. A comprehensive account of the religious debates is given in Mohunlal 
Mohit's Arya Sabha Maurisas ka Itihas (Ajmer, India, 1973), pp.39-45.
19. J.N.Roy, Marisas me Hindi bhasa ka samksipt itihas (New Delhi, 1970), 
pp.87-88. J.N.Roy is also the author of several English works 
including Mauritius in Transition (Allahabad, 1960).
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20. The three public receptions were in the following places:
(i) Rittoo School, St. Julien, Flacq; (ii) Aryan Vedic School, 
Vacoas Plaines-Wilhems; and (iii) Rose-Belle Shivalaya, Grand- 
Port. One of the Indo-Mauritians who cherishes memories of 
conversation with K. Maharaj Singh is B.Bissoondoyal.
21. The late S.Jugdutt, a Hindi protagonist of Mauritius related to
the writer of this thesis that a couple of Indo-Mauritian friends
sitting beside him in a railway-carriage asked him to close the 
Hindi book he was reading when they saw some Creoles entering the 
same compartment. This was approximately towards the end of the 
1920's, and indicates the embarrassment felt by some towards things 
Indian.
22. Numerous grammatical errors are to be found, which is indicative 
of the lack of standardization at this period.
23. The price of raw sugar, per hundredweight, in London was 11 shs.
in 1910, 58 shs. in 1920, 6shs.7d. in 1930 and 4 shs.8d in 1935.
Source: Noel Deerr, The History of Sugar (London, Vol.II, 1950).
24. Among Indo-Mauritians who spoke from the platform on that occasion
were: Jagat Ray Trivedi, Pandit Gaya Singh (President of the
Reception Committee), Pandit Shankar Sharma, Pandit Kashinath and 
Pandit Ramawad Sharma, reputed for a polished and faultless KhB.
25. The Arya Patrika published an English article entitled 'Cursory 
view of 3hrl Mehta Jaimini B.A.LLB', in Novebmer 1925, shortly 
before his departure from Mauritius.
26. The following were among the localities where processions were
organized during Svami Vijnananand's stay in Mauritius: Belle-Rose,
Bon-Accueil, L'Esperance, Mahebourg, Lalmati, St.Julien, 
Riviere-du-Rempart, Pamplemousses, Goodlands, Vacoas, Chemin- 
Grenier, Triolet and Port-Louis.
27. M.Mohit, op.cit., p.27.
28. Among those who returned to Mauritius by the mid 1920's, on
completion of studies at the D.A.V. Lahore were: Pandit Ramlakhan
(he is now 99 years of age); Pandit Benymadho Sutteeram; and 
Pandit Sahdev Pandiji.
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29. The statistics have been obtained through the kind offices of 
the Mauritius Sanatan Dharma Temples Federation which operates 
in association with the Mauritius Hindu Maha Sabha.
30. M.Mohit, op.cit., p.29.
31. Mrs. Bhagvati Devi (Mrs.Gayasingh), Vivah Mangal (Port-Louis, 
last edition 1978).
32. A.Beejadhur, Les Indiens a L'lle Maurice, p.92.
33. The part-time training courses were run on behalf of Arya Sabha 
by S.Jugdutt.
34. M.Mohit, 'Marisas me Arya Samaj ki Hindi seva'; Smarika (Delhi,
1976) published on the occasion of the Second World Hindi Conference, 
1976, p.55.
35. One of the artists of the group which arrived in the 1920's, Badri 
Prasad, a harmonium-player is still remembered in Mauritius as a 
master musician.
36. The first Hindi sound-film shown in Mauritius was 1 Bombaini 
MohinI' in 1932. This was followed shortly after by another 
popular film entitled 'Vir Abhimanyu1.
37. A few South-Indian films are occasionally received in Mauritius.
Most of the films, however, are Hindi films from Bombay, India, and 
just a few from Pakistan. But the KhB. dialogue of the Pakistani 
films is hardly distinguishable from that of the Indian films.
38. It is significant that the first history of the Indians in Mauritius 
to be written by the descendant of an Indian immigrant was published 
in French - A.Beejadhur, Les Indiens a L'lle Maurice (Port-Louis, 
1935) .
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE CULTIVATION OF KhB. IN MAURITIUS 1935 TO 1950
This chapter considers the position of KhB. during the years 
1935-50, and examines the events, personalities and institutions which 
were instrumental in encouraging its cultivation. This was a critical 
period during which Creole further consolidated its position as a lingua 
franca, thereby restricting Bhojpuri at a colloquial level, and KhB. 
established a broader base and became a much more prestigious language 
to use on formal as well as religious occasions for many Indo-Mauritians,
1. The year 1935
1935 was a notable year for Mauritius and the Indo-Mauritians. 
Port-Louis celebrated its bicentenary. The Hindi PracarinT Sabha was 
officially registered. Dr. (later Sir) Seewoosagar Ramgoolam, who was 
later to head the Labour Party, lead the country to Independence and 
become Head of State, returned to Mauritius, having completed medical 
studies in London. Finally 19 35 was the centenary of Indian immigration 
to Mauritius.
This centenary was marked in various'ways: Anauth Beejadhur, editor
of the French newspaper Advance, published his book Les Indiens a L'lle 
Maurice; Lakshminarain Caturvedi, an Indian who had immigrated to Mauritius 
in 1922 at the age of 42, produced as mentioned above ^atabdl Saroj, a long 
narrative Hindi poem in dohas and caupals; and Governor Jackson speaking 
of the Indians in Mauritius said: 'Mauritius owes much to the Indians.
More than two-thirds of the people are of Indian descent and it is their 
presence in the Colony which has made possible the intensive development 
which places Mauritius among the most highly productive areas in the 
Empire. '
The occasion itself was commemorated by a monument. erected in the 
grounds of the Arya Sabha because the Municipality of Port Louis had not
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felt able to allocate space in the Jardin de Compagnie, near Government 
House, where there are a number of other historical monuments. Before 
an audience of about a thousand people, various speeches were made 
emphasising the valuable contribution of the Indians to the prosperity 
of Mauritius, and the need to educate both girls and boys, to live 
harmoniously with other races and to have pride in oriental languages 
and Indian culture. Ironically all the speeches were in English, and 
the only sentence in an oriental language came from an Englishman,
John de Lingen Kilbern, an English master at the Royal College, Curepipe 
who had translated part of the Gita into English. In the course of his 
speech he delighted the audience by saying: Bhaiyo, apna dharm mat
choro. Choro mat apna dharm. Jo kuch uttam saccai hai, so ap logo 
hi ke dharm me hai." It is testimony to the considerable progress 
made by KhB. during this period that, had the celebrations taken place 
fifteen years later, most of the speeches would have been in KhB.
2. The Hindi PracarinT Sabha
- —  - ■ - ..»
One of the principal institutions in part responsible for the 
progress of KhB. during these years was the Hindi PracarinT Sabha (H.P.S 
Originally, as stated above, this had been the Tilak Vidyalay which, in 
1935, extended the range of its activities and registered itself with 
this new name as a cultural, educational and social institute. An 
important aspect of this move was that it put one of the main thrusts 
of the propagation of KhB. and Hindi literature on an entirely secular 
basis, thereby greatly widening its impact.
During this period the H.P.S. had three main objectives. The 
first was to establish a sound organisation for the propagation and 
cultivation of KhB. which it advocated should be learnt by all whose 
mother tongue it was: Hindi being regarded as a key to Indian culture.
The second objective was to ensure, as far as possible, that the 
teaching of KhB. and some Hindi literature served to lay the foundation 
of a good education. The leaders of the H.P.S. constantly emphasised 
that it was not enough to learn Hindi because it was a mother tongue, 
rather it had to be learnt to build or improve character and to produce
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good citizens. The third objective was to ensure that Hindi was not 
isolated from English and French. On the one hand it wished to see 
Hindi in the same position as French in Government primary education, 
while, on the other hand, it advocated that Hindi teachers and students 
should also learn French and English.
The H.P.S. was, and still is, governed by a Committee of Management, 
also called the Executive Committee, consisting of twelve members 
elected by a general assembly of persons hailing from all parts of 
the country. There were sub-committees dealing with education, the 
library and the property of the Institute. Prominent on the executive 
were three notable figures: Oma Shankar Geerjanan (known as Pandit
Geerjanan), Srinarain Jugdutt (known as Pandit Srinivas Jugdutt), and 
Jay Narayan Roy. These three formed the very active and effective 
working unit of the H.P.S., together with the capable and dedicated 
General Secretary Suraj Mangar Bhagat who served the H.P.S. from its early 
beginnings in the twenties until his death in the late seventies.
Pandit Geerjanan graduated at Benares University and returned to 
Mauritius in 1932 with a Hindi speaking Indian wife. Srinivas Jugdutt 
was educated at the best grammar school in Mauritius and he was considered 
at this period as the only person in Mauritius who could write and speak 
English, French and Hindi with equal facility. J.N.Roy returned to 
Mauritius in 1937 with the degrees of M.A., LL.B. from the University of 
Allahabad where he had been studying since 1925. Not only did he become 
a member of the Executive Committee, but he was soon elected President 
of the H.P.S., a position he occupied until his retirement in the early 
seventies. J.N.Roy is considered a good writer in both English and 
Hindi, and he became editor of the Hindi weekly Janata in 19 48, the same 
year in which he was elected to the Legislative Assembly.
From 1937 these three constituted the spearhead of the H.P.S.'s 
work. Jugdutt died in 1958, but the other two continued to work 
unremittingly until the early seventies. They were men of considerable 
stature and widely respected in Mauritius. While totally dedicated to 
the advancement of KhB., they constantly stressed that Hindi students 
should not neglect English and French. In addition to his social and
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cultural contribution, and to his powers as a public speaker, Jugdutt 
was also highly regarded as a Hindi teacher. He used to teach Hindi 
individually or in small groups mostly in the evenings and always free 
of charge. He brought to this a professionalism and vitality that had 
hitherto only been seen in the teaching of French and English. Indeed 
it was the fact that these very well educated men who were accomplished 
in highly prestigious French and English should be such powerful 
advocates of KhB. that led many to reconsider their attitude to KhB. 
and to begin to learn it properly. In consequence it became more and 
more prestigious in the Indo-Mauritian community to know Hindi as 
well as English and French.
In pursuing its objectives, one of the principal activities of 
the H.P.S. in the early years of its existence was actively to encourage 
the opening of late afternoon voluntary Hindi schools at the primary 
level all over the island. Members of the Executive Committee and 
ordinary members of the H.P.S. would travel to various parts of the country, 
the rural areas in particular, and establish contacts with a view to 
organizing the teaching of KhB. in those places. The establishment of 
local committees, vidya samitis did much to ensure the proper running of 
the schools. Such new schools, and some of the existing baithka schools, 
were affiliated to the H.P.S. In the early thirties there were some 25 
to 30 affiliated schools but the number steadily increased so that today 
the H.P.S. reckons there are 256 primary schools and 4 secondary schools 
affiliated to it.
Affiliation entitled the schools to certain services from the H.P.S. 
These were inspection and advice - important because most of the teachers 
in the early years were untrained - examination of the pupils at the end 
of the year in accordance with the prescribed syllabus of the Society - 
some of the schools ran all six primary classes - and finally 
collaboration in the celebration of the school anniversary which took 
place after the examinations. As the number of schools increased, it 
became necessary for the H.P.S. to appoint a full-time adviser, inspector 
and examiner for the schools. He was Nemnarain Gupt who travelled all 
over Mauritius keeping contact with the affiliated schools and encouraging 
the opening of new ones. The library of the H.P.S. has been named the
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Nemnarain Gupt Hindi Library to commemorate his important contribution 
to the work of the H.P.S.
These affiliated part-time voluntary schools were free, and since 
they received no subsidy, they could not pay the teachers any salary, 
although some did receive a nominal allowance. The schools depended 
for funds on contributions, and especially those made at the anniversary 
celebration at which the appeal for funds was one of the most important 
speeches. These anniversary celebrations, which took place on Sundays, 
were significant cultural events in the villages. Preparation of the 
children's Hindi programme - one- or two-act plays, conversations, short 
speeches, recitations etc. - began several days before the event. The 
celebrations were well-attended, especially by parents eager to see their 
children participating in the programme and receiving their certificates 
from an important person. The other main feature of the celebration 
was the delivery of speeches in Hindi by distinguished guests, among whom 
were often the Commissioner for the Government of India and the Member 
for the particular constituency. From 1935 onwards Jugdutt, Geerjanan 
and Roy, each of whom was an excellent speaker, attended Hindi school 
anniversaries and addressed gatherings, sometimes of over 500 people, almost 
every Sunday. Before them KhB. speeches from the platform, delivered 
by Arya Samaji and Sanatan Dharmi priests, had become very stereotyped.
These three, however, adjusting their speeches to the occasion and the 
educational level of the audience, brought into their KhB. speeches the 
vitality and dignity of Western speakers. Sunday after Sunday the 
audiences in various localities listened to them with attention and 
interest. There can be little doubt that not only did the schools them­
selves make a major contribution to the propagation of KhB., but these 
annual functions also played an important part in encouraging the 
cultivation of KhB. at least at a formal level.
The teaching of Hindi under the aegis of the H.P.S. until the early 
forties was confined to the primary level. In order to promote the 
study of Hindi literature, the Society established in 1946 a connection 
with an examining body, the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan of Allahabad, and set 
up an examination called Paricay, involving a syllabus of Hindi language
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and literature at secondary level. This examination was established 
in collaboration with the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan especially for Mauritius. 
The literature prescribed in the early years included Maithill E^ aran 
Gupta's Bharat Bharati and the Aranya Kand of the Ramcaritmanas. The 
Paricay, which can be equated in standard to at least G.C.E. 0 level, 
was the forerunner of other collaborative examinations the H.P.S. was 
to institute. In 1946 some 36 candidates sat the Paricay, of whom 17 
were successful, and the number of candidates entering the examination 
increased considerably year by year thereafter. The same year the 
Society built their first head-quarters at Long-Mountain village (called 
Dhara-Nagri by them), and thus came into existence Hindi Bhavan one of the 
main centres of co-ordination for Hindi teaching in the island.
3. The Arya Samaj
The H.P.S. undoubtedly made a considerable contribution both to
the teaching of KhB., and to raising its prestige among the Indo-Mauritians,
but it was not the only institution active in this field throughout this
period. The Arya Samaj in the early thirties had between 15 and 20 part-
time Hindi schools under their aegis, most of which ran all six primary
classes. This organization has considerably extended field of
education, and today xfc reckon5 over 250 part-time Hindi schools under
Xaa ■ management. £ have also under their direction one secondary
school, the D.A.V. in Port-Louis, with Hindi and Sanskrit among the
subjects of its curriculum. In 1947, just a year after the H.P.S. had
set up the Paricay, the Arya Samaj instituted in Mauritius four all-India
examinations - Siddhant Ratna, Siddhant Bhusan, Siddhant ^astri and Ved  r  ■ 4 r   ---
Vacaspati, the medium of these doctrinal examinations being KhB. Hindi.
Seven years later, when many boys and girls had already passed the above 
examinations, the Arya Samaj replaced them with four other all-India 
collaborative examinations (the seat of the examining body is in Ajmer) 
oriented, at a higher level, towards the study of the Vedas and other 
Vedic Hindu scriptures - Vidya Vinod, Vidya Ratna, Vidya Visarad and 
Vidya Vacaspati, which are held to this day. These religious examinations 
involve a certain amount of Hindi language and literature as well, and, 
therefore, they have helped not only in spreading a knowledge of the Vedic
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tenets subscribed to by the Arya Samaj, but in further raising the 
level of KhB., particularly in its written form. At present, a number 
of Hindi teachers, especially those teaching in the Arya Samaj schools 
are holders of the Vidya Vacaspati qualification.
4. Basdeo Bissoondoyal
During more than a decade of the period under consideration, the 
Indo-Mauritian community benefited considerably from the activity of a 
Hindu missionary. He was Basdeo Bissoondoyal who returned to Mauritius 
in 193 9 upon completing higher academic studies in India. He had 
graduated with a First Class at Punjab University where his subjects 
included Hindi and Sanskrit, and he obtained a Master's degree in English 
at Calcutta. Like the rest of his family (his grand-father Gudarsingh, 
an immigrant had transcribed the entire Ramcaritmanas), he is remarkably 
well-disciplined and systematic, and to this day, when he is past 75, his 
powers of oratory in English and Hindi are extraordinary.
The benefits of his mission were not only religious and cultural 
but linguistic too. In fact, the linguistic aspect of his work was so 
far-reaching that it was termed a third Hindi movement in the island.
Among the early speeches which marked him as an intellectual of high 
calibre was one he delivered in English on 'India and the World' in 1941 
at the town-hall of Curepipe, before a 1,000-strong audience including 
Dr. (later Sir) Seewoosagar Ramgoolam and other important persons. The 
speech was subsequently translated into KhB., and copies were distributed 
both in India and in Mauritius (about 1,000 copies were distributed in 
Mauritius).
Towards the end of the same year, B.Bissoondoyal organized with 
the collaboration of the H.P.S. a one-day Hindi Sahitya Sammelan. The 
conference chaired by 0.S.Geerjanan held in the hall of Cinema des Families 
Port-Louis, was attended by about 8,000 people hailing from all parts of 
the island. Among the speakers were a few of the best Hindi protagonists 
of the day.1 Their themes ranged from the history of KhB. in Mauritius
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dating from the middle of the nineteenth century onwards to topics 
of Indian culture including the role played by the Ramcaritmanas in 
strengthening the inner religious and cultural life of the Indo-Mauritian 
community. Indian vocal music too was an item on the agenda with songs 
especially selected for the occasion. A prominent feature of the 
conference was its exhibition of Hindi books, newspapers etc., including 
the four Vedas, the 18 puranas and manuscript copies in Kaithi script of 
several works, primarily the Ramcaritmanas and LallujI Lai's Prem 
Sagar, some of which had been brought from India and others reproduced 
in Mauritius. There were also paintings from Muslim and Hindu Indo- 
Mauritian artists. The exhibition remained open for several days.
The Hindi Sahitya Sammelan of 1941, the first of its kind in Mauritius, 
awakened a new pride in KhB., enhanced its prestige and stimulated further 
interest in Hindi language and literature.
Through his speeches and organization, B.Bissoondoyal injected
new life into the Indo-Mauritian celebration of religious and cultural
2festivals, e.g. Holi, Divall, Ganga-Snan etc. His activities revitalized
Indo-Mauritian cultural bodies. In the early 1940's, some of the best
Indo-Mauritian musicians of the time (they were then all at an amateur
level) grouped themselves into a Sangit Samaj (an association of musicians)
3
with B.Bissoondoyal himself as honorary chairman. The members also 
included people of Tamil, Telegu and Marathi origin. The language of 
the lyrics, however, was always KhB. The activity of the Sangit Samaj 
which operated for the best part of the forties improved the quality of 
Indo-Mauritian music of the day. Furthermore, the songs of the better 
artists induced many young people not only to learn to sing but also to 
learn KhB. Hindi so as to understand better the lyrics of their songs.
These lyrics were obtained from books imported from India and a few
were composed by Indo-Mauritian Hindi protagonists. The singers had
frequent opportunities of rendering their songs, one of which was the 
occasion of B.Bissoondoyal's pracar (sermons).
One of the finest achievements of B.Bissoondoyal was the celebration
of the Vedic ritual, the Mahayajna. It was celebrated in Port-Louis in
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December 1943, and it firmly established his position as a prominent
cultural leader and a foremost protagonist of KhB. Hindi in Mauritius.
Prepared and organized several months before, this function achieved a
record attendance of 60,000 from towns and villages, including a great
number of Western-educated Hindus. Bissoondoyal's body of smart
Svayam Sevaks (volunteers), in shorts and Gandhi cap, assisted in
maintaining order and discipline. The main item which followed the
havan yajna in which several priests participated was the one-hour sermon
of B.Bissoondoyal centering principally on Indo-Mauritian welfare and the
message of the Vedas and the Gita. It was one of the most remarkable
Hindi orations ever delivered in Mauritius, and 'one is thrilled at the
5
thought how his words had the effect of magic on the gigantic crowd'.
Never before in Mauritius had plain colloquial KhB. Hindi been used on a 
similar occasion with so much force and dynamism.
Much more significant than anything else to the cause of Hinduism 
and for the cultivation of KhB. was the activity of B.Bissoondoyal as a 
preacher and a teacher throughout the 1940's. His sermons delivered 
two or three times or more every month attracted crowds of men and women 
(700 to 800 people or more every time). Although the Bissoondoyal family 
is Arya Samaji by faith, B.Bissoondoyal's mission far from being 
sectarian, embraced Hinduism on a broader basis, and his sermons were 
attended by both Arya Samajis and Sariatan Dharmis. Also, his movement 
was one of the very few in Mauritius which involved enthusiastic women's 
associations in both urban and rural areas. During this period, the 
Bhagavad Gita with commentaries in KhB. became a frequent theme of 
B.Bissoondoyal's gatherings. Readings from the Gita increased among 
Indo-Mauritians, and this text with KhB. paraphrase found its way into 
many more Hindu homes. Throughout the 1940's, well-attended gatherings 
responded heartily to his orations delivered in a plain, clear, 
conversational, persuasive and flawless KhB. In fact, 'his language 
electrified the whole country as he toured every nook and corner of the 
island'.^ Several new terms and expressions enriching Mauritian KhB., 
dating from the forties and thereafter, were first introduced by
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Bissoondoyal and other Indo-Mauritian leaders. Likewise, during the
same period, Hindi names were given to several places bearing English
and French names, although most of these Hindi names are very little 
8used today.
In the course of the 1940's, B.Bissoondoyal's speeches became more 
and more vehemently critical of Government policy towards Indo-Mauritians.
He was thrice convicted of incitement and jailed - an event which served 
only to enhance his popularity, especially among Indo-Mauritians.
In 1947, B.Bissoondoyal, through his widespread influence among the 
Indo-Mauritian community^ . which approximated to
Gandhi's Satyaqraha in India. He exhorted Indo-Mauritians to stop attending 
races on the last day of the horse-racing season of the year in Port-Louis, 
because these were then derogatorily called Les courses Malbares, i.e. 
races for the Indians. The boycott was complete. Thus, 'the philosopher 
and scholar, Basdeo Bissoondoyal who learnt the technique of Gandhi during
9his stay in India brought about an unprecedented unity among Indo-Mauritians.'
B.Bissoondoyal's work as a Hindi class-teacher assisted much in the 
propagation of KhB. on a secular basis. His residence in Port-Louis, open 
to all Mauritians desirous of free Hindi tuition, turned into a popular 
and well-attended centre for the study of Hindi and Hinduism. His students 
included many who had received an elitist English and French-medium education. 
The vitality and professionalism which he brought to his Hindi class 
yielded quick results. In fact, several Indo-Mauritian writers of today 
have been B.Bissoondoyal' s students in the past.“*"^
After he had taught in Port-Louis for some time, B.Bissoondoyal 
decentralised his Hindi teaching by putting his advanced students in charge 
of part-time voluntary schools which were opened in various parts of the 
island including distant hamlets and villages. In 1946, in the course of 
a well-attended festival celebration, he had announced that it was 
intended to open 300 part-time Hindi schools in addition to those of the
H.P.S. and the Arya Sabha.^ The Bissoondoyal schools as they were called, 
opened in quick succession. Some of them had the six primary classes, 
each class consisting of an average of 25 to 30 pupils. In 1941,
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B,Bissoondoyal had written Adhyapak Sahcar ('the teacher's companion') 
on important points of Hindi grammar and composition - the first such work 
ever to be produced by an Indo-Mauritian - followed in 1943-1944 by 
seven Hindi primers which went through several editions, and a short 
grammar (Laghu Vyakaran). Almost simultaneously with the primers,
B.Bissoondoyal had produced Vyavahar Prakas Uttamottam kathao ka sangrah 
containing 30 short stories for the late primary and early secondary level.
In addition, B.Bissoondoyal also published Hindi without tears, a small 
book of grammar and composition, in three parts, intended for students who 
knew English and French (1,000 copies of each part). These texts were 
prescribed in all his schools and used elsewhere too. In later years, 
however, most of the Bissoondoyal schools were entrusted to the care and 
direction of the Arya Sabha or the H.P.S.
The late 1940's saw a major event which gave a boost to KhB. In 
1948, when elections based on an enlarged franchise were held, election 
candidates and their agents made use of the language from the political 
platform on an unprecedented scale (a little Bhojpuri was also used). The
late S.Bissoondoyal, the missionary's younger brother who also stood as a
candidate had a good command of English, French and Hindi. He used to 
address the electorate in three languages: Creole, French and Hindi.
B.Bissoondoyal fully supported his brother, and some of the Hindi speeches 
he made on his behalf, including a few which displayed a talent for ferocious 
rhetoric, were models of oratory. S.Bissoondoyal was elected at the head
of the list in one of the electoral districts.
The very year S.Bissoondoyal was elected to the Legislative Council, 
the two brothers founded a fortnightly paper, the Zamana published in 
English, French and Hindi. In 1952, articles in Marathi also appeared; 
never before had any other Mauritian paper published anything in this 
language. The Zamana carried articles on current affairs, including social 
and political comment, and occasional contributions on the subject of 
Hinduism. This paper ceased to appear in 1977, the year S.Bissoondoyal 
died, but during the 29 years of its existence, it served oriental languages 
well, Hindi in particular, and assisted towards the formation of an 
educated Hindi-reading public.
In the course of the 1940's, B.Bissoondoyal further published in Hindi
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a number of tracts and pamphlets including Frans me Bharat, Manilal Daktar,
Dr.C.Bhardyaj, Mahatma Buddha etc. (Port-Louis, 1,000 copies each). During 
the same period and thereafter, B.Bissoondoyal also contributed 
frequently to several Hindi newspapers of India including Dharmyug,
Ajkal, Saptahik Hindustan, Kalyan (of Kerala), Ved Van! (of Punjab), and 
the Sanskrit newspaper Bhavitavyam (of Nagpur). From the early fifties, 
he grew less active as a missionary, and devoted much more time to serious 
academic and religious writings (the works of B.Bissoondoyal are discussed 
in Chapter 5). Without any doubt, Bissoondoyal1s Hindi movement made a 
vital contribution to the cultivation of KhB. in Mauritius during this period.
5. Other writers
Apart from B.Bissoondoyal's publications, a few works of literary
merit also appeared during this period. In 1941, Jay Narayan Roy produced
Jivan Sangini, a four-act play which was published on his behalf in
Mauritius by the H.P.S. (2,000 copies). Brajendra Kumar Bhagat 'Madhukar'
published three collections of his poems in India - Madhupark (1948), Vir
Gatha and RaginT (1949); each collection contained over 50 poems. The
*
above Hindi works which achieved a moderately good circulation were well 
received by the KhB. reading public in Mauritius (the writings of J.N.Roy 
and Madhukar have been discussed in chapter 5).
Besides these major works, several less significant works of little 
literary merit were produced by lesser writers. Among these were: Koyal
kT kuk, a collection of Hindi songs by Manilal Kanhaya (1935); a translation 
into KhB. of a few French poems of the Franco-Mauritian poet Robert Edward- 
Hart (1937-1938); Bhakti Prakas, a short treatise on devotion and worship 
by Gopicand Chuttur, a primary school head-master (1937); Vir Krsna Itihas 
ManjarT, a short story about Krsna by Pandit Gayasingh (1938); £ivratri 
aur Jyoti Ling, a tract on the £ivratri festival by Nursing Das, the 
editor of Sanatan Dharmark (1941). These works and others printed in 
Mauritius and circulated modestly (about 300 to 400 copies in each case) 
are today out of print and mostly out of circulation. They were 
historically important, however, as they indicated that creative writings 
in KhB. Hindi had begun to be produced by some ordinary people as well as 
well-known writers.-^
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6. Hindi Journalism
Printed KhB. during these years embraced Hindi newspapers as well, 
a few of them being contemporaneous whilst others appeared at different 
times of the period. Those which have not been already mentioned above 
are: Durga (1937), a literary paper of the H.P.S. appearing occasionally,
with a circulation limited mostly to members of the Society and in a 
cyclostyled form; Masik CitthT (1942-50, 10,000 copies of each number), 
a war-time monthly published by the Public Relations Office of the 
Government of Mauritius; Sainik (1946-1947) 1,000 copies per issue), a 
monthly founded by the Bissoondoyal brothers, the forerunner to Zamana, 
mentioned above; Janata (1948-1982, 500 copies per number) a bi-weekly 
at first and a weekly later. The first editor of Janata was J.N.Roy who 
was also then an elected member of the Legislative Council.
Indo-Mauritian readers, in general, mostly turn to English and French 
for current news, and, therefore, Hindi newspapers have to face severe 
competition with the wide range of locally produced and imported newspapers 
and magazines in these two languages, French in particular. There has 
never been, besides, an adequate number of trained Hindi journalists to 
feed the papers. Consequently, from the foundation of the first Mauritian 
Hindi newspaper (Hindusthani, 1909), right through the years of this 
century, the lifespan of Hindi papers, very much like that of many Hindi 
papers of the last century in India, has been relatively short. The one 
exception has been the Aryoday (1,000 copies per number) which was founded 
in 1911 under the name of the Maurlsas Arya Patrika, and published to this 
day. The Aryoday seems likely to survive since it is under the institutional 
protection of the Arya Samaj. This paper is written in good standard Hindi, 
(in Appendix VI is an article from the 11th September 1981 issue of the 
Aryoday). Two other papers had a longer life than most: the ZamanH
(1948-1977) and the Janata (1948-1982). In Appendix VII is a list of 
Hindi newspapers founded and published hitherto in Mauritius.
7. The events of the late 19 40's
Among the factors which greatly assisted the cultivation of KhB. in 
the forties, especially in the late years of that decade, were certain 
events which provided a powerful stimulus to cultural activity in baithkas 
and elsewhere. These events were the Independence of India (1947), the
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subsequent declaration of the Indian Government making Hindi their 
official language, the opening of an Indian Commission in Port-Louis, and 
the return of a Hindu majority to the Legislative Council for the first 
time (1948) in the history of Mauritius. The showing of Indian films 
imported in ever-increasing numbers continued to exercise a beneficial 
influence on Mauritian KhB. Frequent recitations and chantings from 
the Lorikain, Kunwar Vijaymal, Alha Khand, and the Ramcaritmanas with 
jhal (cymbals) and dholak (drums), often followed by KhB. commentaries, 
strongly enhanced the cultural character of the baithka meetings all 
over the country. The new atmosphere also infused more life into the 
voluntary part-time schools of the baithkas some of which had begun to 
teach Hindi literature at a secondary level. In fact, the closing years 
of the first half of our century mark one of the transitional stages in 
the cultivation of standard Hindi in Mauritius: the gradual passing away
of the language consciousness in general, and the emergence of a keener 
interest in the literature embedded therein. Among the authors studied 
in the late forties and fifties and thereafter were: Mira, Sur, Kabir,
Tulsidas, Maithili Saran Gupta, Pant, Mahadevi Varma, Devklnandan 
Khattri (Candrakanta and Candrakanta Santati), Jaysahkar Prasad,
Premcand, Sudarsan, Upendranath Ask, Jainendra Kumar, Ramkumar Varma 
etc. The examinations set up by the H.P.S. with the collaboration of the 
Hindi Sahitya Sammelan, Allahabad, were also instrumental in engendering 
more interest in Hindi literature.
As the first Commissioner for India (Dharam Yas Dev) arrived in 1948,
hamlets and villages scattered all over Mauritius as well as urban areas
organized in turn receptions which took the best part of the year. 'People
turned up in their thousands to welcome him and receive his message in 
13Hindi.1 These receptions were often combined with the programme of
Hindi school anniversaries which now attracted larger gatherings. To 
this day, the presence of the Commissioner for India (now High Commissioner) 
and his Hindi address remains a much appreciated feature of most cultural 
functions held by Indo-Mauritians.
The Indian Commission, as it opened in 1948, provided amongst other 
things, valuable cultural services. There was a good library with plenty 
of books in English and oriental languages, principally Hindi. Documentary
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films in English and Hindi were shown regularly in the urban and rural 
areas including the distant hamlets. Annual cultural scholarships of 
the Government of India open to all Mauritians offered courses in Indian 
institutes in a variety of subjects including Hindi literature and 
Indian music. Ever since its advent, the Indian Commission, which has 
a serious competitor in the French embassy, has fulfilled its role with 
remarkable efficiency: it has over the last three and a half decades
actively provided many services which have not only tightened the bond 
between the two countries, but have also fostered the growth of Indian 
culture and solidly underpinned the foundations of KhB. Hindi in Mauritius.
8. Government policy towards the teaching of oriental languages
It would be appropriate at this stage to turn to Government policy 
towards the teaching of oriental languages in state schools during the 
period under review. As stated above, in 1935, Hindi was being taught in 
48 Government and Government-aided schools; this represented under one- 
third of the total number of such schools. All Hindi students of the 
school were taught together in one class, regardless of age and attainment - 
a practice which continued, although not universally, until the late 1940's. 
Government had in 1931 appointed, on a part-time basis, a retired primary 
school head-master (S.Daby) to inspect Hindi classes (a part-time Urdu 
Inspector A.G.A.Raman had also been appointed). Upon occasional 
requests from parents to school head-masters, followed by the Inspectors' 
investigations, these two oriental languages were introduced in new schools, 
at the rate of eight to ten yearly in the case of Hindi, wherever Government 
considered it was justified.
It should be emphasized here that up till the late 1940's, there 
was no competition between Hindi and Urdu. Almost all Mauritians who 
learnt KhB. Hindi were Hindus and nearly all who learnt Urdu were Muslims.
It is significant, however, that while, during the years under review, 
the propagation of Hindi continued to grow more and more secular, the 
dissemination of Urdu taking place through the teaching of the mosque- 
directed madrasahs still remained chiefly geared to the study of Islam.
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In 1939, Government appointed a young primary school head-master 
(S.Narain) as part-time Hindi Inspector, in addition to his normal 
duties. He visited Hindi classes once every week, sometimes travelling 
together with the Urdu Inspector to the same school. In the early 
forties, amidst the activities of the H.P.S., the Arya Sabha and of 
B.Bissoondoyal, requests from parents and local Hindu societies for 
the introduction of Hindi in state schools became more frequent.
Other linguistic groups - Tamils, Telegus, and Marathis - were claiming 
that their languages too should figure on the school curriculum. The 
new Hindi Inspector, a good pedagogue, drew the attention of Government 
to the perfunctory nature of his visits to schools numbering over 65 
and to the desultory teaching going on in most of these schools. He 
advised that a full-time Hindi Inspector be appointed. In fact, the 
Hindi teaching by voluntary bodies in several baithkas of the island 
was then more effective than that of some of the schools under State- 
direction.
It was in such circumstances that in 1941, Government appointed
W.E.F.Ward, the Director of Education to investigate the teaching of
oriental languages and to report. The gist of his recommendations is
reflected in the following extract from his report: 'I am unmoved by
the plea that justice requires that each linguistic group be provided
(at Government expense) with instruction in its own language...I
recommend, therefore, though with some reluctance - that neither Hindi,
Urdu or Tamil nor any other Indian language be either taught or
inspected at Government expense, but that these communities provide
their own teaching if they want it, as other communities already do.'
Ward's official attitude towards the teaching of oriental languages in
state schools recalls that of J. Comber Browne, Superintendent of Schools
in Mauritius in the 1870's and early 1880's. J.E.Meade, the economics
expert, in his report some two decades later, was to express identical
14views on this matter.
The publication of Ward's report caused indignation in the Indo- 
Mauritian community. There were public demonstrations and a walk-out 
from a talk given by Ward. Dr. (later Sir) Seewoosagar Ramgoolam, then
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a nominee, protested in the Legislative Council, and advocated that 
oriental language teaching be continued and introduced further in state 
schools on a regular basis.
Had Ward’s recommendations concerning the teaching of oriental
languages been implemented, the part-time teaching which already
existed in state schools, inadequate as it was, would have had to be
discontinued. Government, however, deemed it wise not to take action
on these recommendations. In 1943, a 10,000 strong petition organized
by B.Bissoondoyal and his followers, urging the introduction of oriental
language-teaching in all Government and Government-aided schools on
the same basis as English and French, reached the Colonial Secretary.
In the face of public pressure, Government acted with discretion. A
Select Committee was set up in the same year to examine the Ward Report
so far as it concerned the State-teaching of oriental languages and to
report 'thereon. Their findings, contradicting those of Ward, but rather
restrained in character, were to the effect that ’...it is clear that
the Indian community are deeply attached to the teaching of Indian languages,
but we are of the opinion that the Government should continue the teaching
of Indian languages and should as soon as possible make such improvements
15as are reasonably possible.1
Notwithstanding the recommendations of the Select Committee, nothing 
much took place in the domain of oriental languages until the late 1940’s.
In 1947, a new Constitution (the first for 62 years) came into force. It 
extended the franchise based on a simple literacy test to all persons who 
were not otherwise qualified. The officially recognized languages for 
assessing literacy were: English, French, Gujarati, Hindi, Tamil, Telegu,
Urdu, Chinese, and the Creole patois commonly in use in the island. It 
further provided that the mother tongue should be taught by State schools.
The general elections held the following year returned a majority of 
representatives of rural areas who strongly believed that there could be 
no proper education without teaching of the mother tongue. As pointed 
out above, Mauritian Hindus and Muslims of north-Indian origin to this
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day regard Hindi and Urdu respectively as their mother tongue and not 
Bhojpuri. The new Government, in order to fulfil the provisions of 
the Constitution, decided, in the first instance, to recruit an expert 
from India for the training of teachers of oriental languages, especially 
Hindi, and the teaching of Indian culture. In June 1949, Ram Prakas 
M.A., the Indian expert arrived to assume this post.
At the request of the Department of Education, R.Prakas carried out 
a survey of oriental languages in Mauritius and submitted a report. 
Government after studying it decided to introduce oriental languages in 
schools, on a regular basis. The initial emphasis was on Hindi and Urdu.
The following year saw. a significant event: the beginning of
Government recruitment for Hindi teacher-training. 60 were selected 
through an entrance test conducted by R.Prakas in which several hundred 
candidates had participated. Most of the successful candidates had 
already passed the Paricay of the H.P.S. or one of the examinations of 
the Arya Samaj. They received from R.Prakas and S.Gungadin, a contemporary 
primary school Inspector, a five-month intensive training in Hindi language 
and literature, teaching methodology and educational psychology. Thus 
was permanently established at the Teachers' Training College in 1950, a 
branch for oriental language teacher-training, collateral with that 
existing, since the turn of the century, for the training of'General- 
Purpose1 teachers (for general subjects including English and French).
When the training of the 60 student-teachers was completed, it was 
expected that they would be employed soon after. Contrary to normal 
practice, however, they were made to wait for several months before they 
were appointed part-time. Three years later, in March 1954, these 60 
part-time Hindi teachers were appointed full-time. This appointment on 
a full-time basis signalled that Government had now changed their attitude 
towards state teaching of Indian languages and Indian culture: it was a
far cry from the intransigence and negative policy of the previous years.
In 1956, the Department of Education actually began the practice of yearly 
recruitment and training, which marked the commencement of the period 
when Hindi teaching in schools 'was taken seriously at long last by 
teachers as well as by Government'.^
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Notes
1. Among the speakers on the occasion of the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan 
in 1941 were: 0.S.Geerjanan, Chairman of the conference, B. 
Bissoondoyal, the organizer, S.Narain, and S.Jugdutt. The person 
in charge of the exhibition was Nemnarain Gupt 'Guruji'.
2. B.Bissoondoyal1s organization of Ganga-Snan on the beach of Belle-
Mare in 1942, where crowds of men, women and children assembled to 
participate and to listen to him, has gone in the cultural history 
of Mauritius as a memorable event.
3. The Chairman and Secretary were Mahadev Chunun and Pardooman Issury 
respectively. They were the most popular vocalists of the day.
4. One of the best vocalists of the Sahglt Samaj was someone who by
origin was a Telegu South-Indian and, by calling, a Government
school Hindi teacher. He was Ramsamy Toolsy who later became a 
member of the Executive Committee of the Hindi PracarinI Sabha.
5. S.Bhuckory, op.cit., p.60.
6. Ibid., p.59.
7. Examples of vocabulary introduced by B.Bissoondoyal and others
in formal and familiar Mauritian KhB. are: Maurisaslya for Mauritian
dhvanivardhak for loud-speaker; prabandh kartrl kametl for
t _
ke sath u^tirn, for 
passed, failed and passed with merit respectively were first used in 
Mauritius in the anniversaries.of voluntary Hindi schools.
8. Examples of such names are: Dhara-NagrI, Brndaban, Rsi-Nagar,
Mayapurl, given to places known as Long-Mountain, Palma, Engrais- 
Martial, Mahebourg.
9. London Stamp Bulletin, 1969, Gandhi Centenary issue. The writer of 
the thesis saw a cutting in the possession of B.Bissoondoyal.
organizing committee; uttlrn, anutirn pratistha
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10. Among B.Bissoondoyal's students were S.Bhuckory, the Hindi poet 
and writer and Dr.I.Nundall, Education Officer (Indian music).
11. The occasion was a Sahkranti festival celebrated on the grounds 
of Camp-Fouquereaux temple. It was attended by about 1,000 
people.
12. The writer of this thesis has not been able to trace all the 
small works mentioned. He is indebted to B.Bissoondoyal for 
providing information about them.
13. S.Bhuckory, op.cit., p.67.
14. J.E.Meade and others, Report on the Economic and Social Structure
of Mauritius, Sessional Paper No.7 of 1960, Chapter 8, para 24.
15. Report of the Select Committee on the Ward Report on Education,
Government Printing, 1943, p.4.
16. S.Bhuckory, op.cit., p.61.
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THE PROGRESS OF KhB., 1950 TO THE PRESENT
This chapter traces the considerable progress KhB. has made in 
Mauritius between 1950 and the present day, and again examines the 
institutions, influences, and personalities who have contributed to this 
progress. The question of the present position of KhB. is left to 
the concluding chapter, however, and, although mention is made of 
literary developments, the literature itself produced in Mauritian 
KhB. is treated in the next chapter.
1. Political developments
The 1950's saw two general elections, the first in 1953 and the 
second based on universal suffrage in 1959, and they both returned a 
preponderating Indo-Mauritian element to the Legislative Council.
As in the election campaign of 1948, several candidates and their 
agents often used Hindi and Bhojpuri in addressing meetings of the 
rural electorate.
In 1954, S.Bissoondoyal, the elected member laid a motion before 
the Legislative Council to the effect that '...the Education Department 
as run at present is doing a great harm to the public'. This motion 
led to a four-day Council debate which involved the participation of 
representatives of rural areas and others who advocated State-teaching 
of oriental languages on a regular basis. The same year, S.Bissoondoyal 
tabled another motion concerning State-subventions to religions. Hitherto 
only the Christian church received subventions from the State. The new 
concept that all professed religions must receive equal consideration 
won the general approval of the Council and the necessary legislation 
was subsequently enacted whereby the Hindu religion too became a State
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beneficiary. S.Bissoondoyal1s popularity was much on the increase, 
particularly among Indo-Mauritians. In 1958, just one year before 
the general elections, he established the Independent Forward Bloc, 
a political party appealing on frankly Hindu communal lines, 
reminiscent of the Jan Sangh in India.
The late 1950's when the Ministerial System was set up, and the 
early sixties when the general elections took place (1963) witnessed 
several constitutional and administrative changes devolving further 
responsibilities of self-government on Mauritians. During the same 
period, Wages Councils for Agricultural and other Workers were 
constituted, and the enforcement of their Orders very much improved 
the living conditions of the working class. This indirectly brought 
about an increased cultural activity in baithkas and elsewhere.
While the nation in general was still in this mood of euphoria, 
the Labour Government, campaigning for Independence, held general 
elections in 1967 one year before the expiry of their mandate, and 
won another clear victory at the poll. In 1968, Mauritius acceded 
to Independence. The Legislative Assembly and the Council of Ministers 
(called Legislative Council and Executive Council respectively prior to
1964) were now composed mostly of members who owed their seats to the 
suffrage of the rural areas where oriental languages, KhB. Hindi in 
particular were cherished, to a greater or a lesser degree, although 
Bhojpuri was the spoken medium alongside Creole.
2. Government Policy
a. Recruitment and Hindi teacher-training at the T.T.C.
In the years which immediately preceded and followed Independence, 
the Primary school building programme was stepped up. The annual 
recruitment to the Oriental Section of the Teachers' Training College 
(known as T.T.C.) from 1956 was fed mostly by the yearly successes at 
the H.P.S. and the Arya Sabha examinations, particularly the former.
In 19 56, when more than 400 boys and girls had already passed the 
Paricay over the preceding decade, the H.P.S. instituted the
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Prathama, an all-India examination equated to at least the G.C.E.
Advanced Level in Hindi, again in collaboration with the Hindi 
Sahitya Sammelan, Allahabad. Between 1956 and 1963, many candidates 
recruited for training were Prathama holders. From 1963 and 1965 
onwards, when the H.P.S. established their two highest collaborative 
examinations - the Madhyama (B.A. level in Hindi) and Uttama (M.A. 
level in Hindi) respectively, the recruits have also included holders 
of these qualifications. In recent years, when the competition has 
grown much keener, an English language qualification too has been made 
compulsory. About 40 to 50 have been recruited annually, a little 
more in the earlier years. Contrary to its practice since 1956, 
however, Government has not recruited Hindi teachers in the last few 
years, one reason being apparently over-recruitment in the previous 
years.
At the T.T.C., Hindi teachers were trained by R.Prakas assisted 
by a few others. In 1966, with the increasing number of trainees, 
an Education Officer was also posted at the Oriental Section to assist 
him in the teacher-training duties. A certain amount 'of the instruction 
intended for 'General-Purpose' students, including some English and 
French, also formed part of the curriculum. The same year, with a 
view to providing refresher, vacation and promotion courses to in- 
service staff, an expert educationalist, Nandlal Josi M.A. was recruited, 
on loan from the Ministry of Education, India. N.Josi who served in 
Mauritius up to 1968 also carried out on-the-spot supervision of Hindi 
teaching in primary schools. In the mid-sixties, expert educationalists 
were also recruited from the Ministry of Education, India, for the 
training of Urdu, Tamil and Telegu teachers. For a number of years, a 
notable event at the T.T.C. was an annual exhibition chiefly of Hindi 
teachers' projects, teaching-aids mostly prepared by the teachers 
themselves, meritorious works and drawings by pupils etc. This 
exhibition reflected the progress made through systematic teaching of 
Hindi as well as the potential of the primary school pupils. The 
one-year training at the T.T.C. which included extra-mural activity 
such as creative writing and study of literature, stage-plays etc., 
contributed significantly, especially during the fifties and sixties
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under the guidance of R.PrakHs, to the steady progress and formation 
of Hindi teachers.
All the Hindi teachers posted in the Government and Government- 
aided schools, however, were not qualified and trained. A number 
of them were extra-teaching assistants (E.T.A.'s as they were called) 
who provided some assistance to regular teachers, especially in 
crowded classes. As from the late fifties onwards, and especially 
during the years preceding Independence, a number of candidates (mostly 
from rural areas) obtained employment as E.T.A.'s by bringing pressure 
to bear upon the elected members of their respective constituencies.
Many of these candidates had been unsuccessful at the competitive 
recruitment test of the T.T.C., and a few of them were completely 
unsuitable. In general, as from the second half of this century, 
employment in schools, perhaps more than the language's prestige in 
society, has provided the strongest motivation for serious studies 
in Hindi.
At the primary level, the yearly recruitment and training of Hindi 
teachers combined with full-time teaching of the subject, meant the 
beginning of a new chapter in the history of KhB. Each class now 
received half-an-hour of organized attention daily, although, until 
the mid-sixties, many teachers were still untrained E.T.A.'s. The 
part-time practice continued only in about a dozen schools with 
African preponderance in the school population, but in 1967 (the year 
of the general elections), the part-time teaching in those schools was 
also superseded by a full-time curriculum. The duration of the Hindi 
class-period was further increased in the early seventies to bring it 
in line with the teaching of English and French.
b. Accelerated increase of KhB. teaching in primary schools
The yearly recruitment and training of Hindi teachers brought about 
an accelerated introduction of Hindi in primary schools, particularly 
from the mid-sixties to the mid-seventies. In February 1965, out of 209 
schools (157 Government and 52 Aided), Hindi was being taught in 102
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schools (91 Government and 11 Aided), i.e. in nearly 49% of the 
schools. There were 118 Hindi teachers including 14 women. Out
of a total of 127,621 Primary school-children, 47,206 were learning
Hindi, i.e. about 37%."^  In fact, the number of children of North- 
Indian origin who did not learn Hindi in primary schools was 
negligible. Seven years later, out of 240 schools, Hindi was being 
taught in 222 schools, i.e. in over 90% (the few years preceding and 
following Independence had witnessed the highest rate of increase), 
and the number of teachers had risen to 531, i.e. most of the schools 
had two Hindi teachers and a few more than two. In 1981, there were 
268 Government and Government-aided Primary schools, and Hindi was 
being taught in 255 of them, i.e. in just over 95% of them; out of 
a total school-population of 130,145, there were 54,443 learning Hindi, 
i.e. about 42%. The number of teachers had risen further to 930 (563
male and 367 female), i.e. many schools had more than three teachers.
The table below illustrates by way of comparison the position regarding 
the teaching of the other oriental languages in primary schools in 
1981.2
Language Pupils Schools Teachers M. K-
Hindi 54,443 255 930 563 367
Urdu 18,200 175 451 276 175
Tamil 8,185 174 230 124 106
Telegu 3,060 90 130 64 66
Marathi 2,132 60 83 42 41
Mandarin 1,454 8 11 1 10
Arabic - 9 9 6 3
Ever since the teaching of Hindi and other oriental languages began 
in Government and Government-aided Primary schools, there had been no 
end-of-year examination in these subjects. In 1963, however, partly as 
an inducement to both pupils and teachers, and in order to improve the 
quality of teaching, the Ministry of Education set up a uniform national 
Sixth Standard (the highest form of the Mauritian Primary school)
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examination in Hindi and Urdu for all these schools. This was 
followed the year after by the introduction of internal examinations 
in these two subjects for all the other classes of the Primary school.
This accelerated increase of KhB. teaching in primary schools 
meant that year by year more boys and girls who had completed the 
primary stage were getting ready for the secondary level in Hindi 
language and literature. In fact, prior to 1964 when the H.P.S. 
modified the entry qualification to the Paricay, the great majority of 
candidates who entered for this examination were students who had learnt 
Hindi up to the primary school Sixth Standard (an alternative qualification 
was the Sixth Standard certificate of a baithka school).
The considerable extension of Hindi teaching in primary schools 
in the late fifties and the sixties called for a corresponding extension 
of the supervisory staff. From 1949 to 1966, the supervision had been 
carried out by R.Prakas and the part-time Hindi Inspector, but owing to 
the large number of schools to be inspected, the inspections of these 
two officers were not much more than perfunctory. In 1966, therefore, 
the part-time Hindi Inspector was appointed on a full-time basis, and to 
assist him in the performance of his duties, an Assistant Inspector was 
also attached to the Oriental Section. It was felt, however, that 
inspections still fell short of being adequate, and to improve 
supervision and guidance further, ten Assistant Supervisors were 
appointed (four in 1966 and six soon after Independence). The latter 
served under the Hindi Inspector and the Assistant Inspector who were 
renamed Senior Supervisor and Supervisor respectively. These appointments 
and the new distribution of duties brought the supervisory work in Hindi 
more in line with that which already existed for English and French. In 
addition to the above supervisory staff, there are at present two Senior 
Education Officers posted at the Mahatma Gandhi Institute, known as the 
M.G.I. (this latter has absorbed the Oriental Section of the T.T.C.), to 
train Hindi teachers and to perform such other duties as are allied to 
the teaching of Hindi in Government and Government-aided Primary and 
Secondary schools.
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All these developments in Primary school Government policy took 
place principally during the first two decades of the second half 
of our century. It is significant that Government changed its policy 
regarding oriental languages only when the extension of franchise in 
the late forties brought to the legislature a rural representation 
in overwhelming majority. In the course of the 1960's, when Mauritius 
was nearing accession to Independence, oriental languages, KhB. in 
particular, were rapidly gaining an established place in the State 
primary school curriculum. Together with English and French, KhB. 
had received full recognition at the primary level, not a mere grudging 
recognition.
Despite the comprehensive organization outlined above, class­
room Hindi-teaching was still hampered by the lack of appropriate 
teaching material. For several years, a set of four primers from 
India entitled Rastra Bhasa had been in use. Apart from certain 
themes of universal interest, they were based on the history and 
geography of India and the social and cultural values of the sub­
continent,’ the pictures they contained were in black and white. In 
1958, however, R.Prakas in collaboration with a few Hindi teachers 
posted in the primary schools, set about preparing a new series of 
Hindi readers which they entitled Navfn Hindi. The same year, they 
produced Part I, and in the course of the following year Parts II to 
VI. These readers were printed in India. Primers were also 
produced by the Indian educationalists for Urdu and Telegu students.
Navin Hindi supplied a long felt educational need in the field 
of Hindi. For the first time in Mauritius, Hindi pupils at primary 
level were provided with class-books comparable to those in English 
and French, showing attractive pictures in colour, and, to some 
extent, based on the history, geography, ecology and society of their 
own country; they also contained many lessons of universal interest. 
These readers written in a simple and straightforward standard Hindi, 
intelligible to the children for whom they were intended, served 
throughout the period they were in use (from the late 1950's to the 
mid 1970's) as a very appropriate means of giving education through
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the medium of Hindi. They were also welcomed by a large number 
of voluntary baithka schools, especially those under the aegis 
of the H.P.S. (In Appendix VIII is an extract from Part V of Navln 
Hindi.) During the years which followed the mid-seventies, Navln
Hindi was gradually replaced in primary schools by material produced 
by the M.G.I., although there are a few primary schools still making 
use of it in some classes, chiefly in standards IV and V. In 
1974, Gangadatta Sarma, a primary-school Hindi text-book expert 
arrived from India. He did not actually produce any text-book, 
although he ran courses at the M.G.I. on text-book production, and 
provided useful guidance to the Production Unit of the Institute.
It is unfortunate that the M.G.I. material intended to replace Navln 
Hindi is not yet similarly printed and illustrated and is still for 
the part in a cyclostyled form.
The M.G.I. material, however, is an improvement on that of
Navin Hindi. In the late 1950's, the transition from Rastra bhasa  —   ■ f  • -  -
to Navln Hindi had proved a welcome change. But after the lapse of 
nearly two decades, Hindi teachers, in general, were taking the view 
that NavTn Hindi contained too many lessons of universal interest, 
and that some of them could be advantageously replaced by other 
lessons geared more to Mauritian culture and to the Mauritian way of 
life. This was an outlook which was in keeping with the developments 
in education following the accession of the country to Independence. 
The lessons prepared by the M.G.I. provide much more local colour 
than the primers they have replaced. (In Appendix IX is one lesson
from Book IV produced by the M.G.I.)
Furthermore, Hindi teachers argued that the language of Navin 
Hindi although not difficult was still a little too sanskritized 
for the Primary level. In fact, from the second half of our century,
as Mauritian KhB. progressed it became more direct and colloquial
and lost some of its former affectations and over-sanskritizations.
In the late 1960's and thereafter, Mauritian KhB. was enriched by a 
new influence: Bhojpuri idiom and vocabulary hitherto utilized only
at colloquial level was now being tapped increasingly by the younger
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generation of KhB. writers of the island, particularly in narrative 
prose. (The development'of the Mauritian KhB. style has been 
treated in greater detail in chapter 5.)
3. The baithka schools and the literacy centres
The substantial progress in the State teaching of KhB. Hindi 
favourably affected the part-time baithka schools in general. A 
considerable number of them adopted the government syllabus and 
the government text-books. Many of the government teachers taught 
in the baithka schools in the late afternoon, and thus, these humble 
schools benefited from the guidance of teachers who had received 
systematic training. The tuition of the baithka schools continued 
to be free for all students, although, in many cases, the gurus were 
given small allowances by the local societies responsible for the 
schools. Throughout their existence spanning nearly a century, the 
baithka schools had hardly received any encouragement or appreciation 
from Government. From the late forties, however, they received a 
measure of moral support from elected representatives who frequently 
attended their functions especially the school anniversaries. The 
Government which acceded to power after Independence, unlike most of 
the previous Governments, it appears, took the view that the baithka 
schools in their own humble way had over the years fulfilled a task 
which constituted a valuable contribution to the educational work of 
the State. In July 1976, Government granted to baithka schools and 
to madrasahs financial assistance in the form of a monthly allowance 
of Rs.lOO. to every teacher responsible for a class of 30 pupils or 
more at Primary or Secondary level. This popular measure relieved 
many small societies of financial worries, and it applied to all the 
vernacular groups including Marathi, Telegu and Tamil. Urdu and 
Hindi schools, however, benefited most. The Arya Sabha, the H.P.S. 
and the Arya Ravi Ved PracarinI Sabha run between the three of them 
well over 500 part-time Hindi schools, and many of them have more 
than two teachers each. An allowance of Rs.lOO. per month represents 
in many cases about one-sixth of the monthly salary the teacher draws
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from Government.
The subsidizing of baithka schools has not proved an unmixed 
blessing, however. There have been abuses - lax teaching and 
absenteeism, fictitious entries etc. in a few schools, and these
3
are not easily detectable by the officers of the Ministry of Education. 
Financial assistance has, besides, in several cases led to a slackening 
off of anniversary celebrations which, in the past, were stimulating 
cultural programmes as well as raising the required funds. It is 
noteworthy that, in general, during the years the baithka schools 
were fending for themselves single-handed, they prospered culturally 
and educationally, but when a much needed financial assistance has 
been supplied, several of them have sunk into a lethargic state and 
lost much of their former strength to guide and to educate.
Since the late fifties and early sixties when the majority of 
the State schools started teaching oriental languages, Urdu and Hindi 
in particular, nearly on the same footing as English and French, the 
need for the primary section of the baithka Hindi school has been 
felt less and less. Indeed, many parents have ever since been less 
keen on sending their children to the baithka school. Quite a few 
of these part-time voluntary schools, however, have adapted themselves 
to the changing conditions: they have shifted their emphasis from
the primary to the secondary level. Many of them today conduct 
courses for the examinations of the Arya Sabha and the H.P.S., especially 
the latter. Instruction at primary level also continues in a number of 
the baithka schools of the island.
Like the baithka schools, Adult Education and Literacy Centres 
have played a role in promoting education through KhB. Hindi, although 
in a much smaller measure. Ever since the 1950's, the Department of 
Education and the Local Government Authorities have, from time to 
time, run courses for adults and adolescents through the medium of 
KhB. In the mid-sixties, for example, such a course was operated every 
afternoon on the site of a Government Primary school, in the vicinity 
of a tea-estate; the objective was to impart through Hindi a 
functional literacy related principally to the growing and milling of
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tea-crops. Another example was the course organized by the 
Municipality of Port-Louis in the seventies, intended primarily 
for students who were offering Hindi at the Cambridge School 
Certificate or the London G.C.E. Ordinary Level. It is significant 
that a few of the literacy courses were run during the period when 
the right to vote depended upon a literacy test and universal 
franchise was still lying in the future.
4. The linguistic clash
Notwithstanding the progress made by KhB. in Mauritius, it does 
not rank yet among class subjects which count in the annual competitive 
classification for admission to secondary schools. In 1978, a 
linguistic clash occurred involving French and oriental languages, 
but before analysing this clash, it would be appropriate to examine 
the background. Every year, the Primary school Sixth Standard 
examination (renamed the Certificate of Primary Education) was 
followed by the Junior Scholarship examination which determined the 
competitive classification and the admission to good secondary 
schools. The interval between these two examinations being just 
a few days, however, the Scholarship examination placed severe 
constraints on boys and girls under 12 years of age. The Mauritius 
Institute of Education (the M.I.E.) recommended, therefore,that the 
Scholarship examination be abolished, leaving classification for 
admission to secondary schools to be determined by the results of 
the C.P.E. examination. This recommendation was accepted for 
implementation by the Ministry of Education.
In the normal course of events, the majority of Indo-Mauritian 
pupils, Hindu and Muslim, constituting more than half of the Primary 
school population, learn an oriental language (either Hindi, Urdu, 
Tamil, Telegu or Marathi) in Forms I, II, III and IV of the Primary 
level. But owing to the fact that oriental languages do not count 
in determining rank in the classification for admission to secondary 
schools, the interest of both pupils and parents tends to flag in 
Primary forms V and VI. Year in year out, this attitude results in 
a waste of resources, as services - class-teaching, books, furniture,
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class-rooms etc. - are very much underused. The M.I.E. submitted
a plan, therefore, to remedy this weakness. They proposed that the
compulsory subjects at the C.P.E. should continue to be English, 
Mathematics, Geography and French, that is, failure in any one of 
these subjects would fail a candidate in the examination as a whole. 
They further laid down, however, that should the candidate score 
higher marks in Hindi or any other oriental language than in French, 
then the score in the oriental language instead of that in French 
would be counted in calculating the total marks obtained at the 
examination. The plan of the M.I.E. was greeted with the general 
appreciation and acceptance of the Mauritian nation in general.
Strong objection came, however, from the Catholic Church. Monseigneur 
Margeot, Head of the Catholic Church headed a strong movement of 
French protagonists protesting vehemently against the plan of the 
M.I.E. It appears that they received the implicit support of the 
French Embassy. They advocated that the change proposed was of a 
major dimension: that many primary school pupils not of Indian origin
might also wish to offer an oriental language as a subject and, 
therefore, there should be a moratorium of about six years to allow 
them to do so. The P.M.S.D. (Parti Mauricien Social Democrate), the 
other party to the Coalition Government of the day did not lend its 
support whole-heartedly, and the Labour Party apparently apprehensive 
of a rupture of the coalition, and anxious to avoid a clash with the 
powerful Catholic Church yielded under the pressure. There were
gatherings and demonstrations on the part of Indo-Mauritians, and
5
protests in newspapers but all to no avail.
It would be appropriate to underline here that among Indo- 
Mauritians who have received an elitist English and French orientated 
education, there is a handful who believe that oriental languages 
hardly serve any useful purpose in Mauritius. Indeed, they feel 
that the systematic study of KhB. or any other oriental language 
encumbers a child unnecessarily and that a trilingual environment - 
English, French and one oriental language - must inevitably reduce his 
educational capacities. They hold that a dual-language basis is just
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what the country can reasonably manage, if national competence and 
efficiency is to be maintained. Furthermore, invoking loyalty and 
allegiance to the country of adoption, these few Indo-Mauritians to 
this day look on KhB. and other oriental languages as alien to their 
culture. They argue they can remain Hindus and take pride in Indo- 
Mauritian culture without being necessarily involved in the active 
study of KhB. or any other oriental language (many of them know 
some Bhojpuri). This small category, therefore, implicitly sympathized 
with the view of the Catholic Church. The bulk of the Indo-Mauritians 
and some other people outside the Indian community, however, blamed the 
Government for taking no action on a plan which, consonant with the 
cultural aspirations of the majority of Indo-Mauritians, aimed at 
redressing the weakness of the oriental language as a class-subject 
and assigning to it a reasonable status. Whether the plan of the 
M.I.E. will be implemented or the question raised again after a lapse 
of time, is a matter which lies in the future.
5. Introduction of KhB. Hindi teaching in State Secondary schools
Since the early fifties, lectures on Indian culture to classes 
of mixed religious denominations formed part of courses at the State 
Secondary schools, but the teaching of oriental languages remained 
confined to Primary schools. In the fifties and sixties and thereafter, 
voluntary bodies like the H.P.S., as well as influential Hindi 
protagonists, from time to time pressed Government to initiate the 
teaching of Hindi in State Secondary schools. Government had long 
been hesitant over this matter, one reason being obviously the 
multiplicity of oriental languages in Mauritius - a factor which in 
the past had delayed the extension of Hindi teaching in State Primary 
schools. The pressure on Government, however, continued increasingly.
In 1973, amidst a large gathering, at the municipal theatre of Port- 
Louis in honour of sjivmangal Simh Suman, then visiting Mauritius, the 
Prime Minister of the day (Sir Seewoosagar Ramgoolam) finally 
announced that his Government was going to introduce Hindi in all 
State Secondary and Junior Secondary schools. The following year, 
the plan was actually implemented and Hindi began to be taught at
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State Secondary level. By that time, Hindi was already being taught 
in several private secondary schools, and the H.p.s. had, a decade 
previously, established the Madhyama and the Uttama examinations of a 
degree standard in Hindi which scores of candidates had sat and passed. 
The introduction of Hindi into the State Secondary school curriculum 
in 1974, although significant in itself, therefore, was nothing more 
than the belated extension of a process which had already been 
delayed too long. This process appeared the more dilatory especially 
in view of the fact that the beginning of full-time teaching of the 
subject at primary level went back no less than 20 years.
Today Hindi is taught in all the eight State secondary schools 
and the 16 Junior Secondary schools. Urdu is also taught in some 
of them. There are 40 private colleges which teach oriental languages 
including Hindi. Students in Hindi classes include a few non-Hindus. 
The table below sets out the numerical strength of students following 
courses in the various oriental languages at the secondary school of 
the M.G.I. (this institute teaches all the oriental languages relevant 
to Mauritius, except Gujarati) in 1982 when the total number of 
students attending the school was 925:
Subject No, of Students Forms No. of te
Hindi 256 I to VI 3
Urdu 53 I to VI 2
Tamil 21 I to V 1
Telegu 13 I to IV 1
Marathi 5 I 1
Mandarin 55 I to V 2
Sanskrit 10 I to IV 1
413 11
— ' ‘
The majority of the Indo-Mauritian boys and girls attending the M.G.I. 
and the other Secondary schools take KhB. Hindi as a subject. The 
same is true of all the private Secondary schools where oriental
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languages are taught. In the rural areas, where many of the private 
secondary schools are to be found, students taking oriental languages 
are far more numerous. In 1981, the position relating to the 
numbers of students who were learning oriental languages in 40 private 
secondary schools was as follows: Hindi, 8,188; Urdu, 877; Arabic,
2,575; Tamil, 45; Mandarin, 71; Sanskrit, 53 (Telegu and Marathi 
were not being taught in the private secondary schools).
Most of the students who take Hindi or another oriental language 
at the secondary level passed in that subject at the C.P.E. without 
having to learn it very seriously. More amongst them look on the 
oriental language as a matter of cultural study, not so much as a 
serious academic subject in secondary education. The situation
is unlikely to change as long as Hindi and the other oriental languages 
do not acquire an improved status at the C.P.E.
Following the introduction of Hindi into the State Secondary 
school curriculum in 197 4, the subject was first examined at the 
Cambridge Higher School Certificate (A level) in 1976, at the instance 
of the Government of Mauritius. In 1979, six sat and all of them 
obtained a Principal pass, i.e. A. level; the following year eight 
sat of whom seven obtained a Principal pass. In the Cambridge H.S.C. 
examination, the numbers are so small as to be meaningless at present. 
That a Mauritian candidate, however, can take Hindi or another 
oriental language as one of his three Principal subjects at the H.S.C. 
and run for the State scholarship competition, while the same subject 
taken at the lower end of the ladder, i.e. in the C.P.E. cannot count 
towards his admission to a secondary school is nothing short of 
paradoxical.
In the G.C.E. of the London Board, the entries and successes at 
A level are far more substantial, one reason being that the examinees 
include many private candidates who have chiefly an education restricted 
to Hindi language and literature, with a little knowledge of English 
and French. The passes in 1979 and 1980 were respectively 171 out of
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182 entries, and 74 out of 94 entries of whom 89 actually sat. The 
following year, owing to a further reduced entry, the passes dropped 
to 44 (48 had entered of whom 46 actually sat). The entries and 
passes at the G.C.E. 0 level, followed a similar pattern of 
progressive drop (the respective passes in the same three years were 
298 out of 336 entries, 191 out of 219 entries of whom 205 actually 
sat, and 106 out of 116 entries of whom 111 actually sat)."^
It appears that the main reason for this substantial drop in 
the Hindi entries at the G.C.E. of the London Board was the discontinuation 
in the late seventies of the annual Government recruitment and training 
of Hindi teachers. The economic incentive had thus been considerably 
weakened. The majority of those who continued to prepare for the 
examination were mostly people genuinely interested in Hindi literature 
or who for some academic reason required an additional A level 
qualification. Obviously, there could be only a modest number of such 
people.
The drop in the number of entries, however, was confined to the 
G.C.E. of the London Board. Since the introduction of Hindi in the 
State Secondary school curriculum in 1974, entries for Hindi at the 
Cambridge School Certificate (Ordinary Level) had not only increased 
gradually but had progressively achieved better examination results,
g
as shown by the table below:
Entries in Hindi Successes
1978: 947 Q.*o
1979 1131 (1089 sat) 80.6 of examinees
1980 109 9 87.8
1981 1119 90.3
A number of the candidates taking Hindi as a subject also offer 
Hinduism as an additional subject (Hinduism as a subject for the
Cambridge School Certificate was introduced in 1979 at the same time 
as Islamic Religion and Culture, at the request of the Government of
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Mauritius). There are quite a few who take Hinduism as a subject 
without Hindi. The passes in Hinduism were 204 out of an entry of 
284 for 1979, 397 out of an entry of 483 in 1980, and 649 out of an 
entry of 914 in 1981; those in Islamic Religion and Culture in the 
same years were 18, 56 and 110 out of respective entries of 20, 79 
and 150.
As there is no degree level teaching in Hindi in Mauritius most 
of the Indo-Mauritian Hindi graduates who are actually employed by 
the Ministry of Education, pursued their higher studies in India.
Of late, the M.G.I. has been envisaging the creation of a degree 
course in Hindi, but it appears that the plan has now been shelved 
partly because of the limited prospects of employment for Hindi 
graduates in Mauritius.
In the mid-seventies, Government was already faced with the 
problem of unemployment of Mauritian graduates, chiefly from Indian 
universities. In 1977, unlike many other developing parts of the 
world, the Government of Mauritius made Secondary and University 
education free with regard to tuition fees. Teachers' emoluments in 
private Secondary schools became thenceforth payable by Government, 
and staffing requirements, including graduate staff, were determined 
by the size of the school population. To provide employment to a 
good many of the unemployed graduates and also to give a boost to Hindi 
and Urdu in view of the increasing number of students in these two 
subjects particularly the former, Government allocated to every private 
secondary school teaching these subjects one additional graduate in 
each of the two subjects, over and above their normal entitlement.
This was a much appreciated measure, and it redounded to the 
advantage of Government particularly in a year when the nation was 
about to go to the poll.
6. The Mahatma Gandhi Institute
Throughout the previous quarter of the century, oriental 
languages and Indian culture had been steadily progressing in Mauritius.
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All the same, it was obvious that linguistically and culturally, 
Indo-Mauritians did not enjoy a position compatible with 
their being a majority in the population. It was primarily to 
combat this imbalance against oriental languages and Indian culture 
that the Mahatma Gandhi Institute was established with massive 
financial support from the Government of India. As an institution 
of knowledge and learning for oriental languages and culture, outside 
the sub-continent, it is unique. With its secondary school, its 
school of Mauritian, Asian and African studies, its school of Indian 
music, its department of fine arts, its spacious auditorium etc. - 
all housed in a block of magnificent buildings in a setting of verdant 
fields and mountains, the M.G.I. is a prestigious centre. The 
Institute is run by a statutory board of trustees the majority of whom 
are elected members of the Government of Mauritius, and a Director 
appointed by Government and responsible to the Board. In 1976, it 
served as a venue for the Second World Hindi Conference.
The nucleus of the M.G.I. was the part-time school of Indian Music
and Dance, founded in 1964 with the technical and financial support of
the Government of India, and integrated with the Institute in the early
seventies when the latter was still in its planning and building 
9stage. The M.G.I. runs full-time courses, up to degree level, of 
Indian instrumental and vocal classical music (Northern style) and dance 
(both Northern and Southern styles), including folk-dance. The 
students include members of various ethnic groups and the medium of 
instruction is English and Hindi. The teachers in the early years 
were mostly Indians, but they have been gradually replaced by Indo- 
Mauritians many of whom graduated in Indian universities, as 
beneficiaries of scholarships from the Government of India. There 
are also part-time music courses which have proved beneficial especially 
to house-wives. Examiners from India are invited every year, and 
their presence at the Institute is also the occasion for well-attended, 
free, public, professional performances of Indian classical music in 
the auditorium of the Institute.
The M.G.I. has also a school of painting, with teachers trained 
mostly in India. There is, besides, an annual painting competition
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at both Primary and Secondary school level under the aegis of the 
M.G.I.
The School of Mauritian, Asian and African Studies which forms 
part of the Institute aims primarily at linguistic, cultural and 
educational research and advancement. A rich fund of unwritten 
Bhojpuri folk-lore (songs, recitations, tales, etc.), tape-recorded 
from elderly Indo-Mauritian men and women living mostly in rural parts 
of the island has been of late among their valuable cultural collections. 
The department of Hindi printing is attached to the School. The 
M.G.I. owns a good Hindi as well as an English and French press. The 
Hindi press prints literary works, class-books and courses for the M.G.I. 
and other State schools, but its regular production is Vasant, the only 
regular Hindi literary monthly magazine of Mauritius, set up in March 
1978. Amongst other articles, it carries poems, short stories, 
serials of novels etc., and constitutes a readily available medium for 
the publication of works especially those of Mauritian Hindi writers.
This monthly has a full-time editorial staff of one editor (A.Unnuth) and 
two sub-editors (R.Dhurandar and P.Nema), and it attains a standard which 
can sustain comparison with that of good literary magazines of India.
It enjoys a circulation of about 1,000 copies every month including 
overseas subscribers. In Appendix X is an article from the October 
1981 issue. It is a short story entitled Gharaunda (toy-house) by an 
Indo-Mauritian Muslim girl, Safina Khodabux, a young writer. The 
language is simple, fluent, standard KhB. with a colloquial flavour. 
Although the writer received her first instruction in a madrasah, it is 
noteworthy that her language is Hindi with only such Persian and Arabic 
words as have currently passed into Mauritian KhB. Hindi. In Appendix 
XI is a second article from the same issue bearing the title Maurisas me 
Bhojpuri sahitya by M,Chintamunnee, another Indo-Mauritian, the present 
head of the Hindi department at the M.G.I. Spontaneous, well-turned, 
dignified, flowing smoothly, a little sanskritized, the language is 
modern standard Hindi at its best.
The Secondary school of the M.G.I. teaches, in all its forms,
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besides oriental languages, the usual subjects taught at Secondary 
level. Of all the State schools, however, it has the strongest 
emphasis on oriental languages and, as shown above, it is the only 
one where, with the exception of Gujarati, all the oriental languages 
relevant to Mauritian life - Hindi, Sanskrit, Urdu, Arabic, Marathi,
Tamil, Telegu and Mandarin - are taught. Indian and Indo-Mauritian 
culture being central to the education disseminated by the M.G.I., the 
school lays due emphasis on the teaching of Hinduism and Islamic Religion 
and Culture as part of its curriculum. As stated above, these two 
subjects were introduced at the Cambridge School Certificate in 1979, 
and as illustrated by the figures which have been quoted, the response 
from candidates has been quick and keen. Unfortunately, the material 
hitherto available for the teaching of Hinduism is still rather 
inadequate, nor are there enough qualified teachers for all the classes.
The training school for Primary school teachers of oriental languages, 
as already mentioned above, also forms an integral part of the Institute 
(the training of Primary school 'General-Purpose1 teachers, on the other 
hand, has been taken over from the former T.T.C. by the Mauritius 
Institute of Education).
The Production Unit is a very important section of the M.G.I.
Oriental language material answering the cultural and academic needs of 
students is prepared by the Unit for schools at Primary and Secondary 
level. Class lesson material in Hindi, Urdu, Tamil, Telegu, Marathi 
and Mandarin is regularly supplied to schools, including private Secondary 
schools, although most of this material is still in a cyclostyled form. 
Through the regular provision of uniform, good quality material, and 
adequate collaboration between the Unit and the teaching staff concerned, 
an overall co-ordination has been established for the teaching of oriental 
languages, particularly standard Hindi, all over the country - a 
condition so essential if standard Hindi or any other oriental language 
is to flourish in Mauritius.
Apart from daily classes, the M.G.I. has also a few extra-mural 
courses in Indian music and oriental languages, Hindi in particular.
There is in Hindi, on a part-time basis, a one-year introductory course,
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a one-year intermediate course, and a two-year certificate course which 
attains the standard of the G.C.E. 0 level. There are also extra­
mural courses to assist students taking Hindi at the Cambridge and 
London A level and the H.P.S. - Hindi Sahitya Sammelan, Allahabad higher 
collaborative examinations.
In 1982, the M.G.I. extended their activity by adding Bhojpuri to
their branches of research and instruction. In Mauritius, Bhojpuri is
spoken by about'a third of the total population.^  But in spite of
its importance, it is only from the 1960’s that it has received some
sort of recognition in the island. Some of the younger Indo-Mauritian
KhB. writers have now and then borrowed from its idiom and vocabulary.
A little literature too, especially drama for the stage, has been
composed in Bhojpuri,^  Wedding songs in Bhojpuri have been recorded
by the School of Mauritian, Asian and African Studies of the M.G.I.,
12and the records have been widely circulated in the island. But the
most significant event which has given importance to Bhojpuri in
Mauritius has been the creation, last year, of a Department of Bhojpuri
within the M.G.I. Indo-Mauritian cultural leaders are worried that if
Bhojpuri is not revitalized more effectively, the language and the culture
associated with it, might die away in the coming decades. Furthermore,
it is considered that ’if there were to be a drastic reduction in the
number of people using Mauritian Bhojpuri in daily life, it is unlikely
that enough cultural impetus would remain for the survival of standard
Hindi in the island. The two languages must move along together, and
13the fate of one will determine that of the other.1 It is, therefore,
primarily to preserve the rich Bhojpuri tradition and culture, and to 
underpin KhB. Hindi in Mauritius that the M.G.I. has established a 
Bhojpuri Department.
The library of the Institute is staffed with qualified and trained 
librarians, but, while the stock of English and French books is adequate, 
oriental titles were, until recently, in short supply, which was a 
serious shortcoming especially when the objectives of the Institute are taken 
into account.^
It is the cherished hope of Mauritians, Indo-Mauritians in particular.
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that the M.G.I. will increasingly become an effective machinery in 
assisting trlie cultivation of Mauritian, Asian and African studies as 
an integral part of education at all levels. It is felt, however, 
by many that, since its inception, the M.G.I. has not moved enough in 
this direction. The inadequacy, it appears, arises from a defect 
at the very source and fountain-head of the Institute. Most of the 
members of the Board of Trustees governing the Institute are politicians 
whose main objective is not linguistic and cultural promotion, nor were, 
until recently, the administrative heads of the M.G.I., who are mostly 
educated in British and European universities, protagonists of 
oriental languages and culture. As a result, the academic and educational 
interests of the Institute have now and then been subordinated to the 
exigencies of politics. With a change of Government in 1982, a new 
Director, Uttama Bissoondoyal, formerly head of the Education Department 
at the M.I.E., well-known for his sound oriental as well as western 
background, has been appointed, and it is expected that the new director 
will provide a fresh impetus and orientation, and infuse new life into 
the Institute.
7. Visits of distinguished personalities from abroad
Since the foundation of the M.G.I., its auditorium has become a 
venue for lectures and talks by visiting lecturers and distinguished 
visitors from abroad, especially from the sub-continent. This cultural 
benefit, however, has been enjoyed by Mauritius not only since the 
foundation of the M.G.I., but frequently enough from the early decades 
of our century. Among the cultural ambassadors who have visited the 
island during the period under review, there have been many Hindi 
personalities from India who have made a lasting impression upon Indo- 
Mauritians. The visits from India grew more and more frequent after 
the late 1940’s when the Government of Mauritius sponsored the visits of 
some of these personalities who belonged mostly to the world of art and 
literature. A few visits and tours received the sponsorship of the
Government of India too. Hindi journalists and writers such as Yaspal 
Jain (1965), Ramdhari Simh Dinkar (he visited Mauritius twice),
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3ivmangal Simh Suman (he came thrice), Yaspal, DharmvTr Bharati, 
Kamlesvar (editor of Sarika), and Jainendra Kumar arrived in the island 
from time to time. They travelled extensively over the country, and 
under the aegis of the H.P.S., the Arya Sabha, the Hindi Lekhak Sangh 
(founded in 1961), the Hindi Parisad (founded in 1963), and other 
associations, they addressed enthusiastic and attentive gatherings of 
several thousand people. The influence of these meetings on the 
cultivation of KhB. and its prestige in the country has been 
considerable.
Special meetings of Hindi writers are also organized on such 
occasions, a few privately and others publicly by the Hindi societies. 
The objective is to enable Indo-Mauritian writers and poets including 
young talent to meet and talk to Hindi personalities known inter­
nationally for their writings.
8. The Hindi Pracarinl Sabha and KhB.
At this stage, it would be appropriate to turn again to the 
principal institutions which have been in a large measure responsible 
for the progress of KhB. in Mauritius and examine their activities 
during this period.
The H.P.S. saw some of its most fruitful years in the fifties
and thereafter. When Nemnarain Gupt, the H.P.S. inspector died in
1955 after 20 years of devoted service, the H.P.S. instituted a system
whereby certain members of the society, mostly qualified and
experienced Hindi teachers would, on an honorary basis, supervise and
examine the part-time affiliated Hindi schools in their respective
localities. To co-ordinate the work of supervision and examination,
the H.P.S. subsequently set up a Board of Examiners (Pariksa Bord)
composed of a chairman (a member of the Executive Committee) and the
25 to 30 supervisors/examiners operating in various districts of the 
15country. It met quarterly, examined and discussed reports including
problems, if any, encountered by the schools, and how best they could 
be solved. The Pariksa Bord kept the Executive Committee posted with
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the progress and development of the schools, and sought their 
advice whenever necessary. The work of the Board thus brought 
about a valuable co-ordination and a great measure of uniformity in 
the teaching of the voluntary schools affiliated to the H.P.S. To 
this day, the Pariksa Bord continues to operate on the same lines.
Through the 1950's and the 1960's, the numerical strength of the 
schools supervised and examined by the H.P.S. increased gradually, 
although in certain urban areas school attendance decreased. In 1970, 
there were about 18,000 students in those schools,^ and by 1981 in 
260 schools, the number stood at well over 20,000. Students learning 
standard Hindi in Government and Government-Aided schools in the same 
year numbered 54,443, i.e. the students in the affiliated schools of 
the H.P.S. were just a little below two-fifths of those catered for by 
Government.
The highest form in most of the affiliated schools was and still 
is the Sixth Standard (ChatvT kaksa) and a great many of those who 
passed this examination prepared next for the Paricay of the H.P.S.
In the early years, the results of the Paricay were rather disappointing 
(nearly 50% of the entry used to fail), and the cause ascribed to this 
was the wide gap existing between the syllabuses of the two examinations. 
The H.P.S., therefore, decided in 1964 to intercalate, between these 
two stages, an intermediate examination called Pravesika, administered 
locally by the Educational Committee of the H.P.S. (members of the 
Educational Committee also sat on the Pariksa Bord), purely in Hindi 
grammar and language, and, thenceforth, candidates entering for the 
Paricay were required to have passed the Pravesika or G.C.E. 0 level 
in Hindi, an entry requirement valid to this day. The Pravesika 
which solidly underpins the Paricay and the other collaborative 
examinations remains a popular course of study and, as shown by the 
table below, it is heavily entered for:
Pravesika Year Entry Passed
1964 438 309
1969 2,184 1,190
8671974 1,517
1,6101979 859
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The learning of Hindi and Hindi literature at secondary level 
continued to be motivated by the prospect of employment as Hindi 
teachers in Government service. The entry for the collaborative 
examinations of the H.P.S. - Hindi Sahitya Sammelan, Allahabad, has 
often risen and fallen with the prospects of such employment as shown 
below by the table of entry and results, at different stages, until 
1980:
Paricay Year Entry Passes
1951
1956
1961
1966
1971
1976
1980
72
95
252
647
1,509
848
671
32
33 
134 
285
1,180
677
333
Prathama 1956
1961
1966
1971
1976
1980
67
77
233
1,002
885
560
31
38
143
815
662
431
Madhyama 1963
1968
1973
1978
1980
18
235
459
652
402
4
139
218
449
295
Uttama 
first part
1965
1970
1975
1980
2
110
384
340
2
70
263
130
125
Uttama 
second part
1965
1970 15
1
15
1
1975 123 70
1980 79 67
It will be seen from the above that the increased rate of recruitment
by the T.T.C. from the mid-sixties to the mid-seventies corresponded
with high examination entry around the same period. In the late
seventies/ recruitment by the Ministry of Education slackened off
and then stopped; the effect of this is reflected in the reduced entry
18by the end of the decade.
It is true that gainful employment in schools has been the prime 
motivation for Hindi studies at secondary level, but, all the same, as 
stated above, it would be correct to say that some candidates including 
house-wives sitting for the examinations ranging from Paricay to 
Uttama make of a Hindi education an end in itself rather than a means of 
obtaining employment.
With a view to assisting students to prepare for the Pravesika 
and the four secondary examinations of the H.P.S., there are centres 
of part-time instruction in several parts of the island, but the main 
centre is the one run at the headquarters of the H.P.S. at Long 
Mountain. Every Sunday morning, about 800 students studying for these 
Hindi examinations arrive there, many of them from remote places, and 
receive instruction from some of the best Hindi teachers of the island. 
The latter are given nominal allowances but the students, like those 
attending the affiliated primary schools, receive free tuition.
In the course of the 1960's when the higher secondary Hindi
examinations were being set up, the H.P.S. with the collaboration of
the Sasta sahitya Mandal Publication, New Delhi, assisted the local
Education Committees (Vidya samitis) to build up small libraries of
_  . ^
Hindi books m  the affiliated schools.
These activities aside, the H.P.S. has several other opportunities 
to work for the intellectual and moral welfare of the country and to 
keep alive its cultural relationship with the people, especially the
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Indo-Mauritian element. In certain years, the H.P.S. organizes 
a Hindi week marked by talks over the radio and T.V., plays on the 
stage, short literary programmes in various parts of the country 
etc. - a tradition established by the H.P.S. in July-August 1963 when 
the first celebration took place. There is every year the celebration 
of Hindi day, a tradition begun in 1966 when the H.P.S. proclaimed 
TulsT Jayanti as Hindi day. Also, towards the end of every year, 
the H.P.S. celebrate at their headquarters, amidst a vast concourse of 
people including numerous students and their parents, their convocation 
of the year when certificates and prizes are given away, a literary 
programme is held, newly arrived Hindi personalities are given a reception 
etc.
For a quarter of a century, the headquarters of the H.P.S. was
housed in the Hindi Bhavan, a rather modest building with a small
library. But in the late 1960's the organisation moved into the new
Hindi Bhavan, commensurate with their increased status. It is a
modern prestigious centre with social hall, a big library, lecture rooms,
office and other amenities, built on the same extensive grounds at Long
Mountain. The H.P.S. owns a quantity of landed property much of which
has been donated by Hindi-loving benefactors. It is at present
governed by a new committee of management presided over by Bholanath
Shumbhoo whose Hindi background is enriched by a good knowledge of English 
20and French. The sound sense of organization of the H.P.S. coupled with
their sustained sense of purpose has, over the years, enabled them to 
disseminate standard Hindi in a manner which has been unique. In fact, 
it can justly be claimed that in the task of spreading education and 
culture through secular Hindi language and literature, and in performing 
a role which has contributed considerably to the growth of modern 
standard Hindi in Mauritius, they remain, as a body, unsurpassed.
9. The Arya Samaj and KhB.
The Arya Samaj, the reformist, missionary organisation, continued 
to be very active during this period, although their teaching of KhB. 
bore all the time the imprint of religion. The coalescence of the 
two separate Arya Samaj bodies in the fifties was marked by a gradual
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increase in the establishment of local branches which today number 
around 300 some of which are to be found on sugar estates and in 
hamlets in the remotest parts of the island. Each branch reckons a 
membership which approximates to at least one-third to one-quarter of 
the population of its locality, and enjoys the active support and 
allegiance of a substantial portion of that membership. Fifteen to 
twenty of these branches enrol women exclusively. A few minority 
groups, Telegus and Marathis in particular, administer a few of the 
branches and, by virtue of being Arya Samajis, mostly use Arya bhasa 
for their proceedings, just like all other Arya Samaj branches.
Almost all the branches have a temple. Meetings of the members 
are fairly regular, and their agenda includes the solemnization of a 
havan yajna at almost every meeting, which is usually followed by a 
talk by the officiating priest in KhB. centering on some aspect of the 
teachings of the Arya Samaj.
The 300 branches run between themselves, as stated above, over 
250 part-time schools at primary level, a few of which are exclusively 
for girls. Like the part-time schools of the H.P.S., the majority of 
them comprise the six primary classes with an average total attendance 
of 75 or more, that is, the Arya Samaj and the H.P.S., along with the 
Arya Ravi Ved PracarinI Sabha which teaches about 2,000 students, are 
handling altogether a little under four-fifths of the total number 
of Hindi students catered for by Government and Government-aided schools.
As already mentioned above, it is felt by some that, in view of the 
regular teaching of Hindi in Government and Government-aided primary 
schools since the mid-fifties, the teaching of secular Hindi in 
voluntary part-time schools is not as important as originally envisaged. 
The Arya Samaj in Mauritius can justly claim, however, that since the 
education they impart is of a religious nature, their part-time Hindi 
schools still have a significant role to play in moulding the lives of 
the boys and girls who attend them.
Like the Mauritius Arya Sabha, the Arya Ravi Ved PracarinI Sabha 
caters for Hindi education at the secondary level, although their 
curriculum and their teaching at this level is much more secular in
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character. Since 1973, they have been running seven centres, each 
attended by 40 to 50 students where instruction is given for the 
all-India Rastra-bhasa Pracar Samiti, Vardha, Hindi examinations, 
principally Hindl-prathamik, Hindi-Ratna and Hindi Acarya, ranging from 
G.C.E. 0 level to degree standard in Hindi language and literature.
For many years now, the Mauritius Arya Samaj has annually 
celebrated their Vidya divas which is in some measure equivalent to 
the yearly Convocation day celebration of the H.P.S. On that day, 
before a gathering of three to four thousand people including enthusiastic 
parents and students, certificates and prizes are given away, and several 
personalities address the gathering primarily to encourage the students 
and to highlight the teachings of Svami Dayanand. The language used 
throughout the celebration is strictly Arya bhasa.
In order to group and organize adolescents and the younger generation, 
especially the western educated, Arya Samaj in 1967 founded the Arya Yuvak 
Sangh, 20 branches of which exist today in various parts of the island. 
Their functions and celebrations, especially when they celebrate jointly, 
achieve good attendance. For example, their conference on the occasion 
of the Mauritius Arya Samaj Diamond Jubilee celebration in 1970, held 
on the premises of the D.A.V., attracted a crowd of about 10,000 men and 
women. The medium used in their proceedings is Hindi and English.
Since November 1971, the Arya Yuvak Sangh publish a three-monthly Vedic 
Journal in English, French and Hindi.
One of the most significant factors which influenced the propagation
of KhB. in the 1950s and thereafter has been the frequent visits from
India and elsewhere of numerous dignitaries. A few of these arrived
independently or on the invitation of the Arya Samaj, and the others were
normal postings to the Mauritius Arya Samaj by the International Aryan 
21League, Delhi.
Amongst these personalities, special mention must be made of Svami 
Dhruvanand. He brought about in Mauritius Arya Sabha a unity which 
proved to be solid and lasting, and imparted to Aryoday, the society's
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weekly organ then in an ailing state, a new lease of life principally
by increasing its body of subscribers from 700 to 1800. He often
stayed with ordinary people including Sanatan Dharmis, and frequently
addressed well-attended gatherings, all over the island, with a clear,
direct, forceful and convincing KhB. delivery which rarely failed to
capture the attention of his entire audience. He was a keen Hindi 
22protagonist and his four-year stay was influential in reinforcing the 
position of the language among Indo-Mauritians.
In 1970, the Arya Samaj in Mauritius celebrated their Diamond 
Jubilee. Svami Vidyanand Videh had been especially delegated by the 
International Aryan League to participate in the 12 day-celebration.
The event was inaugurated in the town of Curepipe-Road, the very locality 
where in 1903 K.Lallah had made the first attempt to found the Arya 
Samaj but which had proved abortive. Besides the solemnization of a 
havan yajna on that day, there were talks in KhB. to depict the hard 
struggle, the set-backs and the achievements of Arya Samaj in Mauritius 
since its foundation in 1910. In the course of the Diamond Jubilee 
celebration, there was also a joint well-attended function of the Arya 
Sabha and the Arya Ravi Ved Pracarini Sabha at the seat of the latter 
association. On the last day of the celebration, in keeping with the 
tradition of the Arya Samaj in Mauritius, a procession of 30,000 people 
hailing from different parts of the country marched through the streets 
and delightfully impressed the city of Port-Louis. There were 20 to 
25 Arya Samaj rural centres which also celebrated, and Indo-Mauritian 
participation including numbers of Sanatan Dharmis was extensive.
All the speeches, except the official speech of the Acting Prime 
Minister (Sir Veerasamy Ringadoo) delivered at the Arya Sabha head­
quarters were in KhB. It is significant that at the same spot 35 years 
previously, the centenary of the Indian Immigration to Mauritius had 
been observed by a programme conducted entirely in English.
Following the celebration of the Diamond Jubilee of the Arya Samaj, 
and before his return to India, Svami Vidyanand Videh was invited to 
preach to gatherings in several Sanatan Dharma temples. He was also
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welcomed by the Muslim association of Port-Louis where amidst a packed 
audience of Muslims and Hindus, cultural leaders (including maulavis) 
and elected politicians, he delivered in KhB. a sermon which pleased 
all immensely.
The celebration of the Diamond Jubilee was followed three years 
later by the appearance of the book Arya Sabha Marisas ka itihas (Ajmer, 
India, 1973, 184 pp.), published by Mauritius Arya Sabha and written by 
their President Mohunlal Mohit. About 2,000 copies of this book have 
been circulated in Mauritius. Born in 1902, M.Mohit has witnessed and 
lived most of the history of the Arya Samaj in Mauritius, and his book 
is to this day the best on the subject. While, on the one hand, it 
constitutes a faithful record of the history of Arya Samaj from its 
foundation (1910) to the early seventies, on the other hand, written, 
as it is, in a simple, direct and fluent style, it stands as a landmark 
in the history of modern standard Hindi in Mauritius. In Appendix XII 
is an extract from M.Mohit1s work.
The early seventies were, as a matter of fact, an eventful period 
in the history of Mauritius Arya Samaj. In 1974, one year before the 
Arya Samaj centenary celebration took place in Bombay, the twelfth 
International Arya Samaj conference was held in Mauritius. The first 
Arya Samaj conference which took place in Delhi in 1927 and the 
conferences which followed until the late sixties had all been of a 
national character, but the eleventh conference held in Rajasthan in 
1972, presided over by the Prime Minister of Mauritius, was held on an 
international basis. The twelfth Arya Samaj conference from the 24th 
to 26th August, 1974 in Mauritius, again of an international character 
was the first to take place outside the sub-continent; it was attended 
by 1,200 delegates - 700 from India and the rest being representatives 
from the Arya Samaj of South Africa, Kenya, Tanzania, Zanzibar, Guyana, 
Fiji, Thailand, Malaysia and Burma. The two Arya Samaj bodies of 
Mauritius - Maurisas Arya Sabha and Arya Ravi Ved Pracarini Sabha 
collaborated in the celebration.
The Government of Mauritius duly participated. The Governor- 
General (Sir Rahman Osman) as the representative of the Queen addressed 
the gathering in both KhB. and English.
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There were six conferences including two on poetry and education 
within the main conference. All the conferences, in some way or other, 
amongst other things, laid some stress on the significant role of Arya 
bhasa. The Chairman of the poetry conference (Ksemcand Suman), for 
example, in the course of his address underlined that 'cultural awakening 
along with the advancement of Hindi resulting from the work of the Arya 
Samaj in Mauritius has eventually achieved the Independence of this 
country'. This was obviously an exaggerated statement, but it clearly 
showed the considerable importance which the Arya Samaj, as an inter­
national body, was attaching to the role of Arya bhasa. The main 
conference passed eight resolutions one of which was to the effect that 
'taking into account, amongst other things, the fact that the numerical 
strength of people using Hindi in the world is over 400 million, the 
United Nations be asked to include Hindi among the languages approved 
for use at the U.N.'.
Several delegates of the Conference were welcomed by Arya Samaj 
branches in rural areas. There were talks and interviews on the radio 
and television too, almost all of them being conducted in KhB.
On the last day, there took place in Port-Louis a 20,000 strong 
street-procession of men and women including the delegates. The conference 
closed in the night of the same day with a beautiful thanksgiving KhB. 
speech from Svami Ananda. Apart from its emphasis on the teaching and 
organization of Arya Samaj, the 12th International Arya Samaj conference 
further enhanced the prestige of KhB. amongst the people of Mauritius 
including western-educated Indo-Mauritians.
10. The Hindi Lekhak Sangh
The cultivation and dissemination of KhB. Hindi in Mauritius owes 
a great deal to the activity of both the Arya Samaj and the H.P.S., but 
during the period under review two new institutions were established 
which, in a sense, transcended these two organisations. They were the 
Hindi Lekhak Sangh founded in 1961 and the Hindi Parisad established in 
1963. In the early sixties, a number of Hindi lovers had been for several
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years studying the Hindi literature imported from India. But in the 
field of creative writings, apart from the works of B.Bissoondoyal and 
the few writings of J.N.Roy, Madhukar, M.Chintamunnee and others, very 
little of any literary merit had been produced. In fact, by the end 
of the fifties, it appeared as if KhB. Hindi had reached a point of 
stagnation: boys and girls had passed examinations and studied
literature; some of them had been employed as Hindi teachers in the 
Government service. But this seemed to be the end of the road. There 
was little incentive for creative writing in KhB. Hindi, and the little 
that was produced more often remained unpublished principally for lack 
of technical facilities and adequate patronage. It was to provide this 
vital incentive which was so much lacking that the Hindi Lekhak Sangh, 
and not long after the Hindi Parisad were established. These two young 
organisations picked up from where the two old institutions seemed to 
have come to a standstill.
In December 1961, a few Mauritian Hindi protagonists, under the 
patronage of Dr. (later Sir) Seewoosagar Ramgoolam, set up the Hindi 
Lekhak Sangh. The prime objectives of this association of Hindi writers 
were to enable Hindi writers to meet and exchange views, to encourage 
young artists in writing and staging Hindi plays, and to assist them in 
the publication of works of literary merit.
The president of the association of Hindi writers was and still is
Dharamvir Ghura, an Assistant Hindi Supervisor for primary schools in the
. . 23Ministry of Education who retired recently. The vice-president is
M.Chintamunnee, head of the Hindi department at the M.G.I., and the
secretary is Indradeo Bhola, a Hindi teacher in the Ministry of Education.
The association reckons about 75 members, and membership is restricted to
Hindi writers including those who have not yet published any works.
The association of Mauritian Hindi writers holds regular meetings at 
two-monthly intervals. They run a yearly literary competition embracing 
various forms of Hindi literature - poetry, essay, short story etc. 
involving a fairly large number of competitors. They also organize every
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year a poets' conference which takes place in a public garden or on 
one of the Mauritian beaches, attended by four to five hundred people.
The poems which are recited as well as the literary talks which are 
given on this occasion are sometimes published by the association in 
either printed or cyclostyled form.
Through the sixties, the Hindi Lekhak Sangh celebrated annually 
the birth - anniversary of one of the well-known Hindi writers of India, 
such as Bharatendu Hariscandra, Jay Sahkar Prasad, MahadevT Varma etc., 
and the celebration attracted every time an interested audience of two 
to three hundred people. During the same period and thereafter, members 
of the association occasionally broadcast talks on the local radio 
relating to Hindi literature composed both by Indian and by Mauritian 
writers. Another popular yearly event celebrated to this day by the 
Hindi Lekhak Sangh is the anniversary of their own association - a 
literary day amidst a gathering of about a thousand people including Hindi 
writers and enthusiastic Hindi-lovers and other Indo-Mauritians who lend 
passive support to the movement.
The association has been fairly active in the field of Hindi
publications. In 1965, they set up a fortnightly paper, the Bal Sakha
intended primarily for children, in order to supply a need long felt in 
Mauritius, but owing to the lack of adequate facilities, it was short­
lived. They continue, however, to publish, from time to time, several
24short writings on behalf of Hindi writers, particularly their own members.
11. The Hindi Parisad
The Hindi Lekhak Sangh had been in existence just over a year, when 
some other Hindi protagonists set up the Hindi Parisad in Port-Louis 
primarily to encourage and promote creative Hindi writing. At the outset, 
the Port-Louis Parisad was local in character, but later eighteen such
societies were established in various parts of the country, altogether
forming a National Hindi Parisad.
The Port-Louis Parisad constituted by some 75 to 100 members of both 
sexes was presided over by Somdath Bhuckory, a barrister-at-law and Hindi
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poet, and the secretary was Thakurdutt Pandey, an Education Officer
in the Hindi department of the M.G.I. and a Hindi writer. The Parisad
societies subsequently set up were chaired and managed by other Hindi 
25enthusiasts. After the establishment of these eighteen societies
which like the one of Port-Louis reckoned each a membership of 75 to 100, 
a Parisad central committee was set up in Port-Louis composed of represent­
atives from the various societies to ensure co-ordination and some degree 
of uniformity in the proceeding of all the societies.
The Parisad was unique. While the work of other Hindi organisations 
was mostly confined to the promotion of Hindi language and of Hindi literature 
produced by Indian writers, and the propagation of religious Hindi, the 
Parisads through their regular gatherings and their radio programmes urged 
advanced Hindi students to turn to creative writing. In the course of the 
Parisad meetings in Port-Louis and elsewhere, young writers often read 
out their poems, short stories and other writings before an audience 
which included relatively experienced writers. Critical appreciation was 
then expressed, more often praising the young writers and encouraging them 
in their further pursuits. As a nursery for young talent, the Parisad 
was reminiscent of the Panjabi AdabI Sangat and the Halqa-e-Arbab-e-Zauq, 
two associations in present day Lahore devoted to the promotion of 
Panjabi and Urdu respectively. It was not always possible to avoid the 
pitfall of the authors writing principally to impress one another within 
the Parisad; in some cases, the language tended to be deliberately 
sanskritized, self-conscious and unnatural. This was a transitional 
stage, however, which gradually passed, as opportunities to publish the 
works for a reading public became more and more available. Desanskritization 
was here an influence of public taste on the writers' style. In 1969, in 
order to encourage creative writing further, the Parisad set up a quarterly 
literary magazine called the Anurag which, amongst other articles, 
published poems, essays, biographical sketches, reviews of Hindi works, 
the great majority of which were produced by Indo-Mauritian writers. (In 
Appendix XIII is the extract of an article from the issue of July 1976.) 
After eight years of regular publication, however, the magazine ceased to 
appear in 1977, not very long before the M.G.I. launched its monthly 
literary magazine, the Vasant, published to this day.
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In the late seventies, the Parisad ceased to exist. It had, how­
ever, in a good measure, fulfilled its objective. During the fourteen 
years of its existence, it contributed vitally in assisting the steady 
and continued growth of an ability for the literary expression of national
sensitivity. Several good Hindi Mauritian writers of today have been,
2 6in part, products of the Parisad. As far back as 1967 when Dinkar
visited Mauritius, he observed in the course of a public address that, 
outside India, Mauritius was the only country which was creating an 
overseas Hindi literature (Pravasi Hindi sahitya) of which the Hindi 
world could be justly proud.
12. B.Bi ssoondoyal
While dealing with the institutions and agencies whose activities
have contributed considerably towards the development of standard modern
Hindi in Mauritius, it is also appropriate to portray the role played
by B.Bissoondoyal during the period under consideration, for there is no
doubt that, in view of his remarkable activity as a preacher, teacher and
writer, and its deep impact on the Indo-Mauritian community, he not only
stands in a class by himself, but he can be regarded as constituting over
a number of years an effective linguistic and cultural movement. While
during the period 1939 to 1950, his services took principally the shape
of active preaching from the platform, his contribution in the ensuing
years towards the cultivation of KhB. lies much more in his work as a
27voluminous Hindi prose writer, particularly as an essayist. Through
his speeches and writings in Hindi, English and French, B.Bissoondoyal 
has in a good measure succeeded in bringing the West to the East and 
the East to the West: this is perhaps, his greatest contribution. His
Hindi writings have been well received by the Mauritian public, which 
is no mean achievement in Mauritius where Hindi works, in general, have 
never been able to compete with much success against English and French 
writings (the qualities of B.Bissoondoyal as an essayist are discussed 
in Chapter 5).
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13. Mauritian KhB. literature after 1950
While B.Bissoondoyal produced a substantial amount of excellent 
KhB. literature principally in the form of the essay, younger writers 
promoted other forms of literature - drama, the short story, poetry 
and the novel. In fact, the period under review has seen the creation 
of a relatively voluminous Mauritian KhB. literature most of which has 
come into existence within the last 15 years, that is, after Mauritius 
acceded to Independence in 1968. Much of the work which appeared 
before Independence is distinct from the post-Independence composition 
in its outlook and expression. In almost every form of Mauritian 
KhB. literature, there are a few writings which can sustain comparison 
not only with those of India, but, if properly translated, with those 
of the writers of other nations. In the late 1970's, two Indo- 
Mauritian Hindi writers were honoured in India: S.Bhuckory was awarded
the Visva Hindi puraskar together with very distinguished personalities 
from other countries, and B.Bissoondoyal received the Sahitya Vacaspati 
The Bhojpuri culture which Mauritius inherited from the majority of 
the Indian immigrants, and the Western element which has gone into the 
formation of the writers' background, are clearly two of the factors 
which have influenced Mauritian KhB. writings. In fact, Mauritian KhB 
literature is, in a large measure, a product of the native soil of 
Mauritius, not a mere parody or extension of that of the sub-continent.
The KhB. literature of Mauritius, however, is not a commodity 
which is sought after by Mauritians in the same manner as English and 
French writings. While a KhB. Hindi readership exists
it is not large nor is it interested enough to promote adequately KhB. 
literature. General Indo-Mauritian support for local KhB. literature 
is existent but it is passive. Apart from a few of the works, 
most of the writings have had only one edition; and those which have 
run through more than one are mostly writings which have been read 
more in India than in Mauritius. In the sub-continent, there is a 
living interest in KhB. literature including Pravasi sahitya (overseas 
literature)^ partly because KhB. Hindi is both the official language of
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India and their lingua franca. In Mauritius, it is neither the one 
nor the other and, therefore, except for those who love the language 
and the literature genuinely (these are not very numerous), interest 
in this literature is, generally speaking, sustained by the notion 
that it is an expression of national sensitivity through a medium which 
is also the prestigious vehicle of their formal culture. There are 
also a few whose interest in the literature is determined by the
2 8amount of assistance it can provide in passing Hindi examinations.
A certain amount of Mauritian KhB. literature has been translated 
in Russia and Germany and in non-Hindi-speaking areas of the sub­
continent. Some Mauritian KhB. writers have found it expedient to have 
their works translated into English and French to reach not only people 
outside the Indo-Mauritian community but also those Indo-Mauritians who 
find themselves more at ease with these two European languages than with
KhB. (the various forms of Mauritian KhB. literature have been dealt
29with at length in Chapter 5).
14. The role of sound-broadcasting and the television
The history of sound broadcasting in Mauritius dates from the late
thirties. KhB. was the first oriental language to be introduced as a
mass medium of communication in the course of the Second World War.
This broadcasting assumed the shape primarily of news in KhB. and
recorded light and classical Indian music. In the mid-forties,
0.S.Geerjanan was appointed Indian programme organizer at the Mauritius
Broadcasting Station (later Corporation). Under his organization, it
did not take long for the Hindi radio programme, still inchoate, to
undergo a considerable change for the better. The entertainment became
much more varied; apart from news in Hindi, and recorded music - an
item which often involved a long list of 'requests' from listeners
all over the country - there were live vocal music from local singers,
30jokes and anecdotes, short plays in Hindi and Urdu, poetry recitation, 
literary and cultural items including freelance presentations, special 
Indian festival programmes, interviews with Hindi-speaking personalities
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from India etc. The opportunity to present programmes at the 
broadcasting station was a strong incentive, and many Indo-Mauritians 
of both sexes improved their KhB. with regard to style and grammatical 
correctness in order to be able to produce items acceptable to the 
Indian programme organizer. There were, besides, in the fifties and 
sixties several radio courses for the benefit of Hindi students run by
teachers a few of whom were Education Officers of the Ministry of
. 31Education.
32Geerjanan served the Indian section of the M.B.S. for over 20 years, 
a period during which his name became a household word in Indo-Mauritian 
homes. His presentation was highly popular, and scores of housewives 
would eagerly switch on the radio every day at 5 p.m. for the one-hour 
Indian programme. The great majority of homes in Mauritius owned a 
radio set, be it even a transistor radio or merely a pocket radio. The 
daily programme brought KhB. into thousands of homes including the urban 
areas where the spoken language was predominantly Creole, and where KhB. 
was just a little understood. In fact, for nearly a quarter of a century, 
the daily Indian programme was one of the potent factors which solidly 
underpinned the position of KhB. and its cultural associations.
In the past and until the late sixties, the air-time allocated to
programmes in KhB. and the minority oriental languages was about one-
third of that allotted to European languages (English and French). In
March 1969, the percentage of air-time assigned to the various languages
33m  use at the M.B.C. was as follows:
o
"O
European (French; 60.2%; English: 9.8%) 70
Hindustani (no distinction being made between
Hindi and Urdu) 23.8
Tamil, Telegu, Marathi, Gujarati 3.2
Chinese (Hakka and Cantonese together) 1.8
Creole 0.2
Arabic (two five-minute koran readings) 0.1
Mixed (interview of hospital-patients who spoke
in different languages) 0.9
100.0
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As a consequence of an increase in the aggregate air-time
from 112 hours in 1969 to 121f hours in 1982, and the repeated requests
from Indo-Mauritian quarters for the extension of Indian programmes,
the latter have been allotted extra air-time, and today programmes in
oriental languages take up 35% of the total air-time as compared with 
3427% in 1969. A few modifications have been made in air-time
allocation recently as a result of which more time has been assigned to 
Creole and Bhojpuri, the principal means of informal discourse in the 
island.
The television was introduced in Mauritius in 1964. Just as 
has happened elsewhere, sound-broadcasting programmes were diminished in 
importance and appeal. All the same, the Hindi section of the sound- 
broadcasting still provides several programmes popular with Indo- 
Mauritian homes, such as devotional music and news in Hindi every
morning, VedvanT and Divyadrsti (both religious and cultural talks),
- 35Saz aur avaz (musical), Sargam, Balako ki phulvari (children's
progammes in basic KhB.), besides a few other programmes presented by
free-lance artists. The music programmes, such as Dr.Nundlall's Sargam,
consisting of Indian classical music and occasional illustrative talks
have now for years been serving KhB. along with music.
The introduction of the television in Mauritius in 1964 brought an 
entirely new dimension. At the outset, the oriental languages altogether 
received half an hour per week for presentation of cultural progammes.
In 1969, the percentage distribution of television time with regard to 
languages was as follows:"^
European (English: 51.1%; French: 40.8%) 91.9
Hindi, Urdu, Bhojpuri 6.0
Mixed (family planning programme, multilingual) 0.7
Creole 0.7
Other (light classical songs by German and
other artists) 0.7
100.0
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Although to this day, there are no regular T.V. programmes in Tamil,
Telegu, Marathi, Gujarati and Chinese, these languages are used 
infrequently in special programmes marking the respective festivals 
of these minority groups.
The time allocated to the Indian programmes was obviously inadequate. 
This was gradually increased in accordance with the cultural needs and 
aspirations of the country, and as and when suitable programmes for 
television presentation became available. Such programmes were generally 
imported from India or obtained from the Office of the Commissioner for 
the Government of India. In January 1982, out of a weekly total of
45| hours' television time, the European (French and English) programmes
which are enjoyed by all Mauritians, in general, were allotted 33f hours 
and the Indian programmes 12 hours, that is, 74% and 26% respectively of 
the aggregate time. A few alterations effected recently have assigned a 
little more time to Creole and Bhojpuri.
There is an Indian programme on the T.V. every afternoon. Apart
from 15 minutes1 news in KhB. and Bhojpuri, there are 45 minutes of
entertainment involving use of both Bhojpuri and KhB. With the introduction
of the colour T.V. in the mid-seventies, the T.V. programmes have of course
grown far more attractive. There are literary and cultural Indian
programmes at both amateur and professional levels: Indian music from
amateur musical groups hailing from various parts of the island; shows by
37music students especially those of the M.G.I.; instrumental, vocal music 
and dance by professionals; Indian song (especially Hindi and Urdu) 
competitions organized by the M.B.C., encouraging hidden talents to come
38forward; poetry symposiums in Urdu and Hindi, more often in the latter; 
dramas in Bhojpuri and KhB. some of which form part of the yearly festival 
of drama sponsored by the Ministry of youth and sports and held on a 
competitive basis; a few Hindi plays presented occasionally by the crew 
of Air-India during their stop-overs in Mauritius; interviews in KhB. 
with personalities from India, etc. Several of the above items, while 
providing entertainment, not only inculcate a passive knowledge of KhB. 
but motivate many Mauritians, especially the Indo-Mauritian element to 
learn more and more KhB. which is the main vehicle of expression in these 
programmes.
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Twice a week (Thursday and Saturday), apart from the usual one- 
hour programme, there has been, since the early seventies, a two and a 
half hour Indian film on the television screen. These films with their 
KhB. dialogue are viewed, as already pointed out, by thousands of 
families with keen interest. Indo-Mauritian families not owning a 
television set are not very numerous. A number of homes now own 'video1 
sets too, which has further increased the viewing of Hindi feature films.
In a few poor areas of the island, village and district councils and 
sugar estate authorities have provided television sets in the village 
halls where television can be viewed communally. Several KhB. songs of 
the films grow so popular that they are occasionally published in the 
French dailies of the island in transliterated Roman script; and among 
the singers of these songs are a few Creole youths of African origin too. 
Doubtlessly, among the vehicles of entertainment, the film will continue 
to remain the most influential in the cultivation of KhB.
15. Indian music and KhB.
The Sahgit Samaj, as mentioned in the previous chapter, was 
influential through the forties in encouraging the practice of Indian 
music and indirectly the study of KhB. Most of the members of the music 
association had known two worlds: the world before the coming of the
Indian sound-film in 1933 and the one which followed the advent of these 
films. Before 1933, most of these singers depended for the tunes of 
their songs on gramophone records, folk-songs and on their own 
resourcefulness. With the coming of the Indian sound-film, however, a 
new wealth of tunes, ready made, became available. Many of the songs, 
including religious ones, were learnt verbatim from the screen, and 
often sung to audiences who greatly liked to hear them. A few of the singers 
set film hit-tunes to KhB. compositions of their own or written by 
various other people, centering on Ram and Krsna bhakti, Svami Dayanand, 
social reforms and the importance of matr-bhasa (the mother-tongue).
These songs were frequently sung on occasions such as Hindi school 
anniversaries, weddings, nagarkTrtans (processions), pracar (sermons), 
festivals, song-competitions which attracted crowds, and to other social 
gatherings. Dozens of vocalists, including persons of South-Indian
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origin, endeavoured to polish their KhB. and improve their DevanagarT 
script, in order to understand better the purport of their songs and 
to transcribe them reasonably well. In fact this process of 
imitating, composing, singing, listening to songs and studying the 
language of the lyrics, ushered in Mauritius a new epoch in vocal North- 
Indian music. The practice of light Indian music, however amateurish, 
as it spread over the island, disseminated in its wake a better under­
standing of KhB. not only among the educated but among the masses of 
Indo-Mauritians all over the country.
In the course of the forties, the religious rigidity of the Arya 
Samaj and the Orthodox Sanatan Dharma was undergoing a welcome change.
The same singer could now freely sing both Arya Samaji and puranic songs 
in the functions of the two sects without fear of being excommunicated.
As a consequence, the Hindi composer-singer, no longer cramped by former 
sectarian restrictions could express himself with a freedom which 
contributed towards creating a more wholesome atmosphere wherein not 
only music but KhB. could continue to thrive.
The learning and practising of Indian music through the imitation of
film songs continued unchanged until the late fifties. In the early
sixties, however, there was the beginning of a change in this trend, when
in their overall new policy towards oriental languages and culture, the
Government introduced Indian music for the first time in the Education
system of Mauritius at both primary and secondary level (European music
had been already for several years on the secondary school curriculum).
In 1961, Dr.I.Nundlall, the beneficiary of an Indian scholarship, who
had two years previously returned to Mauritius on completion of his music
studies in India, was appointed Education Officer (Music) in the Ministry
of Education. At the Teachers' Training College for Primary schools,
Indian music was made part of the course of study, and as 'Indian music
in education involves use of Hindi to a very great extent', the introduction
39of this subject was 'm  the interest of the language too1. Several
of the'General-Purpose' students (Indo-Mauritians in particular) following 
the course, 'who did not know Hindi at the outset, were very keen to learn 
songs in Hindi. By the end of the one-year course, most were able to 
understand and even converse in Hindi. Some started learning the language
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in order to sing better1. In primary and secondary schools, 
including a few private secondary schools, for whom Dr.Nundlall wrote 
Hindi songs appropriate to their needs, the approach was made through 
Hindi in transliterated Roman script.
For some time, urged by many Indo-Mauritians, the Commission for 
India in Mauritius, had been endeavouring with the collaboration of 
the Ministry of Education, Mauritius, to establish in the island a 
School of Indian Music and Dance subsidized by the Indian Council for 
Cultural Relations. In 1964, the project materialised. It was an 
afternoon school with about 200 students, mostly adolescents and adults 
including housewives, and a few were of non-Indian origin. Although 
the traditional contents of classical song lyrics include elements of 
Braj and other dialects, the interpretation of those lyrics and all 
the class-teaching took place in KhB. and English. Indian classical 
dance and instrumental music were likewise taught in these two languages.
The students of the school occasionally gave shows and ballets on the 
television and in the theatres. Thus about 200 students were in 
constant contact with Hindi and Hindi-speaking people in the school, on 
the stage and off the stage. In fact, the School of Indian Music and 
Dance, taught by Mr. and Mrs. Nand Kishore from India served music well 
and, in a good measure, KhB. too, until its integration with the M.G.I. 
in the early seventies.
The sixties which saw a good deal of development and progress in 
Indian music in Mauritius also witnessed several concert-tours by 
professional artists from India. Most of the musical programmes involved 
the use of KhB.
The decade which followed witnessed an important event in the field 
of both Indian music and KhB. In the late sixties, Dr.I.Nundlall 
broadcast from the M.B.C. a series of talks on Indian music much appreciated 
by the public. He collected these talks in a 115 page book entitled 
Bharat kT sanglt kala, which he published in 1972 (Port-Louis, 1,000 
copies), the first work of its kind to appear in Mauritius. The author 
has circulated this treatise among his friends, students, music lovers 
and in music departments in various parts of the world. While it is a
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valuable treatise, appreciated in Indian music circles in Mauritius 
and India, it is also, from the linguistic viewpoint, a significant 
event in the history of KhB. The language, somewhat sanskritized, is 
terse, polished and well-turned. In Appendix XIV is an extract from 
Dr.Nundlall1s work.
16. Second World Hindi Conference, August 1976
One of the most important cultural events which enhanced the
prestige of Hindi and assisted in consolidating its position in Mauritius
during the period under review was the Second World Hindi Conference held
from the 28th to 30th August, 1976. The venue of the Conference was
the M.G.I. Apart from representatives of Mauritius, there were
delegates, including 169 from the subcontinent, from a number of countries
41where Hindi is cultivated or studied in some form or other. The
Conference was attended on and off by 2,500 people.
M.K.Gandhi, during his visit to Mauritius in 1901 had urged Indo- 
Mauritians to devote more attention to education and to participate in 
the political life of the country. It was appropriate, therefore, that, 
three-quarters of a century later, a World Hindi Conference should have 
been held in a centre bearing his name, hosted by a Government 
predominantly Indo-Mauritian in composition.
There are some 30 parts of the world where Hindi is cultivated, in 
a few of them purely at an academic level, in some in a literary and 
cultural form, and in several others as a means of communication too. It 
is significant that when a venue had to be selected for holding a World 
Hindi Conference outside India (the First World Hindi Conference was 
held in Nagpur, 1975) for the first time, the choice fell on Mauritius.
Such a choice was prompted by several factors. Mauritius is one of the few 
lands outside India where people of Indian origin, the majority of whom 
hail from the Hindi area, preponderate over the other elements of the 
population. The Government of Sir Seewoosagar Ramgoolam was very 
sympathetic to the cause of Hindi (the present Government of Mauritius 
encourages the continued cultivation of Bhojpuri as well) and had 
volunteered to host the conference. Mauritius had shown much interest
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in the First World Hindi Conference at Nagpur: the five-day
Conference had been presided over by the Prime Minister of Mauritius, 
and the Mauritian delegation had included a troupe of 22 Indo-Mauritian 
actors who staged DharamvTr Bharati's Andha yug. At both voluntary 
and Government level, Mauritius was ahead of most other countries 
outside India in the cultivation and dissemination of Hindi language and 
literature. It was one of the few countries outside India where Hindi 
was firmly ensconced as a cultural language amongst many people of Indian 
origin, and, in some measure, as a means of communication too. Further­
more, Mauritius had by 1976 already produced a certain amount of Mauritian 
Hindi literature (the production continued in the years which followed),
being one of the very few places to have achieved this outside the sub- 
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continent. Finally, outside the sub-continent wherever Indians have
settled Mauritius is, so far, the only country to possess a prestigious 
centre like the M.G.I. which not only teaches oriental languages and 
fine arts but constitutes an effective co-ordinating and underpinning 
mechanism for the cultivation of these subjects at all levels of 
education throughout the island.
During its three-day session, the Conference discussed primarily 
the six following matters: a form for an international style of Hindi;
Hindi as the medium of mass-communication; the use of mass-media - the 
radio, television, film etc. for the propagation of Hindi; the role 
of voluntary bodies (e.g. the Arya Sabha, the H.P.S., the Hindi Lekhak 
Sangh, the Parisad, etc.) in the dissemination of KhB.; the foundation 
of a World Hindi Institute; the introduction of Hindi at the U.N. as 
one of their approved languages: a resolution was passed unanimously
by the Conference that, in view of the fact that Hindi is the third 
language of the world from the numerical strength of people speaking it, 
a motion be placed before the U.N. to give to Hindi the same status 
accorded to the other languages already in use in their Assembly.
The Hindi Conference also gave some thought to the oriental 
languages of the minority groups - Urdu, Tamil, Telegu and Marathi - 
as well as to Chinese, and to the two main languages of Mauritius,
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English and French, stressing the need of a healthy relationship 
amongst linguistic neighbours.
The conference closed on the night of the 30th August with a 
Hindi poetry conference, in the auditorium of the M.G.I., attended by 
some 300 people. Before the delegates left Mauritius, several of 
them had an opportunity of attending the receptions which some rural 
areas had organized for them.
The benefits resulting from the Second World Hindi Conference 
in Mauritius have been manifold. Two years before (August 1974), the 
Twelfth International Arya Samaj Conference had been held in Mauritius 
with its characteristic stress on religion; the Second World Hindi 
Conference, however, redressed the balance between sectarian and secular 
Hindi, and set Mauritius conspicuously on the Hindi map of the world.
The exchange of views amongst delegates of various countries imparted 
to Hindi an international dimension, and it strengthened further the 
international Hindi brotherhood already established by the First World 
Hindi Conference at Nagpur. The Conference further led to a better 
awareness of the general problems facing the cultivation of Hindi in 
various parts of the world and the possible ways and means of resolving 
them. Some of these ideas as well as the history of the various forms 
of Hindi literature in Mauritius are embodied in Smarika, the 174- 
page publication which appeared on the same occasion, containing messages 
and articles the majority of which have been written by Indo-Mauritians. 
One of the greatest cultural benefits accruing from the Second World 
Hindi Conference in Mauritius, however, was the sense of cultural unity 
it helped to create in the multi-lingual society of Mauritius. It 
brought Mauritian communities in contact with the delegates and also 
more closely with each other. Furthermore, it helped to reinforce in 
Mauritius, especially among people of non-Indian origin, the idea that the 
continued cultivation of oriental languages and Asian culture can 
contribute appreciably to the wealth and harmony of the eclectic and 
composite culture of Mauritius.
Notes
S.Bhuckory, Hindi in Mauritius (Port-Louis, 1967), p.120.
The statistics have been kindly supplied by the Ministry of 
Education, Mauritius. The figures quoted with regard to teachers 
employed by the Ministry do not include E.T.A.'s,
The information concerning irregularities in a few of the 
baithka schools was obtained confidentially from Mr.M.N.Varma, 
Principal Education Officer, Ministry of Education, Mauritius.
This literacy centre made use of a classroom of Dagotiere Government 
primary school. The Hindi class was supervised and examined by the 
writer of the thesis who was then Acting Principal Assistant Secretary 
of the Ministry of Education.
Among protests in newspapers were articles in English in the local 
press by Somdath Bhuckory. One article in Hindi by Abhimanyu 
Unnuth in the issue of 15th to 21st August, 1982 of Dharmyug 
deprecated the defeatism of the Government in power regarding this 
matter.
The information regarding the teaching of oriental languages at 
the M.G.I. and in private secondary schools has been provided 
through the good offices of the M.G.I.
The information regarding the London G.C.E. examinations has been 
kindly supplied by the Schools Department, University of London.
Hindi has been examined in Mauritius at the Cambridge School 
Certificate since 1940. The S.C. entry for that year was 265; 
one candidate took Hindi and passed. The figures relating to the 
S.C. and H.S.C. examinations have been kindly supplied by the 
University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate.
From 1964 to the early 1970s, before its integration with the 
Mahatma Gandhi Institute, the School of Indian Music and Dance was 
run by a statutory executive committee presided over by Sir
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Veerasamy Ringadoo, a senior Minister of the Government of the 
day. Dr.I.Nundlall Education Officer (Music) was the Vice- 
President. The writer of this thesis was the secretary to the 
Committee from 1967 to 1970. The teachers of the school were 
Nand Kishore and his wife Kamal Kirtikar, two Indians appointed 
by the Government of India.
10. The Europa yearbook of 1978; a World Survey (London, 1978), II,
908.
11. For example, in 1979, a Bhojpuri one-act play entitled Sab
tarak par was written by M.Chintamunnee. It was staged at the
M.G.I. on the occasion of the celebration of Bhojpuri-day.
12. A record of eight Bhojpuri wedding-songs made by the M.G.I. and
given the name of Svarn-cakra was launched by the Institute on
15.11.1980.
13. J.N.Roy, MarTsas me Hindi bhasa ka samksipt itihas, pp.176-77, 
quoted by R.K.Barz in his article 'The Cultural Significance of 
Hindi in Mauritius' in South Asia, New Series, Vol.Ill, No.l 
(1980).
14. Until recently, the Hindi works of Basdeo Bissoondoyal, the well- 
known Indo-Mauritian Hindi author, for example, were not all 
available at the library.
15. In the 1960s until 1970, the Pariksa Bord was chaired by the 
writer of this thesis. The seat of the Board was the Mauritius 
College in Curepipe, owned by J.N.Roy (the use of this accommodation 
was free of charge).
16. J.N.Roy, Marlsas me Hindi bhasa ka samksipt itihas (New Delhi,
1970) p.134, also quoted by Richard K. Barz in 'The cultural 
significance of Hindi in Mauritius' - South Asia, New Series, Vol. 
Ill, No.l (1980).
17. Statistics concerning the numerical strength of students learning 
Hindi in State Primary schools were kindly supplied by the Ministry 
of Education.
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18. Statistics relating to the entry and results of the collaborative 
examinations of the H.P.S. - Hi-ndi Sahitya Sammelan, Allahabad, 
have been obtained through the good offices of the H.P.S.
19. The idea of building small libraries in the voluntary affiliated 
schools germinated with the two-week visit to Mauritius of 
Yaspal Jain, the General Secretary of the Sasta Sahitya Mandal,
New Delhi.
20. Following the retirement of J.N.Roy in the late seventies and 
before B.Shumbhoo was elected, the President was D.Rughoo, a 
senior civil servant.
21. Among such arrivals were: Svami Narayananand (4 months in 1952);
Svami Anand Bhiksu (5 months in 1954); Svami Dhruvanand (1957-1961); 
Svami Abhedanand who arrived in Mauritius in January 1961 and died
in the island in July 1961; Mahatma Anand Svami (3 months in 1962); 
Svami Akhilanand (1963-1967); Pandit Usharbudh M.A., D.Litt. (16 
days in 1969), then a professor of Sanskrit at Minnosota University, 
whose mission in Mauritius was to research Indo-Mauritian culture, 
on behalf of his University; Dr.Satyaprakas (10 days in 1969), a 
science professor at Allahabad university whose talks centred on 
the harmonious correlation existing between the operation of modern 
science and Vedic theism; Svami Vidyanand Videh (about two months 
in 1970); Svami Anand (1974); Svami Divyanand (late 1970s to 
early 1980s); and others.
22. In 1960, the writer of this thesis while acting as a host to 
Svami Dhruvanand for a few days had the privilege of living in his 
company and understanding his thoughts and way of life.
In the course of his address on the Convocation day of the H.P.S. 
in December 1959, referring to Girdhari Bhagat (1895-1960) who had 
donated all his property - a few acres planted with sugar-cane - 
to the H.P.S., the Svami said: 'Log sanyasiyo ke darsan ke liye
pyase rahte hai, parantu mai us purus ka darsan karna cahta hu 
jinho ne apnl sari sampati Hindi ke pracar ke liye dan de di hai.'
23. D.Ghura who retired in 1982 was awarded the M.B.E. for his services 
to the Ministry of Education, Mauritius.
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24. The principal works hitherto published by the Hindi Lekhak Sangh 
are: D.Ghura, Arya Samaj, a booklet (Port-Louis, 1963); M.
Chintamunnee, Lok priya git, a small collection of lyrics (Port- 
Louis, 1966); M.Chintamunnee, Hindi ke adhar-stambh, a handbook 
listing up to 1966 all Hindi publications including newspapers and 
memorable dates in the history of Hindi in Mauritius (Port-Louis, 
1966); Naye ankur, six very short stories by different authors, 
(Port-Louis, 1967); Gandhi smrti, a collection of 17 essays on 
the occasion of Gandhi Centenary celebration (Port-Louis, 1969); 
Indradev Bhola, Vardan, a small collection of poems (Port-Louis, 
1972); Surbhit udyan, a collection of a few essays, poems and very 
short stories by different authors (Port-Louis, 1972); Vishnudat 
Madhu, Hasya vatika, a booklet of Hindi humour (Port-Louis, 1973); 
Moti Torel, £adl se abadi nahl barbadl, the Hindu wedding in 
Mauritius, the customs before and after the event, the marriage 
ceremony etc., with the author's observations (Port-Louis, 1974,
67 pp.).
25. For example, the chairman of the Parisad in the rural town of
Quatre-Bornes in the late sixties until 197 0, was the writer of
this thesis; another Parisad in the town of Vacoas, some three 
miles away, was chaired by Dr. Ishwurdutt Nundlall, Education 
Officer (Indian Music) in the Ministry of Education,
26. Among Hindi writers who wer<^  in part, products of the Parisad was 
Bhanumati Nagdan whose main work is Ministar, a collection of 17 
short stories (Delhi, 1981).
27. The principal Hindi works of B.Bissoondoyal from 1950 onwards are:
Marlsas ka paricay (a history of Mauritius under French rule; Port-
Louis, 1954, 72 pp.); Visnudayal racnavall, an anthology of the 
author's literary writings (essays) to commemorate his 20 years' work 
(1939-59) as a Hindu missionary in Mauritius (Ajmer, India, 1959;
210 pp.); Dictionary (French into Hindi; Port-Louis, 1962;
121 pp.); Translation into Hindi of Bernadin de St. Pierre's French 
novel Paul et Virqinie (New Delhi, 1963), to mark the 150th birthday 
anniversary of the French writer celebrated in 1964. It is reported 
to have proved popular in India; Visnudayal lekhavall (39 essays
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on a variety of subjects; from title-page to p.10 printed in 
Port-Louis, the rest in Ajmer, India, 1964; 298 pp.); Visnudayal
nibandhavali, essays, Port-Louis; 22 chapters, 188 pp.); Jorj 
(Alexandre Dumas' French novel Georges associated with Mauritius; 
a small portion at the outset is reproduced in the author's own 
words, but most of it is a translation into Hindi; Port-Louis,
1968; 72 pp.); Bapu, a collection of B.Bissoondoyal's speeches
delivered on his tour of the island in the year of M.K.Gandhi's 
birth centenary (Port-Louis, 1970, 92 pp.); Ved bhagvan bole (comments 
and elucidations on the Vedas; Delhi, 1978; 135 pp.); Gita ka
adbhut sandes (Delhi, 1978; 206 pp.); Vedo ke anupam vicar (Delhi,
1980; 101 pp.).
28. The University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate has 
prescribed Ek bigha pyar, a novel by the Indo-Mauritian writer 
Abhimanyu Unnuth as one of the Hindi literature texts for the 
School Certificate.
29. Somdath Bhuckory has translated into English his Hindi book Ganga
ki pukar (Port-Louis, 1972) which narrates his travels in India. The 
English version is entitled The Call of the Ganges.
30. For several years in the forties and fifties, the writer of this 
thesis, sometimes guided by S.Jugdutt, presented on the occasion of 
Premcand's birth anniversary, a play adapted from one of his short 
stories, e.g., Isvariya nyaya, Durga ka mandir, Mantra, Maha tirth,
Beti ka dhan etc.
31. Among those who ran radio courses for Hindi students in the fifties
and sixties were the following: Rani Jugdutt, Devbanslal Ramnauth,
Moonishwurlall Chintamunee, Minakshi Prakash, Thakurdutt Pandey.
32. 0.S.Geerjanan retired in the mid-sixties. He was awarded the 
M.B.E. for his meritorious services.
33. The figures are based on statistics quoted by Philip Baker in his 
paper entitled 'The language situation in Mauritius with special
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reference to Mauritian Creole1, African Languages Review VIII 
(1969), 89.
34. The statistics relating to sound-broadcasting and television for 
1982 have been obtained through the kind offices of the Mauritius 
Broadcasting Corporation.
35. 'Sargam' a weekly programme of Indian classical music has been 
presented by Dr.I.Nundlall for the last 15 years.
36. Philip Baker, op.cit.
37. In the late sixties and early seventies, shows were presented on 
the T.V. by the students of the School of Indian Music and Dance, 
before its integration with the M.G.I. in the mid-seventies.
38. There is an occasional symposium of Hindi poetry entitled Ay^m 
presented on the T.V. by Abhimanyu Unnuth, the Hindi writer.
39. Dr.I.Nundlall, 'Preservation and development of Hindi through 
Indian music and songs', 1982 (an unpublished paper).
40. Ibid.
41. Among the countries which sent delegates to the Second World
Hindi Conference in Mauritius were: The Malagasy Republic, Kenya,
Malaysia, Thailand, Tanzania, Zambia, Italy, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Japan, The German Democratic Republic, The Federal Republic
of West Germany, The United States of America, France, United 
Kingdom and India.
42. 'In teaching, disseminating and enriching Hindi, and in producing
a new Hindi literature, Mauritius has made a praiseworthy contribution.' 
This is quoted from a message of Karan Singh (then Minister of Health 
and Family Planning) dated 26.7.1976 published in Smarikl, 28-30 
August, 1976, MarTsas, DvitTya visva Hindi sammelan (Second World 
Hindi Conference).
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CHAPTER FIVE
A GENERAL OUTLINE OF MAURITIAN HINDI LITERATURE UP TO 1980
The present chapter traces the development of Mauritian Hindi
literature up to 1980 by genre, dealing in turn with drama, poetry, the
essay and general works, the short story, and finally the novel.
1. The Hindi Drama
a. The Mauritian Hindi stage
The tradition of popular drama has existed among Indo-Mauritians 
from about the second decade of the present century. The popular dramas 
of the early decades of the twentieth century drew their material from 
the Ramcaritmanas, the Mahabharata and- puranic sources, and assumed
chiefly the forms of Ram Lila, Krsna Lila and Indrasabhi. Popular short 
stories and legends (story-telling was then a favourite entertainment) 
also provided material for acting out on the stage. The writers of the 
sketches were Hindu priests, baithka teachers and a few literate members 
of the community. In accordance with the usual dramatic convention, the 
roles of women were played by men suitably dressed. Indo-Mauritians of 
South Indian origin also used to stage plays in the early decades of this 
century, Ram Lilas in particular, with Bharat natyam dances sometimes 
forming part of the action. The languages used by them were Tamil and 
Telegu.
The stage for these popular dramas was often makeshift, a platform 
erected in the grounds of a baithka, a temple or some other location.
The acting itself although amateurish and unsophisticated often achieved 
a deep emotional impact on the audience, particularly in the rural areas. 
In an age when other forms of recreation were scarce, these popular plays
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with their songs and dances provided attractive entertainment. Some 
of these performances were not simply local, since spectators, men, women 
and children, would walk several miles from the surrounding neighbour­
hood to see them. The staging of plays such as the Ram Lila and the 
Indrasabha had, by the time of the first world war, become a frequent 
event in festivals and Hindu weddings where they were considered 
particularly prestigious. There were about 80 small amateur bodies who 
undertook the staging of such performances on these occasions.'*'
It is unfortunate that the scripts of such performances are no 
longer extant, as many of the actors were illiterate and knew their parts 
by heart, thus having no need for a script. These popular plays were, 
in fact, composed for an unsophisticated level of acting and in no sense 
were intended as literary works. It is reported that the language used 
in most of the plays was a simple, often incorrect KhB. with an admixture 
of Bhojpuri. Although the lllas emerge sporadically in the form of dramas 
in the cultural life of Indo-Mauritians, they have, by and large, been 
discontinued as a living tradition in Mauritius.
There were three factors which stimulated the Hindi stage in 
Mauritius in the twenties and the years that followed. The first was the 
arrival of theatrical companies from India and their performances all over 
the Island (they had already visited Mauritius in the previous decade). 
These companies were mostly from Bombay and they brought to the island 
the influence of the Parsi stage which had begun to produce Hindi plays 
in India around the end of the first decade of our century. Their plays 
which were meant mostly to provide entertainment for the ordinary people, 
embodied plenty of songs and dances. The second factor was the 
continuing spread and cultivation of KhB., and the third was the arrival 
on the Mauritian market of printed Hindi literature, including dramas, 
which superseded what Kaithi manuscripts there were.
Various theatrical groups were established, some from the nucleus of 
the former popular drama groups, and these had more commercial than 
cultural objectives, although none of these groups were to survive for
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very long. Few of the plays performed from the twenties to the fifties 
have been published, and Indo-Mauritians remember little about them or 
their authors. There are some who can recall the performance in 1924 
in the village of Triolet of Bharatendu's Satya Hariscandra, and two 
other plays, Surdas and Savitrl-Satyavan. In 1926 a social drama,
Malin ki larkl, was performed several times, and, in 1928, a romantic 
drama, CandrahSr, was staged. In the late twenties, one of the 
companies produced and performed on several occasions the play Pakjad 
pari, a romantic drama influenced by the commercial Parsi stage. It 
seems that little was performed during the thirties, and it was not until 
1940 that two romantic plays were performed entitled Lilavatl and Prem 
ki duniya. The latter continued to entertain the public until 1945. 
Other plays to be staged during the forties included garif daku, (1941); 
Feroz Gulnar, a Hindustani version of Romeo and Juliet; two religious 
plays, Krsna avatar and Bhakta Surdas; Bharatendu's Candravali (1941); 
Khvab-i hastl (the story of a prince to the accompaniment of songs and 
music); Atlr-i hiras (a play depicting the consequences of excessive 
greed); All Baba (1942); Divan-jade (a story of plentiful wealth); 
Tagore's Vardan; gravan Kumar; and Sita haran, based on the episode 
in the Ramcaritmanas. The last three plays were staged on several 
occasions between 1946 and 1950 before audiences of between 500 and 
1,000 people.
The standard of performance from the mid twenties until 1950 
represented a continuing improvement over that of the former popular 
dramas. The players were still untrained, but they had a better 
command of KhB. which enabled them to produce on occasions at least a 
good rhetorical if not a great dramatic effect. Although the plays were 
uneven in quality, a few of them did apparently rise on occasions to a 
reasonable dramatic and literary standard. In the early forties, 
however, notwithstanding occasionally playing before full houses (often 
in cinema halls), the local theatrical companies were already beginning 
to experience difficulties owing to a shortage of funds, and the 
continuing unwillingness of Hindu girls to act on the stage. Moreover 
the Indian film shows that began to take place all over the Island from
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the thirties had rendered live stage performances less of an 
attraction. The theatrical companies therefore began to be wound up 
so that, by the late forties hardly any of them were left.
Not long after the advent of the radio in the early forties, Hindi 
protagonists began increasingly to broadcast short Hindi plays from the 
Mauritian Broadcasting Station. Among such broadcasters were J.N.Roy, 
B.K.Bhagat 'Madhukar1, Shivgovind Sharma, Somdath Bhuckory, D.K.Janki 
and L.P.Ramyead. The broadcasting material included sketches composed 
by the broadcasters, published one-act plays by Indian playwrights and 
adaptations from short stories of Indian writers, Premcand in particular. 
The Indian dramatists who apparently influenced the Indo-Mauritian 
broadcasters in some degree were Upendranath Ask, Udaysahkar Bhatt and 
Ramkumar Varma, while Western literature, the short plays of G.B.Shaw 
particularly, it appears, influenced the Western educated broadcasters 
of Hindi drama. The radio, of course, required a different technique, 
and the broadcasters received some guidance from O.Geerjanan who was in 
charge of Indian programmes at the M.B.S. from the mid forties.
Towards the end of the fifth decade, when the local theatrical 
companies had been virtually wound up, the living Hindi stage passed into 
the hands of various cultural associations and a few enthusiastic Hindi 
protagonists. Cultural objectives now replaced commercial aims. In 
the early fifties, L.P.Ramyead staged a sketch of his own entitled Mera 
tota before a packed cinema-hall at Chemin-Grenier. In 1951 B.K.Bhagat 
’Madhukar1 staged Sdars bet!, a one-act play of his own, before a
capacity audience in the Cinema des Families of Port-Louis in aid of a
2
charity. In 1954 Ajanta Arts, a cultural association founded by 
Abhimanyu Unnuth in 1952, staged Parivartan, a satirical social drama, 
before a capacity local audience in the hall of the Mahesvarnath temple 
at Triolet. Between 1954 and 1960 Abhimanyu Unnuth staged about a 
dozen more Hindi plays. In 1956 J.Kalicaran staged Bharatendu's 
political satire Andhera-nagari at the village social centre of Brisee 
Verdiere. Over five hundred people, mainly from the locality, attended 
this performance. Also in the fifties and thereafter, short sketches 
were performed on stage by the boys and girls of the voluntary schools,
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especially on the occasion of the school anniversary.
In 1961, Mauritius joined India and other parts of the world in 
celebrating the birth centenary of Rabindranath Tagore. Besides talks, 
interviews and local publications, Mauritius staged several plays in 
English, French and Hindi, mostly adaptations from Tagore's stories (the 
Hindi and English adaptations were obtained from the High Commission of 
India). Among the Hindi plays performed were Citra, Malihi, Vardan, 
Dak-ghar and Visarjan. Also within the Tagore celebrations, R.Kowlessur
produced a social and cultural play of his own entitled Suryoday in the 
municipal theatre of Port-Louis. Among the capacity audience was the 
then Prime Minister who requested that the play be repeated.
In the summer of 1963, within the Hindi week celebration organized 
by the H.P.S., the Hindi lekhak sangh held a one-day drama festival at 
which four short plays were staged: Sararati bahin, a humorous social
play produced by the Goodlands Kalaniketan group, Parinam, a social and 
psychological play produced by the Bon Accueil Ramakrsna Sangh, Radha, 
Udaysankar Bhatt's lyrical drama produced by the Triolet Prabhat Sangh, 
and Sikari, a social drama produced by the Bambous Youth Club. Although 
not held on a competitive basis, these plays reached a fairly acceptable 
standard from both a literary and a dramatic point of view. In the 
following year, 1964, the oriental group at the Teachers' Training 
College (T.T.C.) under the direction of Ram Prakas, the T.T.C. expert 
from India, produced and staged at the T.T.C. two plays, Kalank rekha, 
a political drama, and Gaddha, a social comedy (in 1949 the T.T.C. had 
successfully staged Bansurivala, a play built round a cultural and 
legendary theme). The auditorium of the T.T.C. was filled with Hindi 
teachers, officers of the Ministry of Education and Cultural Affairs 
and guests. The colloquial idiomatic Hindi, the creation of dramatic 
situations and the general construction of the plays acted at the T.T.C. 
in 1964 brought new hope to the Mauritian Hindi stage.
As from 1964 when television was introduced into Mauritius, Hindi 
plays, including those of Abhimanyu Unnuth, the majority of which are 
unpublished, have been shown from time to time. Short plays with the 
participation of school boys and girls - sketches based on moral stories,
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legends, Krsna lilas etc. - were occasionally presented in the late 
sixties and seventies by Sita Ramyead and others. Bhojpuri plays too 
were shown and continue to be popular; their theme often reflects 
cultural values cherished more by Indo-Mauritians living in the rural 
areas. For example, Sita Ramyead's unpublished Bhojpuri play Bidayi, 
portraying the feelings and emotions of an Indo-Mauritian family on the 
sending off of a bride after the wedding, centres on a theme which would 
not be that of a KhB. play because the subject is one deeply rooted in 
the living experience of the Bhojpuri speaking population. The 
standard of the short one-act Hindi plays shown on television is quite 
acceptable and they are enjoyed by thousands of families.
From the mid sixties to the end of the decade hardly any plays were 
performed on the living stage. The seventies, however, opened with 
the Hindi Parisad celebrating their eighth anniversary by staging 
Upendranath Ask's drama Bebat ki bat in the municipal theatre of Port- 
Louis. The production was well done. Admission to the theatre, as 
in most of the performances during the preceding decade, was by 
invitation. The audience comprised nearly a thousand people, a good 
number of whom were able genuinely to appreciate the literary style as 
well as the dramatic merit of the play. The same year, 1971, to mark 
the anniversary of the Parisad, Hindi plays were also performed in rural 
areas, while, in the municipal theatre in Port-Louis, the Arnova cultural 
circle produced Jaysankar Prasad's drama Dhruvsvamini. Two performances 
of this play before a fairly responsive audience indicated that, at 
least for a number of Indo-Mauritians, the education and training in KhB., 
and in theatre, had reached the point where a literary style of drama in 
a sanskritized language was able to be appreciated.
The year 1972 was a turning point in the Mauritian Hindi stage. For 
the first time the Hindi stage acquired Government sponsorship: a Hindi
drama training course was organized by the Ministry of Youth and Sports 
under the direction of playwrights and producers of experience, A.Unnuth, 
M.Chintamunnee, T.Pandey, R.Kowlessur, and D.K.Janki. Associations 
and individuals interested in acting were invited to attend. In the
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training process three one-act plays were performed.
It should be emphasized here that although Hindi plays had been 
occasionally and increasingly staged since the second decade of our 
century, yet the Indo-Mauritian community had not, until the early 1970's, 
evolved a tradition sufficiently well established to ensure the future of 
the Hindi drama in the island. The Hindi drama of India had exercised 
a strong influence on the Hindi drama of Mauritius, but it could not be 
said that the latter was part of a larger movement based in India (the 
Hindi stage in India until the end of the 1940's was itself an ailing 
body). As portrayed above, several factors had, from early times, 
assisted in creating and nurturing the Indo-Mauritian drama: the desire
of the Indian immigrants to reproduce the religious lrlas performed in 
their former villages; the repeated visits of theatrical companies from 
India; the study, as a form of literature, of the works of Indian play­
wrights by Indo-Mauritians including those studying in India; the 
staging of Hindi plays written mostly by Indian authors and of Indo- 
Mauritian adaptations of Hindi stories produced by Indian writers; the 
spread and progress of KhB. among the Indo-Mauritians; and finally, 
but very much to be reckoned with, the study of English and French plays 
as a form of literature in schools and elsewhere, and the strong and 
sustained influence of the English and French stage, particularly the 
latter (Mauritius has now for many years received the yearly visit of 
a professional dramatic group from Paris). These factors notwithstanding, 
the Indo-Mauritian Hindi stage in the early 1970's, although existent, 
was still a body lacking organization and strength, and requiring 
institutional involvement to save it from deterioration and to infuse 
into it life and strength for the future. In 1973, the Government of 
Mauritius declared Hindi, Urdu and the other Indian languages of the 
island (Tamil, Telegu, Marathi) approved languages, like English and 
French, for dramas presented on a competitive basis within the annual 
drama festival organized under the aegis of the Ministry of Youth and Sports. 
In India the Government had, likewise, in the early years following 
Independence, established institutional help and control to save an 
ailing Hindi stage (the Indian Academy of Dramatic Arts in Delhi and the 
India People's Theatre Association [IPTA] in Bombay had been set up in the 
early 1950's).
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Participation in the drama festival meant, amongst other things, 
that the Hindi stage would from then on enjoy all the benefits of Government 
sponsorship, including financial assistance. In 1973, the Government 
recruited from India two drama experts, Mohan Maharsi and Mrs.Maharsi, to 
provide training for the Hindi stage. Shortly after their arrival they 
ran a two-week intensive course, after which the trainees staged under 
their direction the first act of Mohan Rakes's Asarh ka ek din, in which 
they performed very effectively. Under the expert guidance of the 
Maharsis, a long-term drama training scheme for oriental languages was 
prepared and implemented by the Ministry of Youth and Sports. The 
island-wide on-the-spot training in Hindi drama began in 1973, followed 
by training relative to the other oriental languages in the ensuing years.
In accordance with the organisation set up, dramatic groups in both urban 
and rural areas enjoy through the year the benefit of the guidance and 
supervision of drama experts and specialist officers assigned to the 
respective languages. All the plays produced by these groups in various 
parts of the island are staged publicly under the auspices of the Ministry 
and a panel of judges appointed by the ministry select the best plays for 
the award of prizes. The prizes awarded in a public televised ceremony 
include awards for the best three plays, for the best actor, for the best 
actress and for the best producer.
The first Hindi drama festival organised by the Ministry under the
above scheme took place in 1973. 22 Hindi plays competed, out of which the
best four (in later years it was to be three) were selected. These four
were Tin apahij, the first act of Mohan Rakes's Adhe-adhure, Mitha ber and
Klark ki maut, the last two being unpublished plays by Abhimanyu Unnuth
on the social life of Mauritius. All four plays reached a respectable
standard. The new technique and the new direction taught by the drama
experts as well as the advantages of performing on a stage more professional
than amateur infused new life into Hindi drama. In December 1973 a drama
4
group produced on the stage of the prestigious Triveni Club buildings, 
under the direction of Mohan Maharsi, Dh.V.BharatT's verse-drama Andha yug, 
and in May 1974 a second performance of the same play took place at the
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Plaza Theatre Rose-Hill before a capacity audience amongst whom was 
the author who was visiting Mauritius at the time.
The year 1975 saw the first World Hindi Conference held at Nagpur, 
and the Triveni dramatic group were invited together with the delegates 
to stage Andha yug at Nagpur, Although this Hindi play had been 
performed several times before in India, the Indo-Mauritian version of 
it impressed the delegates and the audience. It was subtly different 
from the Indian version: the play was the same, the language the same,
but it was a representation which, with regard to pronunciation and the 
manner of expression, bore the imprint of the composite culture of Mauritius. 
The Indo-Mauritian pronunciation of KhB. Hindi is affected by speech habits 
formed through the use of English, French and Creole, particularly the last 
two, and the manner of expression, in many cases, is often influenced by 
French mannerisms. Several actors in that group had had a certain amount 
of previous experience of the English and French stage.
In 1975 Mauritius suffered extensive damage from cyclone Gervaise, 
and the Triveni dramatic group under M.Maharsi's direction gave five 
performances of Andha yug in Mauritius to raise money for the Prime 
Minister's Cyclone Gervaise Fund. Shortly after this, the same group 
performed the whole of Asarh ka ek din at the Plaza theatre. In the 
audience was Kamalesvar, the editor of Sarika, who praised the performance 
highly.
The Maharsis continued to train Indo-Mauritian students in the
dramatic arts until they left in 1977. Training was continued from 1977
to 1979 by another drama expert, Ramvirsimh- , and, since 1980, a few Indo-
Mauritians have been undergoing training at the National School of Drama
5
and the Asian Theatre Institute in New Delhi.
Over the last few years, the Hindi drama festival has been attracting 
some 50 to 60 Hindi plays every year (12 to 15 plays are produced in Urdu). 
About 500 boys and girls are involved in the performance of these plays, 
and some 800 people watch them on the stage. The televised final, 
consisting of the best three plays, is seen by thousands of families, 
including a number of keenly interested and critical viewers. The
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standard of the award winners in the last years has been praiseworthy, 
and a few of the first prize winners have attained a memorable literary 
and dramatic quality.
One of the main objectives of the Government of Mauritius in holding 
the annual drama festival in oriental languages alongside English and 
French is to "preserve the oriental languages and Indian culture in 
Mauritius".^ The festival offers the oriental languages opportunities 
equal to English and French. In fact, on the stage of the drama festival, 
a good actor in a Hindi play can, through his performance, win the same 
acclaim and kudos as a good actor in an English and French play. In this 
way, the annual festival has not only raised the prestige of Hindi and the 
other oriental languages, but it has also brought linguistic neighbours 
closer together. In 1981, for example, the second best actor award 
for Hindi drama was won by a boy of South Indian, Telegu, origin. In 
the same year, a Hindu boy received the best actor award for the Urdu 
drama. This free participation in stage activities has contributed to 
removing language barriers and enhancing respect and appreciation for 
others' languages and cultures.
Hindi drama has, therefore, made considerable progress since the 
early twenties in Mauritius. In view of the relatively large number of 
participants in the annual drama festival, there is need for more and 
more stageable plays, especially those steeped in the native idiom and 
culture of the land. It is to be hoped that playwrights, Indo-Mauritians 
in particular, will compose more such dramas in the future.
b. Published Hindi plays
The history of Hindi drama in Mauritius has up to the present been 
more a history of unpublished plays, short sketches and performances 
rather than one of plays published to be read as literature. In reviewing 
the published Hindi dramatic literature in Mauritius, therefore, there are 
only the following plays to consider:
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J.N.Roy Jivan sanginx (1941)
B.K.Bhagat Adars betl and Nav-jivan (1951)
T.Pandey PSnc ekanki and Eksapna (1972)
H.Liladhar Anokhe atithi (1974)
Abhimanyu Unnuth Virodh (1977)
M.Chintamunnee Three Hindi and one Bhojpuri one act plays (late '70s)
Astanand Sadasingh Tu tu mai mai (now untraceable)
Of these plays only those of Chintamunnee and B.K.Bhagat's Adars betl 
have been performed on the stage.
J.N.Roy's Jivan sanqini is a three act play, each act being of four 
scenes. It was published in 1941 by the H.P.S. on behalf of the author.
This full length play is the first published by an Indo-Mauritian. With 
the exception of Virodh, the other published dramas are one-act plays.
After the prose writings of Pandit Atmaram in the twenties and thirties, 
and a few very short stories in the papers, hardly any literary work had 
appeared in KhB. in Mauritius until the H.P.S. published Jivan sahqini in 
1941. Its publication, therefore, marked a significant event in Mauritian 
Hindi and its literature. The work is now out of print.
Jivan sahqini centres round a social problem that confronted the 
Indo-Mauritian community of the day. It is reminiscent of some of the 
so-called 'problem plays' (samasyanatak) produced in India during the 
period. While in these, however, educated Indian girls encounter 
difficulties of adjustment to a conventional Hindu marriage, in Jivan 
sahgini a highly educated middle-class young man finds it almost impossible 
to adjust to an uneducated wife. Kailas, on returning home to Mauritius 
after completing law studies in England, looks down on his uneducated wife 
and leaves for India where he hopes to marry one Miss Mehta. The plan 
falls through, however, and Kailas obtains a job as an unimportant clerk, 
subsisting only with difficulty. Meanwhile, in Mauritius, his wife Usa 
studies, becomes educated and earns a name in society. She proceeds to 
India, wins over her husband and brings him back to Mauritius. Through 
her encouragement and endeavours Kailas is elected at the general elections.
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The underlying problem, that of the disparity in educational 
standards between boys and girls, was certainly real enough at the time, 
although today it is scarcely a relevant issue.^ In this respect, 
therefore, Jivan sanginT can properly be considered realistic. But 
the resolution of the problem in the story is frankly idealistic, an act 
of symbolic social exhortation, and, in this respect, the play can be 
regarded as realistically idealistic, much in line with the tenor of 
many of Premcand's works. The language of the play is colloquial, and 
its dialogues are natural and spontaneous. Within the limits just 
discussed, the characters are credible and alive, human reactions and 
the realities of Mauritian society are handled perceptively, and the play 
is dramatically well structured. It is unfortunate that Jivan sanginT, 
stageable as it is, has never been performed.
Mars betl is a collection of two one-act plays, one bearing the
name of the book, and the other entitled Nav-jivan, published by the H.P.S.
in 1951 on behalf of the author B.K.Bhagat 'Madhukar'.
Adars betl is a four scene one-act play which relates the story of
an ideal Hindu girl who bears the tribulations which befall her with 
fortitude and resignation. When Suslla's brother Raghuvir and his wife, 
following a pancayat decision, leave the parental home to live on their 
own, Susila works hard to supplement the reduced household income. When 
the father dies shortly after, she not only runs the household, but makes 
monthly repayments of a loan her father had taken from Caudharl, the 
village headman. The latter, admiring her virtues, asks her to marry his 
son. She accepts.
This highly idealistic play was staged in Port-Louis in 1951. At 
the end of each scene there is a song, and, although the lyrics succeed 
in some degree in giving expression to the prevailing mood in the play, it 
also results in the play being lyrically overburdened. This reflects, 
in some measure, the influence of the Hindi film. The play also suffers 
from improbabilities, various artificialities and excessive didacticism,
g
all of which detract from the dramatic effect of the play.
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Nav-jivan is a three scene one-act play which portrays the weak­
nesses of a Western-educated barrister who goes astray. On his return 
to Mauritius from law studies in England, Vijaykumar looks down on his 
wife Rama who has been educated in an Indian way. He falls victim to 
the wiles of Lila who has also returned from studying in England. Angry 
at his bad conduct, Vijaykumar's father withholds financial support. 
Eventually, Lila turns him out, exclaiming: "I never loved you, I
loved only your money, get out you idiot". Vijaykumar decides to commit 
suicide. He goes to the sea, but as he is preparing to throw himself 
from the clifftops, his wife Rama and her brother arrive and save him from 
death.
As in Mars betl, Bhagat contrasts in Nav-jivan the virtues of the 
long-suffering Indian woman, educated in an Indian way, with the weaknesses 
of those educated in a Western manner. The play is highly idealistic, 
moralistic and didactic. It too suffers from improbabilities. The 
terms of Lila's rejection of Vijaykumar are culturally improbable and the 
clifftop scene is beyond credibility. As each scene is set in a 
different location it would be difficult to stage, and it too is over­
burdened with songs. The language of Nav-jivan is good standard KhB., 
and, although it is too polished for natural conversation, it does not 
suffer from the floridity and artificiality of the language in Adars betl. 
Despite their not inconsiderable shortcomings, however, these plays, both 
with regard to characterisation and to structure, are not without merit.
It may be observed here that Suslla in Adars betl and Rama in
Nav-jivan are both evocative of Usa in J.N.Roy's Jivan sahginl. The 
three of them have been educated in Mauritius in an Indian way, and all 
three tread the path of righteousness and exercise a healthy influence 
over the lives of others (in Jivan sahginl, as portrayed above, it is in
the setting of India that the play's social crisis is resolved). Lila
i-n Nav-jivan, on the other hand, receives a western education; she takes 
to the wrong ways of life and leads Vijaykumar to the brink of disaster 
from which he is saved only just in time by his wife Rama. This disruptive 
effect of a Western education, especially on women, as compared with an
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Indian education, is a typical Indian theme, and it is noteworthy that 
both J.N.Roy and Madhukar, two Indo-Mauritian writers, seem to be sharing 
this view with Indian writers, at least in the context of the works under 
review.
Pane ekahki by T.Pandey is a collection of five one-act plays and 
Ek sapna is a very short one-scene sketch consisting of a conversation 
between two people regarding the position accorded to a guru in a cultured 
society and the high principles characterising the path of righteousness.
The themes of these five plays, DTpak, Kanyadan, Kaliyug ka bap,
Sivil marij, and Bujh gaya dipak, have much in common. They all portray 
unhappiness and tension in husband and wife relationships, due primarily 
to the unhealthy interference of the wife's parents. In Sivil marij,
Sobha and 3ankar, her husband, are always bickering because he keeps 
deferring their civil marriage; her parents advise her secretly how she 
should behave in order to get him to agree to the civil marriage early 
and bring him under her complete domination. In Kanyadan, Satl, the only 
daughter of a wealthy man, advised by her parents urges her husband to 
live with her at her parent's home which he, a philosophy professor, 
declines to do. The story of Kaliyug ka bap is almost identical but 
culminates in a row between the husband and his father-in-law. In Bujh 
gaya dipak the tension of the relationship assumes its most monstrous form: 
Sasi, misled by her parents, poisons her husband so that they may all share 
the death gratuity among themselves.
Pandey's plays contain much that is both unnatural and highly
9
improbable. In places the dialogue consists of long didactic speeches.
As plays they are as unconvincing as they are undramatic. On the other 
hand, they are written in a beautiful Hindi, and this, together with the 
high thinking expressed by some of the characters, partially redeems their 
lack of dramatic value.
Anokhe atithi is a collection by H.Liladhar of two one-act plays, the 
first bearing the name of the collection, the second entitled Asahay ka 
sahara. Each play consists of just one scene.
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Anokhe atithi is based on the Sabri episode in the Ramcaritmanas 
with certain innovations and modifications. The message of the play is 
about caste and the climax is reached when Ram explains that only the dust 
from the feet of low-born gabri can purify the Brahmins' well. 3abri,
Ram declares, though called 'low-born' belongs, through her way of life, 
to a high caste, thus implying that caste is determined by one's way of 
life and not by birth. The play is well suited for performance, and has 
both dramatic and literary quality. The main characters, although 
deriving much of their force from the legendary episode, are convincing 
and alive, and, notwithstanding the brevity of the play, the suspense 
is well maintained. The dialogue is appropriate to the theme, expressed 
in a Hindi which is natural and spontaneous.
Asahay ka sahara deals, on the one hand, with the exploitation to 
which agricultural labourers in certain parts of the island were sometimes 
subjected a few decades ago, and, on the other, with the high moral values 
of a true friendship between Sures, an agricultural labourer, and Rames, 
a school-teacher. Sures is out to kill a sirdar who has been cheating 
him and other labourers of a considerable part of their wages over a 
period of time. Rames, apprised of this, intervenes between Sures and 
the sirdar who confesses his guilt and promises to mend his ways. Rames 
gives his friend a gift of money to tide him over, and the sirdar, 
embracing Sures and begging forgiveness, presents him with his wrist- 
watch.
This play is much less satisfactory than the previous one: it has a
ponderous and unbalanced beginning, the behaviour of some of the characters 
is unconvincing and contrived, and there is a strangeness in the language. 
The dialogue gains in conversational tone through the use of some Bhojpuri 
vocabulary,10 but occasionally there are sudden unaccountable shifts of 
register as the diction jumps from the colloquial to the sanskritic.11 
It is, nonetheless, a stageable play.
It was, however, the publication of Virodh by Abhimanyu Unnuth in 
1977 that marked a real step forward in the development of Mauritian Hindi 
drama. Virodh is a three-act political drama which is thoroughly modern
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in inspiration. By the time Unnuth had published Virodh, he had already 
to his credit eight novels, a collection of poems and several unpublished 
plays. An active producer and promoter of modern drama, he had by that 
date also presented a number of his unpublished plays on radio and 
television.
Virodh centres around the political evils, as seen by the playwright, 
that confronted the people of Mauritius in the late 1970's. The play 
opens with a meeting of two unemployed persons (Simhal and Ketu) in a 
public park; they are awaiting a friend (Masa), a trade-union leader who 
is seeking an interview with a state minister to obtain work for all of 
them. Itinerant newspaper vendors are hawking their papers across the 
park, but the newspapers, containing chiefly the Prime Minister's pictures 
and the blandishments of government policy, are silent about the miseries 
of the ordinary people. A tourist happens to cross the park, and as he 
unsuccessfully tries to put a tip into Ketu's hands, the two friends 
explain to him that to make himself understood, he should speak in Hindi 
the language of the land; and, as he moves away, the two friends converse 
about the shocking abuses in the wake of tourism in Mauritius. The 
conversation of Simhal and Ketu also convey an idea of the misgovernment 
of the country: unemployment is rising, nepotism is rife, civil rights
are denied, State hospitals lack the required medicine and equipment, etc.
Meanwhile, Masa returns with disappointing news. He also informs 
them that a massive hostile demonstration (Virodh) organized by the 
Workers' Union is gathering in front of the minister's office. They 
decide to join the demonstration. As the plot progresses, emphasis is 
laid on the idea that temporizing half-hearted measures on the part of the 
people will remain ineffectual, and that something radical and drastic 
must be done to change the attitude of the Government in power.
As Ahmate the minister concerned is scuttling away furtively across 
the park to catch a taxi to go to the air-port (he is proceeding on 
mission to the United States, although he returned from China only the 
day before), he is stopped by one Chaila, president of a village council
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in his constituency, who has been delegated to meet him. He listens 
reluctantly to the grievances of the villagers, but by offering him a 
job in the town, he buys him off at the villagers’ expense. Masa and 
his two friends are subsequently arrested by the police for taking part 
in the demonstration, but Ahmate intercedes for them. He buys them off 
too by offering them work in his ministry and weans them away from support 
to the trade union.
The political problems depicted in this play were real enough in 
the late 1970's, although they are not the issues of today. Since the 
publication of Virodh, six years ago,the Government has changed twice 
in Mauritius. As a drama, however, Virodh is a work of surpassing merit. 
The plot is authentic and convincing; human reactions are handled 
sensitively and realistically. The main characters including Masa, 
the trade-union organizer, Chaila the village representative and Ahmate 
the State minister, are not merely the characters of a play, but real 
people. The dialogue consisting of very short sentences, sometimes just 
a few words, in perfectly colloquial Hindi considerably enhances the 
dramatic effect. In fact, in the short and compact setting of a three- 
act play, Virodh very vividly represents the political situation of the 
country, as envisaged by the author.
It would not be inappropriate to underline here, however, that 
although Virodh is a drama of considerable literary and dramatic value, 
the strong view taken by the playwright about the misgovernment which 
prevailed in the country is somewhat overstated. Misgovernment there 
probably was, but not to the vast extent portrayed by Unnuth. Such an 
exaggeration makes Virodh less than totally authentic. This flaw in 
the author's outlook is redeemed, however, by the literary and dramatic 
quality of the play. Structured as it is, it is very well suited for 
performance on the stage. It represents a land-mark, and a fairly high 
stage of achievement in the progress of Mauritian Hindi drama.
Finally, M.Chintamunnee, the present Head of the Hindi Department 
at the M.G.I., had been presenting short Hindi plays on the radio and the
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television since the 1940s, but the great majority of them have 
remained unpublished. In the 1970's, under the aegis of the M.G.I., 
he produced for the benefit of secondary school students four one-act 
plays, three in Hindi and one in Bhojpuri, made available in cyclostyled 
form. These one-act plays are: Ham ek ha1 , Sone ka hiran, Sab tarak par 
(in Bhojpuri), and Bare ghar ki betl.
Ham ek hal is a one-scene sketch suited both for performance on the 
stage and as reading material. It is a well constructed play centering 
round the theme of love and unity between the various communities which 
group together to form the Mauritian nation. Remy, a Christian boy has 
Hindu and Muslim friends amongst whom are Sunil and Harun. These friends 
mix well, visit each other and attend each other's festival gatherings. 
Michel, Remy's father, encourages this inter-community friendship, and 
he succeeds in bringing home to his wife that love for one's neighbour, 
the fundamental teaching of Christianity, is vital to our life, and that 
we are human beings (insan) in the first place, and Christians, Hindus and 
Muslims only afterwards. This is a good example of the role played by 
Mauritian Hindi literature in the building of a Mauritian entity. The 
conversational language, flowing with natural ease, enhances the dramatic 
effect of the sketch.
Sone ka hiran, another one-scene sketch, is based on the episode of 
the Aranya kand of the Ramcaritmanas, set in the Dandak forest. The 
plot deals with the abduction of Sita by Ravan. This sketch composed 
in 1978 is valuable as reading as well as acting material. In fact, it 
has been acted several times on the school stage by Secondary school 
children. The language is polished KhB. but colloquial.
Sab tarak par is a two-scene one-act play by Chintamunnee. Like 
the previous two plays, it is intended to serve as reading as well as 
acting material for schools. It is one of the very few well-structured 
Bhojpuri plays written by an Indo-Mauritian. The theme of the play 
centres round preparations prior to a wedding in a working-class Indo- 
Mauritian family, and on the episodes following the wedding in a joint 
family system where the daughter-in-law, a modern girl, faces a mother-in-
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law of the older generation. The action of the play is swift, and 
the plot as it progresses, takes a few unexpected turns.
Chintamunnee whose formative years were spent mostly in rural 
areas has developed his characters successfully. He has in this 
Bhojpuri play created a set of distinct and real people of a type that 
all Mauritians have met some time or other, particularly in the rural 
areas. BansI, the bridegroom, the care-free, boisterous and debonair 
young labourer is a familiar figure of the Mauritian country-side. Mala, 
the bride, appears in the second scene, and the short conversation she 
has with her newly-married husband privately, winning him over to her 
idea of spending two weeks at her parents' place, and, thereafter, living 
on their own in rented accommodation, impinges on the reader/audience so 
well that she instantly becomes for us an unforgettable character - the 
keen-witted (Bhojpuri: Carbahkin), tactful and scheming daughter-in-law
the author has intended her to be.
A salient feature of Sab tarak par is the rich humour which permeates 
both scenes of the play. The language is Mauritian Bhojpuri which is
12'like Mauritian Creole, a linguistic product of Mauritian cultural life'. 
This drama was staged at the M.G.I. before a packed audience by members 
of the Production Unit, at a Bhojpuri night held on the 26th September, 
1979.
Bare ghar kl bet! is a three-scene one-act play adapted from the 
short story of Premcand bearing the same title. This social drama 
portrays the pattern of Indian life in the early years of the century 
among people who can be described as belonging to the lower middle class.
It highlights the evils of the dowry system, and particularly the unhappy 
consequences of the joint family system as well as the love and tenderness 
which holds such a family together. Srikanth after his wedding continues 
to live with his wife, Anandi, in the same house as his father,
Benimadhav and his brother, Lalbiharl. A discussion between Xnandi and 
Lalbiharl leads to a violent quarrel between the two. 3rlkanth 
threatens to leave his father's house together with his wife. Benimadhav
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is deeply grieved and beseeches his son to forgive his brother.
Meanwhile, Lalbiharl bursting into tears begs forgiveness as he 
prepares to leave the house even before his elder brother does so. 
fSrikanth and XnandT, deeply moved, forgive Lalbiharl and entreat him 
not to leave the house. Amidst the shedding of tears and the expressions 
of love, a quick reconciliation takes place and Benimadhav thanks God for 
saving the joint family.
The drawbacks of the joint family system, as depicted in the story 
and the play, are real enough. But the episodes forming the climax 
of the narrative have been idealized, much in line with the majority of 
Premcand's earlier works. Chintamunnee's play, like the story, therefore, 
can be regarded as realistically idealistic.
Chintamunnee's characterisation in this drama is convincing and 
does not detract from that of the original story. The action too 
follows the same fast pattern of the original. In fact, the playwright 
has dramatised the whole story, and particularly the climax sensitively 
and authentically. Bare ghar ki betl has been staged twice in 
Mauritius: the first time in 1971 on the end-of-year convocation day
of the H.P.S., and the second time in 1980 by the students of the M.G.I.
fa
as part of^Premcand centenary celebration.
2. Mauritian Hindi Poetry
a) Pre-Independence Poetry
The history of printed Hindi poetry in Mauritius can be traced from 
the first and second decades of the present century. Short KhB. poems 
were published from time to time in newspapers: HindusthanT (1909-1913),
Arya Patrika (1911-1913) and Oriental Gazette (1912-1914), and they 
continued to be published occasionally in Hindi papers during the years 
that followed.
The first book of Hindi poems to appear in Mauritius was Raspunj 
kundaliya in 1923. The author was LaksmTnarayan CaturvedT, also known
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as Dvijraj Ramtahal. His pen-name was Raspunj. He arrived in
Mauritius from Bihar in 1921, at the age of 32, and stayed for 23 years.
There are 111 kundaliyas in this collection, and Raspunj uses them as a 
platform to attack the social evils of his day, and to edify and instruct 
the reader. Typical is the following example in which the reader is 
exhorted never to give in when beset by difficulties:
"Though there are hundreds of obstacles on the path of noble deeds,
Yet is the courageous always ready to face them boldly.
He feels an inner urge, a marvellous courage to advance.
Until the aim is achieved,
Says Raspunj, such a person
Overcomes thousands of obstacles and tastes the sweet fruit of
his effort."
Raspunj kundaliya, p.10.
He looked on himself as a saviour of Hinduism among the Indians of Mauritius. 
His role as a spiritual leader, as he saw it, is described in the stanza 
which follows:
"In the overseas island of Mauritius is Ramtahal Dvijraj
Who is daily serving as a priest in accordance with the tenets of
Hinduism.
He has guided the overseas Indians on the path of Hinduism,
Large numbers would have otherwise been converted to Christianity,
Says Raspunj who has preached in a special manner
14And saved their religion by propagating the kathas and the puranas."
Raspunj kundaliya, p.38
The language of these poems is a mixture of a somewhat sanskritised 
KhB. with Braj, Avadhi and a little Bhojpuri, a medium which was not easily 
understood by Indo-Mauritians, especially at a time when KhB. was still 
at an early stage of cultivation.
Contemporary with Raspunj was the Urdu poet Janab Muhammad, a 
resident of Long Mountain village, a predominantly Hindu area. He wrote
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in KhB. and in the Devanagarf script a long poem on the cyclone which 
devastated Mauritius in 1892, a work for which he is still remembered 
to this day by the name of 'Miaji Siklon1 (siklon is Creole for cyclone).
The language of Miaji Siklon in this poem, unlike that of Raspunj, 
is plain KhB. as shown by the following lines which convey at the same
time the gist of the poem:
'Mahalo-makan havelT, hue cur-cur the /
Aur darakhto ko rakh diya jar se ukhar ke //
Kapa pahliro-jangal sab us ke sor se /
Maurisas ko cur kar diya ekdam marora ke //
"Mansions and houses were all levelled to the ground.
It uprooted and prostrated the trees.
Mountains and forests shook with its bluster,
15It crushed Mauritius to pieces."
After the publication of Raspunj1s work and Muhammad's poem in the 
twenties, no substantial contribution to Hindi poetry was published in 
Mauritius until 1935. In this year Raspunj published jgatabdl Saroj, a 
long narrative poem in commemoration of the centenary of Indian 
immigration to Mauritius. In caupais and dohas, it narrates the 
tribulations of the Indian immigrants and their descendants whose lot was 
to toil endlessly on the sugar estates.
The language of tjatabdT Saroj was different from that of Raspunj 
kundaliya in that it was much nearer to KhB., and, significantly, it 
contained an admixture of Bhojpuri and Creole vocabulary. In this it can 
claim to be a truly Mauritian poem, the first of its kind, and a type of 
Hindi that was to undergo further development through the prose fiction 
of Abhimanyu Unnuth and others in years to come. The following
is an example from the poem of Creole and Bhojpuri usage:
Jangal kat kiyo maidana / khet banaye sahit slvana //
Upal bitor sajaye slma / kha kar dal bhat aru plma //
Ganne kl ho phasal tayarl / kat dhoi mula me dari //
Per par kar rab banal /
Satabdi Saroj, p.26.
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The word slvana is from French/Creole sillon, a furrow; plma is
from piment a chilly and mula from moulin, a factory. Per par is
Bhojpuri for crushing or milling.
"They cleared the forests, they prepared and ploughed the land.
They collected stones and made roads, eating pulses, rice and chillies.
As the harvest was ready, they would cut and carry the canes to
the factory,
And grind them to prepare its syrup."
LaksmTnarayan CaturvedT was an orthodox Hindu priest (Sanatan dharm) 
and when visiting his patrons in order to perform religious ceremonies 
he would often recite some of his poems. A few of his poems were also 
published in the Sanatan Dharmark (1933-1942). One of his poems was
published in the Janata (1948-1982) in 1949 on the occasion of his
death.
In the late forties, following the Independence of India, the 
declaration of Hindi as her official language, the opening of a Commission 
for India in Port-Louis and the return to the Legislative Council of a 
majority of Indo-Mauritians, cultural and national pride was running 
high in Mauritius, especially amongst the Indo-Mauritians. It was in 
circumstances like these that Brajendra Kumar Bhagat, who used the pen- 
name 'Madhukar', published in India a collection of over 50 rhyming poems 
entitled Madhupark. It was well received by the Hindi reading public in 
Mauritius, especially as several of the poems reflected accurately the 
spirit of the times. This collection illustrates well the qualities of 
his early poetry. For example, the following lines occur in one of the 
poems entitled Pathik se:
E pathik barha cal sina tan /
Cahe andhi ho ya tufan //
Cahe ghan ghor ghata chae,barsat se barh utar jae /
Cattan se pan! takrae, e pathik barha cal sina tan //
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Cahe khai khandar ave, raho me kate bhar jave /
Pairo me chale par jave, e pathik barha cal sina tan //
Cahe vrkso ki kvari ho, phulo se bhari phulyarl ho /
Rt tu rajni pyarl pyari ho, e pathik barha cal sina tan //
"Oh ye traveller, walk on courageously,
Be there a dust-storm or a hurricane.
Even though the sky is overcast with thick clouds, and the rains
bring down floods,
Even though the waters dash against the rocks, oh ye traveller
walk on courageously.
Whether ditches and ravines handicap your journey, with thorns
besetting your path,
And your feet become all blistered,
Or whether your way is bordered with trees and flower-gardens,
And the weather and the night are pleasant, oh ye traveller
walk on courageously. >y
The concrete words and phrases such as ghan-ghor ghata, khai-khandar etc. 
assist in making the poem vivid and sharply evocative. The broad vowels, 
especially those in the third and fourth lines with their onomatopoeic effect, 
are equally effective in conveying to the reader a fearsome atmosphere of 
immensity, and the poet exhorts the traveller to walk on undeterred.
Madhupark was followed a year later (1949) by two more collections, VIr 
Gatha and Ragir;!, and four years later in 1953 Madhukar produced a further 
collection of over 50 poems entitled Madhukarl, in which there occur in 
addition a few poems in Bhojpuri. The subject matter of these poems is 
very wide ranging and varied: patriotism, social themes (he often attacks
social evils, especially of Mauritian society), devotional, philosophical 
and political topics, Nature, love, emotions, etc. Being amongst the 
first to compose Hindi verse in Mauritius, Madhukar had before him the 
entire field of possible subjects untouched by previous Indo-Mauritian 
writers, and this wealth of topics manifests itself in Madhupark and the
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other collections. Some of the poems testify to his ability to shift 
easily from the mundane to the transcendental in which he often excels, 
especially with lyrics of a.personal character. Below is an extract 
from Bhakt ke Bhaqvan (p.5 in MadhukarI) which is illustrative of this 
quality of his poetry:
"With the longing to commune with you, oh God your devotees arrive,
And after offering two flowers at your feet with devotion, they depart
Your presence is felt in the flow of the Ganga and the Jamuna,
In the sun, the moon and the stars.
Holding the plate of devotion, oh God, your devotees arrive,
And after offering two flowers at your feet they depart.
In the human smile you abide
And in the humming of Madhukar's songs;
Holding the human lute, oh God, your devotees arrive,
And after offering two flowers at your feet with devotion, they depart
The general motif in this four-line stanza lyric - one of devotion and
worship - although commonplace in Hindi poetry, has been treated by 
Madhukar in a manner which is not only not banal but succeeds in being 
relaxed, intimate, and feelingly evocative.
Madhukar has drawn inspiration from Surdas, Tulsidas, Raskhan, Kablr, 
Mira and others, and, amongst modern poets, he greatly admired Sohanlal 
DvivedI and Ramdharlsimh Dinkar. His poems are lyrical, intended to be 
sung, and with him lyrical poetry became established in Mauritian KhB. 
literature. This began in Mauritius a decade after lyrical Hindi poetry 
had flourished in India during her age of Romanticism from 1918 to 1938.
In the late forties and throughout the fifties and thereafter too, Madhukar
had many opportunities of singing his lyrics amidst all kinds of Mauritian 
gatherings including the frequent anniversaries of the voluntary Hindi 
schools and at election campaign meetings often attended by massive turn­
outs of people who applauded his lyrics which he termed 'election chutneys'
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especially prepared for the occasion. Like the lyrics of Sohanlal 
DvivedT in India, many of his poems gave vent to patriotic outbursts.
This was something new in the cultural and political life of Mauritius, 
and ordinary people greatly enjoyed listening to him especially as many 
of his songs were adapted to popular Indian film tunes.
The language of Madhukar's lyrics is simple and direct KhB., neither 
sanskritised, nor drawing much on Perso-Arabic vocabulary. In 1981 
Madhukar stated: 'I write not for pundits, but for the common people, in
the language of the people. I aim at writing in verse the kind of language 
Premcand wrote in prose.1 In fact Madhukar was amongst the very first
in Mauritius to use KhB. in a natural way for literary purposes - in his 
case verse - from the outset of his career. Because he wrote in a simple 
language his work was accessible to the ordinary people, but his claim 
that his KhB. Hindi represented the language of the people was obviously 
not justified. His writings, however, became a source of encouragement 
for younger writers, and represented a considerable step forward both in 
consolidating the position of KhB. and also in laying the foundations of 
a Mauritian Hindi poetic literature.
The decade that followed, 1953-1963, saw the publication of a number 
of collections that were all significant in their own way during this 
formative period. In 1955 Hariprasad Risal Mishra published a collection 
of 26 songs entitled Bhajan Mala. A few of the songs are devotional 
bhajans, others centre on the social evils of the day, including the plight 
of Indo-Mauritian women. The simple KhB. of the songs encouraged the 
wide circulation it enjoyed among amateur singers and others. The 
following is an extract from one of the 26 lyrics:
Jhuth hai yah sansar baba /
Jag me koi nahi hai apna karle khub vicar /
Ant samay koi sang na jave bhrat pita sut nar //
Jhuth....
Rang ragili cij dekh kyo phasa hua hai yar /
Pal bhar me sab nahi dikh"^  ge jin se karta pyar //
Jhuth....
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"This is a false world, my dear!
Remember that nobody is yours in this world.
Nobody will depart this life together with you, neither brother,
father, son nor wife.
This is a false world....
Why are you enamoured of these glittering things?
you are just a captive my friend.
In a twinkling, all things you are in love with will sink out of sight.
This is a false world...."
The author seems to have had some scientific knowledge of Indian classical 
music. He has specified the raga (melodic mode) on which each lyric is 
based (the above lyric, for example, is based on raga Dhanasr1 ). Such 
information, however, was not of much use then to Indo-Mauritian singers 
whose knowledge of music was confined to light vocal music at an amateur 
level. The other publication of H.R.Mishra was Chand Vatika, a short 
treatise on Hindi metres. He first very briefly defines the metre in prose, 
and then gives an example of it. The following is his illustration of the 
metre called Savaiya: 'every line of the Savaiya metre consists of 26
syllables - eight anapaests with two short syllables at the end of the 
line. For example:
Manava turn kyo ithlaya raha
Kuch soc bhala apnT karni,
hari se kah neh lagaya sakha kab // "
"Oh little self, why do you assume swaggering airs,
have you now ceased reflecting upon things, 
your time in this world is already spent, 
you are now wrinkled all over.
Animals will leave behind their hide for sale,
but human skin cannot be sold out profitably. 
Please do ponder over your actions,
where and when did you last praise your Maker."'
kuch soc vicar nahi karta ab / 
Tav jivan bit cala jag me,
lakh carm sikur rahe tumare sab // 
Pasuo kar cam bikat cale,
nar carm bikat nahi tumare ta$,
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H.R.Mishra has likewise illustrated other metres of Hindi poetry - 
harigltika, caupal, rucira etc. In 1960 Moonishwurlall Chintamunnee 
published Pratham Kiran, a small collection of poems dwelling on the 
new hopes within the fields of language and culture. In the following 
year Vishnudat Madhu published a small collection entitled Ravi Rasmi 
which dealt mainly with social topics of the day. Although in no sense 
a significant contribution, it was regarded as a praiseworthy effort in 
a period of experimentation (this collection is now unobtainable).
In the same year, 1961, M.Chintamunnee produced his collection 
gantiniketan kl or, containing a long poem of the same title and four short 
ones, to commemorate the centenary of Tagore (Port-Louis, 1961, 13 pp.,
I,000 copies). One of the short poems, Prarthna, is a translation of a 
devotional song from Gitanjali, one of very few translations to find a 
place in Mauritian KhB. literature. It truly captures the spirit of the 
original. But the work which makes this collection important is the 
poem gantiniketan kl or. It narrates the journey of a traveller who, 
like Bunyan's pilgrim, fights with great faith the sensual and material 
obstacles and temptations which beset his way, and eventually succeeds in 
reaching his destination, Santiniketan, with a copy of Gitanjali in his 
hand. He is welcomed to a group where Tagore is expounding the treasures 
°f Gitanjali. Chintamunnee, like Nirala in India, breaking the bondage 
of rhyme and metre, adopted a free style in composing this poem. In 
fact, this work marked the beginning of the use of blank verse in Mauritian 
Hindi poetry, a feature more and more in evidence in the late sixties and 
the post-Independence years. Another distinctive characteristic of this 
collection is the author's conscious and felicitous use of words, including 
Sanskrit loan words in current use. The following closing lines from 
£antiniketan kl or depict the quality of the language as well as the early 
experiment with blank verse:
Darvaza puna£ band ho gaya /
Bah raha tha mand samlr 
/) rahl thl bhitar se
Gurudev kl amar vanl
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Baras rahi thi gyan ki varis 
Gitanjali vina ke mrdu taro ke 
Madhu ras se visva nagar gunj utha 
Mano ekta rag ka nirjhar chut raha 
Santi ras sudha santiniketan se 
JagtT tal par tapak raha tha /
"The door closed again.
A gentle breeze was blowing 
And from inside was coming 
Gurudev's immortal voice.
It was the rain of knowledge
The whole world resounded with the melodious tunes
Proceeding from the sweet strings of the lute of Gitanjali,
As if the song of universality had been suddenly released.
The nectar of peace was dripping from Santiniketan 
To the ground of our world below."
In 1963, Mauritian Hindi poetic literature was further enriched by 
the publication in India of four more collections by Madhukar, Amar sandes, 
Gunjan, Hamara des and Ras rang, each containing over 50 rhyming poems.
In the early sixties, Mauritius was in the throes of the struggle for 
Independence. Madhukar's themes were as wide-ranging and varied as 
before, but these latest works were distinguished by an appeal to a sense 
of sacrifice and patriotism, eulogies to the then leader of the nation,
Sir Seewoosagar Ramgoolam, and tributes of praise to the Hindi language. 
These four collections represent a marked improvement on his publications 
between 1948 and 1953. His diction is more felicitous, the relationship 
between sound and sense happier, and his poetic thought is more subtle 
and effective. In a few of the songs, rhyme is magnificently used, both 
to create an atmosphere of solemnity, and also to impart a finality, a 
completeness, to a particular line of thought, while, at the same time, 
preserving the easy-going and near conversational flow which is the 
general distinctive trait of Madhukar's poetry. The lines quoted below 
from Amar sandes are illustrative of this quality of his poetry:
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Kadam barhata cal re sathi, kadam barhata cal,
Aj gulaml ke bandhan ko tor phor ke cal,
Re sathi! kadam barhata cal //
Andhra pradesT aur bihari bangall hai hindu /
Bambaiya, tamil, gujaratl, panjabi hai hindu //
Jati pati ke mahasatru ko jaldl aj kucal /
Re sathi ! kadam barhata cal //
Laksya samne jhank raha hai, phurtT se ab cal /
Re sathi! kadam barhata cal //
"Walk, my Comrade, keep going forward.
Today tear asunder and shake off the fetters of
bondage and walk along 
My comrade! keep going forward.
The Andhrapradesi, the Bihari, the Bengali are all Hindus,
Those from Bombay, the Tamils, the Gujaratis, the Punjabis
are all Hindus.
Today subdue the vile evils of the caste system 
My comrade! keep going forward.
The destination is near at hand, hurry 
My comrade! keep going forward."
Several of Madhukar1s poems published in the sixties have about them a
quality which recalls some of the Chayavad verse of MahadevI Varma, 
Nirala and others. For example, in Gunjan he sings in the following 
strain:
"I burn so that I may get effaced,
Just as oil burns in a lamp to annihilate itself.
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Hidden in smiles are clouds of misery,
Transformed into tears they will pour down
and wash away the collyrium round the eyes.
I laugh so that I may cry."
The year 1966 saw the first Hindi poetry conference, organised not by 
the Indo-Mauritian Hindi writers who had formally established an association 
in 1961, but by the Indian Cultural Association. This association 
comprised mainly members with an elitist English and French medium 
education, and the fact that it was they who were organising the conference 
to celebrate their own 30th anniversary was evidence of the position that
Hindi was then beginning to enjoy. The six poets who participated were
V.Madhu, G.R.Mishra, R.Kowlessur, M.Chintamunnee, Madhukar and Somdath 
Bhuckory. The emphasis of the poems delivered from the platform was on 
patriotism. They contained impassioned calls to the youth of the land 
and tributes in praise of Hindi. The Independence of Mauritius was only 
two years ahead, and patriotic outbursts expressed in simple verse or 
any other form enjoyed a popular vogue. An example of such an outburst 
in verse could be seen in V.Madhu1s contribution which opened as follows:
"Heroes of the land, sons of righteousness, come along
young heroes, come along,
Come along heroes, let us break asunder the fetters of bondage.
Lay aside all self-interest, stand up and advance,
Our duty is service and defence of the mother-land,
Mauritius is our own."
There was in some of the poems much exaggeration and emotionalism, but 
there was sober and good poetry too. Typical of the latter is this 
extract from Bhuckory1s Jay Hindi:
"To us is dear the Hindi language,
As greatly loved as our own mother.
To us is dear the Hindi language,
As dear as our own motherland.
Our purpose is to learn this language,
Our duty is to keep it living,
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If we wish to honour it,
Speak Hindi, then, speak Hindi!"
The refrain from R.Kowlessur1s poem Hindi hamarl hai is quite explicit 
about the real linguistic position of the majority of Indo-Mauritians:
"You say that Hindi is yours,
But it is English that you learn.
You say that Hindi is your mother,
But it is Creole that you speak."
The language of all the poets, with the exception of G.R.Mishra's was 
unelaborate Hindi. His poem entitled He matr bhumi was highly sanskritized 
and could not have been readily understood. The Indian Cultural 
Association published the poems that had been recited in a booklet 
entitled Kavi Sammelan, and in the preface S.Bhuckory wrote: "Let it be
remembered that, at the present time, Hindi literature in Mauritius is 
still lisping like a child and toddling on its feet".
That same year, in 1966, the H.P.S. published Sudha Kalas, a 
collection of 15 poems by Jayrud Dosia to whom the Society had awarded the 
Madodri Ramlal Bhagat literary prize in the previous year. 17 These poems, 
some of which are in rhyme and use several metrical forms new to Indo- 
Mauritian poetry,18 and some of which are in blank verse, deal mainly with 
Nature and with social comment. While parts of some of the poems in 
Sudha Kalas sound strained and unnatural, both in diction and in thought, 
other verses in this collection reveal a genuine poetic sensibility.
Dosia's language in some of the poems is sanskritized, in places heavily.
The following, an extract from Hindi bandana, one of the 15 poems in 
Sudha Kalas portray, in some measure, his poetic thought and language:
Janani Hindi, JananI Hindi 
sursari-sl var de /
Sakai visva jan kanth-kanth me 
nij vanl bhar de //
Matr-vihln vikal sisuo ke
sir par kar dhar de /
Cintit kyo santan rahe, ma 
sab cinta har de //
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Atur bhakt sajaye puja thal
Khare mandir ke prangan /
Janani darsan de bhakto ko, 
19Sanmati ka var de
"Mother Hindi, oh mother Hindi 
Like the Ganga, shower on us your blessings.
Fill the entire world with your voice.
Lay your hands on the heads
of the orphan and cheerless children.
Why should your children remain so worried, mother, 
banish all their cares.
The anxious devotee with an adorned puja plate 
Stands in the forecourt of the temple.
Oh mother grant an appearance to your devotees,
Bless them with your light.**
The next major event was the publication in 1967 of Mujhe kuch 
kahna hai by Somdath Bhuckory. Bhuckory had been brought up in a rural 
area, and his mother tongue was Bhojpuri. He qualified as a barrister- 
at-Law of the Middle Temple in 1954. He has excellent Hindi as well as 
English and French. He has published twelve works in all in English 
and Hindi. His English writings include Hindi in Mauritius (1967).
In Hindi, he has written Hindi sahitya kl ek jhankl consisting of six of 
his talks broadcast on the M.B.C. in the late fifties; Mujhe kuch kahna 
hai, a collection of 50 poems (1967, Port-Louis, 500 copies); Blc me 
bahtl dhara, a collection of 50 poems (1971, Port-Louis, 500 copies);
Ganga kl pukar (1972) an account of his travels in India; Hindi sahitya 
ka paricay, published by H.P.S. (1979, Delhi, 2,000 copies). Bhuckory 
also has to his credit several unpublished plays and short stories, some 
of which were written before he left Mauritius in 1950 for his law studies 
in London.
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Although Bhuckory is Western educated, he speaks and writes a 
flawless Hindi, but unlike Dipcand Beeharry and others who have also 
written in both Hindi and English, he keeps his Hindi free from 
anglicisms. He writes Hindi prose and poetry regularly, particularly 
poetry. Like other Hindi poets he writes poetry because he feels a 
strong urge to do so, and because there is a section of the Indo- 
Mauritian public which appreciates Hindi poetry and loves to read or 
listen to it. When writing on technical matters, however, such as Local 
Government, or The Constitution of Mauritius, he prefers to use English.
The thematic spectrum of Mujhe kuch kahna hai, Bhuckory's first 
published collection, embraces a fairly wide range of social (including 
the humorous and the ironic) economic and philosophical topics, besides 
a few compositions which touch on Nature. Two of the poems are in praise 
of Hindi. Unlike his contemporaries, Bhuckory hardly touches on political 
issues. The poems, broadly, fall into two categories: those which are
in some sense universal, and those which relate to Mauritius, its scenery 
and its people. A few of the poems constitute an expression of the 
cultural links between India and Mauritius. Bhuckory utilises rhyme 
in only a few poems, the majority being in blank verse. While the poetry 
of Madhukar is lyrical, that of Bhuckory is intended to be recited and not 
sung. Both poets have used a simple diction intelligible to ordinary 
people, but with regard to the unity of sound and sense, the creativity of 
imagery and the depth of poetic thought and feeling, Bhuckory stands in a 
class by himself.
The unification of the sense with the sound is a strong and 
distinctive feature of Bhuckory's poetry. It is achieved by a variety 
of methods: the use of appropriate onomatopoeic words, including concrete
words and details, and words with strong sensuous strength, fittingness 
and effective vowel endings; a proper ordering of words and phrases; 
and the observance of pauses in just the right place, amidst smoothly 
flowing verses. An example of this are the eleven lines of the last 
stanza of Pravasi ka Bharat (No.44) given below:
Bharat ham pravasiyo ka, 
Aur kaha hai basa hua?
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Ram-Krsn kl gathao me,
Budh-GandhT ke namo me,
Javahar-Indira ke kamo me,
Dadda-Dinkar ki kavitao me,
Aur,
Hind mahasagar ki laharo me 
Un laharo me
Jo Bharat mata ke pairo ko cumke
_ 21 Xti hai Maurisas ma kl god me jhumne.
"For us the overseas settlers
Where is India situated?
She is in the stories of Ram and Krsn,
In the names of Buddha and Gandhi
In the performance of Javahar and Indira,
In the poems of grand-father Dinkar,
And,
In the waves of the Indian ocean 
Those very waves
Which after kissing the feet of mother India
Come to sway to and fro in the lap of mother Mauritius."
This unity of sense and sound is further aided by a diction which is
concise, straightforward and never pretentiously elevated. With this 
simple unostentatious language, he often achieves a genuine individual 
expression for a genuine individual experience.
Another feature of Bhuckory’s poetry is the presence of a healthy 
imagery. He often creates surprisingly fresh, vivid, suggestive and 
apposite images out of the commonplace and familiar. Just one example 
of this is in the penultimate four line stanza of Vismrti (No.22) where 
the poet describes the reflection of the setting sun on the waves rolling 
on the sea-shore, or in the following twelve-line final stanza of Hindi 
Divas (No.49) wherein the poet paints a moving and remarkably vivid 
picture of Sarasvati bringing under her care ladli Hindi to be 
affectionately received by those awaiting her arrival:
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"When mother Sarasvatl has arrived today 
Bringing to our midst beloved Hindi,
Worn out and wearied with travelling from
so far away,
Why should we not
Join together to give her a welcome?
We have spent our life-time at the
feet of LaksmI,
Let us now give a hearty welcome
to Sarasvatl,
And take beloved Hindi in our own lap.
Let us not delay, the time for her
send-off will soon arrive.
The journey of this pedestrian is
incomplete still;
Which other places she is going to,
we do not know.
But what is certain is that she
will visit every home."
The imagery in many of the poems derives from the depth and sensitivity 
of poetic thought and feeling which effects a total integrative trans­
formation of all that is contained within the poems and which characterises 
so much of Bhuckory's poetry.
Unfortunately, however, some of the poems are excessively short, a 
brevity which discourages recitation. Further, although the poems are, 
in general, marked by a spontaneity of expression - a quality which 
contributes to their literary merit - in some the language is so close 
to a chatty, conversational KhB. that they sound more like prose passages. 
But there can be no doubt that some of the poems in Mujhe kuch kahna hai 
are of a very high order. They were not only amongst the best works 
produced up to that time, 1967, but they represent a major step forward 
in the developing maturity of Mauritian Hindi poetry. Among such poems 
are Maurisas ki srgti, (No.2), Vismrti (No.22), Dharti ki pukar (No.34), 
Balo kl uljhan (No.39), Gandhi topi (No.43), PravasT ka hharat (No.44),
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Triveni (No.47), and Hindi Divas (No.49), all of which are very 
impressive.
Of these poems, special mention must be made of Maurisas ki srsti.
Indo-Mauritians, in general, and some people outside the Indo-Mauritian
community too have through translations into English and French, greatly
admired this poem. Through an extraordinary flight of fancy, the poet
describes the creation of Mauritius out of the fragment of a star falling
from the firmament into the Indian ocean, and out of a detached piece of
the broken heart of India which swam across the seas. In August 1966,
when the town of Port-Louis was proclaimed a city, an Indian ballet based
on the story of this poem was staged as part of the celebration.22
The following year when an international exhibition ('Expo' 1967) was
held in Canada, Mauritius included this ballet as part of the Mauritian
23contribution to the cultural programme presented at the 'Expo' and
for the benefit of people who did not understand Hindi, the original was
translated by the poet himself into English and French. (In Appendix XV
24is the author's English translation.) This poem was also recited on
the local radio and in front of Mauritian gatherings. It redounded to 
the credit of Hindi, and contributed in raising its prestige among 
Mauritians in general. S.Bhuckory has on formal occasions recited 
several of his poems in India, including Gandhi topi.
In 1967, when Bhuckory's Mujhe kuch kahna hai appeared, Madhukar 
by far the most prolific of Indo-Mauritian poets published the selection 
Bande mataram, and this was followed the year after by three more 
collections; Ranbherl, Ek kahanl kuli ki and Svarajya gitahjali. Some 
of this poetry extols the hard work of the long-suffering Indian 
immigrants and their descendants, and the relentless fight of Mauritian 
leaders in the struggle for Independence. Other poems of these 
collections express jubilation upon gaining Independence in March 1968, 
the determination to preserve it and the hope of enjoying a better life. 
These feelings are expressed particularly in the poems contained in 
Svaraj gltanjali. The following lines are just two examples:
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"Independence will elevate us all.
Independence will bring us happiness.
The poor will now enjoy proper food,
Adequate housing and new clothing.
There will be food and provisions in every house,
Independence will elevate us all."
Janata ka Svapna (Svarajya Gltanjali), p.6.
"The land of Mauritius is dancing for joy 
Oh dear motherland!
The fetters of bondage have been cut asunder,
Our destiny has awoken,
And the hearts of all of us 
Are filled with joy."
Barah Marc (Svarajya Gltanjali), p.3.
b. Post-Independence poetry
The post-Independence years, especially the first decade, witnessed 
the production of poetry at a more accelerated pace than before. Jubilation 
and exclamations of joy upon the accession to Independence went on for some 
time; patriotism continued to break into song. These feelings were 
reflected in the stream of Hindi writings which followed, both published 
and unpublished. But this mood of euphoria did not last for long. 
Independence could not produce all the results which some people had 
expected; many legitimate hopes were disappointed, and in many quarters, 
people were becoming disenchanted with the glamour of Independence. In 
the years which followed this event, therefore, Hindi literature in 
Mauritius, especially poetry, was marked increasingly by frustration and 
disappointment.
Before discussing the merits of the poetry produced in the post- 
Independence period, it would be appropriate to examine briefly the sources 
of inspiration of the Mauritian poets, particularly of the younger 
generation. Mauritian Hindi poetry in general has been lagging very far
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behind that which is composed in India in technique and quality. In 
fact, in his preface to Abhimanyu Unnuth's poetry collection entitled 
Nagphani me uljhi sase (1977), Jaymangal Simh 'Suman' writes that, 'with 
respect to both substance and technique, the majority of Hindi writers 
of Mauritius have on the one hand adopted the tenor (bhav) of the 
Dvivedi period, while, on the other they have been influenced by modern 
literary usage (prayog)1. It appears that among Indian poets who have 
influenced Mauritian Hindi poets of today have been Sohanlal Dvivedi 
(the exponent of patriotic songs), Ramdharl Simh 'Dinkar', Ajneya (the 
foremost creator of the 'modern lyric', nayi kavita) and Gajanan Madhav 
'Muktibodh'. The symbolic structure so often seen in the post-Independence 
poetry of Mauritius is strongly evocative of the symbolism which 
characterises much of the poetry of these last two Indian poets.
The younger Mauritian Hindi poets who are mostly Hindi teachers by 
calling emerged in the mid 1960's and thereafter. The great majority of 
them have received a Hindi education and have passed the collaborative 
examinations of the H.P.S./Hindi Sahitya Sammelan, Allahabad. Through 
their own studies and their teaching of secondary classes, most of these 
young poets have been able to acquaint themselves with Hindi poetry, in 
general, ranging from the Bhakti period to the modern schools. The 
syllabuses for these courses of study (Paricay (0 level), Prathama (A 
level), Madhyama (B.A. level) and Uttama (M.A. level)) from the lowest to 
the highest stage involve at least five years of study, and embrace many 
of the authors of the three principal periods of Hindi literature.
Most of the Mauritian Hindi poets have at some time or other 
sustained the influence and inspiration of these main streams. The 
younger generation of writers have also drawn inspiration from the more 
experienced national poets like Madhukar and Bhuckory. Furthermore, 
the post-Independence years witnessed increased visits of writers from 
India, including Hindi poets, and such visits have encouraged, inspired 
and influenced the younger poets.
Apart from a few works of major importance, which will be discussed 
later, there was a relatively large number of very small poetry collections
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produced by the younger poets in the early 1970's. Among these were
principally; M.Bachavat, Maurisas ki Hindi kavita (Calcutta, 1970);
G.Rangu, Maurisas me barh (Mauritius, 1971); L.Basram, Ravi ansu
(Mauritius, 1972); J.Kalicharan, Pratham resmi (Mauritius, 1972);
K.Lalbihari, Mai hu kalyugi Bhaqvan (Mauritius, 1972); G.Raghubar,
Alag Basera (Mauritius, 1972); R.Rama, Hrday ki nidhi (Mauritius, 1972);
I.Bhola, Vardan (Mauritius, 1972); P.Bihari, Abhisap (Mauritius, 1973);
V.Madhu, Hasya vatika (Mauritius, 1973); Citranjan Thakur, Muhabbat ki
rato me (Mauritius, 1973); Maurisas Hindi Lekhak Sangh, Surbhit udyan
(Mauritius, 1973); H.Sundar, Cetna and Cunauti (Mauritius, 1973 and
1979); G.Dhanookcand, Kavya kali (Mauritius, 1974); Miss K.K.Ragpath,
Vina VadinI (Mauritius, 1974); Sahitya Sangam, Tarangini (an anthology
2 Rof 49 poems by eight poets, Mauritius, 1976). Most of these collections
are unobtainable; in general, however, what is extant displays an 
indifferent poetic quality. Indeed, some of the poems hardly rise above
what can be described as the lumbering, banal and platitudinous. The
three extracts given below are examples:
(i) Mere nikalne se bhartT hai tijori /
Tab bhi asantosi ban karte cor! //
Hrdaya me uthti hai bhlsan tarange /
Visva ke kan-kan me bharti umange
Hrday ki nidhi p.17
"If we go out we can fill our coffer 
Yet the discontented take to stealing,
Frightful caprices rise in the mind,
Every corner of the world is filled with zeal."
(ii) El mere mitti ka ser
Ucchal kud kar hua kyo dher?
Visva - ban me tu ek vir,
Kayarta se kyo baha nir?
Kya bheriyo ne lathi mari?
Kya gardabho ne tang calayi?
Dharm-samskrti pyari puch 
Kan-kan hot! kyo chuch?
Ravi Ansu p.21
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"Oh my lion made of clay 
Has your restlessness and agitation 
brought you enormous gains?
In the forest of this world
you are a valiant man,
Why have you through cowardice 
shed tears?
Have you been attacked by the wolves?
Have the asses knocked you with their legs?"
(The last two lines are so obscure that they are hardly translatable.)
(iii) Mai ne aurat dekhi
Aurat ka pyar dekha
Aurat ke pyar me mai ne
Ek ajib si bhuk dekhi 
Dhan yauvan 
Mardyan rup ki 
Sab ki sabhi 
Sahmi sahml 
Voh na jami /
Mai hu kalyugl Bhagvan p.34
"I have seen women 
I have known the love of women 
In the love of,women
I have seen a strange greed
For riches, youth
Manly form.1 2 ^
(Again the last two lines are too obscure to be properly translated.)
In the three examples cited above, the rhyme is forced in some of the 
lines. It is obvious that in places (e.g. the last two lines of stanzas
(ii) and (iii) above) the poet is struggling, without success, to meet the
requirements of his own rhyme-scheme. Some of the words used are inane 
and inapposite in their present context (e.g. dher, puch, chuch in stanza 
(ii)). Poetic thought and feeling are almost non-existent. At that
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stage of Mauritian KhB. literature, however, the quality of what was 
being produced was perhaps less significant than the fact that a number 
of young people, new-comers on the scene, were making an attempt at 
creative writing with gusto and enthusiasm.
The above very small collections also contain several poems which, 
in places, show glimpses of poetic quality. Indeed, a few of them even 
display some literary merit. Below are examples of this category:
(i) Mitti ke putle me jan mill
Mastisk me gyan mila 
Adharo par hasi-muskan mill 
Svaro me madhur gan mila 
Jivatma ke rahne ka sundar
sarTrik makan mila /
Is jag me manav jati ko
adbhut vardan mila //
Vardan p.7
"Life was breathed into the image of clay,
The brain was given knowledge,
The lips were given smiles and laughter,
The voice was given sweet songs,
Our life and soul was housed in this beautiful body.
The human kind in this world has been granted a 
marvellous boon."
(ii) Amrt bhasa Hindi
• *
dev gan ki van! hai /
Hamare dharm, samskrti ki • r * •
amit nisani hai //
Is dev vanl me
bhara anmol gyan hai /
Hindi se hi hua
Hinduo ka kalyan hai //
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Hindi na hot! to
hamarl samskrti mar jati 
Puja-arcna gair
bhasa me ki jati //
Hamare purvajo ne
Hindi ki raksa ki 
Gav-gav, baithak baithak 
Hindi ki kaksa ki //
Surbhit Udyan p.45.
"The sweet Hindi language
is the tongue of the gods.
It is the indelible mark
of our religion and culture.
This tongue of the gods
enshrines valuable knowledge.
It is Hindi itself
which has promoted the welfare of the Hindus.
If Hindi had not been here
our culture would have died away.
Our religious ceremonies and worship
would have been performed in a foreign language. 
Indeed, our ancestors
preserved Hindi.
In every village, in every baithka 
They held a Hindi class."
These last two passages like the three which preceded them are in 
rhyme, too, but with a difference. One is relieved to shift from poor 
to relatively good poetry; instead of discordant sounds, the music here 
is spontaneous, smooth and soft. One factor to which this is due is 
the happy diction of the last two selections. It is simple and 
straightforward but appropriate. The broad long soft ja as well as the 
long I_ occurring frequently through passage (ii) above, for example, 
are phonologically effective. (At the same time it is interesting to 
note the poet's deliberate or unconscious use of the Arabic loan-word
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qair in the otherwise Sanskritic context of line 6. His reference to 
a 'foreign language1 is perhaps to English, which is not infrequently 
used by some young Western-educated Hindus for the interpretation of 
Sanskrit verses used in religious ceremonies.)
Turning now to major works, one of the most important which appeared 
during the period under review was NaqphanT me uljhi sase (1977) by 
A.Unnuth. This collection of 40 poems in blank verse was published in 
Delhi. Unnuth had previously published several poems in newspapers and 
magazines both in India and in Mauritius. By the time this publication 
appeared, the author had already published a three-act play, six novels 
and two books of short stories. In fact, in the pages of Unnuth's 
prose-fiction, the reader can catch here and there glimpses of Unnuth, 
the poet. In an interview to the Hindi weekly Janata (1948-1982) 
published in Mauritius, he stated that he writes poetry by way of 
relaxation.
The themes of this collection epitomize the atrocious ill-treatment 
of Indian immigrants and their descendants in Mauritius, their long 
sufferings and what the author considers their unrewarded contribution to 
the prosperity of the country. Like his novel Lai Pasina, published 
in the same year, it is a permanent memorial to a miserable life of 
heartless exploitation, unending hardship, tears and sorrow. The 
rosy promises made to the workers to cozen them into immigrating to the 
sugar colony were never kept:
"You told me that day 
Ask for the moon,
I will bring it for you.
Disappearing in the dark nights
You re-appeared on the night of the full moon,
Holding a big bowl in your hand 
Its water
Carrying the moon's reflection."
Cad ki parchai p.25
Deception and injustice have continued to this day. The past was
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ghastly, the present only promises a grim future.
Unnuth's poems, in some measure, recall Raspunj's £atabdi Saroj 
published about half a century previously. Unnuth's setting like 
that of Raspuhj, is the island of Mauritius with its agricultural 
industry, and its poor workers engaged without respite in the capitalistic 
production of sugar. He describes his abode as a land where
IT
storms blow
Now and then.
The very foundation of man 
Is shaken.
And yet
The billows crashing against the cliffs 
Never tire
Of singing the songs of struggle.
My country is an island 
I love 
My country.
Phir bhl p. 8
In the opening lines of Gunga Itihas (p.42), he paints a picture which 
is unmistakably the landscape of Mauritius:
"In one hand a sugar-cane 
In the other a bi11-hook 
Sweat on the fore-head.
II
The poems in this collection can be roughly classified in two categories: 
the longer poems in general have a historical vein, and represent an 
expression of the author's feelings about the life of Mauritian workers 
from the period of Indian immigration to the present day; and the 
shorter poems are mostly vehicles for severe criticism aimed at authorities 
and individuals who have directed the destinies of these workers.
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With an extraordinary sensibility and a profound sympathy evocative 
of Premcand, Unnuth has succintly portrayed the sufferings of the 
agricultural workers and the inequality and injustice to which they have 
been subjected over the years down to the present day. In Kale mathe 
ka safed sona (p.23), he writes:
"Oh my guest
I identify myself with the violet-coloured sugar canes.
Oh my brother
My relationship
Is with the cane-crusher
And with the injuries inflicted by the whip.
Under the rocks heaped in the fields,
Reminding us of the coolies 
Lies the history of my forbears 
Which is a forbidden chapter."
Despite all his sufferings and his unending labour, the worker has no 
share in the fruit of his toil, and impatiently the poet questions:
"The light which belongs to my cottage 
Why is it clenched in your fist."
Anphula kaktas p.18
and, in the same vein he painfully enquires:
"Carter returning from the fields 
Why is your cart empty,
Which vermin
Has eaten away
Your share of the harvest?"
Bojh p.36.
Writhing with pain, the victim exclaims in despair:
"When your thirst is quenched 
After swimming in the flood of my sweat
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Then loosen
The rope fastened to my back,
For it has penetrated
Half an inch inside my flesh. "
RassT ka nisan p.45 
This process of destruction has been continuous and
"Every other moment 
The blue sea 
Keeps turning red.
Every other moment
Life undergoes destruction.
Self-respect is destroyed.
Every other moment."
Har dusre ksan p.33.
Unnuth1s short poems are characterised by a poignant sarcasm and a 
bitter irony. They are quick sharp thrusts, and what is remarkable is 
that under cover of a symbolic structure, he delivers a few of them with 
seeming ingenuousness. Expostulating with officials and individuals 
who have been siding with unjust and exploiting employers, the poet 
protests that
"The day the sun 
Had to bear witness on behalf of the workers,
There was no day-break.
It was reported
That at the party given by the employer 
The sun had had a few drinks too many."
Suraj ki gavahi p.4
He has no patience with conceited middle-class persons. Addressing 
himself to them he says:
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"Your claim that 
You are performing the most difficult task 
For the advancement of the country 
Is in my estimation not valid.
Lay aside considering progress and lack of progress,
Like me, come out in search of employment,
And then tell me which is the most arduous job."
Kitna Kathin p.10
In various places, Unnuth expresses the disappointment and frustration 
characteristic of the poetry of the post-Independence period. He 
deprecates the Government policies which, in his view, have not created 
better conditions of life:
" From the leaking roof of the past 
My present 
Is dripping
To the bottomless vessel 
Of my future."
Vartman p.38
Unnuth protests vehemently against the oppressive methods operated by 
the sugar planters but, as in his novel Lai PasTna, he holds the workers 
themselves and their descendants partly responsible for the tribulations 
which have befallen them in Mauritius, He feels that their attitude of 
submissiveness and tolerance has not changed very much to this day. He 
rounds on them affectionately:
"Saying 'pardon him'
You allowed VibhTsan to go unpunished.
Saying 'let him come'
You have allowed Jaycand to come in.
Saying 'release me1 you now 
Want your tightly held neck 
To be released."
Aur Ab p.52
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The use of the Bhojpuri phrases jayede (pardon him) and aye de (let 
him come) in this short poem associates it closely with the ordinary 
people about whom it is written.
A few of the poems in the collection Nagphani me uljhi sase, like
his novel Lai Pasina, accentuate Unnuth's dignity and self-respect when
confronted with problems and temptations. It is an attitude which 
recalls the proud outlook of Nirala. In the poem Khali pet (p.l),
Unnuth asks almost remonstratingly:
"You gave man an empty stomach,
It was well done.
But there is one question, oh destiny,
To people with an e.mpty stomach 
Why did you give knees?
Why did you give them hands to stretch out?"
As do Lai Pasina and a few of his other novels, these poems extol the 
dignity of the peasantry.
Until the mid-seventies, the character and standard of Mauritian 
Hindi poetry was determined principally by Madhukar and Bhuckory who 
remained the dominant names in this field of literature, but when Unnuth 
published Nagphani me uljhi sase in 1977, he created a new dimension.
His poetic thought and feeling was not of a lesser order: but what
made him different from his two predecessors was the quality of his 
language and his manner of expression. While both Madhukar and Bhuckory 
composed poetry comprehensible to ordinary people, Unnuth produced poetry 
with a highly symbolic structure in a diction which generally incorporates 
both Sanskritic and Perso-Arabic vocabulary. It was a clear break with the 
past.
While Unnuth's language in this collection.is in general Sanskritized, 
the diction of a few of his short poems has shown that he can at will 
shift from the recondite to statements of the utmost simplicity. Suraj ki 
gavahT (p.4), Cad ki parchai (p.25), Girvi sundarta (p.55), for instance, 
express deep symbolic thoughts in an almost prose-like and conversational 
diction. The poet's control, however, is sure: the easy conversational
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tone carrying profundities of meaning, however colloquial it becomes, 
is never allowed to become chatty.
The salient feature of Unnuth1s language is its great conciseness. 
The language of the poet, compressed throughout, reveals great ability 
in the use of appropriate and felicitous vocabulary. He fully expresses 
his emotion and thought not only musically, but with an economy and 
force unequalled before in Mauritian Hindi poetry. This can be 
illustrated by the poem Gunga itihas (p.42):
In the eyes
The darkness of a dormant volcano,
In the stomach an empty well,
The lungs in shreds,
Suffocated,
A pawned soul,
The present patched up 
A history made up of twelve chapters."
In the above passage as elsewhere, the poet uses in very short lines 
concrete and physical words with much precision. In the phrases !A 
pawned soul' and 'The present patched up1, he has successfully objectified 
the abstract.
The imagery of Unnuth1s poetry in this collection, frequently 
intensified by palpable phrases, is fresh, vivid and richly suggestive. 
Although it is often the startling imagery of a savage persecution, it 
is never forced or inappropriate. In fact, the diction and the sound 
and movement of his lines operating integrally succeed very often in 
creating superb images in most of the poems. Lambi uran ke bad (p.19), 
one of the short poems which provides predominantly emotive images may 
be cited as an illustration of this quality:
Panjaro ke bane pinjare se
Mukti pakar mudatto ke bandl panchi ne
Jis thaur par Iambi uran ke bad
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Pahuc kar Seise IT
Vaii man jar nahl, ban jar tha /
"The bird released after a long captivity 
From a cage made of skeletons,
Found that the spot where it lighted after a long flight 
To breathe some respite
Was not a ear of corn but a barren land."
In common with all the poems in this collection, the above has been 
composed in blank verse. It is, however, as musical as any conventionally 
rhyming stanza. Phrases like panjaro ke bane pinjare se, mudatto ke band!, 
Iambi uran ke bad, slise IT, banjar tha, evoke pictures which are as fresh 
and vivid as those produced by the colours of a skilful artist.
The general tone permeating Unnuth’s poetry in this collection is 
one of suffocation and distress. The poet seems to be struggling hard 
to find a way out of this impenetrable darkness, but he has no hope of 
ever seeing a light to guide him to a better destiny. In fact, this 
collection, on the whole, strikes a note of despair and hopelessness.
The outlook, evocative of some of the Chayavad poetry of Mahadevi Varma, 
is pessimistic. Addressing himself to the carter in Bojh (p.36), he 
explains:
"...my load is heavy 
It is the bundle of my pains.
The journey will be long 
And to unload it
We have to reach another Hiroshima.
Carter, why have you grown quiet,
Do you know any other place 
In this world where 
I can unload my burden?"
Like his novel Lai Pasina which appeared in the same year (1977), 
Nagphani me uljhi sase is devoted to the weal and woe of the ordinary 
people, but while Lai Pasina written in a simple and direct KhB. is
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accessible to ordinary people, the poetry collection is in general 
too Sanskritized and its symbolic structure too sophisticated to be 
within their understanding. It is written about them but not for 
them. Although this collection has already gone through a third 
edition, most sales have been in India and its distribution in Mauritius 
has been low. The thoughts in Unnuth's poetry are movingly poetic and 
the feelings are remarkably profound, but the thematic spectrum of the 
collection under review lacks variety. There is no doubt, however, 
that Nagphani me~uljhi sase is a valuable and enduring contribution to 
the KhB. literature of Mauritius and to Hindi literature in general.
The very year Unnuth1s poetry collection had appeared, the Mauritius 
Association of Hindi Writers published in cyclostyled form (500 copies) a 
selection of 29 poems composed by Moonishwurlall Chintamunnee, under the 
title of Sahml sahml si avaz. Like his former major work Santiniketan 
ki or, this collection is written mostly in blank verse.
The 29 poems in Sahml sahml si avaz fall broadly into two categories 
some of the poems have a social and political relevance and the others 
are concerned with philosophical issues and the spiritual values of life. 
From the general tone of this collection as well as the specific subjects 
of several of the poems, a substantial part of this work could be 
subsumed under the title of 'progressive' poetry, though without the 
Marxist connotations this term has in Indian Hindi poetry.
For many years now, M.Chintamunnee has been a cultural leader of 
the Indo-Mauritian community. Several of the poems are solemn patriotic 
exhortations to the youth of the land and to Mauritians in general. In 
Des ke yuvako se (p.26), he says:
"Take a vow that to the mother-land 
You will dedicate body, mind, riches and everything else.
Young people, promote the welfare of our society,
Take upon yourselves the misery of others."
There is the same powerful call in Age barhna hai turn ko (p.27), Rote 
adharo ko git mile (poem 10) and others. An elements of didacticism is 
present in these poems, but it is acceptable and dignified.
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There are a few poems similar to the above where the author 
expresses a pragmatic view of life. This is exemplified in Sandarbh hxn 
(p.15) where he writes:
■"I have said 
It is emotion 
Which misleads.
How can you perceive
And assess
The truth of today
When you are laying aside
Reality
To fall for
Ideals.
The expression in such poems, however, has also a poetic, not merely 
an informative value.
One of the salient features of Chintamunnee's collection, in common 
with the rest of post-Independence poetry, is an emphasis on feelings of 
depression, frustration and disorientation. Painfully and impatiently 
he exclaims:
"Assurances! assurances! assurances! 
They (the leaders) give us assurances! 
Yes, nothing more than assurances! 
Although 
In the market
The price of every commodity 
Compared with former prices 
Has doubled, trebled 
And quadrupled.
But assurances.
These are cheap, aren't they?
Will the song of expectation 
Of the golden rule of Ram 
Be left sticking in our throats?
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The patches darned 
To our rags
Will these too be opened?
Then what shall we wear?
Will you please answer?
Assurances 1 assurances! assurances!"
Siye peband p.7
As he insists moving forward together with his friends, light completely 
fades away:
"Darkness as thick as coal-tar 
Crept in 
And day-light
Continued to stay on strike.
Still, with perseverance 
And loyalty 
We moved forward 
And still
We are moving forward
Whither
We know not."
Rosni ki hartal p.8
(The English word 'coal-tar* used by the poet has passed into both Creole 
and Bhojpuri.) In the view of the poet, this feeling of disorientation 
has even invaded the precincts of the Hindi language. He asks with a 
sense of disquiet:
" This language 
Too
Has it now come 
Within the compass 
Of the political idiom?
Or
Is it still
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A living
And intimate possession
27Of the majority of the people."
Post-Independence frustration is further expressed in Chintamunnee1s 
satirical compositions. Examples of these are: Jo toku kata bove (p.l)
and Neta ka avatar (p.24). The title of the former is borrowed from 
Kabir's Jo toku kata bove, bove tu phul, but while Kabir echoes Christ's 
teaching in the Sermon on the Mount, Chintamunnee1s composition is a 
satire levelled at self-seeking politicians and also at those gullible 
people who have too readily accepted their deceitful ways. Neta ka avatar 
also directed against conceited politicians of the Post-Independence 
period concludes with the lines:
...we know this much,
That we have come (to this earth)
As incarnations of leaders."
In his compositions centering on post-Independence social, economic and 
political matters, including causes of poverty, Chintamunnee does not show 
any feelings of petulance, and unlike a few contemporaries, he does not 
indulge in over-emotional and vehement assertions, and yet his feelings 
are powerfully conveyed. He achieves depth without turbulence.
Sahml sahml si avaz comprises, amongst others, poems pointing to the 
path of righteousness and service. Pardo ko sahlaya (p.6), Yadi antariks 
rotl hota (p.30) belong to this category. There is one long narrative 
poem entitled gantiniketan ek drsti (pp.12-13) evocative of his 
composition gantiniketan ki or (1961). It depicts beautifully the 
greatness of Shantiniketan set amidst peaceful natural surroundings: it
is the fount of sound knowledge, music, love and beauty; its teachings 
are based on the principles of truth, service and beauty (Satyam, 3ivam, 
Sundaram) highly cherished by Gurudev (Rabindranath Tagore).
The collection also contains poems which centre around themes 
which are philosophical, universal, timeless and placeless. Among these
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are Kaqaz ki nav (p.14), Chucha astitva (p.16) and Aur ek vyakaran 
(p.21). These poems illustrate, among other qualities, Chintamunnee's 
power of description. Given below as an example is Kagaz ki nav which 
like the poetry of the Chayavadins in India is symbolic in its imagery:
"I didn't see
and I didn't hear
the cries at the time of my birth;
But more than once 
in life
a smile flickered on my lips and 
vanished into discouragement,
Because I had found 
that the world 
is a bottomless deep 
and living, 
a boat made of paper;
Still it is for me a thing of wonder 
that the boat is undisintegrated 
and that it hasn't sunk."28
Why has not the boat, that is, human life, sunk or disintegrated in the 
ocean of samsara (the ocean of the world), is a question deliberately 
left unanswered by the poet. With force and beauty, he is sharing an 
experience with others, but the reply has to come from within the reader/ 
listener himself.
Among Chintamunnee's philosophical poems dwelling on the spiritual 
values of life, a special mention must be made of Bapu phir avo ek bar 
(p.28). This long poem an extract of which is given below, like several 
others, incorporates the author's poetic skill and other elements of the 
finest writing:
Yaha dalit-dukhiyo ke
Trata kaha?
Kaun yaha pochega vivas asrukan
asahay jano ke?
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He yug ke nayano ka tara
Jan jlvan ko nav alok dene ke hetu
Phir lelo avatar
Bapu phir avo ek var /
Aj visva me svarthata,
Prthakta
Aur ksudrata ka phail raha hai angar 
Satya ki satta mit rah! hai 
Pirito ki sahayta chin rahi hai 
Sampati ki satta ke age 
Rauda ja raha hai atma ka samsar 
Bapu phir avo ek var /
"Here, where is
The supporter of the poor and the down-trodden?
Who will here wipe away the tears of the lonesome and
helpless people?
Oh the apple of the eye of our era,
To provide new light to the life of the people,
Be incarnated again,
Bapu do come once again.
In the world of today, the fire of selfishness,
Aloofness,
And wickedness is spreading fast.
The existence of truth is being wiped out,
The suffering are being deprived of assistance.
Material wealth is all predominant
And the spiritual world is being trampled upon.
Bapu do come once again."
There is nothing new in the subject-matter of this poem. So much has 
been written about it before that it can be called almost common-place, 
but in the hands of Chintamunnee, it has acquired a distinctive 
individuality, and one of the main reasons is that the poet has written 
with such genuine sincerity. Phrases like dalit dukhiyo ke trata,
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vivas asrukan asahay jano ke, nayano ka tara, phir lelo avatar, Bapu 
phir avo ek var, are all simple and straightforward, forceful and moving. 
The verses of this poem are rhymeless as are most of his post-Independence 
poems, but it is dignified and its musicality gains greatly from the 
vowel sounds.
A particular feature of the poetry of Chintamunnee in this 
collection is the plain, succinct, sensitive and suggestive nature of 
his language. In a few of the poems, he achieves depth and sensibility, 
and a sharp and meaningful imagery while still retaining a language which 
is simple and even colloquial. This is in contrast with the difficult 
language used by Unnuth in Nagphani me uljhi sase. The poem which 
follows gives an illustration of Chintamunnee1s language where it verges 
on the colloquial without sacrificing depth of meaning:
Per ki
Alag alag sakha par 
Baithe the do paksi - 
Prem aur ganti 
Ek din
Dono ek sath ur gaye /
Vah per suna suna sa 
Lagne laga 
Soca -
Yah abhyagat-se aye 
Aur anagat-se cale gaye 
Lena to dur 
Bahut kuch dekar 
Cale gaye /
Do paksi (p.23)
" On two separate branches 
Of a tree
Two birds were perching - 
Love and Peace.
One day
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The two of them flew away together 
That tree
Looked so desolate - 
It said to itself - 
These two came like guests
And they have gone away as if they never came.
Far from receiving
They have given a good deal
Before going away."
The above verses, like Chintamunnee*s verses elsewhere, have a musical
quality too. As we read through or listen to his verses, we become
aware of a note of deep sincerity about them: there is no poetic
affectation, no straining of any kind. The clarity is remarkable.
Chintamunnee has the 'rare gift of opening the paths through which he
perceives the world to those who will give thoughtful attention to his 
29poems.' It is unfortunate that Sahmi sahmi si avaz which is
Chintamunnee's only poetry collection, has hitherto been left in a 
cyclostyled form, and its distribution in Mauritius has remained low.
In the penultimate poem of this collection, the poet expresses his 
awareness of the existence of hard-hearted and evil-minded people who are 
bent on destroying others. He considers that
"After the error committed at Hiroshima 
You are uselessly 
Wandering about in the world 
In quest of benevolent people."
Pasano se bhare jagat p.31
But, as a whole, the poems are characterized by a tone of progressivism 
and optimism. From the midst of sufferings and tribulations,
Chintamunnee perceives the germination of a new hope and a new life.
He rounds off the collection by striking a note of promise for the future, 
telling his fellow-travellers:
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"I have still to give 
To flickering lamps 
The gift of life.
I still have to create 
A new world.
From the palms of these hands 
The fruit of creativity 
Is still to be distilled."
Apne sahayatriyo se p.33
Apart from the poetry of Unnuth and Chintamunnee and the previously 
mentioned small collections, the other major works which have appeared 
in the field of poetry during the post-Independence period (until 1980) are 
Blc me bahtl dhara, a collection of 50 poems by S.Bhuckory (Port-Louis, 
1971); PravasI svar, an anthology of 55 poems (five from each of 11 poets) 
published by the Hindi Parisad (Port-Louis, 1971); five collections by 
Madhukar between 1969 and 1973: Madhukalas, Madhuvan, RasvantI, Madhumas 
and Madhucakra, all published in India, and each containing not less 
than 50 poems; Marxsas ki Hindi kavita, an anthology of 41 poems from 
12 poets published by the M.G.I. (Port-Louis, 1975); and Nisa with 
eight poems and Puspanjali, a collection of 19 poems for children by 
Thakurdutt Pandey, published in Benares in 1973 and 1974. Of these 
major works, PravasI svar and Marlsas ki Hindi Kavita are the most 
significant, because they are, in a sense, representative of the general 
quality and standard which Mauritian Hindi poetry attained in the 1970's.
Although published in Mauritius in 1971, S.Bhuckory's collection 
Blc me bahtl dhara was ready for publication by 1968, as stated by the 
author in the preface to the book. Like Mujhe kuch kahna hai (1967), it 
contains 50 poems, and the themes are as varied as those of the former 
publication. The opening poems of the collection, including Virakti 
(p.16), Yad bhar (p.18) and Manzil kaha (p.21), express movingly the pains 
and sorrows of parting and bereavement. These poems partly reflect 
Bhuckory's personal feelings on the bereavement he suffered in June and 
July 1966: his mother and his elder brother had passed away within an
interval of just a few days.
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A couple of the poems (Sankranti me Holl, p.67; Karphu p.92) are 
based on the communal riot which occurred in Mauritius in January 1968, 
only a few weeks before the country acceded to Independence. These two 
poems have a slight political bias, but otherwise Bhuckory has avoided 
political themes.
A few poems catch the mood that reverberated through newly Independent 
Mauritius and express patriotic outbursts:
"What does it matter if our country is small?
It is a remarkable confluence of four (cultures)
Where unity has been achieved out of diversity 
Where the entire world lies within a jug."
Hai des hamara chota to kya p.3 7
Bic me bahti dhara like Mujhe kuch kahna hai contains several poems 
of Nature. The poet revels in the natural beauties which enrich the 
landscape of Mauritius, and he gives expression to them through verses 
imbued with poetic thought and feeling. The following extract is an example
" The play 
Of Nature 
Is strange -
The verdant hues come rushing 
Prom inside
Like a restless maiden
To see and to hear
The rumble of the thunder,
The flashes of the lightning 
And the drizzling of the rain."
Hariyali phir ayl p.31
A number of the poems dwell on philosophy and the spiritual values 
of life. Such poems are both provocative and instructive. This can be 
exemplified by the poem givam-sundaram in which the poet tells us in an 
unassuming language about two trees in his courtyard, one called Sivam and
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the other Sundaram. Sivam produced fruit, Sundaram flowers. Neighbours 
advised that the flower-tree be removed and replaced by another fruit-tree, 
but
"In our thinking 
Both could thrive together;
Fruit and flowers
Are pleasing even to gods,
Why then should we separate 
Sundaram from Sivam."
In December 1966, Bhuckory (b.1921) visited India for the first time.
The collection under review contains graphic pictures of his impressions 
of India, embodied in the poems Pratham darsan (p.49), Kasmir (pp.50-51),
Taj Mahal (pp.52-53) and Gahga Mayya (pp.54-55).
The present collection is entirely in blank verse. Bhuckory's 
poetic skill and power of description which attained a high standard in 
his pre-Independence poetry, and which has already been discussed, manifests 
itself in this post-Independence work in a form that is even more developed.
Most of Madhukar's post-Independence collections were published not 
later than the 1970's, yet the majority of them are gradually going out 
of circulation in Mauritius. Extracts of the works with regard to both 
the pre-Independence and the post-Independence periods as well as some 
of the books are held by the Mauritius Archives and the M.G.I. and a few 
protagonists of Mauritian Hindi literature. The subject-matter of his 
post-Independence poetry is as varied and wide-ranging as that which was 
published before Independence, but except for one or two aspects 
characteristic of the poetry published in the years which followed 
Independence, Madhukar’s themes remained almost the same as before the 
accession to Independence. Although he had hardly any new themes to offer, 
the post-Independence collections include many of his finest works; in 
fact, Rasvanti published in 1970 and containing some of the best poems in 
Mauritian Hindi is one of the masterpieces of post-Independence poetry. 
Madhukar's descriptive power and his skill as a poet are at their best in 
this collection. The following composition from Rasvanti (p.2) entitled
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Madhur milan ki rit is an example:
Ap bulae mai nahi avu, kaisT hai yah prit sakhT ri 
Madhur milan ki rit?
Isk bharl vah rat sohanl aj satati mujh ko,
Rah rah kar ke bat purani yad dilatl mujh ko,
Ap pilae mai nahi pilu kaisT hai yah prit sakhi ri
Madhur milan ki rit?
Suraj ki kirano ne apne acal ko sarkaya,
Sagar ke cancal laharo me apna muh chupaya 
Ap sulae mai nahi sou kaisi hai yah prit sakhi ri 
Madhur milan ki rit?
Parvat ki godi me baithi kali-kalT muskayi 
Mast hava ki jhoko me II gito ne angarayi 
Ap gavae mai nahi gavu kaisi hai yah prit sakhi ri 
Madhur milan ki rit?
Ap jaha hai vah! samajh le mera sundar sapna 
Cahe to thukra de cahe mujhe bana le apna
Ap manae mai nahi manu kaisi hai yah prit sakhi ri
Madhur milan ki rit?
The manner of a sweet union
"That you should call and that I should not come,
What kind of love is this, sweetheart,
Is this the manner of a sweet union?
That pleasant night of love torments me to this day,
Time and again it recalls to me the past.
That you should make me drink and that I should not drink,
What kind of love is this, sweetheart?
Is this the manner of a sweet union?
The rays of the sun have spread out their hem,
They have hidden their face in the restless billows of the ocean, 
That you should make me sleep and that I should not sleep,
What kind of love is this, sweetheart?
Is this the manner of a sweet union?
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Sitting on the lap of the mountain, every bud has smiled,
The songs stretch out into the gusts of the intoxicated wind.
That you should make me sing and that I should not sing,
What kind of love is this sweetheart?
Is this the manner of a sweet union?
Where you are, take it that there lies my beautiful dream,
Reject me or accept me just as you wish.
That you should seek to be reconciled with me and that I
should refuse,
What kind of love is this, sweetheart?
Is this the manner of a sweet union?"
During the post-Independence period when most of his contemporaries 
shifted to blank verse, Madhukar continued to write verse in rhyme. His
poems as already shown are lyrical. In the above composition, the phrase 
madhur milan ki rit constitutes the refrain (sthayT) which the poet 
would sing twice or more times over again at the end of each of the four 
couplets (antara). Madhukar's lyrical songs, however, are not based on 
classical melodic modes (ragas) but on popular Indian film-tunes and 
Indo-Mauritian folk-songs. He would throughout the song observe the 
rhythm (laya) but not the time phrases (tala).
This song successfully portrays a personal feeling of love and 
devotion. Its structure, the quality of its diction, its soft and 
flowing music - all contribute to impart to it a reflective, meditative 
and nostalgic atmosphere. It also contains phrases that have strong 
sensuous and physical properties, for example, ap pilae mai nahi pllu, ap 
sulae mai nahi sou, etc.
An essential feature of this poem, like many poems of Madhukar,
is that the rhyme functions in an entirely unobtrusive manner. The poet
has not made use of any rhyming word simply by virtue of its property as
sound similarity. The composition is as free, spontaneous and natural
as the poems produced in rhymeless verse by Bhuckory, Chintamunnee and
others (in just a few rare instances M (xdhii'k&Aj verse is strained in an
30apparent effort to meet the requirements of a rhyme pattern).
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Love and parting continued through the 1970's to be one of Madhukar's 
favourite themes. This subject-matter is seen again in his lyric Ba jtT 
sahnai bida karo which was one of the poems he contributed to PravasT 
Svar (1971), the anthology compiled by the Hindi Parisad. In emotive 
terms, the bride says to those who are standing around:
"My lover has come to take me 
In a palanquin of light.
My friends, send me off cheerfully 
To the accompaniment of the clarionet.
I am leaving today
Dear friends, please forgive me."
As in the pre-Independence period, Madhukar has taken much delight 
in singing devotional verses. Jine ka vardSii dijiye, a short three- 
stanza poem forming part of the contribution to Pravasi Svar in 1971, 
opens with the following lines:
"I am desirous of nothing 
Only grant me the boon of living.
I am frightened of death 
Oh God, give me your refuge."
The general tone of this poem is evocative of Bhakt ke Bhagvan in 
MadhukarT (1953).
Madhukar's post-Independence poetry shares with that of Chintamunnee 
the element of optimism and progressivism as well as that of disappointment. 
This is exemplified in poems, such as Mujhe har samay kam se kam and 
Des ki khatir kam karege contributed to .Marisas ki Hindi kavita, the 
anthology compiled by the M.G.I. in 1975 (pp.10-11).
Zealous for his country's freedom and rights, Madhukar is incensed 
at the conduct of certain post-Independence political leaders. In common 
with several contemporary poets, he expresses feelings of discontent and 
frustration:
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"Standing on the [political ] platform 
They have bragged a good deal,
Infatuated by their seats
They have forgotten all their promises,
The life of the people 
Has now become impossible. 1
Kahiye ki aj bhi p.12
The general tenor of this long poem, one of bitter disappointment, is 
almost the impatient exclamation of a leftist poet. It is a far cry from 
the exuberant mood of the Madhukar who had accompanied with his songs the 
struggle for Independence.
The major poems contained in Pravasi Svar and Marisas ki Hindi kavita 
come from Madhukar, S.Bhuckory, A.Unnuth and M.Chintamunnee. The other 
poets who have contributed to Pravasi Svar are: R.Kowlessur (he was one
of the six poets who participated in the first Hindi poetry conference, 
1966), T.Pandey, J.Kalicharan, H.Sita, I.Bhola, M.Hurdyal and M.Brijmohun. 
Apart from Kowlessur, these poets were relative new-comers on the scene, 
although their poetry in Pravasi Svar attained a reasonably good quality 
and promised well for the future. The themes of these seven poets were 
primarily social and philosophical and the poetry of Nature. The 
following extract from Nisthur Jagat (p.91), one of the five poems 
contributed by M.Brijmohun (b,1943) can be considered to be fairly well 
representative of the quality of the minor poems of the collection. It 
also takes a pragmatic view of life, characteristic of post-Independence 
poetry:
Nisthur jag! yaha koT nahi apna hai /
KoT apna hai yah socna ek sapna hai 
Vajra hrday jag, kisi ke dukh se 
Dukhit nahi hota /
Kisi ki vedna sun, has deta hai 
NahT rota hai
Sab hai svarthi patthar hrday 
Vikal vedna vyakul nahi kar pata /
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Hrday nahi patthar hai
Bhala kaise samajh sakta, koT vyatha kisi ki /
"Ruthless world! here nobody is mine 
It is in vain to think that anybody is mine,
The very hard-hearted world is not grieved 
By the grief of anybody.
It only laughs on hearing of anybody's suffering 
It is never moved to cry,
They are all selfish and hard-hearted,
Crippling grief [ of others] does not upset them,
Theirs is not a heart but a stone,
After all, how can one understand the distress of others? 1
This is a good example of a blank verse which is colloquial and spontaneous 
but at the same time musical and controlled. Of the new-comers who 
contributed to Pravasi Svar, however, special mention must be made of H. 
Sita whose poems include RajnT bala, a composition of deep sensibility 
and exquisite beauty, a mystical work belonging to something of a dream­
world. It is conceived after the fashion of Chayavad poetry in India: 
it portrays an indelible picture of night personified as a richly-dressed, 
bejewelled, charming and attractive young person, in a passionate and 
furtive quest of her lover. Addressing her, the poet says:
" Why are you agitated with so much love, oh youthful RajnT?
With such a form, with such excessive beauty,
Within your eye-lids a weight of supernatural love,
Your hair-locks perfumed with the essence of youthfulness,
Languid and adolescent,
To whom are you going to give your love, dear?
Hiding here and there in the dark clouds,
Fearfully and hesitatingly halting now and then,
Shy and excited,
Intoxicated with passion and seized with fear.
Whom are you going to meet, oh youthful Rajni?
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Wearing bracelets round your wrist, salves round the eyes,
And red on your lips where are you off to my friend?
Bearing in your eye-lids such a thirst of love 
And in your heart such passionate longing,
To which region are you bound, oh youthful RajnT?
Why are you agitated with so much love, oh youthful RajnT?"
Harinarain Sita is also the author of the poem Adhura git (Marisas ki 
Hindi kavita, p.28), another short poem of exquisite beauty, deeply felt. 
With its symbolic image of the lute,' the interruption of the song as 
the strings break and its expression of sorrow and tears, it is strongly 
reminiscent of MahadevI Varma's poetry in Nlhar. For his small 
collection entitled Prabhat, the H.P.S. had awarded Sita the MadodrI 
Ramlal Bhagat literary prize in 1966,
Apart from the contributions made by the more experienced poets, 
Marisas ki Hindi kavita contains minor poems mostly by poets who were 
newly arrived in the field of Mauritian Hindi poetry. These new­
comers were: H.Sita, M.Brijmohun, I.Bhola, T.Pandey, S.Sibarat,
N.Dussoye, P.Nema, M.Ramjeeavon; the first four had also contributed 
to Pravasi Svar. One notable feature about the compositions of these 
new poets is that their standard of achievement, in general, is higher 
than that of their counterparts in Pravasi Svar published four years 
previously. This can be illustrated, among others, by the humorous 
and picturesque poem of P.Nema quoted hereunder:
Kala sindur
Agni ke sat phere lagakar 
Adml
Apnl maut ka janaja utha leta hai 
Aur zindagl bhar 
Kisi kabrastan ki talas me 
Bhatakta rah jata hai 
Kyo ki
Antim bhavar
Jis rah par nikaltl hai
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Vah barf se jaldl hi dhak jatl hai,
Aur
Khatm bhi ho jatl hai 
Apnl manzil se pahle /
Mgrisas ki Hindi kavita p.53
The black vermilion
"Going around the fire seven times 
Man
Picks up his burial-coffin,
And throughout his life 
Keeps wandering about 
In search of a grave-yard,
Because
The road on which
The last round converges
Gets quickly covered with snow,
And
All trace of it is lost
Before it can reach its destination."
This poem of Nema (sub-editor of the literary magazine Vasant) is 
spontaneous in its expression, but like much uncontrolled blank verse
the language is so close to a chatty KhB. that it almost sounds like a
prose passage. The quality attained by the younger poets can be further 
illustrated by the following poem from M.Ramjeeavon (b.1952) expressing 
the poet's view of the position of Hindi:
Hindi: kaha se kaha
Parso
Hindi
Meri samskrti ki bhasa thl
BapautI thl
Matr bhasa thl /
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Kal
Yah 1naukarl1 ki bhasa ho gal 
1Rotl1 ki bhasa ho gal
yah 'vot' ki bhasi ho gal /
Ane vala kal
Kaun si samjna degi?
Marisas ki hindl kavita p.64
"The day before yesterday 
Hindi
Was the language of my culture;
It was my heritage,
It was my mother-tongue.
Yesterday
It became the language for employment;
It became the language for earning one's living.
Today
It has become the language for vote-catching
And tomorrow
What will it become?"
Alongside Ma.rlsas ki Hindi kavita, a third poetry anthology was 
compiled in the mid 1970's. This was TaranginI, a collection of 49 
poems by eight poets published in Mauritius by a Hindi association, the 
Sahitya Sahgam. But while the two anthologies discussed above were 
representative of the general contemporary standard and quality of poetry, 
TaranginI was not. It was a praiseworthy attempt at poetic compositions 
by nine young poets, all new-comers on the scene of Mauritian Hindi 
poetry. Their themes were varied. Many of these 49 poems do not have 
much poetic quality; some, however, do display promise as may be seen 
in the following extract from Udbodhan (Awakening, p.23), a popular 
subject-matter with post-Independence poets:
0 manuj ke nav tan 
0 des ka sarv dhan 
Kandho par rahe tera yah vatan 
Kabhl na ho is ka patan /
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Bhar de tu rag-rag me jan 
Barhne me ter! amit hai san 
0 bhav! rastra ki santan 
Barhe ja! barhe ja! tu javan /
"Oh the young of mankind 
Oh the entire wealth of the country,
May this your home-land rest on your shoulders,
May it ever be kept from a downfall.
Breathe life into it,
In marching forward, your ability is transcendent,
Oh ye children of the nation of tomorrow 
March along! march along! young people."
Or from V.Guriya's Kavi (p.63):
Mlthi nind meT jab sot! hai sansar /
Taro bhari rat me tab karta hai kol bihar /
Prakrti ke kan-kan se karta vah py3r /
DhartT, ambar sabhl hai us ke yar /
3abdo se sa. jo kar ah apne dil ka /
Sunata hai duniya ko apnl kahani /
Par kise pasand hai gam ki sahnal /
Kaun samjhega ek kavi ki duhal /
"When the world is plunged in sweet slumber 
When some are enjoying walks under star-lit skies,
Then he [the poet ] is taking delight in every object of
this world,
Earth, heaven, they are all his friends.
Expressing with words the sighs of his heart 
He narrates his stories to the world.
But who cares for the melancholic tunes of the clarionet,
Who can understand the entreaties of a poet."
The promise displayed in some of the poetry of this anthology is also 
apparent in M.Jeebodh's Salan ke vrks (Meat plants, p.81), a poem written 
with symbolic imagery, a favourite fashion in post-Independence poetry:
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Salan ke vrks
Ham sab vrks hai
Salan ke vrks
Rakt ke vrks
Asthiyo ke vrks hai
Ham aise vrks hai
Jin ki gandh aur jare
Itni visaili hai 
*
Ki as-pas ke vrks 
Sas nahi le sakte hai 
Ham vrkso ko marne vale vrks hai
" Meat plants
We are all trees,
We are meat trees,
We are blood trees,
We are bone trees,
We are such trees
The smell and root of which 
Are so poisonous
That surrounding trees get choked;
We are such trees that kill other trees."
Udbodhan which is patriotically addressed to the youth of the land 
makes fairly pleasant reading. It is composed within a rhyme scheme, 
but is not very rhythmic. In terms of its metrical construction, it 
reads almost like free verse. On the other hand, Kavi is much more 
rhythmic and, consistent with its subject-matter, its diction is poetic; 
its rhyme too is effective. Salan ke vrks expresses in a colloquial 
tone the malevolence of, man through a symbolic structure which is 
impressive. The two short stanzas of this composition give the impression 
of rhyme through repetition of certain words, but it is, however, not 
true rhyme.
Finally we can note one collection of poetry which was composed for 
children. The pre-Independence period had hardly produced any children's
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poetry, but in 1974, T.Pandey published Puspanjali (Bal kavita 
sahgraha), a collection of 19 poems of this category. This publication 
supplied, in some measure, a need which had long been felt in the 
country (the previous year, T.Pandey had published Nisa two poems of 
which had already appeared in Pravasi Svar).
The subject-matter of the poems centres principally on prayers to 
God, motherly love, good citizenship, love and service for one's 
country, the message of certain Hindu festivals and the love for Hindi.
Although Pandey has intended this selection for the benefit of 
children, a few of the poems are too long for young readers, and the 
vocabulary in places is not simple enough for Mauritian children. In 
general, however, it is a fairly good selection for children at late 
primary and early secondary stages.
The poetry produced during the post-Independence years and earlier
enjoyed a readership which can roughly be classified into four categories.
One, Hindi teachers in general and students including many of those who
prepare for the annual collaborative examinations of the H.P.S./Hindi
Sahitya Sammelan Allahabad, the Arya Samaj examinations, and the Hindi
examinations of the London and Cambridge Boards (students entering for
31these examinations every year altogether number approximately 4,000).
Two, a small elitist group of Indo-Mauritians, including some knowing 
English and French as well, who are interested in literature in general. 
Three, a small public in India who apparently enjoy reading a few 
Mauritian poets especially Madhukar, S.Bhuckory and A.Unnuth. Finally, 
there is the mass of Indo-Mauritian passive supporters of Hindi who take 
a casual interest in listening to recitations in Kavi sammelans, on the 
radio and television (most of this audience understand the poetry 
recitations only imperfectly). Kavi sammelans including those organized 
by the Mauritius Association of Hindi writers are few and far between, 
but there are occasional recitations on the local radio, and a monthly 
(sometimes more frequently) broadcast television programme entitled Ayam 
run by A.Unnuth, which gives to Mauritians in general an opportunity to 
listen to Hindi poetry. The Hindi poets also enjoy a limited following 
and readership through the publication of their short compositions in
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the Vasant the monthly magazine of the M.G.I. which publishes literary 
works regularly.
By the end of the 1970's, a substantial amount of Mauritian Hindi 
poetry had been produced, some of which had merit. Young writers had 
increasingly made use of verse for social and political comment. In 
fact, by the late 1970's, verse had clearly established a dominance over 
other forms of Hindi literature, although a certain amount of what had 
been composed was getting more and more dated and out of circulation. 
Nonetheless, there is no doubt that Hindi poetry in Mauritius has today 
reached a healthy stage of development, and, as a whole, it is versatile 
and expressive, and has become an indigenous branch of Mauritian Hindi 
literature.
The Hindi essay and general works
The Hindi essay has not developed in any major way in Mauritius, 
and is dealt with in this section in conjunction with other general works. 
The main Hindi essays hitherto published are: three prose collections by
B.Bissoondoyal: Racnavall (Ajmer, 1959, 210 pages); Lekhavali (Ajmer,
1964, 298 pages); Nibandhavali (Port-Louis, 1967, 187 pages); Jivan- 
pradTp (Port-Louis, 1966), a collection of 14 essays by Prasad Ganpat; 
Gandhi smrti (Port-Louis, 1970), a booklet of essays published by the 
Maurisas Hindi Lekhak Sangh, on the occasion of M.K.Gandhi's birth 
centenary; Moti nibandh mala (Port-Louis, 1972) containing 20 short 
essays by Shivlal Moti; Maurisas ka Hindi sahitya tatha anya nibandh 
(Port-Louis, 1972, 70 pages) containing one long essay and three short 
essays by M.Chintamunnee; Surbhit udyan (Triolet, Mauritius, 1973), a 
booklet of six short essays, poems and short stories published by the 
Maurisas Hindi Lekhak Sangh. Two thousand copies of each of the above 
works of Bissoondoyal were printed, most being distributed in Mauritius. 
The other works enjoyed a distribution mostly within Mauritius of 500 
copies each.
Among B.Bissoondoyal's Hindi essays well thought of in Mauritius 
and elsewhere are: Adhyatmik Bharat (pp.3-11 Racnavall), Ved aur
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Vikasvad (pp.37-47, Lekhavali), Manharan Maurisas (pp.59-62 Lekhavali),
Free Lekhak Volter ka darsnik kos (pp.147-153 NibandhavalT), Manusya 
atma hai (pp.137-147 NibandhavalT). In Appendix XVI is an extract from 
Manusya atma hai.
The main topics of B.Bissoondoyal's essays and commentaries are 
Ramayanaf the Mahabharata, the Gita, the Upanisads, the Vedas and 
the culture of India past and present. Through his command of English, 
French, Hindi and Sanskrit and his steady literary work over the years 
in these languages, he has, in some measure, succeeded in bringing to 
Eastern- and Western-oriented readers the benefit of cultural interchange.^^ 
He has been a Hindu missionary since the early 1940's and it is^above all, 
to religion that he has devoted the greatest attention. In his collections 
of Hindi essays and in particular in his commentaries on the Vedas, Ved 
Bhagvan Bole (Delhi, 1978), Bissoondoyal frequently discusses philosophical 
concepts such as non-attachment, transmigration, action, devotion, 
knowledge, nature, oversoul, Vedic trinity, world-tree, revelation etc.
These essays are well documented and are obviously the products of 
painstaking research. The substance of some of them is esoteric and 
of value to those who are seeking knowledge or material for research 
in religion and philosophy. Most of the essays, through their general 
tone and manner of expression, have a capacity to make the reader 
reflect deeply. In fact, Bissoondoyal emerges from his essays and 
commentaries, as critic, essayist, historian, thinker and theologian, 
all in one.
The essays and commentaries of Bissoondoyal constitute a wealth of 
essayistic prose. His language is modern standard Hindi and, consonant 
with the topics he is writing on, it is, in general, grave, dignified, 
and not infrequently somewhat sanskritized. Just as some of the novels 
of A.Unnuth show modern standard Hindi at its best, so do the essays and 
commentaries of B.Bissoondoyal.
The other essays, mentioned above, apart from those of M.Chintamunnee,
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belong to a very different category. While they are enjoyable 
reading for ordinary readers, they are, at the same time, suitable 
for students of late primary and secondary level. P.Ganpat and S.Moti, 
both Hindi teachers, and the writers who have contributed to Gandhi 
smrti and Surbhit udyan have written in easy standard Hindi on such 
diverse subjects as health, friendship, happiness and misery, the dodo, 
the sugar-cane harvest in Mauritius, the visit of Her Majesty Queen 
Elizabeth to Mauritius, and Mahatma Gandhi. A collection of 22 essays 
entitled CitranCan^iaulya, originally written in English by Dr.K. 
Hazareesingh the former Director of the M.G.I., is also suitable for 
Hindi students, up to the G.C.E. 0 level. These essays were translated 
into Hindi by an Indian writer Gyan Sauhkariya, and, therefore, strictly 
speaking, do not form an integral part of Mauritian Hindi literature.
The few essays of M.Chintamunnee including the one contributed to 
Surbhit udyan deserve more attention than the works described in the 
foregoing paragraph. His long essay entitled Maurisas ka Hindi sahitya 
(pp.7-35 of his above-mentioned booklet) is a concise composition 
covering in very brief outline the cultural and literary activities of 
Indian immigrants and their descendants from the initial stages of 
immigration to the early 1970's. This essay, particularly the part 
which portrays the early times, is evidently the product of careful 
research, and, furthermore, what is equally significant is that it is 
the first essay ever to be written on the subject. His language is 
standard modern Hindi, well-turned and flowing with natural ease. 
Chintamunnee's essays have doubtlessly made a valuable, although small, 
contribution to the development of this particular genre of Hindi 
literature, as well as assisting towards the consolidation of Mauritian 
KhB. Hindi prose as a style.
The above-mentioned essays aside, there is one small biographical 
work entitled Ma.risasiya jansevak Sukhdev Visnudayal (Delhi, 1979,
46 pp.) published by G.Gangaram, an Indo-Mauritian. It is a collection 
of biographical portraits in memory of Sukhdev Visnudayal (known in 
Mauritius as Sookdeo Bissoondoyal) who died in 1977 (Bissoondoyal has 
been discussed in Chapter Four). The writers are: B.Bissoondoyal, the 
elder brother of the late S.Bissoondoyal (pp.11-29); D.Kanhye (pp.30-34)
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R.Janki (p.35); Mrs. K. Kumari Radhakrishan (pp.36-40); and 
R.Radhakrishan (pp.41-46). The contributions cover several aspects of 
S.Bissoondoyal's life as a teacher, writer, journalist and politician 
(he had been a state minister in the latter part of his career). The 
article of Mrs.Radhakrishan deals with his travels abroad.
The contributors to this biographical work are people who were 
all very close to S.Bissoondoyal and actively supported his political 
movement. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that the general tenor 
of the portraits is rather partisan and one-sided: they read more like
tributes and encomiums than as the impartial and critical appraisal of 
a career. These articles, however, portray at the same time several 
personal traits of S.Bissoondoyal and, in general, they are both 
interesting and enjoyable. Their language is good standard Hindi.
Another work called Caca Ramgulam ke samsmaran by Suresh Rambarn 
reveals, mostly through anecdotes and extracts of his important speeches 
and messages, glimpses of the long career and way of life of Sir 
Seewoosagar Ramgoolam, the former Prime Minister and the present Governor- 
General of Mauritius. Rambarn lives in a remote rural area of Mauritius, 
and his language is a good example of simple KhB. Hindi portraying the 
life of an unassuming man. (In Appendix XVII is an extract from 
the book).
This work is, however, one of unmixed praise. It emphasizes only 
the good side of Sir Seewoosagar as a statesman, a medical doctor and 
a man. Rambarn does not seem to remember any one of his weaknesses or 
mistakes, and this biased representation imparts to the writing an 
imbalance even greater than that which characterises the portraits on 
Bissoondoyal. The book was edited by Lalanprasad Vyas in India.
An autobiographical booklet of B.Bissoondoyal entitled Merl kothriya 
can be appropriately mentioned at this stage (Port-Louis, 1954, 126 
pages). The author gives therein a brief account of his life, activity 
and experience in Mauritius before he left for his studies in India in 
the early thirties, as well as the new experience he gathered while
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studying in Lahore and afterwards in Calcutta. The language is 
conversational and his manner of expression is cordial and intimate.
It is unfortunate, however, that both the typography and the presentation, 
like a few other Hindi books of B.Bissoondoyal^are not very attractive, 
and its circulation in Mauritius seems to have been low.
The present chapter deals with Mauritian KhB. literature in five 
different genres: drama, poetry, the essay, the short story and the novel.
There are quite a few published miscellaneous works, some of them small, 
however, which cannot be subsumed under anyone of these five genres.
They have, therefore, been classified as general works.
Among the works of B.Bissoondoyal, there are several which can be 
appropriately classified as general works. These appear in Note 27 of 
Chapter Four which lists the main Hindi works he produced after 1950.
One of them is a small 121 page French into Hindi dictionary (Port- 
Louis, 1962). This work was meant for the use of French-speaking people 
outside the Indo-Mauritian community and also for that of many educated 
Indo-Mauritians who know French better than Hindi. In India, English 
is one of the linguistic neighbours of Hindi, but Mauritius is the only 
part of the world where a large number of the population know Hindi as 
well as French. Hence it was natural that such a dictionary should 
emerge in this part of the world.
The majority of the general works appeared in the course of the 
last decade. In 1970, the H.P.S. published J.N.Roy's Ma.rlsas me Hindi 
bhasa ka samksipt itihas (N. Delhi) which has been discussed in the 
introduction to this thesis. In the same year, Anirud Dwarka, then a 
member of the Executive Committee of the H.P.S., published Jagarna ki jit 
(Calcutta, 1970) (the word jagarna of African or Malagasy origin means 
'uncivilized man' and it was used derogatively about the Indian immigrant 
in Mauritius in the early years of this century). It is a very brief 
outline history of the Indian immigrants and their descendants, touching 
upon their successful struggle against Christian missionary pressures, 
the commendable part played by Hindu women in the preservation of
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language and culture, the role of the Ramcaritmanas, the activity of 
the orthodox Sanatan dharma and the Arya Samaj, the impact of Creole on 
KhB. Hindi and Bhojpuri (the author expresses some original views on 
this matter), and, finally, it extols the far-reaching work of the H.P.S. 
In 1972, S.Bhuckory published in Port-Louis Ganga ki pukar, an account 
of his travels in India. In fluent style, plain prose, warm, friendly 
and personal manner of narration, it is a brilliant piece of travelogue. 
This work has been translated into English by the author and published 
under the title of Call of the Ganges). The same year Dr.I.Nundlall 
published his Bharat ki sangit kala which has already been discussed in 
Chapter Four. The year which followed saw the appearance of two works: 
Arya Samaj Maurisas ka itihas by M.Mohit also discussed in Chapter Four, 
and Daktar Sar Sivsagar Ramgul^m ki Rajasthan yatra by P. Ramsharan 
(Delhi, 1973, 112 pages). The latter work briefly surveys the history 
of Mauritius from the early times of settlement by the Portuguese and 
the Dutch to the period of British sovereignty and the Independence of 
the country. This includes the immigration of Indians to Mauritius and 
their life on the island. The book then expatiates on the history of 
the Arya Sabha from its foundation in the first decade of the century 
culminating in its active participation in the 11th International 
Conference in Rajasthan presided over by the then Prime Minister of 
Mauritius. After perusing this work, one cannot help feeling that its 
title is a misnomer: it is much more a treatise on the Arya Samaj,
their work and achievement in Mauritius, with the conference in Rajasthan 
just forming a peripheral aspect of it. Like his other Hindi works, it 
exemplifies the use by the author of a KhB. prose which is both simple 
and faultless. The following year (1974), P.Ramsharan published 
another work. It was Maurisas ki lok kathae which will be discussed 
later in this chapter. This was followed by Amar Prem published in Delhi 
in 1977. It is a recreation of Bernadin de St. Pierre's lachrymose 
French novel Paul et Virqinie entirely set in Mauritius. Its style is 
colloquial with the flavour of an original work. Most educated Indo- 
Mauritians who wish to read this novel would very probably prefer the 
original French version which is readily available in all the public 
libraries, and therefore the circulation of this book in Mauritius is
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expected to be low. Amar Prem, however, is reported to have found a 
modest circle of readers in India, and this work is a good example of 
Indo-Mauritian contribution to Hindi reading material of the sub-continent, 
particularly from the early 1970's.
Among the general Mauritian Hindi words produced in the last decade, one 
of the most important was Hindi Sahitya ka paricay by S.Bhuckory. This is 
one of the prescribed texts for the Paricay collaborative examination of 
the H.P.S./Hindi Sahitya Sammelan, Allahabad. Side by side with the history 
of Hindi literature produced by the sub-continent, this book carries the 
history of Mauritian Hindi literature. It is probably the only history of 
Hindi literature to do this at the present time.
A few more general works, less important than those discussed above 
were published in the course of the 1970's, and these have been listed in 
Appendix XVIII.
The short story
The Hindi story in its oral form was originally brought to Mauritius 
by Indian immigrants from North India, particularly the rural districts of 
Bihar. In an age and place where entertainment was scarce, story-telling 
was immensely popular. The written Mauritian Hindi story, however, does 
not antedate the 1930's. Just as the short story in India represents a 
new development based on western models, rather than a formalization of 
vernacular story-telling traditions, so the beginnings of the kahani in 
Mauritius in the 1930's cannot be linked too closely with earlier oral 
narratives. The Sanatan Dharmark (1933-1942), the weekly organ of the 
orthodox Hindu point of view which appeared in English, French and Hindi 
published a few very short Hindi stories. Durga (1937), a paper of the 
H.P.S. cyclostyled from a handwritten text and circulating among some members 
of this society and their friends, occasionally carried a few such stories. 
Jagriti (1939-1945), a weekly organ of the Arya Samaj also appearing in 
English, French and Hindi, as well as Vasant (late 1940's) established by 
Pandit 0.S.Geerjanan, published a few Hindi short stories periodically. It 
would be perhaps more appropriate to describe most of the narratives 
published in those papers as anecdotes rather than short stories. Their 
theme was moral, emphasizing rectitude and righteousness, and the general 
tone was didactic.
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Among the earliest short stories extant today are two of the 
five very short stories of M.Chintamunnee which appeared in the Vartman 
(1953-54) in 1953. One is entitled Adars pita and the other Dharamvir 
ki udarta. The former has an Indian setting: it narrates the visit
of Subas Candra Bose to a person's house to inform him that of his two 
sons serving in his army, one has been killed on the battle-field.
While Bose holds the father in close embrace, the latter, a patriot, 
bursts into tears of joy and pride. Dharamvir ki udarta dwells on 
the generosity and compassion of Dharamvir who brings to his home a 
young woman, Indumati, made homeless by the death of her husband, a 
friend of his, to live together with his wife and two children, as a 
member of his family. The other three short stories of Chintamunnee 
also treated ethical themes. The language employed in these short 
stories, containing an admixture of Perso-Arabic vocabulary, is modern 
KhB. Hindi with literary promise, although in places it is somewhat 
stilted, and the dialogue occasionally inclines towards the artificial. 
This could have been partly due to the influence of the Hindi films 
then reaching Mauritius in ever-increasing numbers. In Appendix XIX 
are copies of these two short stories in the hand of the author himself.
The 1960's like the preceding years saw now and then the publication 
of short stories. They appeared in Aryoday, then the weekly and today 
the fortnightly newspaper of the Arya Samaj, and in Navjivan (1960-1964) 
which had been established by S.M.Bhagat the General Secretary of the 
H.P.S. In 1963, a new-comer in the field of Hindi literature,
Ishwardutt Aliman, produced a few short stories on themes which included 
love and uprightness of conduct, and entitled his collection Nayl 
kahaniyt.^ 3 Aliman's stories which have almost gone out of circulation 
today, like most of the short stories of that time are generally held 
to display little literary merit. The authors of these narratives 
were not much concerned with the requirements of characterization and 
plot, but their works constituted nonetheless important beginnings and 
formed the basis for the development of the Mauritian Hindi story in 
the later decades.
Alongside the publication of short stories in newspapers, several
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Hindi exponents occasionally broadcast from the M.B.C. short stories 
and 1song-stories', (gito bharT kahaniya) that is stories which 
incorporated songs.^ The songs used were mostly selections from 
Hindi films. The Hindi 'song-stories' were very popular with 
listeners.
The first significant event in the history of the Mauritian short 
story was the publication in 1967 of Naye ankur, a six story collection 
by the Mauritius Association of Hindi writers. ManautT by Moti Torel 
concerns Hindu men and women who neglected the teachings of their own 
religion and made offerings on the occasion of the Muslim Tazia celebrated 
in commemoration of the martyrs Hasan and Husain. On being reprimanded 
afterwards by a Hindu priest, they promised to attend regularly their 
own religious meetings. Darun abhisap by M.Chintamunnee emphasizes the 
good example set by the uncle of Virendra: eschewing lavish celebrations,
he spent the minimum he reasonably could on the wedding of his daughter 
Cetna, and instead he set up a public library in his village and at 
the same time initiated an education fund. This was in contradiction 
to the conventional ways of his society where debts were often incurred 
for lavish wedding receptions. PasTne ki kamai by Dharmvir Ghura 
Govido portrays the unhappiness of cane-field labourers who were 
exploited by extortionate foremen. It further depicts the contentment 
and peace in poor workers' homes. The subject-matter of the other 
stories was: fulfilment of a childhood pledge; the pain and suspense
of expectation; and the fruit of hard work and devoted service.
The language of these stories, in general, is good modern KhB.
Hindi. One can detect in places the influence of Premcand's evocative 
and allusive style, especially in such description of Nature as is 
found in the following passage from PratTksa by Keshavdutt Chintamunnee:
'It was the month of December. The hot season was at its peak.
The god of wind was still and silent. The sun-god as if in a rage 
was spitting out burning embers. The doors and windows of all houses 
were open, and yet there was no air in motion inside. Many people 
were sitting under the dense trees of their yard, but there too the 
heat was intolerable. Not even a dry leaf stirred on the trees. In
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this burning atmosphere, Keval was sitting in an arm-chair in his 
room, his gaze fixed towards the road. He was expecting somebody 
and looked very upset.1
As this story proceeds, it is evocative of Premcand's story Durga ka 
mandir where Brajnath anxiously expects a friend to turn up to make the 
refund of a loan.
Most of these stories, although written in good modern Hindi, will 
hardly stand scrutiny with regard to the requirements of the technique 
of the short story: there is not much depiction of character, in them
and hardly any trace of planned structure. Nonetheless, Naye ankur 
is historically an important collection, in that it was the first venture 
of its kind. Professor Nandlal JosT, an Indian expert then attached 
to the Oriental Section of the Teachers' Training College (now integrated 
with the M.G.I.) wrote in its preface: 'Although the literary critic
will not find in these stories the developed technique of the short story, 
yet [with the publication of Naye ankur] the short story decidedly finds 
a place in the garden of Mauritian [Hindi] literature.
In the 1960's and thereafter, apart from Premcand who remained the 
favourite, the works of several other Indian short story writers were 
sought after by Mauritian Hindi-lovers and students, notably the stories 
of Jaysankar Prasad, Jainendra Kumar (his most popular stories were 
Apna paraya, PatnT, Pazeb), Kausik, Badrinath Sudarsan and Upendranath 
Ask (his most popular story was Jhak aur muskan).
The same year that Naye ankur appeared (1967), M.Chintamunnee 
published 12 short stories in the Congress newspaper. In fact, like the 
stories contained in Naye ankur, they looked more like anecdotes than 
short stories. Each was published in full in separate issues of the 
Congress. The Congress editor wanted a very short story illustrating 
a problem of the day, with a possible solution suggested or implied in 
the brief narrative. Such stories were well received by the public.
The themes of these stories were characteristically: frugality in daily
living and investment in Government Savings schemes, poverty and 
unemployment in the beautiful island of Mauritius, the role of fearless
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and progressive writers, the unwillingness of the rich to promote 
publication of literary works of writers for the good of the country, 
and the ill-treatment of poor workers by a selfish and callous middle- 
class. Chintamunnee1s stories in the Congress like some of those in 
Naye Ankur were highly didactic, and one or two of them suffer from 
certain improbabilities of plot. In MaurTsas-bhusan, one of the 
twelve stories, the protagonist Dines a writer of progressive views 
disliked servile adherence to conventional pursuits. The theme of 
his books was the intolerable condition of workers, their hopes and 
their hard struggle against unrelenting capitalist exploitation. He 
was indicted for incitement, his books were seized, and he was 
prosecuted by the police. In the Law Court, he fearlessly denounced 
the Government of the day exclaiming: "Undue advantage is taken of
the ignorance and poverty of the workers, how vile and hateful is this? 
What sort of exploitation is this?" He was sentenced to imprisonment. 
Dines' dies suddenly (it is not clear from the narrative whether it was 
while he was serving his term of imprisonment or afterwards). He 
became a martyr and a national hero.
A few of these stories shed light on significant problems of the 
day. In Nirdhan sahityakar, the narration deals with the problem of 
publication encountered by writers of Hindi literature. In this story, 
Dhanesvar a Hindi writer is advised by some friends to approach a few 
wealthy people for the publication of his works. The latter praised 
his writings but 'when he appealed to them for some financial assistance, 
they pointed out that they already subscribed to schools and temples.
"is that not enough", they asked. "What benefit would society derive 
from the publication of literature".'
Chintamunnee1s KhB. in the short stories is clear and simple. It 
flows with natural ease. It is, however, possible to discern a 
difference in style between his earlier and his later work. While the 
language of his stories which were published in the Vartman (1953-54), 
fourteen years before, included words of Perso-Arabic origin, that of 
the stories in the Congress (1967) has hardly any. The language of 
the narrative in the Vartman was somewhat florid, that of the 12 stories
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in the Congress is sober, concise and dignified. The style of the 
latter is also characterised by a more consciously literary KhB. 
rather than straightforward colloquial narrative. In Appendix XX 
is a copy of two of the short stories entitled Nirdhan sahityakar and 
Vatan ki rotT. From the quality of the KhB. in Naye Ankur and in the 
12 short stories of Chintamunnee, it was obvious that the stage of 
development in the authors' medium of expression was far ahead of their 
craft in this form of art.
The first major figure as a short story-writer, however, was 
Dipcand Beeharry who graduated from London University. He read modern 
languages and classics - English, French, Latin and Greek. In India, 
he obtained a Master's degree in English, with distinction at Benares 
University. He also studied in Shantiniketan. He acquired his
knowledge of Hindi chiefly through subsidiary studies in Benares.
Beeharry also read law, and was called to the Bar at the Middle Temple, 
London. Besides his works in Hindi, he is the author of three novels 
in English - Touch of Happiness, Three women and a President and 
That others might live - and of stories and essays in English and French. 
His Hindi works are: Sagar par (Port-Louis, 1972), a collection of seven
short stories; Svarg me kya rakha hai (Delhi, 1978), a collection of 
12 stories including revised versions of three of the stories which had 
appeared in Sagar parT MasThe narak jite hai, a novel (Delhi, 1980,
128 pages). A Hindi translation of his English novel That others might 
live by Yogendra E3arma, an Indian writer, was published in Delhi in 1981 
and also circulated in Mauritius.
Born and bred in a town, Beeharry, unlike the majority of Indo- 
Mauritian Hindi writers, hardly speaks any Bhojpuri. In 1972, when he 
wrote Slgar par, his first collection of Hindi stories, he was the first 
Indo-Mauritian well-read in English and French literature to write 
short stories in KhB. All his predecessors were people whose 
education had centred primarily on Hindi. In his preface to Sagar par, 
Beeharry has explained: 'While writing in Hindi, I have experienced
not only joy but also pride. I am proud I have been able to publish
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a work in a language which is the medium of expression of the majority 
of people in this country.... The ordinary people, teachers and writers 
are all endeavouring to keep this language alive, and it is my ardent 
wish to make a contribution towards the same objective.1 Although 
the above statement conveys the motivation of Beeharry, it is a rather 
over-optimistic view of the position of KhB. Hindi in Mauritius.
The short stories of Beeharry right from the start in 1972 evidence 
his excellent grasp of the craft of story-telling. His stories in the 
collection Sagar par were the first proper Mauritian Hindi stories to 
exist, and also the first to be able to bear comparison with good short 
stories of writers in other parts of the world. Sagar par and the 
other short story collection entitled Svarg me kya rakha hai published 
in 1978 clearly display western influence: Beeharry's wealth of
realistic details reminds us of Gustave Flaubert; the suspense and mystery 
in some of his stories is reminiscent of Guy de Maupassant; and the 
touches of sensuality manifesting here and there are somewhat evocative 
of D.H.Lawrence. A few of the stories in Sagar par make use of a flash­
back technique hitherto unfamiliar in the Mauritian KhB. story (although 
already well established in the Kahani in India). In fact, all the 
essential factors inherent in the craft of the short story - the right 
manner of telling a story, character portrayal, development of plot 
and the handling of human situations - are to be found in Beeharry's 
stories.
The stories of Beeharry centre round some of the contemporary 
problems of society - the struggle of agricultural and other workers, 
class disunity, the possible ways and means of uniting people and creating 
a national entity, youth and student unrest and vandalism, and the 
unhealthy outcome of subjection to irrational conventions. The stories 
include love stories with psychological implications and also stories 
which portray the unflinching efforts of Indian immigrants and their 
descendants in the preservation of their language and culture. One 
of the stories in the collection Svarg me kya rakha hai bearing the 
same title has been narrated against a background of strong fantasy (a 
poet in his dream goes to paradise and meets St. Peter in an attempt to
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recover his lost inspiration). Like much good literature, many of 
the stories are intended not only to entertain readers but, as he 
himself has put it in his preface to Sagar par, 'to light a torch for 
the enlightenment of human society1.
Beeharry is one of the few highly educated Indo-Mauritians who have 
deprecated the distrust and aloofness between the different elements of 
the Mauritian population, and he has advocated a closer unity so as to 
realise a greater national entity. In the story Sagar par which appears 
in the collection of the same name, and also in Svarg me kya rakha hai, 
Jaydip, a hard-working and studious adolescent falls in love with Aline, 
a girl of African origin, but his parents supported by friends and 
relatives remonstrate with him, urging him to break with her. Jaydip 
finds himself in a very difficult situation, and sadly he ruminates 
over this matter: 'This is the demand of society. The peace and
happiness of an individual hardly count in the face of established 
customs and conventions. For nearly a hundred years now, people of 
Indian and African origin have been living side by side in Mauritius.
But, all the same, the poison of doubt and distrust has kept apart these 
two elements of humankind. The barrier of religion and politics stands 
in between these two groups, a barrier deliberately erected for years, 
so that the Government can for ever stay in the hands of a few very wealthy 
people. Of course, there exists among the people a strong movement to 
break down these walls of obstruction. But for the movement to succeed, 
we need people ready to jump over the barriers of social convention and 
forge ahead hand in hand.' Sad and frustrated, Jaydip then proceeds 
overseas for higher studies.
As can be seen from this quotation, the element of didacticism is 
strong in these stories. Beeharry who was a politician at one stage of
his career was an advocate of the unity of all workers regardless of 
their origin as a source of strength against capitalist oppression. In
one of the stories entitled Hathiyar appearing both in Sagar par and 
Svarg me kya rakha hai a character, Polo, of African origin says to a 
peasant of Indian background: 'No force, no amount of violence can
destroy the relationship existing between the two of us. This remains
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in fact our weapon (hathiyar). You work in the cane-field and I work 
in the factory. But both of us are workers. The feeling of one 
worker can be understood only by another worker. It is in our unity 
that lies our salvation.1
Like most Indo-Mauritian Hindi writers, Beeharry perceives in the 
suffering of the Indian immigrants of the nineteenth century a fertile 
ground for creative writings. Guruj1 , one of the stories in Svarg 
me kya rakha hai, is inspired by such a theme. In this story a 
baithka is burnt down by the Estate authorities as a potential source 
of agitation.
Generally speaking, Beeharry's prose style in Sagar par is less than
satisfactory. Here and there are phrases and expressions which reflect
English thought constructions and sound like anglicisms or literal
translations from English. It was the first time that such anglicisms
. . 35appeared in printed KhB. in Mauritius. Apart from anglicisms, we
find in certain places expressions which are unusual in KhB., due partly
to the use of Arabic and Persian words which have not passed into common
.36 .usage in Mauritian Hindi. These features result in a certain
awkwardness in Beeharry's prose. This applies especially to two stories
in the collection - Sagar par bearing the title of the collection and
Hathiyar. In the years that followed the publication of this
collection, however, it would appear that Beeharry himself grew aware
of these defects, for he has considerably remedied them in his second
story collection in 1978 in which he has republished with several
amendments of language three of the stories, including the two above-
named, which had appeared in Sagar Par in 1972.
These short-comings notwithstanding, there are in places in the 
course of the narrative in Sagar par several passages which display 
Beeharry's considerable power of description. This can be exemplified 
by the following passage from Hathiyar (republished in Svarg me kya 
rakha hai):
'Very dense clouds pervaded the skies. One could hear the sound 
of foamy torrents rushing all around. Fruit and flowers and trees
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growing in the yard had already been damaged by the winds. With 
much difficulty, Miju reached the main road of the village. On both 
sides, there was deep gaping darkness, and even his hand Miju could not 
see.....
Miju knew well where the hut of Polo was situated, but because of 
the flood and the darkness, he had to stop several times as he proceeded 
on his way. The rain had subsided a little. All of a sudden, a flash 
of lightning cleaving the bosom of the night crashed against the neighbouring 
rocks. It was at that moment that he caught sight of Polo's hut. He 
went straight in that direction. He was about to step into the courtyard 
of the hut when a sound reached his ears. It was a well-known voice, 
and yet at that moment Miju could not tell whose voice it was. Just 
then, unexpectedly, another flash of lightning like the blade of a sword 
tore the darkness asunder and illumined the whole atmosphere.1
The year Sagar par was published also saw the publication of two 
stories by Premcand Bull - Cirag, and Tufan - but these were held to be 
of little literary merit and are unobtainable today.
In 1973, six years after their publication of Naye ankur, the 
Mauritius Association of Hindi Writers published Surbhit udyan (Triolet, 
Mauritius, 500 copies, 96 pages) which has already been mentioned above. 
Together with essays and poems, it contains seven short stories. Most 
of the seven authors of these stories were people who had been 
educated in Hindi and had a working knowledge of English and French.
Like Naye ankur, Surbhit udyan was significant in the history of the 
Mauritian Hindi short story, because, although still experimental in 
character, it attested the progress this genre had made in the hands of 
people educated mainly in Hindi. The progress achieved was principally 
in the advancement of the craft of story-telling, but with regard to 
language, Naye ankur is written, as already stated, in good standard 
Hindi, and Surbhit udyan hardly excelled it.
One of the seven stories, Mrg kund, by K.Chintamunnee, is 
mythical and especially suitable for children. It beautifully depicts
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Trou-aux-cerfs, the crater of an extinct volcano, a beauty-spot of 
Mauritius, as the sacrificial pit of the gods in the early years when 
Indian immigration to Mauritius was still lying in the future. KulT,
by I.Bhola is more a biographical portrait than a short story. It
portrays the boyhood of Seewoosagar Ramgoolam (descendant of a coolie) 
who later became the Prime Minister of Mauritius, and delineates the 
early circumstances which inspired him to decide that on completion 
of his studies he would work for his community and for his country. 
gahnai by Shobhna Dashrath and Niras preml by Laldev Anchraj are love 
stories. In both of them consideration of caste and class differences 
brings unhappiness to lovers. KaisT Divali by Sonalal Nemdhari is 
a story of re-marriage, bickerings, and desertion. Satyavan Pirthi's 
AnokhI yatra is unsuccessful, being both unauthentic and melodramatic.
A child in a young mother's arms accidentally swallows a 25 cent coin 
and dies instantly of suffocation, and a youth (Raj by name) seated by 
the mother, who had generously but imprudently given this money to the 
child, seized with anguish and remorse, there and then puts an end
to his own life. The theme of the seventh story Hath pay bhi bik gaye
by Krishna Lalbihari is gambling on horse-races.
The seven stories are of uneven quality. The story of Lalbihari 
is particularly successful. His story dwells on the gambling habit of 
two friends, both married, its disastrous consequences, their determination 
at the end to conquer this evil and their eventual triumph. Lalbihari!s 
language which is standard KhB. Hindi reveals in places the influence of 
Bhojpuri.
Almost contemporary with Surbhit udyan was Suniti Alliar's short 
story Do sarir ek atma. This story, which enjoyed a low circulation 
is not obtainable today.
Towards the same period, the Hindi Teachers' Association of 
Triolet published Parakh, a collection of nine short stories^ on behalf 
of the author Brijlal Ramdin (56 pages; n.d.). The predominant
theme of two of these stories - Lai CunrI and Ghayal preml - is 
unrequited love. Parakh bearing the title of the collection is a sad
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narrative about a young woman who is abandoned by the man who debauches 
her but is eventually united to the youth who loved her from the 
beginning. CarhtI umar is a moving love story in which a student 
innocently falls in love with her teacher. Sauda is the story of a 
marriage-bargain in which a millionaire unsuccessfully bargains for the 
marriage of his daughter who is already the mother of a baby. The 
subject-matter of the other five stories is: conjugal jealousy and its
disastrous consequences (in Sandeh), bigamy and the fatal results of 
wife-beating (in DaurtT arthT), revenge (in Pratisodh a prisoner breaks 
out of prison, kidnaps the wife of a C.I.D. officer, and when questioned 
on being re-arrested states that the fire of revenge is still burning in 
his heart), and finally a street beggar's desperate thirst for attention 
and affection (in Sneh ka bhukha).
This small collection makes enjoyable reading. Although the 
narratives are shorter than is usual in the short story genre, yet 
Ramdin's plots in some of these stories are well defined. A few 
characters, for example, Kisna in Sneh ka bhukha, Manmohun in Sandeh,
^alinT in CarhtT umar, BansT in Lai CunrT, are distinctly portrayed.
Also, while Surbhit udyan (1973) showed an improvement on the anecdote­
like Naye ankur (1967) with respect to form and content of the story,
Parakh (c.1974) represents in some degree a further advance on Surbhit 
udyan in the same regard. Like the two previous collections, Parakh 
is written in standard modern Hindi. In fact, Ramdin's work can be 
regarded as the forerunner of some of the excellent stories which were 
to appear a few years later in MaurTsas kT Hindi kahanT (1976), the 
anthology published by the M.G.I. Nothwithstanding a few implausibilities 
which occur here and there in Ramdin's stories, they are, in general, 
sensitive, realistic and authentic. This is exemplified, amongst others, 
by the following brief summary of the story of Kisna the beggar in 
Sneh ka bhukha (p.20):
Kisna a paralytic from birth, was a street-beggar. Dressed in 
rags, he looked haggard with eyes deep in their sockets and cheeks 
sunken. A well-dressed young man with a brief case in the hand used 
to pass by every morning. He would stop for a moment, put a five-cent
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coin in Kisna1s hand, and at the same time ask him 'How are you?1.
The love and charity of this young man aroused in Kisna feelings of 
profound joy and gratitude. After a lapse of time, however, the 
generous youth was no longer to be seen.
One Sunday, Kisna had taken shelter from the rain in the verandah 
of La Flore Orientale (a luxurious restaurant of Port-Louis). Catching 
sight of his benefactor coming out of the restaurant in company, he tried 
hard to attract his benefactor's attention. The young man looked once 
towards Kisna but just ignored him. As he was getting into his car, 
Kisna, no longer able to contain himself, pressed forward on his crutch, 
held his arm and said: 'Do you remember, sir, you used to come every
day and ask me how I was...' Varma (that was the youth's name) shook 
off his arm; his companion pushed Kisna so hard that his crutch was 
flung down and Kisna himself was left lying on the ground several feet 
away. The car drove off. It was drizzling and the love-thirsty 
Kisna was bursting into sobs.
Mauritius, like most other countries, has a tradition for folk­
tales. Almost concurrently with the publication of Parakh, Prahlad 
Ramsharan (Education Officer, Hindi, Ministry of Education, Mauritius),
published Ma.risas kT lok kathae, a collection of 15 folk-tales (Delhi,
1974, 108 pages). This was the first publication of its kind, and it 
has found a reading public both in Mauritius and in India. It has now 
run through a third edition of 2,000 copies, the first and second 
edition having been of 3,000 and 2,000 respectively. This work was 
translated into'German in 1979 (Verlag Philipp Reclam jun Leipzig, tr.
Margot Gatzlaff), and the first edition issued by the German publishers
ran to 20,000 copies. The title of this collection ('The folk-tales 
of Mauritius') is, in a sense, a misnomer, because while Mauritius has 
a rich fund of tales of African, Chinese and European (mainly French) 
origin as well, Ramsharan's book is only a collection of Indo- 
Mauritian folk-tales.
Of these 15 folk-tales, 10 have a Mauritian setting and background, 
four are known in Bihar in slightly different versions (this is 
specified by the author in his preface), and one narrates a story about
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a king, a queen and their children represented at the end of the tale 
as the sun, the moon and the stars respectively.
Some of the tales of this collection contain a few elements 
associated with folk-tales brought to Mauritius by Bihari emigrants.
In fact, Ramsharan in his preface to the book writes that, during the 
years of his studies in India, he heard in the neighbourhood of Bihar 
dozens of folk-tales which his mother used to relate to him in 
Mauritius when he was a child. In the attribution of personal nature 
to animals and birds, several of these tales are evocative of the 
fables of La Fontaine and also of some of the episodes in Hitopadesa 
and Pancatantra. For his collection of folk-tales, Ramsharan was 
awarded a prize by the Government of Uttar Pradesh, India.
As folk-tales, these stories are all legendary, and although both 
the language and the subject-matter render them quite suitable for 
children, yet they have been so well narrated that, like Charles 
Kingsley's The Heroes, they have found a reading public which includes 
a substantial proportion of adults as well.
The language of Marisas kT lok kathae is not only unsanskritized 
but plain and simple and a fitting medium for the understanding of young 
readers as well as adults. It is remarkable how well this 
unsophisticated language has succeeded in vividly portraying the 
extraordinary flights of imagination in all the 15 tales of the 
collection. (In Appendix XXI is an extract from the tale entitled Simh 
aur dodo). In fact, the simple language and the near-conversational 
style as well as the manner of narration altogei/^ en> combine to evoke 
strongly the homely atmosphere of story-telling sessions amidst Indo- 
Mauritian families and their neighbours in the early decades of our 
century.
Apart from school-readers and Marisas kT lok kathae, Mauritian 
KhB. Hindi writings have produced very few stories for children. The 
only other known collection in this class of writing is Vyavahar prakas 
uttamottam kathao ka sangrah which had been published by B.Bissoondoyal 
in the early 1940's (n.p., n.d.). It contains 30 anecdotes written
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in plain Hindi. These stories are interesting, and having regard 
to the instruction they convey, they are of educational value at late 
primary level. For example, Per aur paksi (p.6) explains that anger 
is harmful and what one should do to keep oneself from it; Jo dega 
use milega (p.21) narrates R.Tagore's story from the Gitanjali of the 
beggar who gave away a grain of corn, and in the evening of the same 
day found a gram of gold in the alms he had collected on that day; 
Bhaktvar Tulsidas (p.25) depicts an incident portraying the greatness 
and humility of the author of the Ramcaritmanas; Udarcit Bharatiya 
mazdur (p.39) tells the tale of a generous Indian labourer who 
volunteers to advance a fifty-rupee loan to his employer suddenly fallen 
in straitened circumstances and declines to draw up a documentary 
promise to repay. This reader was used in the 40's and 50's together 
with other primers in some 250 voluntary Hindi schools of Bissoondoyal 
and in some other schools as well. It is unfortunate, however, that it 
has now gone out of print and almost out of circulation.
The 1970's were marked by much progress in the development of the 
Mauritian KhB. kahanT. After Sagar par (1972; Svarg me kya rakha hai, 
the collection by the same author published in 1978, has been discussed 
along with Sagar par), Surbhit udyan (1973), Parakh (c.1974) and 
Marisas kT lok kathae (1974), the most significant event of the decade 
in this genre of literature was the publication by the M.G.I. in 1976 
of Marisas kT Hindi kahanT. This was just one year after the 
publication of their anthology entitled Marisas kT Hindi kavita.
Marisas kT HindT~kahanT contains 12 stories, written by 12 
different Indo-Mauritian authors. Some of the writers - Ramdev 
Dhurandar, Krishna Lallbiharri, Pujanand Nema, Mahesh Ramjiavon, 
Narainpat Dussoy, Sonalal Nemdhari and Abhimanyu Unnuth were already 
known from their writings but the others - Mohunlal Dayal, Pushpa 
Bamma, Hemraz Sundar, Astanand Sadasingh and Bhanumati Nagdan were new­
comers on the literary scene. The main themes in the majority of these 
12 stories consist mostly of events taken by the writers from the life 
around them and the problems of contemporary society; and these events 
and problems have been portrayed with a candour and sincerity hitherto
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unfamiliar in Mauritian KhB. prose fiction.
These 12 stories of Ma.risas kT Hindi kahani have an uneven literary 
quality. Dr.K.Hazaresingh, the former director of the M.G.I. has 
stated in its preface that the narratives in this collection reflect 
the history of the Mauritian KhB. short story: while some of them
come from story-writers 1 just past the stage of infancy, others are 
evidence of a mature literary excellence1. In fact, these stories may
be roughly classified in three categories. Four of them - Ovartaim by
K.Lallbihari concerning the exploitation of manual workers, SyahT by 
M.Dayal throwing light on the corruption of officers responsible for 
public appointments, Dhuve kT uthtT lakTr by H.Sundar illustrating the 
difficulties encountered by Hindi writers in the circulation of their 
works, and TufUn ke bad by M.Ramjiavon about cyclonic weather and its 
aftermath in Mauritius - do not possess much literary merit. They 
all have the usual length of the short story genre and are written in 
good standard Hindi, but they do not display the essential qualities 
that make a short story successful: their plots in general are vague,
the narrative is nebulous in places, the stories tend to lumber along, 
and most of the characters are shadowy and do not impinge on the reader. 
Lallbihari's Overtaim falls much below the good story (Hath pav bhT bik 
gaye) he produced three years before in Surbhit udyan. M.Ramjiavon 
has made a commendable contribution in Marisas kT HindT kavita but his 
Tufan ke bad in Marisas kT HindT kahanT hardly contains any story and 
reads more like an essay.
The second category comprise^ stories which proved popular and can 
be described as successful. Adheri surahg me by R.Dhurandar and 
Cusan fls by N.Dussoy are stories which centre around the plight and 
the low prestige of Hindi in Mauritius. Naya safar sahne ka by P.Nema 
and A.K. sls-sa (A.K. 600) by Miss P.Bamma depict the exploitation and 
dehumanization of Road Transport and knitwear factory workers 
respectively. Antim minat by A.Sadasingh concentrates on the feelings 
of human beings faced with the last few moments of life, and Pascatap 
portrays the remorse and fears of a bride pregnant from a pre-marital 
relationship. The plots of these stories are well-defined, the interest
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is sustained throughout, the descriptions are vivid and the 
characters make a lasting impression. Among such characters are: 
the Hindi teacher in Adher1 surang me, who was deeply pained at the 
humiliating remarks he often heard being made about Hindi and the 
teaching of Hindi ('he had become a spectacle [tamasa] in his own 
society'); Haria, the bus-driver and Dube the bus-conductor in Naya 
safar sahne ka, who walked three or four miles after their work to 
arrive home between 10 p.m. and 11 p.m. every night, and 3ubo the 
adolescent girl who laboured hard in the knitwear factory and sometimes 
dreamed of a future happy married life.
There is a good deal of sensitive and authentic writing in the 
stories of this category. AK. sTs-sa by P.Bumma who as shown above 
was a new-comer on the scene may be quoted as an example. 'A.K. 600' 
was in this story the identity of Subo the Floreal knitwear factory 
employee (all the girls employed in the factory were identified by 
numbers attached to them, not by their names). Her parents eventually 
decided to arrange her marriage and the prospective bridegroom's parents 
were invited to see her. For the previous four years of her life, £5ubo 
had been, as it were, part of the production equipment of the factory, 
but the day came when the real Subo was resuscitated, and 'that was the 
day when those people came to see her with the hope of making her the 
bride of their son. She had had a bath in water boiled with tulsl 
leaves. ... For the first time [in her life] she had bought a hair- 
shampoo, ... Her long black hair began to shine. Normally, she 
dresses her hair once every day, and she plaits it without undoing the 
tangles. How on earth can she find time daily for so much attention!
She appeared before the visitors well adorned and dressed in a 
[full-length] pink sari measuring five feet and three inches.
A great deal was spoken that day. 3ubo does not remember every­
thing that was said, but the boy's father did ask:
"The girl stays at home, doesn't she?"
"No brother, she works in the factory. She is more than an 
eldest son to me", replied bubo's father.
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At that moment, Subo experienced a feeling of shyness, pain and 
pride - shyness at what her father said, pain upon her fate, and a false 
pride in she knew not what.
"Does the girl work in the factory? Good God", gasped the boy's 
mother in amazement. She was going to add something more, but upon the 
husband beckoning to her, she composed herself....1
After they had left, iSubo knew that the proposed marriage 
arrangement was going to fall through, 'but unsteady youthfulness would 
not permit her to accept it; she had already begun to adorn the temple 
of her heart with the dream of a bright future, and she nourished that 
dream for a week until the negotiator turned up (with a negative reply).
The writer concludes with the reflection that 'the life of 3ubo 
contributes to the flow of history. With industrial imports and 
exports, Government earnings will increase. The papers will publish: 
Mauritius is progressing. But will any mention be ever made of progress 
in the lives of girls like 3ubo?'
The writer succeeds in eliciting the reader's sympathy for £3ubo, 
and all along in this story we share emotionally in the happiness and 
trial of her life.
The language of the above story like that of the others in Marisas 
ki HindT kahanT is good modern standard Hindi. Bamma's style is fluent, 
lively, approaching nearly the flavour of the colloquial. The use of 
Bhojpuri in the dialogue between ^ubo and her colleague Rehana in the 
factory enhances the realistic atmosphere of the narrative.
The third category embraces the remaining two stories: Anubandhan
by Mrs. B.Nagdan and Zahar aur dava by A.Unnuth. Both these stories 
possess considerable literary merit: they are magnificent pieces of
talented writing and make a most powerful impact. In both cases, the 
story is beautifully told and extraordinarily well-constructed. The 
reader is not merely a passive spectator of the incidents described 
therein but a vicarious participator in them.
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As these two stories mark the high point in the Mauritian Hindi 
short story, it will be appropriate to examine them in detail. All 
through, B.Nagdan's story remains authentic, sensitive and realistic.
In Anubandhan, Vilas, a young woman who becomes the wife of AvnTs 
through an arranged marriage narrates the story of her life. Before 
her marriage, she had secretly loved Svapnil who subsequently left 
Mauritius and settled in England. Right from the beginning, B.Nagdan 
keeps her reader in suspense and plays on his curiosity. What strikes 
the reader first and foremost is the high sensitivity of Vilas, her 
great capacity of love controlled all through, however, by her high sense 
of morality and righteousness. The writer manifests a profound knowledge 
of female psychology while, in the course of the story, she makes a subtle 
approach to the deeper levels of the soul of a woman in love. In pathetic 
terms, Vilas relates the anguish of her wedlock:
'I was not in love with AvnTs  At the outset, even his touch was
unpleasant. I was restless in his arms. True, sometimes imagining 
Svapnil's presence, I would make love to him, but then, I know not how he 
would come to understand it, and letting go hold of me with a jerk, he 
would say: "Vilas, your body is surely in my arms, but I know your mind is
somewhere else". He would then walk to the balcony, whilst I would cry, 
quiet and helpless. How could I explain to him that the heart has a 
world of its own. The sacred fire of the wedding ceremony, the reciting 
of mantras and meaningless rituals cannot change it '
One afternoon, on his return from the office, AvnTs informed Vilas 
that Svapnil, just back from England, had paid him a visit. The day 
after Svapnil's visit to AvnTs, while the latter and his two children were 
away, the door-bell rang, and there was the same Svapnil Vilas had last 
seen 14 years before.
"A thrill went through me", continues Vilas. "I stood speechless 
for a moment".
"Do you recognize me?" he asked smiling.
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"Can anyone forget oneself?" I was about to ask, but my heart 
was beating so fast that, unable to speak, I just joined my hands.
Svapnil held my hands in his, and just like that walked with me inside.
That was the first time he had touched me. How different was that touch 
from that of AvnTs and how intoxicating!1
The final meeting between Svapnil and Vilas takes place on the beach, 
(AvnTs was away attending an important meeting), where he informed her 
he was returning to England. SvapnTl courageously asked her whether she 
loved him. After a moment of silence, she gave vent to her feelings, 
but before doing so, she explains in the narrative the state of her mind:
'Keeping quiet, I stared at the waves. With full force, they rolled 
on to the shore, crashed and were forced to trace their way back. My 
situation was somewhat similar. All my life, I had been crying and pining 
for the coming of a particular moment; I had been thirsting until that 
day to hear the utterance of certain words and now, upon hearing them, 
should I retreat? '
Like A.Unnuth, B.Nagdan has here used Nature not as an opportunity 
for conventional descriptions, but as a means of portraying human mood.
For a moment, Vilas felt like beginning a new life with Svapnil, but she 
struggled with herself and conquered this feeling. It was the triumph 
of moral propriety over emotion. The writer makes full use of this 
incident to reveal deeper levels of her protagonist's character.
Anubandhan may be a 'moral' story but its morality emerges from inner 
conflict and character and not from the explicit didacticism of the 
author.37
In Zahar aur dava, Unnuth also makes his point in a final denouement, 
but it is subtly expressed and is more psychological than moral. The 
story concerns a well-to-do middle-aged man who had a young mistress with 
whom he was infatuated, although everyone but he knew she shared her 
favours with others. He was the father of a twenty year old son and a 
daughter. The daughter had left on holiday, and his wife was ill in 
hospital.
Sophia the attractive mistress arrived in the father's absence and
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was met by the son. The main part of the narrative is concerned 
with the mental, emotional and sexual reactions of these two who are thus 
brought together. In titillating detail, the movements and reactions of 
the couple are portrayed with considerable realism. The son is the 
narrator and the story concludes with the entry of the father when he, the 
son, has Sophia in his arms. The sight was a considerable shock to the 
father, but in the son's view it was a realization that he should have made 
long before, and was both a poison and a cure.
The story is extremely well-written with considerable descriptive 
power. As with Anubandhan, the greater part of the story is a soliloquy, 
but they both have a colloquial flavour. Unnuth, unlike Nagdan, makes
use occasionally of a more Urdu vocabulary (kasis, nihayat, hasl.n etc.) 
but this enhances rather than impairs the effectiveness of Unnuth's 
narrative.
As previously stated, the language of the stories contained in 
Marisas kT Hindi kahanT is, in general, good modern standard Hindi but 
what distinguishes it from any previous narrative prose is that it bears 
the stamp of a Mauritian idiom in a manner no previous work had done.
Apart from a little Bhojpuri dialogue which includes a few Creole words, 
the contributors to this collection have frequently incorporated in a
3 8spontaneous manner terms and phrases commonly used in Mauritian Bhojpuri. 
Furthermore, they have coined a few words, verbs in particular, from 
Mauritian Bhojpuri adjectives (e.g. akhai ke kor kuch jada hi kariya gaye, 
"the corners of the eyes have turned blacker). The relatively frequent 
incorporation of this Bhojpuri diction including Bhojpuri neologisms mark 
MarTsas kT HindT kahanT as well as Unnuth's novel Lai Pasina published 
the same year (1976) as works which have revolutionized Mauritian literary 
KhB. and, in some measure, made it distinctly Mauritian (a few Indo- 
Mauritian writers tend to follow the same pattern). Yet its affinity 
with the KhB. of India is close enough for Mauritian KhB. literature to 
be accepted and digested, as it were, as an integral part of an international 
whole.
The year in which the M.G.I. published MarTsas kT HindT kahanT also
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saw the publication of A.Unnuth's 13 story-collection entitled KhamosT 
ke cTtkar (Delhi, 1976), which is without question the best collection 
of Hindi short stories to be published to date. It incorporates Zahar 
aur dava which the writer contributed to the publication of the M.G.I.
Like Marisas kT Hindi kahanT, KhamosT ke cTtkar found a reading public, 
although modest, both in India and in Mauritius. The stories 
predominantly touch on social and political themes which in this collection
include the profligacy of spiritual leaders (Hindu priests), the
extravagance and hollowness often encountered in middle-class people, 
and alleged Government maladministration resulting in the deterioration 
of standard of living. A few stories treat psychological and universal 
situations with a skill which reveals a deep understanding of human 
nature. There is a satirical vein, too, in some of these stories, in 
places mild, in places bitter.
Some of the stories in KhamosT ke cTtkar are very well structured 
and end with a denouement which is both effective and satisfying. Mathe
ka tTka exemplifies this category. Sudan, ManTn and Manhar, three
unemployed youths went to steal tomatoes in the middle of the night from 
the field of Sumia, a courtesan of the village. The door of Sumia's 
house opened and in the dim light, they saw a man who looked like someone 
they knew coming out. The three crouched on the ground, but in the dark, 
this man, as he was hurrying away, hurtled against Sudan and fell head 
foremost against a low stone-wall and injured himself. The next morning, 
as agreed, Sudan called on a neighbour tSTla to help with the building of 
an altar for a religious ceremony. He asked the priest where it should 
be located whereupon the priest who was looking down busy collecting 
together the various articles necessary for the puja raised his head and, 
to his utter amazement, Sudan saw that in place of the sandal head-mark 
(tTka), the forehead of the priest bore two white pieces of elastoplast.
The man who was living a superficially respectable life by day was leading 
a lecherous life by night.
In a few other stories of this collection, the emphasis is not so 
much on the story and plot, but primarily on the portrayal of the social
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and political circumstances of the country, as viewed by the author.
This divergence of attention and emphasis may detract from the coherence 
and the momentum of the narrative. Rat ki parti ke bad (p.140), for 
example, is principally a vivid canvas of the life of certain middle- 
class families - their extravagance, hollowness, superficiality and moral 
impropriety. Kolahal (p.150)’graphically represents the political 
situation in a bitter satirical vein: the aftermath of Independence and
Government maladministration including the escalating cost of living, 
rising unemployment and general inefficiency and artificiality in Government 
circles. These stories may be interesting for their social and political 
comment, but they are less than satisfactory as representatives of the 
genre, lacking an adequate structure.
The few stories bearing a psychological import are among the best 
of the collection. Two good examples, apart from Zahar aur dava are: 
KhamosT ke citkar (p.20) which bears the title of the collection and 
Nayi talas (p.57). In the former, actress Chaya is unhappily married to 
Rakes, a medical doctor. She is in love with Cand, a producer at the
theatre where she works. She has discovered that the root cause of all
her misery is her ’fear1. Smarting with pain, she gives vent to her 
feelings: 'Cand! to this day, I have been a victim of fear; I have been
afraid of society, of my relations, of this and of that; I have been 
afraid all the time even of my own shadow... But now I am determined 
not to be scared of anything. It is fear which is the greatest obstacle 
on the path of human life, especially for the female sex. It is fear 
which has deprived me of everything - of every kind of authority, of every 
desire (fulfilment of) and of every happiness... Rakes is a very good 
doctor and a very good man, but if God has not made him a 'whole' (sampurn)
man, why should I blame my fate for it?1
In spite of her new resolve, Chaya remains silent and depressed, 
but the moment Cand declares his love for her, she is transformed and 
becomes a new woman, a new actress.
NayT talas tells the story of a hotel-waiter Emile, who feels 
miserably suppressed and stifled by the artificialities and the atmosphere
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of bondage prevailing in his place of work. One day feeling overwhelmed 
by these pressures, he breaks out of the hotel, as if from a prison, and 
runs away as fast as he can. He runs on and on towards a new horizon 
in an attempt to lose his former self and to discover himself anew.
Several stories in this collection display poetic touches which reveal 
the poet and the painter in Unnuth. To illustrate this, two brief
examples can be quoted from Vapasi suraj kT: (i) 'memories, whether they
are of happiness or sorrow, whenever they come, they bring pain together'
(p.43); (ii) 'In the middle of the ocean, beyond the reefs, a boat with 
a white sail moved along, cleaving the evening twilight, and proceeding 
towards an unknown destination. The sea-birds flew along together'
(p.45). It is significant, however, that these descriptions wherever 
they occur in the stories are never just superficially imposed but perfectly 
integrated with the narrative. They are good examples of the descriptive 
and the narrative being welded together to achieve an organic unity. As 
in Zahar aur dava, the language of all the other stories is standard
modern Hindi at its best. Unnuth's Hindi continues to be intermixed with
a Perso-Arabic vocabulary, and his dialogue occasionally draws from the
French, Creole and Bhojpuri idiom.
Almost simultaneously with KhamosT ke cltkar, Unnuth published 
Insan aur masin (Delhi, 1976), a collection of 44 anecdotes, reminiscent, 
in some degree, of the stories of M.Chintamunnee which had appeared in 
Congress about 10 years previously. It was the first publication 
of its kind in Mauritian KhB., nor has there been anything similar published 
since. Nearly half of these anecdotes are thematically political. With
caustic and humourous satire, irony and sarcasm, most of these stories
depict the untruth, corruption, abuse of power, superciliousness and deceit, 
as seen by the author in the mid 1970's in many of the Mauritian ministers 
of State and their senior officers. In fact, in the seventies, especially 
in the second part of the decade, a political situation was establishing 
itself in Mauritius which could in several ways become an easy target of 
biting satirical writings. Two of Unnuth's anecdotes within this category 
can be briefly quoted here to express his views regarding these matters.
In Vidur kT sag (pp.79-80), Duryodhan accepts an invitation to the place
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of Vidur, a poor and ordinary person. Just when he is preparing to 
go to Vidur's place, Karn arrives and reminds him that he has, since 
the previous week, already accepted an invitation to his place for the 
same day. Thereupon, Duryodhan explains to him that at the present 
time (just before the general elections) it is politically important 
that he should give the general impression in the country that his first 
care goes to the poor and ordinary people, although, after being elected, 
he can fool them for a long time. In Praman patra (pp.37-39), an 
unemployed person enters the office of an Employment Exchange Manager 
with a live hare in a closed basket. He has learnt that a hare given 
as a gift to the manager is more effective than an academic certificate 
in securing a job. At first the manager tells him off, but he smiles 
a little on finding that the basket contains a live hare brought for him.
'Let me see the hare', he says. He then authoritatively takes the 
basket from the person's hands and peeps inside, when the hare suddenly 
slips out, jumps over the window and leaps outside.
'You get out of here', shouts the manager.
'What about my employment, sir?1
'Your hare has run away.1
A few of the anecdotes bear on social problems, and they have been 
treated with the same incisive satirical humour and irony. Examples of 
these are Dhang ka capra (pp.15-16; this satirises the insistence on the 
use of the neck-tie on formal occasions) and Apna rang (pp.26-27). In 
the latter, a boy called 3am very dark of complexion, lived in Gokul and, 
together with Krsn, he was one of the shepherd boys tending the same 
herds of cattle. Krsn loved him much, but whenever he played his flute, 
3am would move away from him as if in disapproval. One day, the boys 
divided themselves in two teams in order to play a game. Sam and Krsn 
happened to be placed in the same team. At once, 3am walked over 
disdainfully to the other team. When he was asked the reason for doing 
so, he answered angrily; 'Krsn is dark. I do not like his colour.
All the boys were very surprised at this reply, but Krsn laughed heartily
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later, he said to Balram; 'There are many people in this world who 
cannot see their own colour'. The writer's ironical amusement is 
apparent here; he is obviously mocking those Mauritians who are obsessed 
with a false sense of dignity and are trying to climb socially by 
disowning their own.
A third category can be described as referring to economic problems. 
Mutthi me band ujala (pp.9-10) which is evocative of the author's poem 
Anphula kaktas, Mazbur tusT huT Tkh (pp.57-58), Dudh (pp.63-64), Masin 
kT mrtyu (pp.81-82), Rang (pp.99-100), belong to this category. They 
portray principally the rapacity and tyranny of employers and the ruthless 
exploitation of ordinary workers. Two or three of these anecdotes 
including MasTn kT mrtyu, have a historical or quasi-historical theme.
Like the author's novel Lai PasTna, they depict the ceaseless labour of 
the Indian agricultural workers and their great sufferings. MasTn kT 
mrtu, for instance, conveys through a very brief sketch a remarkably vivid 
and brilliant picture of the pathetic conditions of the agricultural 
workers: Sonalal, together with others was harvesting sugar-cane under
a scorching sun. He was sweating profusely (the doctor had warned him 
that he needed treatment for anaemia). Thoughts of his wife came to him - 
she had been admitted to hospital only the day before; memories of his 
child that died three months previously haunted him. Completely exhausted, 
Sonalal collapsed on a pile of harvested canes and died. The harvest had 
been particularly good that year, but the increased prosperity of the 
employers never meant any change in the condition of the workers. 'Why 
should a lush verdure still mean a drought for us?1 was a question raised 
in a baithka meeting some two days before Sonalal died.
There are among the anecdotes three which are drawn from the 
episodes of the Ramayana and the Mahabharata. They are Dhrtarastra aur 
3akuni ke bTc, Eklavya, and Udghatan (the proposed inauguration of a 
legendary bridge from Kanya kumarT to Lanka).
The remaining stories in Insan aur masTn do not form a single 
homogeneous group and cannot be classified. They are just interesting 
fictional narratives telling a story for its own sake. Examples of this 
category are: Aur jab battT jalT (p.21) and Faisla (p.61).
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The majority of the anecdotes are instructive in character, but 
Unnuth is never explicitly didactic, and the messages they convey are 
implicit. In fact, different readers might derive different messages, 
especially from such anecdotes as Karvahat biyar kT (p.67) and Cara (p.69) 
in which the message is so indirect as to be almost obscure.
These 44 stories contained in Insan aur masTn have been written, like 
other stories of Unnuth, in a flawless modern standard Hindi. Befitting 
anecdotes, the language and style of this collection is particularly 
concise, taut and crisp, and its quality has been enhanced by occasional 
poetic touches and the use in places of a Perso-Arabic vocabulary. (At
Appendix XXII is a copy of one of the anecdotes entitled Apne log.) More
than anywhere else in his writings, Unnuth has made use of English words 
and phrases, such as are sometimes found in modern Indian Hindi (e.g. 
yu get aut fram hTya p.39; pojisan p.73; authoritetiv ton p.88).
He has in this collection drawn from French and Bhojpuri idiom too,
although very sparingly.
Before the eighth decade of the century drew to its close, the Hindi
short story was fairly well established as a genre in Mauritius. Several
factors have assisted in consolidating its position, but the most
significant event has been the foundation in March 1978 of the Vasant,
the monthly Hindi literary magazine of the M.G.I. which, under the
editorship of A.Unnuth, has provided a ready medium for the publication
of creative writings and supplied a want long felt in the island.
Short stories by several Indo-Mauritian writers were also contributed
39through the 1970's to well-known newspapers in India.
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The Hindi novel
The history of the Hindi novel in Mauritius dates from the 1960's.
The first attempt in this genre was made by K.Lalbihari who in 1960 wrote 
a 20 page novelette entitled Pahla kadam which he designated a laghu 
upanyas. It is the story of two youthful persons passionately in love 
but unable to get married for social reasons. The hero of the story, 
utterly dejected, retires into seclusion, and ruminates over his misfortune 
and the defeat of his first step (pahla kadam) in life. It is a theme 
which displays the influence of the Indian film. By the time Lalbihari 
was writing Pahla kadam, the Hindi novel of India was already popular in 
Mauritius. It is unfortunate that Pahla kadam (published in Mauritius), 
which constituted a first step in the field of the Mauritian Hindi novel, 
is now unobtainable.^
Before proceeding with the history of the Hindi novel in Mauritius, 
it would be appropriate to assess briefly the influence of Indian 
novelists over the Hindi reading public and the potential Hindi writers 
of Mauritius. Premcand's short stories and novels remained the most 
popular and most widely read among Indo-Mauritians. Godan and his 
other novels became fairly well known among Hindi circles. Premcand 
apart, Devki Nandan Khatrl (Candrakanta and Candrakanta santati) enjoyed 
some vogue with readers of Hindi. Among the other Hindi writers who 
enjoyed a measure of popularity amongst a modest circle of Mauritian 
readers were Jainendra Kumar (Sunita, Tyagpatra, Kalyani), Upendranath 
Ask (the Cetan novels - Girt! divare and 3ahar me ghumta aina), Catursen 
3astrx (Hrday kT pyas), Dharmavir Bharatl (Gunaho ka devata and Suraj 
ka satva ghora), Nares Mehta (Yah path bandhu tha), Nirmal Varma (Ve din) 
and Yaspal (Dada kamred), etc.
While Hindi poetry and the short story have flourished in recent 
years, Mauritius can boast only two Hindi novelists whose works have 
attained a standard of excellence. They are Abhimanyu Unnuth (eleven 
novels up to 1980) and Dipcand Beeharry (one novel). Another promising 
Indo-Mauritian Hindi novelist is Ramdev Dhurandar, Assistant editor of
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Vasant at the M.G.I., parts of whose novel Sahme hue sac were
serialised in Vasant in 1981. In 1975, Vishnudat Madhu, who already
had a few Hindi poems to his credit, published in Mauritius Phat gayi
dharti, a one-hundred page novel which did not much impress its modest
circle of readers. It was the story of two lovers who got married
despite strong parental objections; the heroine experienced much
unhappiness especially when she discovered that her father-in-law was
engaged in a 'black-market' business. It is very much 'like a cheap
41film story and the language is ungrammatical and inelegant1.
The history of the Hindi novel in Mauritius, is, therefore, primarily 
the history of the works of A.Unnuth in this domain of literature. His 
novels can be roughly classified in five categories. Six of them are 
social novels: Cautha pranl (written in 1967, serialised in Ajkal [1969-
1970] and first published in 1974); Aur nadi bahtl rahT (1970); Ek 
bigha pyar (1972); Jam gaya suraj (1973); Tapti dopahari (1977) and 
3ephali (1979). Tlsre kinare par (1976) is a social romance. Lai 
Paslna is historical. Andolan has a political import. Finally,
Kuhase ka dayra (1978) and Hartal kal hogl (1979) are socio-political (in 
1981, Unnuth wrote another socio-political novel, Cun cun cunav). By 
the time Unnuth wrote his first novel in 1967, he was already the author 
of several short stories and more than two dozen dramas. Some of the 
latter had been presented on the Mauritian radio and television and 
staged amidst well-attended gatherings. Cautha pranT was the first 
proper Hindi novel to be written by an Indo-Mauritian, and it is 
reported to have been well received in India, firstly by the readers
Ajkal and latterly more generally when subsequently published in book 
form. In the course of the 1970's, Unnuth rose rapidly to prominence 
as a novelist, not only in Mauritius but among the literary circles of 
the Indian sub-continent. All his novels do not of course attain the 
same degree of excellence, but all of them have been considered good 
enough to obtain publication from reputable publishers in India.
Since the novels of Unnuth constitute by far the largest corpus 
of Mauritian Hindi literature, it will not be possible to treat them in 
any detail. It is proposed, therefore, to discuss the novels and
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Unnuth's craft in general terms, and then to examine his best 
known novel, Lai paslna, in greater detail.
The geographical setting of Unnuth's novels comprises the humble
rural areas of Mauritius - sugar-estate dwellings, villages and remote
hamlets peopled by unsophisticated agricultural workers, fishermen,
42farmers, school-teachers, etc. For example, in Cautha prani,
Madhav the young farmer leaves his village to go and study in Israel, 
but on completion of his studies, he returns home and continues as 
before to cherish the values of rural life. In a conversation with 
Vina, the girl he loves, Madhav says (some time before he leaves for 
Israel):
1..... 1 attach importance neither to the wealth [of my parents]
nor to the education [I have received]. With my academic qualifications, 
I could obtain a job in the Government, but to me the real joy of life 
is to be found amidst these verdant surroundings of Nature. I feel it 
is in the warm lap of the earth that lies the real significance of life' 
(Cautha prani, p.76). The story of Ek bigha pyar unrolls its events 
entirely in the country-side except for a brief glimpse of the town when 
Som is tried in court for beating up the rich man Jogia suspected of 
maliciously setting fire to his vegetable plantation which was ready for 
harvest. In Kuhase ka dayra, the setting shifts from the village to 
the town only occasionally when Sidhu, the state minister's agent travels 
from his village home to visit the minister in the urban area where he, 
Sidhu, is eventually assassinated. In Sephali, a substantial part of 
the story takes place on the beach and amidst rural surroundings. 
Similarly, Aur nadl bahti rahi, Jam gaya suraj, Tisre kinare par, Lai 
paslna, as well as almost all of the other novels are set in estate 
dwellings, hamlets and villages. With regard to the period of time,
Lai pasTna, the only historical novel, is set in the immigration period 
of the 19th century and the early years of the 20th, whereas the other 
novels are all set in more modern times.
All of Unnuth's novels portray, amongst other themes, the
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unceasing labour and sufferings, integrity and righteousness of the
agricultural workers and their considerable contribution towards the
prosperity of Mauritius. The author emphasizes in almost all his works
the fact that improvements in Mauritian agricultural productions do not
bring about better living standards among the workers. In Cautha prani,
when Vina remarks to her father, Siparsad, that labourers in spite of
their very hard work do not make any appreciable progress in life, the
latter replies: 'Man does not attain greatness only by earning material
wealth, dear daughter I Labourers who irrigate the field with their
sweat are great in their own right1 (p.48). The novels of Unnuth have
enhanced, as have several works of Premcand and other writers, the
image of the peasantry. In fact, Unnuth who is country-born and bred
is a writer who draws his inspiration primarily from the life of the rural
working class. As he himself pointed out in the course of a conversation
with the writer of this thesis, his works vivify the country-side and
43the peasantry, and he is not a bourgeois writer.
Social criticism is a significant component in the social novels 
of Unnuth. They depict social conditions among rural inhabitants, 
especially agricultural workers, but the author rarely touches on the 
society that exists beyond these rural confines, and wherever he has done 
so the resulting picture is only faint. These social novels (e.g. Aur 
nadl bahti rahl and Ek bigha pyar), however, are highly imbued with 
love. It is a love which assumes two forms: the profound love and
loyalty binding man and woman, and the love relationship existing 
between peasants and the small plots of land they cultivate. Notwith­
standing the love and contentment in the homes of the peasants, theirs 
is a life of bitter struggle often evocative of the poignant 
circumstances surrounding Hori1s life in Premcand's Godan. In fact, 
the village or hamlet which Unnuth realistically creates resembles to 
some extent the home of Premcand's characters.
The social and socio-political novels raise as part of the main 
story, however, a number of grievances and problems that are
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characteristically Mauritian. The drawbacks resulting from tourism, 
for instance, are strongly emphasized (nearly a whole chapter is devoted 
to this topic in Kuhase ka dayra, pp.27-31) - long stretches of the 
beaches have been monopolised, prostitution has grown apace, the best 
meat and fish are collected for the hotels to feed the tourists, and 
various other amenities which were formerly available to Mauritians 
are now denied them. Mauritius enjoys far more public holidays than 
many other parts of the world (most of the religious festivals have been 
designated public holidays) and the author criticises this system as 
uncivie and unpatriotic. Many Mauritians especially the poor workers are 
addicted to strong alcoholic drinks, including the local rum, and the 
author has severely condemned the intemperate use of alcohol, calling 
it the enemy of mankind. He is satirically critical of the caste system 
and the semi-literate orthodox Hindu priests who support it for their own 
selfish ends. In most of the novels, he chastises the arrogance, greed 
and licentiousness of the middle-class who are constantly exploiting the 
poor and hard-working agricultural workers. He has not spared the 
Police: while they are strict with petty offenders, they dare not
prosecute the influential of the locality who often seriously contravene 
the law. Among other social comments in his novels is the author’s 
strong conviction regarding the teaching and progress of Hindi in Mauritius. 
He has strongly stressed the fact that 'if adequate fees had been charged 
for Hindi tuition, then Hindi would have advanced further than it has 
done so far [in Mauritius]' (Kuhase ka dayra, p.32).
In the political and socio-political novels (four out of twelve),
Unnuth has deprecated the evils, as they seemed to him, resulting from 
the politics of the day. These are principally: nepotism and opportunism
which are responsible for much of the dissatisfaction and acrimony among 
the people; the political exploitation of the caste system among Hindus 
and the resulting disunity among Indo-Mauritians; the inefficiency and 
self-centredness of the personalities at the helm of Government, as a 
consequence of which the rich grow richer and the poor poorer; and the 
general insecurity in the country which has engendered a sense of rivalry, 
restlessness and fear. These political comments have been made very 
strongly in Kuhase ka dayra (pp.48-49) where Ruplal Bhagat, an elderly,
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honest and generous person conversing with Dhanes, a school-teacher, 
ingenuously rounds off his conversation by saying (in Bhojpuri) 'has 
God too joined this lot [the Government of the day] against us?1 A 
similar tone underlies the other three novels - Andolan, Hartal kal hoqi 
and Cun cun cunav (1981). The political comments of Unnuth, however 
well-intentioned and sincere they may be, tend to be in places 
exaggerated and over-emphasized.
A.Unnuth is a story-teller of remarkable talent. From the beginning 
to the end, the majority of his stories are enjoyable, fresh and interesting. 
The winding up of almost every chapter is an invitation to read on to the 
next. The reader is not merely a passive spectator of the events but 
participates emotionally in them. There is a great deal of the 
unexpected in his story: the author is arousing curiosity all the time.
At any stage where the reader's suspense is likely to weaken, he invokes 
it anew. This can be illustrated by an example from Cautha pranl: 
a stage is reached, well before the end of the story, when the reader 
feels that the'struggle is nearly over and that the hero Madhav is going 
to fulfil his wish of marrying Vina the heroine. But the author 
counteracts this expectation by interposing an incident which renders 
the reader as curious as before. Vlna's mother Sarandha, on her death­
bed, exhorts her not to harbour the hope of marrying Madhav, as 
Candansimh, Ksatriya by caste, would never agree to his son marrying the 
daughter of a Mahto, the agricultural caste.
Unnuth can be described as a realistic writer. His novels display 
fidelity of representation, truth to nature and insistence upon details.
In the course of his narration, the author resorts to a few poetic 
touches and very brief descriptions of natural landscapes. Unnuth the 
poet and the artist speaks through the novels from time to time. He is 
a painter too, and has held several exhibitions of his paintings. The 
description of natural scenery, in the course of the story is, however, 
rarely for its own sake; he has recourse to it to portray a human mood 
or to conjure up an atmosphere. The following is an example from 
Ek bigha pyar (p.105): 'Flamboyant flowers on either side of the road
were due to appear not before two and a half to three months' time. Then
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the road would be bordered by a red velvety carpet, as it were, and, 
for tourists, it would become a road leading to paradise. But to the 
two brothers, this road was already the way to paradise. What Som 
felt exactly we do not know, but to Hira it was indeed the way to 
heaven. His plantation itself was the region of supreme bliss.'
We may further illustrate the same point with another quotation from 
Kuhase ka dayra (p.80): 'Walking along the road bordered with
flamboyant trees, Dhanes was absorbed in the contemplation of the blood- 
red flamboyant flowers. These were blossoms which boosted the morale 
of human beings. Pervading the whole island from one end to the other, 
they not only welcomed the advent of the new year but their gorgeous 
colours induced the hard-working to become ready for harder work 
still...'
Unnuth's novels incorporate magnificent pieces of descriptive, 
realistic and authentic writing which considerably enhance their value. 
One example is the following from £)ephali (pp.68-69):
'The beach at Blue-bay. Being a week-day, the place was pleasantly 
quiet; we were the only two persons on that spacious beach. We had 
our bathing costumes on. A cool breeze was blowing; it made us 
shiver, and with the tickling it produced, Sephali was running about 
like a crazy person, throwing around handfuls of sand. Taking sand 
with both her hands, she smeared my body with it, and when I picked up 
sand and ran after her, she took to her heels. She kept running until 
she was breathless. As I stumbled, she stumbled too and fell on top of 
me. Resting her head on my chest, she kept panting for several minutes.
She was a better swimmer than I was. When I asked her who taught
her to swim, she said it was the cyclone. "You've never been the victim
of a cyclone, and so you've never needed to become a good swimmer", she 
said.
She smiled and, cutting across the waves, she swam in the water. 
Sitting on the sand, I watched her as she went tearing through the water. 
When she had swum a long way out, she called to me: "Asit, come here".
She kept calling to me as she went on swimming against the waves,
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and at last when I saw that she had gone much further than I could 
reach, I stepped out of the sand and jumped into the water. Struggle 
as I would with my arms and legs, I could not cover the gap between the 
two of us. Acknowledging defeat, I said to her:
113ephall, come back."
"Come and take me back."
"You've gone too far and I cannot come there."
"You can, just try. Do not be scared. You won't drown. I am 
here stopping the waves.. "
"I am not afraid of drowning."
Bracing all my remaining strength, I carried on towards her. Fighting 
against the waves, I went on and on. Amidst the groaning and hissing 
waves, a sound reached my ears:
"Asit, je t'aime."'
That very night, Sephali tickling my ears with her breath said to me:
"You are the first person to have heard me say this."
"What?"
"I love you."'
As we read through Unnuth's novels, lively narrations like the one above, 
free from stereotyped use of language strengthen our impression of 
authenticity and enhance the value of the story.
The not infrequent creation of psychological situations, a few 
of them intense, in the course of the narrative is not the least of the 
factors which heighten the effect of Unnuth's story. Such situations 
integrated into the story bring about moments of extraordinary beauty.
The following is an example (Ek blgha pyar, p.84): Karuna marvelling at
the courage of Hira the cripple who is among the best agricultural 
labourers of the village expresses her thoughts in a soliloquy reported 
to the reader as follows: 'Pondering over this matter [HIra's field­
work] it dawned on her that working [in the field] by the side of this
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courageous man would be indeed a joy. She thought that if she 
could ever have such an opportunity in her life, she would surely 
avail herself of it. That would be the happiest moment of her life.
She kept indulging in this kind of thinking, although people around 
her still looked on her as an artless and half-witted girl'. Similar 
psychological situations were less frequent in Unnuth1s earlier novels.
An element of surprise and mystery is another feature which 
characterises the plot of most of Unnuth's novels. This is supplied, 
amongst other factors, by a few of the very brief portrayals of Nature, 
the numerous unexpected turns of the story and the concealed emotion 
in certain characters. Instances of concealed emotion creating mystery 
are illustrated by the behaviour of such characters as Karuna in Ek 
bigha pyar and Krsnavati in Aur nadi bahti rahi. The atmosphere of 
surprise and mystery, wherever it occurs, suspends for a brief moment 
the time sequence and creates a beauty over which the reader cannot 
help brooding even while he moves ahead with the continuing action of 
the plot.
Unnuth takes an ethical position in the majority of his novels.
He is, however, never explicitly didactic or over-instructive; the 
message is never forced on the reader but implied, and it is up to the 
reader to interpret not only what has been said but also what has been 
left unsaid. In the course of a conversation the writer of this thesis 
had with him, he said; 'I have displayed all the parts of the game, 
but, as in a jigsaw puzzle, I want to give everyone the opportunity of 
fitting them together by himself1. He added: 'I have given a full- 
cream milk to my readers, and they are free to use it for any products in 
the manner they deem appropriate'. Kesav Gopal Nigam, Chief Editor of 
Ajkal, observing the reaction of readers when Cautha prani was 
serialised in his paper (1969-1970) said that the novel had moved many 
a reader to tears. Unnuth remarked that such was not his intention, 
and it appeared to him that many of the readers had missed the message 
he wishes to convey through this novel, that is, the example set by 
Vina, the teenage agricultural worker who, in the face of adverse
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circumstances, struggles unflinchingly on, caters to the needs of 
the family, and eventually fulfils her dearest wish of marrying her 
beloved Madhav. In fact, every one of the novels has an instructive 
message implied in the story, although the author never puts it to 
the fore. Another example of such a message is in Ek bigha pyar in 
which the main protagonist Hira is a cripple and an asthmatic. He 
is, however, loving and considerate. Ignoring his physical infirmity, 
he proves to be one of the most efficient agricultural workers of his 
village. Tribulations befall him: his one acre of vegetable- 
plantation ready to be harvested is completely destroyed by arson; his 
brother Som is arrested by the police for beating up Jogia suspected 
of the foul deed. Hira is sorrow-stricken but not conquered by 
adversity. Indomitable, he struggles on and eventually emerges happy 
and successful. A further example of this implicit didacticism can 
be quoted from gephali. 3ephalT is one of those unfortunate women 
who are driven by hard circumstances to take to prostitution. It is 
a life which ultimately brings her grief and depression. Down and 
out, she attempts to commit suicide, but is foiled by her former boy­
friend Asit who discovers her whereabouts and has her rushed to 
hospital in a state of unconsciousness. After this narrow escape, she 
comes in contact with Dharm, a friend of Asit who invites her to Mukti- 
path, a centre of prayer and meditation. The sermon and the devotional 
hymns (bhajans) at Mukti-path have a deep impact on her. Immersed in 
this spiritual atmosphere, she turns over a new leaf. One of the main 
themes of the meditation which becomes an integral part of 3ephali's 
new life is: 'Bestow your love on elements from which the moment of
separation never comes, elements which are untouched by death.' (p.126).
The plots of Unnuth's novels are, in general, organized and well- 
structured with justifiable internal logic. They are closely knit and 
rarely leave loose ends. Almost every action in his plot counts; it 
is economical and spare. Generally speaking, it is a quick-moving 
plot, not slow, tortuous or convoluted. The writer's attention, 
moreover, is not monopolised by the sequence of events, and as the story 
progresses, he makes use of all possible opportunities to display 
motivation and develop character. Several of the novels have sub­
plots, and these are interwoven with the main action in such a way that
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they become integral parts of the work and form together an organic 
unity. One example of such a sub-plot is that which is constituted 
by the relationship between Dhanes (the protagonist of the novel) and 
Nira and her parents in Kuhase ka dayra. Most of Unnuth*s plots 
can sustain intelligent questionings and are, as a rule, convincing.
In touch with what is great and noble in life, they express genuine 
values and stimulate thought.
Some of the situations Unnuth creates in his novels about the life
of the ordinary country people, sometimes contrasted with the self-centred
behaviour of the town-dwellers, are not infrequently idealistic, but
never impractically idealistic, hollow or untrue. Gopal Ray, the
Indian critic and author of Godan, adhyayan ki samasyae, in a book review
which appeared shortly after the publication of Ek bigha pyar (1972),
expressed appreciation of the practical idealism of Unnuth as displayed
in Ek bigha pyar, and criticised idealistic Hindi novels (adarsvadl
44upanyas), in general, describing them as empty and untrue.
As a rule, Unnuth does not sacrifice the plot for the benefit of 
his story, characterization or any other component of the novel. All 
the same, one may point to a few inconsistencies in the plots of the 
novels. Examples of these are: in Cautha pranl, on the death of
Siparsad, the head of the household, the second daughter, Bindu, is 
taken by Dada, an uncle of the late Siparsad, a well-to-do planter to 
live under his roof. The grand-father makes arrangements to continue 
her secondary education. The rest of the family, according to the 
story, however, live in dire poverty and, at one time, they are brought 
to the brink of starvation. This seeming indifference of Dada to 
his nephew's family is an improbability in the plot. It is too much 
to ask the reader to believe that Dada should have taken one of the 
daughters to live at his place and to continue her secondary education, 
while at the same time remaining utterly indifferent to the rest of 
the family. Similarly, in Ek bigha pyar, Karuna, one of the main 
characters, is represented as a completely illiterate person. She 
cannot even sign her name. She affixes her cross in lieu of a 
signature when the postman delivers a telegram to her. Yet this
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person holds (at pp.104, 105) a conversation which is profound and 
highly intelligent: this is inconsistent with her complete illiteracy.
The level of conversation could have been acceptable to the reader even 
if she had obtained only a little Hindi education at her local baithka. 
But presented as it has been, this episode strains our willing 
suspension of disbelief beyond reasonable limits. Even Kuhase ka 
dayra (1978) which is among his latest novels is not entirely free from 
implausibilities. One of the main characters of this novel is Santi 
who is in fact among the most convincing creations of Unnuth, but 
towards the end of the novel, the writer has idealised her too highly.
She and Bhisam, the son of a planter had loved each other, but for social 
reasons their marriage did not take place, and Santi's marriage was 
arranged instead with Sidhu, a political agent. After the untimely death 
of the latter (^Idhu is assassinated in a political embroilment),
Bhisam again proposes to Santi, but she turns him down. That this 
young widow should throw away her chances of marrying Bhisam, that she 
should at the same time encourage Dhanes the school-teacher who she 
knew took a keen interest in her to wed Nira the girl whom Dhanes loved 
but who had left him and gone overseas, sounds rather improbable and 
not very convincing. This is an example where the plot has been 
sacrificed for character portrayal and both have lost in the process.
Characterization is a strong feature in the novels of Unnuth. His 
handling and development of characters reveal a keen eye for detail, 
great sensitivity and a profound understanding of human nature. He is 
intimately familiar with rural life, and what he says about the majority 
of his characters emanates from experience, not from external study of 
their conditions. The majority of his novels display a fundamental 
concern with aspects of human personality and character. Very often 
the strong suspense which he builds successfully all through his stories 
is dependent not only on the sequence of events, but on situations 
created by motivation and character. In fact, many of the episodes in 
the stories are bound up with the depicting of character. There are 
also concise and effective direct character sketches like the following 
(Kuhase ka dayra, p.39):
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'It is true that Dhanes was in the habit of praising Ruplal 
Bhagat now and then, but his praise was never empty adulation... He
had frequently been told that Bhagat was the most compassionate person 
of the village, and there were also things which he had seen for 
himself all along. He had seen with his own eyes that Bhagat had 
defrayed all expenses for the weddings of two poor girls of the locality. 
He had had a baithka built on his own land which he then donated to the 
local society. The body of the husband of the old lady Konde might not 
have reached the churchyard if Bhagat had not sold his last two goats.1 
The writer also tells the reader in the course of the story that for 
all his compassion and religious bent (Bhagat often chanted the Ramayan 
and the Alha), Bhagat was addicted to gan ja smoking and that his 
personal hygiene sometimes left much to be desired.
In general, Unnuth develops his characters realistically, and 
allows them to assume the burden of the novel. His characters are not 
two-dimensional. Hira in Ek bigha pyar is considerate and compassionate 
and although a cripple, he is among the best agricultural labourers of 
his village; but he adheres blindly to conventions and can hardly adapt 
himself to change. Som, his brother is no less kind-hearted and 
industrious, but he is impulsive, short-tempered and often aggressive. 
Dhanes in Kuhase ka dayra is a virtuous character, but all the same 
shows at times signs of weakness; several days after a friend's death, 
he hardly recovers from affliction; he loves Nira and when 3anti 
becomes a widow, he takes a keen interest in her, but he is unable to 
make up his mind about whom he should marry. In the course of a 
conversation which the writer of this thesis had with the novelist (on 
19th February, 1981), he stated: 'I endeavour to present human beings,
not supermen, amidst other human beings'.
Whereas the portrayal of the rural peasants has been made with 
realism and sympathy, Unnuth has not done much justice to the middle- 
class who are with very few exceptions represented in his novels as 
self-seeking, inconsiderate, arrogant, oppressive and profligate. For 
example, in Ek bigha pyar, Jogia the rich man lives a lecherous life 
and sets fire to a vegetable plantation ready for harvest. In Kuhase 
ka dayra, Bhisam, the son of a wealthy planter, is conceited, self- 
indulgent and truculent.
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One of the traits which characterises some of the people in Unnuth's 
novels is a tremendous capacity for unselfish love and consideration for 
each other. In Ek bigha pyar, when Karuna (a homeless adolescent whom 
Hira, Som and their sister Vimla had brought to live with them as a 
member of the family) is insistently asked what gift she would like to 
receive, she replies: 'I want to receive what I have been hitherto
receiving in this house... I wish to see evermore a smile on the lips 
of the three of you.' (p.104).
There is no doubt that Unnuth has drawn highly idealised portraits 
of some of his characters, a few of the women in particular. These 
characters may be termed realistically idealistic. They are in fact 
people whom we do meet in life but only rarely.
The novelist has through his great ability to develop character- 
interest created a number of people, alive and authentic, each distinctly 
characterised, whom a reader will remember for a long time to come:
Vina and Madhav in Cautha pranT, Krsnavati in Aur nadT baht! rahT, Som, 
Hira and Karuna in Ek bigha pyar, Dharmen and Lalman in Jam gaya suraj, 
3anti, Bhagat and Dhanes in Kuhase ka dayra, Rakes in Tisre kinare par, 
Kisen and Madan in Lai pasina, Sephali, Asit and Dharmen in £ephali, are 
creations which can compare with some of the best literary creations of 
Eastern and Western writers. A few of Unnuth1s minor characters may 
not be too well developed, but the reader feels that most of them are 
credible - a factor which tends to convey a feeling of reality.
Unnuth writes excellent Hindi verse as exemplified by his collections 
of poems, NagphanT me uljhT samse, but his real talent lies in prose.
In the late forties and fifties, the language of his radio plays and 
dramas was still somewhat stilted and unnatural, but with increasing 
experience, his style became both flexible and elegant, and by the time 
he was writing Cautha pranT, he had already demonstrated considerable 
mastery over KhB. Hindi. His language in Cautha pranT and the other 
novels which followed in quick succession, has a natural quality. His 
vocabulary draws moderately from both Sanskritic and Perso-Arabic sources, 
but does not contain loan-words which have not passed into Mauritian 
KhB. Hindi. Unnuth has the feel of the artist for the appropriate word.
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Although his Hindi prose possesses the remarkable concinnity of a 
literary style, yet it is still colloquial. Unnuth's language in 
the novels appears as spontaneous natural language, narrating a story 
about ordinary unsophisticated people. In fact, the effect of 
realism in his stories is heightened by the use of a simple and smoothly 
moving prose. In a conversation with the writer of the thesis, the 
novelist emphasized that a spoken language and a language as used in 
prose fiction should not be fundamentally different.
A salient feature of Unnuth's diction, especially in the novels 
which appeared after Cautha pranT is its conciseness. The following 
is an example where the succinct has combined with the picturesque to 
produce an extraordinary effect:
NadT adhsukhT thT. Nice ke patthar haddiyo kl tarah dikhaT 
par rahe the. Apni alhar aur mustanT cal bhulkar vah kisT rogi 
kT tarah dhTre dhTre bahT ja rahT thi - thlk som ke vicaro kT tarah.
'The river was half-dry. The stones in the river-bed assumed the 
appearance of bones. Forgetting its carefree and wanton motion, 
it moved slowly along like a sick person - just like the thoughts 
of Som'. (Ek bigha pyar, p.60)
There are pithy aphoristic expressions occurring frequently in the course 
of the narrative, further enriching the quality of the diction.
The development of Unnuth's diction marks a significant stage in 
the cultivation of modern standard Hindi in Mauritius. Several young 
writers like Ramdev Dhurandar, Poojanan Nema and others have been clearly 
influenced by him. Firstly, Unnuth's fiction has given birth to a 
prose possessing an elegance which can compare with that of the best 
prose writers in India. Secondly, it is marked by a trait which 
distinguishes it from Hindi fiction written in India, namely the use of 
Mauritian Bhojpuri particularly in dialogue passages. The example which 
follows illustrates Unnuth's use of Bhojpuri in a dialogue; the 
character Durpad speaks in Bhojpuri but is answered in KhB. by Som.
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Durpad: Kamar tut gayal .
(My waist is broken)
Som: CacT, to turn itna adhik kam kartT hi kyo ho?
(After all, Auntie, why do you work so hard?)
Durpad: Kam na karab ta khab ka beta?
(If I don't work, what shall I eat, my son?)
Som: Sarkar jo detl hai .
(But Government gives [a pension])
Durpad: U baTs rupya se adml ke jivan jaya?
(Can one live on twenty-two rupees?) Ek bigha pyar, p.41.
The following quotation exemplifies Unnuth1s use of Creole. (Creole 
expressions are here given in bold type):
Mo cT don IT tu!...vah salte mera sabhT kuch lekar us Marsel ke 
bete ke sath bhag gayT... Bile bata, aur to aur, mujhe jalane ke 
liye vah dono Ah-kT kT dukan ke pas hi ghar lekar rah rahe hai.
'I had given everything to her!... That filthy woman has taken 
all my things and eloped with the son of Marcel... As if that 
was not enough, the two of them have rented accommodation just 
near the shop of Ah-kee so as to provoke my jealousy.1
(Kuhase ka dayra, p.125).
The diction of Unnuth's novels, therefore, is modern standard 
Hindi with a little admixture of Mauritian Bhojpuri. He was the first 
to have used Mauritian Bhojpuri idiom and vocabulary to make KhB. Hindi 
more spontaneous and familiar to Mauritian readers (this combination is 
parallel to the use of Prakrit dialects in the dialogues of Sanskrit 
dramas), and the example has been followed by several promising Indo- 
Mauritian writers. Unnuth has himself time and again stated that by 
virtue of his language and the themes of his writings, he is an Indo- 
Mauritian Hindi writer, not an Indian Hindi writer. His novels which 
are popular in Mauritius have been appreciated in India, and the 
introduction of a little Mauritian Bhojpuri in the manner explained above 
does not appear to have handicapped the novel-reading public in India.
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Out of all Unnuth's novels, there is one that can be regarded 
as a literary masterpiece and a culmination of the development of KhB. 
in Mauritius. This is Lai paslna (1977). It is the most substantial 
of the novels (388 pages) and was published in India. This novel was 
launched in Delhi at the end of 1977, amidst a gathering of writers and 
other literary people presided over by the then President of the Janata 
party, Candrasekhar, and attended by both the Ministers of Education of 
India and Mauritius. Before discussing in detail Unnuth's most successful 
novel, however, it is necessary to examine Dipcand Beeharry's novel MasThe 
narak jite hai which is the only other Hindi novel apart from those of 
Unnuth. Beeharry published this work in 1980 (Delhi, 128 pages). It 
narrates the life-story of Kailas, a medical doctor who devotes his life 
to the service of the people through both his medical work and his social 
and political activity. Outside his main occupation, he finds but 
little time for family life. His wife Ansuya is very unhappy; she 
repeatedly remonstrates with him for almost neglecting her and their 
little son Anil. Besides, his close friendship with his colleague,
Dr.Nandi, an attractive Indo-Mauritian girl who studied medicine together 
with him in India exacerbates Ansuya's feeling of distrust towards him.
One afternoon, when Kailas does not return home from hospital in time, 
as he promised to do, Ansuya, together with Anil, goes away from his 
house leaving a short letter behind. KailSs is much upset when he
arrives home. A few days after, he learns that Ansuya is in India, 
visiting 3antiniketan and other places of pilgrimage including asrams 
where she intends to spend ten to twelve months, but, in fact, she never 
reappears in the story. With the assistance of his friend Mukund, an 
influential trade-union man, Kailas gets more deeply involved in politics.
He resigns his appointment as a Government medical officer, goes into 
private practice, and freely devotes much more time to the social and 
political campaign which preceded the Independence of Mauritius in 1968.
His close friend Dr.Nandi exhorts him to beware the pitfalls of a 
political career - the politician is acclaimed by the people like a prophet,
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but the day he makes a mistake, 'they uproot him like a withered tree 
and throw him away on a pile of debris or they burn him up like dry 
leaves 1 (p.126).
In the absence of his wife Ansuya, Kailas sometimes goes out with 
Nandi. The love-scene between the two of them on the attractive Mauritian 
sea-beach of Blue-Bay evokes some western writings, particularly certain 
episodes in D.H.Lawrence's Sons and Lovers. Nandi discovers, however, 
that Kailas does not wish to get further entangled in a love affair with 
her. Accepting the situation as it is, she wisely turns over a new 
leaf and, together with Mukund, gives Kailas all the encouragement she 
can in the fulfilment of his political ambition. Assisted by his friends, 
Kailas stands as a candidate in the forthcoming general elections. He 
participates actively in the election campaign and faces the prospects 
of his new career with courage and confidence. The story ends with this 
vivid picture of Kailas vowed to a new life of dedication and service.
In the course of the story, the author swerves from the main action 
at a certain stage to give a brief account of the social, educational, 
political and economic situation of Mauritius, particularly with regard 
to Indo-Mauritians in the last quarter of the nineteenth century and the 
early years of the twentieth. Seen in the perspective of the whole work, 
this account (pp.65-67) appears as an independent sketch rather than an 
integral part of the novel. From its general tone, Biharl's MasThe 
narak jite hai can be classified as socio-political.
Beeharry, as a story-teller, has the ability of taking his reader 
along with him in this novel. He makes in the course of the narration, 
frequent use of the flash-back technique; in fact in some parts of the 
novel these flash-backs occur so frequently that some readers may find it 
difficult to keep pace with the time and place sequence. In the latter 
part of the story, the author has made an effective use of the dream- 
device (p.87): Kailas appearing before a Commission of Enquiry is
required to answer charges made against him. The discipline and correctness 
of the legal proceedings, the courageous retorts of Kailas including a few
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pithy expressions are impressive, especially as, during the greater 
part of the proceedings, the reader is unaware that this is a dream, 
until Kailas wakes up with a start, to fall asleep again a few minutes 
later when the dream continues.
There is a concentration on just a few characters: Kailas, the
medical doctor, Nandi the other medical doctor and Mukund the trade- 
union man and friend of Kailas. Ansuya, the wife of Kailas whose 
conduct has a deep impact on his life, and An! the maid-servant who is 
aware of everything which is going on in his house, are not drawn sharply 
enough. In fact, from the nature of the story, Ansuya is a character 
with great potentialities; the author establishes her to some extent 
in the initial chapters but not enough to realise her fully. Even Anil, 
the little beloved son of Kailas is rather a shadowy character. All 
the other minor characters - the mother of Kailas, the parents of Ansuya 
etc. remain in the shadows too and can hardly be remembered by the reader. 
Kailas, Nandi and Mukund, however, particularly the two former are 
distinctly drawn: they are living people.
By the time Beeharry wrote Masihe narak jite hai, he was already 
the author of four fairly popular English novels. The Hindi novel here 
under review can, to a good extent, stand intelligent questionings, but 
it suffers from a few inconsistencies of plot. One example of these 
inconsistencies is Kailas's reaction when he is questioned by the police 
a few days after Ansuya has been missing. Asked to identify a sari and 
a letter bearing the signature of Ansuya (it is the same letter which 
she had left behind on leaving his house), picked up from the beach, he 
replies that somebody might have stolen the sari and the letter from his 
house and left them on the beach, or he might have inadvertently dropped 
the letter on the beach when he went there for a walk. Such an 
explanation is rather implausible and contrived.
The diction of Beeharry's Masihe narak jite hai is, on the whole, 
standard modern Hindi. The author, has, however, made occasional use
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of some Perso-Arabic words which sound far-fetched and unnatural,
especially to Mauritian readers, and for which there are simple and
45effective equivalents. This work lacks, in places, the fluency,
smoothness and natural flow which characterizes Unnuth's novels 
published in the course of the 1970's. To this date, however,
Beeharry remains the only Indo-Mauritian with an elitist English and 
French medium education to have published Hindi prose fiction, and, 
notwithstanding the above shortcomings, his language in this novel is, 
in general, fairly expressive and sensitive, and produces passages of 
considerable literary effect.
In this novel, Beeharry delineates, in the course of the story, 
a picture of Mauritian society in the years which immediately preceded 
the Independence of the island - the virtues and failings of the 
people, the social and political evils which hindered the progress of 
the nation, and, without being over-didactic, he emphasizes through 
Dr.Kailas the ways and means of eradicating disease among the common 
people and improving their living standards (p.128). Kailas embodies 
the ideal of dedication and service for the people, and it is through his 
self-sacrifice that we catch the elevating message of this novel.
Having discussed Beeharry's novel as well as having dealt with 
Unnuth's work in general terms, it is now possible to examine in detail 
Lai pasina, generally regarded as Unnuth1s masterpiece.
Lai pasina is based on the history of the Indian immigrants who were 
cozened into immigrating to Mauritius with rosy promises of wealth and 
gold. When Unnuth began to write this novel in 1977, there was not much 
material available with regard to the circumstances of the immigrants in 
Mauritius in the 19th century (the books of K.Hazareesingh and A.Beejadhur 
on the Indians in Mauritius are written in general terms). Unnuth travelled 
across the country during the course of several weeks and interviewed about 
a hundred Indo-Mauritians born in the last quarter of the 19th century and 
early years of the 20th, and gathered a mass of information on the subject.
It is principally this first-hand information, obtained through personal
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interviews, which has gone into the framework of the historical novel, Lai 
pasina.
The life of the immigrants was engrossed in the struggle over two 
questions which were vitally important to them: the economic struggle for
survival and the preservation of their religion and culture. Lai pasina 
is an epitome of this dual struggle. It voices powerfully the feelings 
of all the people involved in this dual drama.
The story of Lai pasina is very revealing of the skill with which 
Unnuth can tell a story. It unfolds at the same time historical facts 
little known before the appearance of this novel. The author portrays 
graphically the relentless oppression of the Franco-Mauritian sugar-planting 
interest and the crushing tribulations of the long-suffering Indian 
immigrants. The story which spans nearly three generations is briefly as 
follows. Kundan, Mangru and others sentenced to imprisonment mostly for 
labour offences, some of them quite trifling, were subjected to a treatment 
so severe that it often resulted in the death of several of them. Kundan 
made good his escape and on the bank of a river met Kisan a bold 19 year 
old youth with whose help he obtained accommodation and work on the 
neighbouring sugar-estate. Kundan together with another labourer, Jatan, 
taught Hindi and held Ramayan and Alha sittings in the estate dwellings, 
and when the estate authorities warned them to stop this activity, they 
continued it in secret.
The savagely inhuman treatment of employees displayed the workings of
a ruthlessly callous and oppressive capitalistic system. The picture of
the ill-treatment as portrayed in this novel is full and detailed. The
majority of the labourers were made to work from sunrise to sunset. Workers
were often required to perform labours, unequal to human strength, like
the drawing of loaded carts. One day’s absence was penalised with the
deduction of two day's wages. Profuse swearing and cursing and beating
up of labourers by foremen, sometimes with fatal consequences, became the 
46order of the day. The food rations allocated to workers were often with­
held for trifling offences and in any case were often unfit for consumption.
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The mobility of estate-camp dwellers was severely restricted.
Employers were making shameless attempts on the chastity of women on 
the estate-camps and several women had committed suicide.
Despite his father's disapproval, Kisan joined Kundan in actively 
teaching Hindi and organizing resistance to the employers (they often 
walked to neighbouring camps at night in secret). Kundan explained to 
Kisan's father 'what you call the right path, brother Raghu, is in fact 
the path of cowardice' (p.44). Pondering over the prevailing situation, 
Kundan concluded that Raghu was in fact not a coward, but just one of the 
many helpless individuals of the estate camp whose hands, as it were, 'had 
been caught under heavy stones, and for fear of hurting and bleeding them, 
they preferred to stay motionless, and would not even endeavour to pull 
them out very slowly (p.44). The criminals, Kisan said to himself, 
were not only the employers but his own people who were unmanly, fearful 
and impotent. It was unthinkable, said Kisan and his friends, that the 
produce of the labourers' sweat and blood should not be shared with them 
but go entirely to the very few 'who do not sweat at all, who come [to 
the field] driven in horse-carriages and leave in palanquins' (p.64).- 
While secretly organizing resistance, they felt increasingly that decisive 
measures were imperative: 'not the gentle tap [thak thak ] of the jeweller,
but the hard blow [khatang ] of the blacksmith' (p.210).
The estate authorities sensed with suspicion and concern the growing
unity among the workers. Labourers were much less submissive on sites of
work, and foremen were scared to wield their sticks as before for hurrying
on the work. To punish the workers, the employers ordered Kisan and a
number of workers to discontinue the occupation of a three-acre plot of
land which the latter had reclaimed and had been cultivating for over 20
years. The labourers refused to move out, as this land contained not
only their vegetable plantation but was also the site of their temple
dedicated to Kali Mai. The Protector of Immigrants, called to the spot,
advised the labourers to quit the land. To the Protector's surprise, the
latter categorically rejected his advice. The Estate resorted to violence
while Kisan was moving forward to appease his angry followers, he was
47shot dead by an estate foreman.
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The organisation of resistance was continued by Kisan's son,
Madanfwho had all the courage, stern determination and the organizing 
spirit of his father. He sought the counsel of a turban-wearing lawyer 
(obviously a reference to Manilal Doctor) and the law-court decided that 
the labourers had a legal right to continue the occupation of the land 
concerned. The first step of Madan was the organisation of a strike 
against the estate. The estate authorities appealed to Madan and his 
followers to return to work, but they proved obdurate. Subsequently a 
cyclone destroyed all the vegetables on the three-acre plot of land.
No estate would give them any work. While they were brought to the 
brink of starvation one of the workers Vivek, without anybody's knowledge 
broke into the store-house of the estate. Madan and a friend Farid 
suspecting his whereabouts proceeded to the estate. Madan was severely 
beaten up, and as a result of the injuries he sustained, he became 
totally blind. But undeterred by blindness, he continued his work of 
organizing the workers, and after a considerable tour of the baithkas, 
he returns home to great popular acclaim and to the boundless joy of 
his beloved Mira, which brings the story to a close.
Lai pasina, therefore,is a historico-romantic amalgam. The 
imaginative side of the novel is closely interwoven with the historical.
The love-life of Kisan, Vivek, Philippe and Andrea and the others, the 
touching relationship between Puspa and her husband Mangru who died in 
jail, the manner in which Puspa recognized her husband's loin-cloth 
which Kundan had brought from jail, and particularly the love between Madan 
and Mira in the closing chapters of the story, are episodes which Unnuth 
has successfully fused with the historical aspect of the novel, to 
produce a remarkable and original coalescence. Lai pasina is rich in 
dialogues too. These are not literary but colloquial and authentic 
dialogues which considerably heighten the sense of realism of the story. 
Since its publication, this novel has been translated into Malayalam and 
Oriya in India and into Russian by Leningrad University.
Notwithstanding the high literary standard of Lai pasina, its story 
and plot is not entirely free from short-comings and inconsistencies. A
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few of the situations are emotionally exaggerated and over-idealised.
For example, in chapter three of Part II of the story, the reader is told 
of a meeting, on the premises of a temple, attended by 100,000 demonstrators 
hailing from thirty sugar estates, out of whom 60,000 are arrested by the 
police. Although a novelist is not always bound by the chains of 
historical truth, such a statement places too great a demand on the 
suspension of a reader's disbelief, especially when it is remembered that 
by the end of the first decade of our century, the train was the only means 
of long-distance transport in Mauritius.
Also, for all its excellence, Lai pasina is entirely one-sided. It 
is a blast against capitalistic ideology of production and exploitation 
(and it is not surprising that Leningrad University has had it translated 
into Russian). Whereas the author narrates with much verve the hard 
work, industry and patient suffering of the workers and their contribution 
to the prosperity of Mauritius, he paints the employers completely black, 
and he has nothing to say about their contribution to the economic 
advancement of Mauritius. Many of the Indian immigrants who arrived in 
Mauritius had fled from the ruthless oppression of Indian landlords, but 
the novelist is silent about this, nor does he shed any light on the fact 
that a number of the immigrants were 'returnees', that is, people who had 
gone back to India on the expiration of their term of indenture and were 
by choice returning with their families, friends and relatives to settle 
in Mauritius permanently.
On the whole, however, Lai pasina is a novel of considerable literary 
merit. Coherent and well-structured, evocative of the sensitivity and 
depth of feeling in Premcand and the revelation of suffering in Nirala, it 
has a tremendous impact on the Hindi-reading public in general.
Inculcating the ideals of dedication and service, this work looks hopefully 
into the future: Kundan, Kisan and Madan, like other notable literary 
creations, lived and died not only for themselves and the people around them, 
but also for succeeding generations.
The language of Lai pasina is a literary Hindi prose, free from 
learned Sanskritisms. It is remarkably precise and sensitive and its
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simplicity has made it as congenial as its subject-matter to a wide 
Hindi-reading public. There is no doubt that this novel produced in 1977 
by the descendant of an indentured immigrant who arrived in Mauritius in 
the last century represents the culmination of the cultivation of KhB. 
in Mauritius both as a means of communication and as a vehicle for the 
creative expression of national sensitivity.
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Notes
1. Mahesh Ramjiavon, 'Marisas ka Hindi rangmanc', in Smarika 
issued on the occasion of the Second World Hindi Conference
held in Mauritius (Delhi, 1976), p.19. The writer of this thesis 
had the opportunity of attending many of the :plays mentioned in 
this article.
2. The play was staged under the patronage of Mrs. MohinT Devi 
Dev, wife of the Commissioner for the Government of India, in 
support of the Ramakrishna mission orphanage, Mauritius.
3. The annual drama festival under Government sponsorship with 
respect to English and French had been taking place from the early 
1950's.
4. The Triveni is one of the largest Indo-Mauritian cultural associations 
of Mauritius.
5. In 1980, there were three students being trained at the National 
School of Drama and the Asian Theatre Institute, New Delhi, two 
in Hindi drama and one in Marathi drama.
6. Quoted by Mrs.Kumar, Drama Officer in the Ministry of Youth and 
Sports (she had been trained at the National School of Drama 
and the Asian Theatre Institute, New Delhi) in the course of
an interview the writer of this thesis had with her at her office 
on the 20th January, 1982.
7. In the late 1930's and early 1940's, J.N.Roy the author of Jivan 
SanginT published several English articles on Mauritian newspapers 
exhorting Indo-Mauritian families to give early attention to female 
education.
8. For example, in the first scene, a violent quarrel breaks out
one night between Raghuvlr and his parents; SusTla, Raghuvir1s
sister, an adolescent threatens to leave the house alone, and is
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only stopped from doing so by her father. That a girl of this 
age should be prepared to carry out such a threat at night is 
very improbable in a Hindu family in Mauritius (the improbability 
was still greater in the early 1950's). Also, in part of her 
conversation with her mother and later with Caudharx, the village 
headman, SusTla almost appears to be teaching them moral lessons.
In places, the dialogue is too polished and florid to be part of 
a natural conversation.
9. Examples of such didactic speeches are at pp. 22 (speech of Rsi),
44 (speech of Dev), 47 (speech of Ma), 78 (speech of £?ankar) in 
Pane ekankT ek sapna (Benares, 1972).
10. Such Bhojpuri vocabulary may include certain Creole loans, such
as the word lapes (from French La peche) in the following sentence:
Ek din dono ne apas me salah masvira kar gav kT slma par
bahtT nadl me lapes karne gaye. (ne_ has been incorrectly 
used with intransitive verb jana.) p.31, speech of Vyakti.
11. An example of Sanskritized speech is:
Lekin guru ji ne to siksa dl hai ki jo vyakti va samaj dusto
ka dalan kar dustta ka nivaran kar sajjanta, sahrdayta va
nyaya ki satta sthapit karta hai vahi jagruk aur kartavyanisth
hai.
P.46, speech of Sures:
12. Richard K. Bars, 'The cultural significance of Hindi in Mauritius', 
op.cit., p.4. The following are two examples from Chintamunnee1s 
drama illustrating the impact of Creole/French on Bhojpuri in 
Mauritius:
(i) Bajar se legum cahim liyane ke, ghare ta buskuy wo nay ba.
Tr. You must bring vegetables from the market; we don't have
even biscuits in the house.
Legum and buskuy are derived from French/Creole legumes 
(vegetables) and biscuit respectively.
(ii) Jake dekh lakujin [la cuisine] me hoi.
Tr. Go and see, she must be in the kitchen.
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13. Among those who in later years published short poems in the Janata 
(1948-1982) were R.Tivari, H.Gupta and K.T.Gaurishankar.
14. For another example of the Kundaliyas of Raspunj, see M. 
Chintamunnee, Maurisas ka Hindi sahitya tatha anya nibandh (Port- 
Louis, 1972, p.8).
15. The poem is now unobtainable. The stanza quoted is from M.
Chintamunnee, op.cit., p.9. Original versions have been quoted
in this chapter alongside the English translation in all cases 
where the intention is to depict linguistic qualities as well
as descriptive power.
16. This statement was made by Madhukar in the course of an interview
with the writer of this thesis on the 11th December, 1981.
17. Late Madodri Ramlal Bhagat was the wife of Ramlal Bhagat, one of 
the founder members of the H.P.S. The prize has been awarded 
annually since 1965 to the best literary entry.
18. The metres used by Dosia in Sudha kalas are: rola, gTtika, lavnT,
harigTtika, etc.
19. Another example of Dosia1s poetry is quoted in M.Chintamunnee, 
op.cit., p.13.
20. S.Bhuckory's English writings are principally: Local Government
in Mauritius - The Local Government Ordinance and Urban Authorities 
(Port-Louis, 1964); Hindi in Mauritius (Port-Louis, 1967); An 
Outline of Local Government (Port-Louis, 1969); Our Constitution 
(Port-Louis, 1971).
21. In 1967, when the Mauritius Arya Sabha invited the Hindi writers 
of Mauritius to meet the distinguished Indian poets Dinkar and 
Suman who were on a visit to Mauritius, Bhuckory recited before
an immense gathering his poem PravasT ka Bharat in the last stanza 
of which occurs the name of Dinkar. When Bhuckory had composed 
this poem, little had he imagined that he would one day recite it 
in the presence of Dinkar himself.
22. The music score of the ballet choreographed by Mr. and Mrs. Nand 
Kishore, then teachers of the School of Indian Music and Dance in
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23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
Mauritius, was written by Dr.I.Nundlall, Education Officer in the 
Ministry of Education and Cultural Affairs.
The ballet at the Expo in Canada was performed by Mrs. Padma 
Ghurburrun, an Indo-Mauritian.
English and French translations of Maurisas kT srsti appear in
S.Bhuckory, Hindi in Mauritius, op.cit., pp.175-180.
These very small works are reported to have been printed in 
Mauritius. The writer of this thesis has obtained extracts of 
several of them through the good offices of the M.G.I. As many 
of them are now unobtainable, however, it is not known where exactly 
in Mauritius they were printed.
The form mardyan is obscure but is presumed to be connected with 
mard 'man'.
Another poem depicting the relationship between Hindi and politics 
during the post-Independence period is Hindi: Kaha se kaha by 
Mahesh Ramjiavon contained in Marlsas kT HindT kavita (Port- 
Louis, 1975).
The translation is from an unpublished paper entitled 'Book review: 
SahamT sahamr si avaz - the hesitant voice1 (1976) by R.K.Barz, 
Senior Lecturer in Hindi, Australian National University, Canberra.
R.K.Barz, op.cit.
One example of strained rhyme can be seen at line two of the last 
stanza of lyric entitled Mere manas me rama karo (p.7 in Pravasi- 
svar). The stanza reads as follows:
Meri raho me khaT hai
KaisT mujh se rusvaT hai
Mere ancal kT chaya me
Chaliya se mere mila karo
Mai aj yaha se jatT hu
Mujh ko pyare turn ksama karo /
Line 2 above seems to be rather 'forced1: the words rusvaT hai
are inapposite in the context and have been apparently brought in 
to rhyme with khaT hai in the first line.
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31. The annual entries for the Cambridge School Certificate and the 
Higher School Certificate together with the London G.C.E. at 
Ordinary and Advanced levels average 1200 to 1300. (The candidates 
who annually sit the H.P.S. and Arya Sabha collaborative examinations 
are just under 3000.)
32. The English works of B.Bissoondoyal are: Eternal India (Bombay, 
1959); Hindu Scriptures (London, 1961); India in French literature 
(London, 1967); The Arya Samaj Introduced (Delhi, 1966); The 
Truth about Mauritius (Bombay, 1967); The Message of the Four 
Vedas (Delhi, 1973); India in World Literature (London, 1976); 
Mahatma Gandhi: A New Approach (Bombay, 1981, second edition);
and his French writings are: L'Inde Eternelle (Lyon, 1953); Les
Hindous et Leurs Livres Sacres (Paris, 1965); Deux Indiens 
Illustres Dayanand et Gandhi (Paris, 1968); La Litterature Hindoue 
(Pondicherry, 1972); Le Rig Veda (Pondicherry, 1974).
33. The title does not imply any specific connection with the so-called 
Nayi-kahanl movement in India.
34. Among those who presented programmes of stories and song-stories 
at the Mauritius Broadcasting Station (now Corporation) in the 
1940's and 1950's were Messrs. Servansing, B.M.Bhagat, S.Bhuckory 
(Bhuckory's programmes included Tyag kT Jyoti presented on the 
occasion of the Divali festival in 1945), Shewgovind Sharma,
J.N.Roy (Roy's programmes included the short story Bevafa in 1953),
M.Chintamunnee (among Chintamunnee's programmes was the story 
Bite din in 1957), Mrs. Hurbai Rajabalee, Dharamvir Ghura and 
Dipcand Beeharry.
35. ^Examples of these anglicisms are: Ganne kl katni abhi bahut dur
thT (here the use of dur to describe time rather than space follows 
English usage); us ke bacce jo atak ke mare apnl ma se cipakkar 
baithe the rone lage [here the dislocation of the verb rone loge 
from its subject bacce suggests an underlying English syntactical 
construction] (pp. 2 and 3 in story entitled Hathiyar in Sagar
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36. Examples are: (i) Phir mera raz khul jayaga; (ii) Carpal par
bacce gappe lara rahe the (pp. 5 and 7 in story entitled Hathiyar 
in Sagar par). In editions of the stories appearing in Svarg me 
kya rakha hai, the author has amended the two above to Tab mera 
bhed khul jayaga and Veh [bacce] apas me mast the aur khilkhila 
rahe the.
37. Bhanumati Nagdan's mother-tongue is Gujarati and, like Dipcand Beeharry, 
she hardly speaks any Bhojpuri. She has some knowledge of English 
and French. In 1981, she published a collection of 17 stories, 
including Anubandhan, entitled Ministar. In the early 1970's, 
she had been awarded the Madodri Ramlal Bhagat prize by the H.P.S. 
for a literary entry consisting of a set of short stories that 
included the one bearing the title of Ministar.
38. Examples of Bhojpuri terms and phrases found in MarTsas kT kahanT
are: pati ke chalal-banal par (while the husband was still able
to work and earn), p.20; kanya lizin me kam karti hai? (does the 
girl work in the factory?) [lizin is from French 1'usine] , p.27; 
pantar sima me akele-dukele ate ho (you come all alone along a 
secluded way), p.38; [sima is derived from French/Creole chemin]; 
ankho ke kor kuch jada hi kariya gaye hai (the corners of the eyes 
have turned blacker), p.38; andhare-parate (at day-break), p.41; 
and botha (wet through), p.43.
39. Among such stories are: Abhimanyu Unnuth, Tuta pahiya, Dharamyug,
March 1972; Man raksa, Saptahik Hindustan, August 1972; GoIT kl avaz,
Kadambini, August 1979; and Ghatatop andhera, Sarika, March 1981.
Ramdev Dhurandar, Punarvas, Dharamyug, March 1972; Pratiphal,
Dharamyug, February 1973; Samayik Prahar, Dharamyug, October 1974;
Parajay Bodh, Dharamyug, serialised in March/April 1977. Poojanan 
Nema, Talas, Maiini, December 1974; Vikalp, Sarika, February 1976; 
Bhanumati Nagdan, Anubandhan, Anurag, August 1974.
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40. K.Lalbihari is also the author of the short story Hath pav bhT 
bik gaye contributed to Surbhit Udyan in 1973. As previously 
stated, this story attains an excellent standard.
41. While in Mauritius, the writer of this thesis was not able to 
procure a copy of this novel which is out of print. The quotation 
was the opinion expressed to him by the office of Vasant at the 
M.G.I. in March 1981. Bhanumati Nagdan, authoress of Ministar 
(1981), a 17 short story collection, was severely critical of
this work in a book review which appeared in Anurag (issue of 
April to July 1976, p.43), the quarterly organ of the Parisad 
(Anurag appeared in Mauritius from 1969 to 1977).
42. The setting of a few of Unnuth's stories is somewhat evocative of 
PhanTsvarnath 'Renu''s Maila ancal (1954), the 'regional' novel 
which depicts life in a poverty-stricken village of Bihar.
43. Unnuth made this statement in the course of a conversation with 
the writer of this thesis at the M.G.I. on the 23rd April, 1981 
(his words were 'meri racngo me gav zinda hai1).
44. The information regarding Gopal Ray's criticism of idealistic 
Hindi novels was obtained in the course of a conversation at the 
M.G.I. with A.Unnuth who could not remember the exact source 
reference.
45. Two examples are the following: (i) Pulis ko yadi hadsa malum 
hua (p.28) (instead of the common Hindi word durqhatna), and
(ii) Chutti lene kT nasihat sahT lagne lagT (p.128) (instead of 
the common Arabic word salah or Hindi word sammati).
46. Franco-Mauritian employers taking the law into their own hands
shot or hanged several people as a form of punishment. The author 
also narrates the case of a pregnant woman who was shot by a white 
employer when she spat on his face because he had hanged her 
husband from a tree (p.50).
47. This incident recalls Premcand's Rangbhumi in which the hero 
deprived of his plot of land refuses to quit his hut and is shot 
as he tries to pacify his angry supporters.
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CHAPTER SIX
AN ASSESSMENT OF THE PRESENT POSITION OF MODERN STANDARD HINDI
IN MAURITIUS
This chapter offers an assessment of the present position of KhB. 
Hindi in Mauritius. As was stated in the Introduction, in the absence 
of an established body of socio-linguistic research, certain statements 
have had to be made on the basis of personal impressions, observation 
and experience, but, in spite of this, some such assessment is clearly 
required to complete the present study.
Starting from the teaching of KhB. in schools, it has first to be 
said that, now that Hindi and the other oriental languages are being 
taught in official schools with the same professional approach as 
English and French, the need for supplementary teaching in the part- 
time schools run by voluntary bodies that played such an important 
role in the past is today felt less and less, especially where the 
courses are run on a secular basis. Quite a few of these voluntary 
schools, however, have of late shifted their emphasis to the teaching of 
Secondary level courses which are popular and well-subscribed. It is 
generally considered that the standard of teaching in many of the 500 
or so voluntary schools run by the Arya Sabha and the H.P.S., and 
still operating at a Primary level, is not entirely satisfactory, 
although it must be said that the Arya Sabha schools which claim that 
they have a religious role to play are less open to scrutiny and, 
therefore, it is difficult to form an accurate judgement. It has 
already been observed in previous chapters that the role of these 
baithka schools is now diminished and, furthermore, since Government 
subsidy became available, the enthusiasm that used to characterise the 
supporting communities is much less in evidence.
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Hindi and the other oriental languages relevant to Mauritian life 
are taught in the great majority of Government Primary schools. The 
comparative position of the different languages at primary level for 
the year 1981-82 is set out in the table below.
No. of schools in 
which taught
No. of pupils 
learning the subject
No. of teachers 
teaching the subject
Mand 
ar in
1454
11
Ara Mara Tele Ta Urdu
bic thi gu mil
60 90 174 175
2132 3060 8185 18200
83 130 230 451
Hindi
255
54443
930
Out of a total school-population of about 130,000, over 54,000 were 
learning Hindi, i.e. just over 41%. About 95% of children of North- 
Indian origin learn Hindi, especially in the lower classes. It can be 
seen from this that, when considered in conjunction with the voluntary 
schools, there is adequate provision for the teaching of Hindi at the 
Primary level.
Notwithstanding the adequacy of provision for Hindi teaching, the 
Hindi protagonists of Mauritius have so far failed to have it made an 
academic school subject to be taken on an elective basis on a par with 
English and French in the Primary School Leaving Examination, which is the 
entry to State and State-aided Secondary schools. This has meant that 
Hindi and other oriental subjects tend to be regarded by students and 
parents alike as being of religious and cultural interest, but not as 
being academically important in terms of the syllabus. They treat it, 
therefore, as being of secondary importance. Hindi is taught in most 
of the State Secondary and Junior Secondary Schools, but the teaching 
and the progress of pupils is handicapped by the fact that, generally 
speaking, it has not been studied seriously at the primary level for 
the above reason. Another consequence of its reduced academic standing 
at Primary level is that the percentage of students offering Hindi and 
the other oriental languages at the Secondary level is lower than that
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at the Primary level. In 1981 at the M.G.I., for example, out of 
a total of 560 Indo-Mauritians (the total school intake was 925),
163 did not study an oriental language, and many of those who were 
studying it were doing so out of cultural interest. A similar situation 
obtains in other Secondary schools. Apart from the lack of incentive 
at Primary level, another reason for diminished interest at Secondary 
level lies in the present lack of any opportunity to pursue the subject 
for a degree in Mauritius. When the M.G.I. was founded in 1970, one 
of the objectives was to create an establishment that would constitute 
a starting-point for the promotion of Asian studies which would 
eventually be integrated into higher education. But as matters stand 
at present, the prospects of oriental languages ever being pursued at 
a tertiary level are poor. Nonetheless, there is every year a high 
number of entries in Hindi from Secondary schools for the London G.C.E. 
and the Cambridge School Certificate.
The principal constraint, however, on the further progress of 
KhB. Hindi in Mauritius is its position vis-a-vis the other prevalent 
languages. Creole, and, to a lesser extent, Bhojpuri and French, are 
spoken household languages in Mauritius. KhB. Hindi is not in general 
a household language, nor is it likely ever to become one. ■ It is 
used as a medium of familiar discourse in very few families and, on 
restricted occasions, between certain educated Hindus including Arya 
Samajis who would themselves often have at least three other truly 
spoken languages in common. R.K.Barz, following J.N.Ray, sees the 
relationship between KhB. Hindi and Bhojpuri in Mauritius to be symbiotic, 
with Bhojpuri supplying the living spoken base, and KhB. providing the 
literary prestige and respectability of a cultural tradition. Barz 
does not believe that standard Hindi could survive a drastic reduction 
in the number of Bhojpuri speakers and sees the fate of both languages 
to be interlinked. Barz also points out that an exactly parallel 
situation exists in Fiji.'*' The oriental languages of the minority 
groups in Mauritius, Marathi in particular, have, in a limited measure, 
lost to Bhojpuri and KhB. Hindi. They are used mostly on a few formal 
occasions like religious festivals. English remains the official 
language and will continue to be so in the foreseeable future (it is
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also used as a means of communication by some educated Mauritians, 
especially Indo-Mauritians), whereas French stays unchallenged as the 
general language of cultured and polished Mauritian society.
Barz's observations about the relationship between standard Hindi 
and Bhojpuri in Mauritius certainly accord with personal experience and 
would be found generally acceptable, although unproven in the absence 
of adequate research findings. Equally unproven is his suggestion 
that the decline of Bhojpuri in the face of Creole has begun to level 
out and the number of speakers of Mauritian Bhojpuri has stabilized at 
around a third of the population, that is, about 290,000. Certainly, 
there has been a recent upsurge of interest in Bhojpuri with a Department 
of Bhojpuri being established last year at the M.G.I., charged with the 
task of collecting Bhojpuri folk-lore, investigating the various features 
of Mauritian Bhojpuri, and examining its relationship to standard Hindi 
and its place in the life of Mauritius. Bhojpuri dramas have been 
performed, records of folk-songs produced and a mass of Bhojpuri folk­
lore (songs, prayer-recitations, tales, etc.) in danger of extinction 
have been tape-recorded. The work is only at an initial stage, and 
there is a great deal yet to be done. The supporters of Mauritian 
Bhojpuri hope that in the near future it will find a place in the 
curriculum of Secondary schools. Whatever the outcome of all this 
activity, it is clear that a strong base of spoken Bhojpuri is a vital 
underpinning for KhB. Hindi in Mauritius.
The position, then, of modern standard Hindi in Mauritius is as a 
medium for formal, religious and cultural discourse, and as a vehicle 
of literary expression, and it is as such that it is firmly established 
among the numerically predominant Hindus of North Indian origin. In 
religious discourse, Hindi is the language of the platform; it is used 
to expound various scriptures, and it is the medium of expression for 
rituals and hymns and other traditional cultural values. It is, of 
course, the Arya bhasa, the preferred language of the Arya Samaj. Many 
cultural functions among Indo-Mauritians, including the anniversaries 
of Hindi schools, are conducted in Hindi and, of course, Hindi 
plays are often performed. Creative writings in Hindi continue to 
appear, especially in the field of poetry and the short story. No
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Hindi newspapers survive today, since Mauritians generally prefer to 
read their news in English and French, but the fortnightly Aryoday of 
the Arya Samaj, and the monthly Vasant, the literary periodical of 
the M.G.I. seem likely to continue to flourish since they both enjoy 
institutional support. There are a number of libraries that hold 
Hindi books, with small collections in village libraries organized by 
the Vidya samitis, and collections in municipal libraries, the 
libraries of the M.G.I., the Arya Sabha and the H.P.S., and in the 
well-stocked library of the Indian High Commission, which also 
supplies Hindi newspapers, magazines and periodicals. These libraries 
serve a modest circle of Hindi readers.
It is important, however, not to exaggerate the extent of Hindi 
readership. Although the number of people who know and understand 
KhB. Hindi in Mauritius is now considerable, this knowledge is essentially 
passive and not of the kind to produce an active readership. In 
consequence, as with newspapers, there is not much demand in Mauritius 
for Hindi literature, whether imported or local. As was illustrated 
in the previous chapter, there has been a considerable amount of creative 
writing in Hindi by Indo-Mauritians, especially from the early 1970s, 
but the distribution of these works has been low and not very encouraging 
for the authors. The majority of works go through only one modest 
edition, while a few, printed in India, are read more by Indian than by 
Mauritian readers.
But if the habit of reading Hindi has not yet developed, the habit 
of watching and listening has. Cinemas showing current Hindi films 
attract large audiences, and the Indian films shown at least twice a 
week on television are enjoyed by thousands of families. Both local 
television and radio devote part of their daily broadcasting to news 
and entertainment in KhB. Hindi. The film, television and radio are 
therefore the media through which standard Hindi makes its greatest and 
widest impact in Mauritius.
It is not enough, however, solely to describe the position of Hindi 
without at the same time offering some assessment of how it is
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perceived - how people feel about it - although this is a much more 
difficult area to explore and express. Without appreciating something 
of the depth of the hold that KhB. Hindi has among many Indo-Mauritians, 
as opposed to the extent to which they use it, it is impossible to see 
why and how Hindi has found a place and maintained it on a linguistically 
very over-crowded island. There are, perhaps, two aspects to be 
considered, that of prestige, and that of cultural identity. As shown 
above, the two most prestigious languages in Mauritius are, unquestionably, 
English, the official language, and French, the language of social 
distinction, but amongst a substantial body of Indo-Mauritians, standard 
Hindi is also prestigious, although not in the same way or to the same 
degree as French or English. The contexts in which it is used in 
Mauritius are essentially prestigious, and those who have command of it 
are held in high regard, particularly if they combine it with proficiency 
in French and English. That is one aspect. The second and probably 
more potent aspect is that very many Indo-Mauritians feel Hindi to be 
a living connection with their cultural origins and the source of their 
values and identity. This powerful symbolic value is difficult to
illustrate, but one example is that, in some quarters, there are
circumstances when a Hindi education, as opposed to a 'Western* education, 
can be an important factor in deciding between girls as potential marriage 
partners. Here Hindi symbolises the Indian ideal of womanhood and wifely 
virtues in contrast to the more risky Western attitudes (the same 
criterion does not apply to boys). It could also be the potentiality of 
this symbolism that causes some in Mauritius, including a few Indo- 
Mauritians, to view with alarm the activities of the Indian High 
Commission in its efforts to propagate Hindi, since they feel this might 
prevent Indo-Mauritians from identifying fully with the land of their 
adoption. To most people, however, this is a mistaken worry, because 
Indo-Mauritians look towards India for their past, not for their future.
It remains to consider Tinker's statement that in Mauritius 'in
what is predominantly an overseas Indian community, the Indians remain 
2cultural beggars'. He refers to the failure of Indians to Indianise 
their life-style and he points particularly to language and religion.
It must be strange for a political scientist that when the Indo-Mauritians
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were numerically and politically dominant, they never politicised 
1Indianness1. In Mauritius Hindi has never been politicised and was 
never part of the plank of any political party. Hindi has only 
marginally impinged on the political. When Hindi offered the prospects 
of jobs as Hindi teachers, there is no doubt that political considerations 
entered into some appointments, and when the Hindi movement was looking 
particularly strong, politicians lost no time in cultivating it to their 
own advantage, to the point that the anniversary of Indo-Mauritian Hindi 
Writers in 1982 was attended by more politicians than Hindi writers.
Using Srinivas's terminology, to 'Indianise' one's life style is to 
'sanskritise'. Although the process of cultural sanskritization was 
not considered the sole motivation for the early establishment of 
standard Hindi in Mauritius, there is no doubt that it could in some 
measure be applied to the movement of the Arya Samaj and to the 
linguistic response of Hindu orthodoxy to the challenge of the Arya 
Samaj, as well as to certain other later developments, although not 
as the sole cause. But should this limited and restricted sanskritisation 
merit the term 'cultural beggary'? Tinker seems to have ignored the 
second major process Srinivas found within the dynamism of Indian society, 
namely Westernisation. The two may operate together in the vast sub­
continent, but, in Mauritius, Westernisation has been the dominant 
process, and, as Srinivas has shown, Westernisation is no less Indian 
than sanskritisation as a sociological process. Tinker's characterisation 
of Indo-Mauritian society is remarkably reminiscent of Westernised Indian 
society in certain parts of the sub-continent. In Mauritius, standard 
Hindi occupies its own restricted, specialised but important place in 
the cultural and linguistic ecology of the country: that its protagonists
have chosen to cultivate it within these boundaries and without violating 
this balance should hardly lay them open to the opprobrium of being 
called 'cultural beggars'.
In conclusion, then, having examined the situation of modern 
standard Hindi in Mauritius, it.has become clear that the cultivation of 
Hindi and its literature could be taken a great deal further without 
disrupting any other element in the composite culture of Mauritius: indeed,
if one were to seek a single phrase to express the present position, it 
would have to be 'Dilli abhl dur hai'.
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Notes
1. In his article, The Cultural Significance of Hindi in Mauritius, 
R.K.Barz has further explained that in Fiji the Hindi vernacular 
known as Fiji Hindi developed out of social interaction between 
immigrants hailing from east-central Uttar Pradesh, just as in 
Mauritius a unified Bhojpuri developed from the blending of the 
various Bhojpuri dialects spoken by immigrants arriving from 
different parts of the Bhojpuri-speaking areas. He has also 
underlined that in Fiji, as in Mauritius, standard Hindi is taught 
in schools and used as the language of journalism, formal discourse 
and religion, but is not a household language; and again, just
as in Mauritius Bhojpuri constitutes a solid foundation for 
standard Hindi, so does Fiji Hindi underpin it in the Fiji islands. 
In Fiji, however, Hindi does not face the encroachment of Creole.
2. Tinker, H., Mauritius: Cultural Marginalism and Political Control: 
from Coolie Immigrant to Indo-Mauritian (a confidential paper 
discussed at SOAS, University of London, on 16.3.1977).
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APPENDIX I
Source: Mauritius by Allister Macmillan
MAURITIUS
There can be little doubt that much of the uneasiness in the labour 
market at the present time is due to this [i.e. refusal of Africans to 
continue agricultural work on sugar plantations].
Fortunately for the planters, on the abolition of slavery it was found 
possible to substitute Asiatic for African labour.
The first Indian immigrants amounting to seventy in all, were 
introduced in 1834, and from 1834 to 1845 a further addition of 83,073 was 
made. The number introduced into the colony each year will be seen from 
the table given below, as extracted from The Mauritius Almanac for the year 1813.
Arrivals and Departures of Indian Immigrants, 1834 to 1912
Year
Arrivals Departures
Year ■
Arrivals Departures
Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females
1834 75 - 4 - 1874 4,818 2,234 2,874 1,201
1835 1,182 72 25 1 1875 1,996 923 2,368 1,055
1836 3,639 184 187 3 1876 330 172 2,354 917
1837 6,939 353 114 20 1877 1,528 659 1,794 623
1838 11,567 241 148 6 1878 3,203 1,623 1,835 527
1839 933 102 170 3 1879 2,013 1,066 1,926 629
1840 170 9 394 23 1880 371 213 1,731 614
1841 499 43 995 94 1881 - - 1,180 371
1842 73 10 2,021 94 1882 805 436 1,466 397
1843 30,218 4,307 2,884 108 1883 1,283 632 1,766 640
1844 9,709 1,840 2,312 149 1884 4,450 1,939 1,362 491
1845 8,918 2,053 1,492 170 1885 246 112 2,891 1,110
1846 5,718 1,621 2,556 204 1886 511 235 1,649 671
1847 5,174 656 1,651 133 1887 191 73 1,707 643
Cont
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Year
Arrivals Departures Arrivals Departures
Males Females Males Females
Year Males Females( Males Females
1848 4 739 656 2 639 376 1888 482 231 1,283 448
1849 6 378 1,047 4 298 594 1889 3,244 1,298 990 329
1850 8 436 1,594 3 283 442 1890 2,152 873 827 228
1851 8 257 1,763 2 895 374 1891 713 278 716 184
1852 13 671 3,814 2 034 392 1892 - - 1,129 349
1853 9 877 2,267 1 767 261 1893 353 132 1,197 457
1854 14 995 3,489 3 166 509 1894 758 268 754 214
1855 9 645 3,270 3 702 565 1895 1,249 485 860 275
1856 9 130 3,523 4 220 677 1896 593 208 858 297
1857 8 640 4,085 3 794 809 1897 314 112 671 248
1858 20 932 9,014 6 707 1,458 1898 - - 842 264
1859 31 643 12,754 4 146 971 1899 - - 564 182
1860 9 070 4,216 2 290 543 1900 2,094 796 858 293
1861 10 232 3,753 1 786 471 1901 3,265 1,309 469 162
1862 7 440 2,453 1 752 460 1902 1,875 690 462 186
1863 3 667 1,587 2 553 667 1903 374 134 383 140
1864 5 626 1,926 2 692 721 1904 1,513 544 413 148
1865 14 910 5,373 2 854 667 1905 534 186 314 105
1866 3 702 1,894 2 925 890 1906 463 155 435 180
1867 317 33 2 571 827 1907 439 147 366 145
1868 1 968 640 1 880 664 1908 - - 775 266
1869 1 182 590 1 684 636 1909 - - 512 174
1870 2 831 1,245 2 172 670 1910 397 135 403 182
1871 2 318 974 2 369 705 1911 - - 364 127
1872 4 015 1,759 2 788 1,031 1912 - - 338 119
1873 5 226 2,388 2 160 875
The system of immigration at first adopted was not carried on under 
Government control, the only action taken by the authorities being to insist 
upon intending emigrants appearing before a magistrate in India in order to 
ascertain whether they thoroughly understood the conditions of their contracts 
and were emigrating entirely of their own accord.
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Appendix II
STTOT WtffT
TO f t r f f  f t H t  [_f
ftcfr t o  t o t t  %  sit tip gift Tr^TT ?r t o t t o
TOffT t .  W  f lc f f  % fTO  TOoT fTOT -sftT TTO T ^ r  ^TTT
g>fr t o t t o  4 t o  TOfr t? t u t  t o  t p  *3*t t t o c t . a m :  ?it^ %
?rt T f  % t s  T t  f  t f f  totst ■sfl'T m rrTOt % % t o t t  tow
WT^ T % TOTfrTcT f  TO TTSTCft T tc ft '( T r t  TOTff %. i f f  WW3T *f 
eft f t f f T  f  T TO f ^TTT T O ff 3j% t r f f  [ . . . . ]  TO fT T O
% «tjtot TOfcr [ ____] wt*Jt t o t t o  t o t  t o  [____ ] t o t
a ftr  ator w n l  mbiTO »i?r to w t 4tTO  T O T rft fs offerer 
to w  T O q tt fro rrP r t t w t t  -sits tT T  w f ft % i f f  t o  =f>t
'SfltT TOTeTOT t t  ^mfWT WfT TOT [?] TOT afrT T O
^FWT T O  TO TOT TOT TOT TO TTOTO %, TO fT,
mfTOr, f l r o  -stT tow t^- ?t f f a  t o  t r f  ?r tit fw r  =p1 stI t ,
T^ T TOT % STcTTfTcPT TOTOT WWT.f*TSTTt $ t  TtWT ^TTO afrT 
T O f^ T  %3 Tf^cT if WWW f t  WTWTTWT WT^WT >J% TTOTT WTft 
f ¥  t  WTWTcWT ! TOW qff ^TT ?T f  W fW f t  Wit TOWTO 
TOcftT “Pp?! <s(tT TOWTO fWTO ^TO Wf TOT Wit TOftTOT "Pp?T 
TO -sftT 41  Wf Wit TOpP TO T P ft f t f f t  t  ■sft'T 4 t  TOWt
§ Wit WW Wit TOTO f t 4Vs
1. Sequence of dots within square brackets indicates illegible words.
2. Possessive adjective mere has been incorrectly used with feminine 
substantive samajh.
3. Possessive article ke has been incorrectly used with feminine 
substantive bhakti.
4. From the last sentence of this extract from the Hindusthani, it would 
appear that in the early years of our century when the ne construction 
was already well established in the KhB. Hindi of the sub-continent, it 
had not yet come in current use in Mauritian Hindi. In fact the whole 
passage is rambling, poorly constructed and occasionally obscure.
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Appendix III
m n t 7% ^  t  f^ rer *f R?£r % ? r r t  s rrtr ftP
TP=f^Rj RTrftpP Rf5 3"=Tfcr r t 1 
R rttftP  r f5 # r ;r=rfcr ^ th r r  ■er ?r o t t  s’r t r
%RR %. W  f f ’T'PT, ’f f R  ^hcTTW, aj^RT,
R Tnfr w t t 1? arrf^ ? asnrrftRt ^ t  r t r t  r r  ¥ t  
t FWt t  %  ^ f r  % ? sRRTfttr ^  3 i m  ^
'3TTTrc% r t t  s rr$  ^ r  ?rhfcr t^ rrr *t sftRR
t .  w r ;  sr ?*r 3 ^ t i f  ^t  t s w ir  «fbPT *bt
RT3 ^1% t  cTt IR T tt RTcRT 3t t  RTWoPT % f¥  ?*r *ft 
%RT F^f ? RRT.1 fcrr SR R3 R^ cT t  ? SRrVhlt 
^  ?r RRT fRSl W T  sfr ? % &  t W R  $T % &  ?!?
9 10
f*fT=R "RTl HTtRtr'f^tlWT vT=T if Rs> 'TUft RTcft %
.3
"Pfl %  3RRR TTcH hpSj Sr R T T  STO ‘PpRT %,
1. Graphic irregularity of i-kara falling between components of 
consonant cluster (i.e. T P ^ f ^  instead of TTf*5^ , ^TTrfW^ 
instead of vSff'f^ Tjcfj ) .
2. Nasality (and incorrect use of long I_) in bhalo, for vocative bhaio.
3. Agreement of the participle kiye with ve as subject ignores the
requirement for the ne construction (unless non-finite participial
usage is to be understood).
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?— \ m m \ ! a* ^  i<m\ \
qqqt q<qr 1 qqrpq ifaqr H q<tr qr (far 3*q?r h 
p,qqn: ?(5 f t - w q  qraq qr >fr «rarqr{ qq- 
qnq f a  ar fa ara % qw.iqj sir qaqr t 
fa  fqrfa lifa ia  qraq. fa q  qq qr q|q fan % 
St T O  far I, rag rfar ^7  h fs  fa r  trr ?rat 
f ia t,  ffaq* q? faqR % fa  ^  rsai s, fa  ^q- 
a - j |*mgr 53i fa-qr art fa  q r^iqr snr hi a|i
h h h h  q-fa 'I i '
q— at? qifafa qnsfa fa qrqqi q«rq| ft
fra faqa qqar 5 i f a  ^i e w  faa f a , fq^itrr 
q Piqi qr-q* ?ml 'q i3 qr iqrr qqai s i qR t-  
fa f h far qrai n t fa  far qiq qr qs nr. qrqq |  
f t  lira fa  i par qrgiqq qrai qr nr a'iffaRr a 
. ,raqq m war 1 1 ‘rag 531fa  qr giq % qqrqr h 
qriar qfas iVfanah sr't 1
fa fa flf& q iifaK  ifa  ««pr *  s i wto fa  
if fa fa fa q  qgsr v4>% *tRt w  ssat 1 1 «w 
% V 'frs t qr 5H ^q ? ai% t?q* q r q arc q qq 
qqq 1 1 s-hh sfa  qr fa ra  % fa r  qqr h q t q - ' 
qq s 1 q'J f a  f a  fa fasfa q faqr q t f tq i 
qrar "I' 1 f a  qq fttf t  ^ k h i q( fa  fa  at qqrfar 
hi tpqi g fa .s a w  a rfa a r 1 1 ra g  fa !  q  f fa  
r^rra rat st I  %qt fa r q raq sfa 1
ra  faq iq fa-far! p  f a  q q fa  s'? ra fa a fa  
qi qjq raqra q<i qrft p  qq q f srw»t qr qiqqrq 
SSHI q*] gq i? f ifa  2® shfl 1 %%
g qraiq Hfqr t, qq Ci %  fq^qra q n ^ q  
fqaq qqqi s i ' .
— s i ^ —
^ ts tq -^q ^q , ftf% q -tft ( fa t, sttfa qtq-
f*'
Stq qiq, ^sqR-^qiq, 
qqq^i-qq h qqgiq, w p q  1
APPENDIX IV
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APPENDIX V
Iftzizjrzmw}
o \  *137 i£| I)
■S^iqrflJW * J | % 3 ^ 5 7 7  aHT-TJfTRrsra?: II
:' qifa f a  Kf,fa fa  g-r^w »
trafafama-ij iiQj fa T ^ n ra i^ J T fffa ra ^ i;; tyi 
: /■ ra?fafa silp gmf^] ggr f a  ^ huih R f a  f a ? g  57
: s p ra  * iS *5<-4R ^ vgffar 7t t * t r <  vgwm
J f a g q  'rjlf&C'IWfi fa3fa'U£-l- ^ it-tsfy/r ifglct f a  f a  xfa]
ji faiffa f a f a  ^vTKTj rafafafa f a f a g - i f a n ’ as; c7<q?fa
; ,- f a 9 3 J 5 S i -  SfWTH fa»f f a  f a f a f  ,/j^
; l f a f a f a  *rrar 'fafan. -afrqfa ^ 7 * g 3 f a ' f a f a  a.?* raw \
f a y  «  §5X ' ® n'a^^a .-Nsr-ij *iar 7a/R) a w
s •""■ fa f a  A  tfzf zgs.m, -37IS ^ f a f a ? r < r c r  7 ~
: a ^ y f a f a f a  fa far) fag fa  •3'ITEgg, Tf/fa) f a # >  w
v j T f a a f a i f a  cJifar <24> i- /? fa yrfa sSESfi <?g
.g p i 'J fa n iic a g 't . '37<fag fa f^ A i: 5;s fa / f fa >  -a-;rcrfa s ry ^
. f a f a g g i  ^HE5jjr7N3-rTH^ fafa fa^ss7<|fa ,'^nnn\j^l *Htq
! ■• '-3 |$5-% ' giRT S o fa  c f a lf a f n  fa  fa ' g jf a  rigtji?n fa->77 fa
'/ - i f a g g f a  f a f a  f a g f a a  faq *  x  «
< | a
fa? fa Tfaa ^fag fasfa • fas' faf^vKi a  si =y, 
fao jjst *ig far?) Wfafa*?, aiaa a ? f a  
*{=*? ^a'^gjeTfar.'fatfa 
ran*} ‘■arafa'fa'fagyy-gs;
o a q g a  g a f a i f a q n f a
//. ^.A?'
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F t m  %  w h m M  *
q / ? W *7% ito qo
' '*
^  K ? o  & *rq q q r.q ro  qqrq ?t <q 
s r j Sf qfq^ «m % sm R -q qR  % fe tj sr^ r- 
_Wq <f?rq fW | 1 qper ?r qi^ -q?qrat st& 
T| tft* qfeq? q^ Fft k\ 5TR q?*ft t| 1 
.qft srm qt ‘ q?>f qrq qqrsr q?> qq?
qqtq gTST<?rq qqqf qqi q q  q?C f:?TT*
§q ^  ?ft T q  q riqq H  q?t ^ g"t q q ? *K  
q?* q rF ^  1 q tq tf  srawft q> qqq « w  
5f q? qft mq?qq?crr q|r ft? qiq qqw 
q? q$q? | ftvpfir 5T?RT FRltR qF?'V qq
ara-qq ?r? qfqr?t % fair jjift «rr 1
*ir$'3T»T5T ? t ff?^R*tq • srm qtqqT £ 1 
^3?T faSRf it q5T?qT I  ft? %q-qtq <R ^  
q?t gl mqq q?r spfqpjj §t qwr | 1 .?et 
vrr^frr tr ^  m §qqr-
gRHI 5T«qr ?nq eqrwt STRI qq 37RRT I I
%S «t I^5T I ft? qfftJim'tq W13 =PT
q F ^  s q R  q q  q -q  q f^  srqr |  i <q% q?f 
^R jjff 5f %r qqr ^ r f j j  |  —  *w f q q jq  q?T 
qqq % qiq q qqqr 1 qqq % .wq q qq*f 
q?i <iFqsu*f |  —  srqR % qi^ftiq? qtqqi 
q??q r %qr 1
©KqiKWfo U  ftlCSW U«V
w  qqq qntf qqtq %q?r qq ?r stor 
*R5Tt 1 1 q q  r^ s ^ r  «FR?r fq^qq? t$ 1 1 
<51 $ sraRq? qqr srst w  q^fq qiq?t-mq% q?T 
1 1 qF? p *5F i ftriXTq 51^ 1 qt^: q?ftt- 
jnFq^ ^q r^ F w r  q?t Er^?r Fq?m 5it *r*r ^  
anti jrqiT r fnsar |tq r  t  1 *n*l
% WRFrqqr ?r <5lt ^  5t St^T  ^ 5PT
#? flq^Tcrr si1^  q?> «ft 1 q ^  «n5r ?^ Hanr 
*f qqtq srqrt qrqsfh <re qqr qqYFq? q^-
* t r  ^qq Jf srqr^f? ^  %q.«f ^sst m
«f»5TT ft Sffif I I qftfq?ti?r *qt?tt 5Tt
^ tF q q q  % qrq% |  1 <qftrt?
W'q?q»P5T <q  qrq *Ft ^ f«f? SW SRFT^  Wl-Wt 
qf% 1 q^ 5!>ft | t  qqjqi |  srq q q R  % qr- 
^Fqq; siqsff % q?t« ftrqi qiiq \
^qqr  r r r r
fcr q q R  *Pr qq? q ^ q f  q r q q | t  q?r 
q^rqqi 5t q?r JsqFrt; ?rqqT Fqqr^Y
•Bt qgq ?ftET qqmqRqr qq> qf^ rqr on 
qq?9! I  I qq % s ft i q f  qqit gqer f^t, %igt 
s?t^ qqrqR-qqf $ sri Fi?qt strt f \ qqqq 
3 5 ^  qqiST $  q q R R -q q f % q?qq >^t RsR* 
«rFqq? qiqiFqrq? qtq qqvsr qrqr | i
<qtFqq < q $  Fq% n% ^q;tqt q?t iqiET q^iq 
q?7i Fqqi snqr | \ qfF^ qqtq qqqr % %q 
qqt qx %w sftsft, q?‘q  tf\x F ^ t  Jr q f ? f e  
^  q rf|q  1 Fsrq qqRTR-qqf ^1 q t|q ? ^ tn  
«fqq? ?t, q ? m  q q w  qiFgq i
qn? qqr qFqT-fqqfqr % ftrq ^q?r qrq q?tdt 
t  i q rq  qF^Ff % 5*m3r qqq^ q;q Fqqrf 
q^?r 1 1 qq? mssr §tqt qF? % <>qir q ^ R
St sqq qi^f t
< I W  -
^ftq t q ft  N ftfqqq q ^ R  q?r ?rq?r qT- 
F^qq? q?qq | j qq^  q«qrq qq? % F^cr^iq 
S ^ ftq t ^ <qqr q ^ q ^ q j wxn q ^ jj w>x 
ftrqr |. fq? <?r vr qqftrq q m  qqqic
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gcsw : mo n 'fa q rw r c  ________
|  i sqiifte ^Fqqt-^ftfqqq & qnr ■ 
' 3*sr?iq)i % qifav VTifvq q?§q ftet *$& $1 
faq  tfrc ra f ^  Wjjqifatff V? gqfaqf T? fqqf 
3(1 svq; §, sqvt tft qqfai fem  ansi 
I  r fqs,q> q q  qqiar $  stgfiR «nif qqiFqqf 
V l «VTT c»V % SfFqv qay§ q£ |  t iq> 
s q v t  wx§ qrfqv v e t o  % Fqq ^ fo f t -N t -  
fqqq <r  qqq q§? fqqqr ? qfqqra 3 sctis? 
eqpa v i  v t§  q v l t  qs? wrm $  t ^ t  |  \ 
3TJ qq?n! vx *?fqv q q  q r qmifser ntftsqi, 
ffntq, q fw « iiq , qqFvqf, qiqqj «Yt attxi? 
q ^ r  v?: qvit f  i <q vti? It  fat? q q i v t 
W *3 fctrc V^qi qiF§q m ftt qftq Hjfai 
*i?q wnq I  s v  i
fW T
qqqtq gq $  Fvsn v t q t s r i r  % qv  
q ^ q r  HTqq % ’ vq  *f &qr ansi |  i qgi 
v i w  |  Fv v f  ? rv rY  SRr qtssvn >t <$ 
.faquir v t  qfcqfqq v i l  vx aft* t?t |  v t
5RVK 5RT. Fv^ v fa l Vi q q R  VT SV I
qisq SRr ^  js a v f  v t  qt?qqi s? v r )  | ,
aft *r v r 1  q'tfq v t a s m  v*<ft f t  i ?qiO
Brut n m ifa v  qreairatsff it F w t  qtq^qr | ,  
•v tffv  Fsasrrr j p t l  qq  qq srisriFtq a§f
,•$ i .*0*? qqiq % q?vT fqvq^  qtlr
3 stFsV qq  V> Sitq q f f  ^teft 1 qn?
eq t v t qfagr F w f  % fqt^ jftsRi ^ w t  
q fq t i fyanr qFvsnir %qi s tq q i q la i  a^r % 
:*rt«r qfqq-jFtF^q v t  qFjrisRTf Fqq q% t
,f«!»q |  Fv qq i ft wq q v  ?H ^ q  ^ sqiq 
q^lr Fqqi I  I
qfq qqg'q? g w w t q^ : wnq F?qr qqi 
a t  srqR-vuf v t aFq qtq f t  nveft & t qqiq- 
vii? ?r vrit &qv! v t  q t qqfvr qt?qi^q fqqq i 
qif^t? i q^qqr em*qq qqivT  v n f  v ^  qfq? 
v r q q iq  ^svqT ? |n i i $q vii? *r |% 
*T«f v t m fq v  vfeqi^ql ?r Fafw q vq  |q i  
qri^q \
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Hindi newspapers in Mauritius
Hindusthani: established by Manilal Doctor in 1909. First
(1909-1913) appeared in Gujarati and English, later in Hindi 
and English. At the outset it appeared weekly and 
later daily. It ceased to appear in 1913.
Maurlsas Arya patrika: established by the Arya Samaj in 1911 with the
(1911-1913)
(1924-1940) Hindi press donated by Manilal Doctor. It appeared
fortnightly in Hindi and English. It ceased to 
appear in 1913. It reappeared in 1924 as a weekly 
and existed until 1940.
The Oriental Gazette: established by S.Ramloll, Attorney-at-law in
(1912-1914) 1912, principally to support the orthodox Sanatan 
dharma. It appeared in Hindi and English, daily 
at the outset and weekly later. It ceased to appear 
in 1914.
Mauritius Indian Times: established in 1920 by supporters of the
(1920-1924) Sanatan dharma. It appeared daily in English,
French and Hindi. It ceased to appear in 1924.
Mauritius mitra: established in 1924 by supporters of the Sanatan
(1924-1932) dharma. It appeared daily in English, French and 
Hindi. It ceased to appear in 1932.
Alankar: established in 1927. It appeared monthly in
(1927) English and Hindi. It was very short-lived.
Arya vir: established in 1929 by Arya Pratinidhi Sabha. It
(1929-1945)
appeared weekly in English and Hindi. It ceased 
to appear in 1945.
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Sanatan dharmark: 
(1933-1942)
established in 1933 by the Hindu Maha Sabha. It 
appeared weekly in English, French and Hindi. It 
ceased to appear in 1942.
Sanatan dharma patrika: established after 1942 to replace Sanatan
dharmark but was very short-lived.
Jagriti: 
(1939-1945)
Masik citthT 
(1942-1950)
Arya-vTr-Jagriti: 
(1945-1950)
Sainik:
(1946-1947)
Vasant;
Durga:
Janata:
(1948-1982)
Zamana:
(1948-1977)
Aryoday:
(1950-to-date)
established in 1939 by the Arya ParopkarinI Sabha.
It appeared in English, French and Hindi. It 
ceased to appear in 1945.
established by the Public Relations Office of the 
Government of Mauritius in 1942. It appeared 
monthly in Hindi, through the entire period of the 
Second World War. It ceased to appear in 1950.
established jointly in 1939 by the Arya Pratinidhi 
Sabha and the Arya ParopkarinI Sabha. It 
appeared weekly in English and Hindi. It ceased 
to appear in 1950.
established by B.Bucktowarsingh. It appeared
occasionally in Hindi between 1946 and 1947.
established by 0.S.Geerjanan. It appeared 
quarterly in Hindi in the late 1940's.
hand-written paper of the H.P.S. It circulated 
among some members of the organization in the late 
1940's.
established in 1948 by a company run by a board 
of governors.
established in 1948 by S.Bissoondoyal. It
appeared fortnightly in English, French, Hindi and as 
from 1952, occasionally, in Marathi too. It ceased 
to appear in 1977.
established in 1950 by the Arya Samaj. It appeared 
weekly in Hindi for many years until recently when 
it became a fortnightly.
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Vartaman:
(1953-1958)
Mazdur: 
(1956-1959)
Divall Sandes: 
(1955-1959)
Navjivan: 
(1960-1964)
established in 1953 by R.Tivari. 
weekly in Hindi until 1958.
It appeared
established in 1953 by R.Baboolall. It appeared 
occasionally in English, French and Hindi. It 
ceased to appear in 1959.
established in 1955 by M.Mohit, president of the 
Arya Samaj, Mauritius. It appeared in Hindi 
once yearly for five consecutive years.
established in 1960 by S.M.Bhagat, General 
Secretary of the H.P.S. It appeared in Hindi 
fortnightly at first and weekly later. It ceased 
to appear in 1964.
Samajvad: 
(1960-1961)
Anurag:
(1960-1961?)
Congress: 
(1964-1967?)
Bal-sakha:
(1965)
Dharmik seva sivir: 
(1968)
Anurag: 
(1969-1977)
Vasant:
(1977-to-date)
established in 1960 by S.Sharma. 
Hindi weekly until 1961.
It appeared in
established by D.Sharma. It appeared in Hindi 
quarterly until 1961 (?).
established in 1964 by S.Sharma. 
Hindi weekly until 1967 (?).
It appeared in
established by Hindi Lekhak Sangh in August 1965. 
It appeared in Hindi occasionally until October 
1965.
established in July 1968 by SvamI Krsnanand. It 
appeared in Hindi occasionally. It was short­
lived.
re-established in 1969 by Hindi Parisad. 
appeared in Hindi quarterly until 1977.
It
established in 1977 by the Mahatma Gandhi Institute, 
It appears in Hindi monthly.
Most of the information used in the preparation of this list is derived 
from M.Chintamunnee, Hindi ke adhar-stambh (Port-Louis, 1966).
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s»
5HITT srterc wtg, s m  3?Vt  *r>ro t o  3mnfci 
11 ?ig sto stsr |? to  ^  fq i & fror qfT*m fw j 
fun 3n?f | i *ftTO %  feg qfq’w  jstot t o s t f i 
€?r-q>f, tfta-fawTT, <T5i| fkoTf t o  srqro %  <ctrC\ *
qft STO 3*^5 *ft3T»T *$t
anmmszn 11
3T^f if fqSTfsR 3T^T qfaq? cT?5f
if *r*t> ?rt stAkt t o  
qr7?TT | i srifa qft 2? - ^  *rc**T?r mxm | I
^  ir *%mm qrojr § i qft wf«t, gfacs,
g ^ T  3ftT T*3cIT I I
ftraT gen sftsnr eqi^q % fag arfijqpr emremq? 
1 1 fa*rfafe<r qfa if & snita* grf & sfacT 
m ar ir * fa  aigm* m*z qre *igfacT
fftsR wtot ^n % g  1
* n h  nfa %f*rat srt% q m
u
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^  jjft 3TTO TO*TO %  faq SlVta Sfft
STTOWcTT ffcft ^ I q$ ftjf, %$, *<ft, V*\T, TOT, 
q>?ft, sth, <ro sik m&sn tfferm 3 <nf t^th> ft i
^fe^iflf q^T T^cff «P> TOf<T tot% % foq 
«toRtoT 3TTOCRTO fficft I  I *§ |BT, q f^te, 
^  *itw, gw ^  3t1t qi5r $ qnf wTcft |  i mentor 
h t o  vftwq qft TOfec? QTTTTcrr | 3t\t TO?«q 
feq 3TTO?qq? |  {
wfacT SiT^ %  faq ^TTO, STH, Tte%
3T5TT^ T, 3TTcT, *nT*F, <S<T, TO, *3WT STlfe T O
<sw wt?* ^if$q i
vrcte q?t to*? tw^ % faq tow?t; q>, * ro f,  
eto, mTTOta 3ufe frosr t o w  to% srrf^q i
TOTO TOcT q^q 3Rl% % faq, %
fro  qiTO, ^itorf, isroiftsft anfq q?cteTT assft, 
tow, sms*, T?rt£r <ro, faTOWT *f!f, qr^ cT^T anfir 
wto wnroqq? |  i
STfcTfq-W qw <ft TO§ WT lft3R WT% & WTW *T$f 
jftm t 3rq «i>T argmT srsrr tow wt TOfww
Y#
*ft3R <$X*t &  HIS | I HHTT HHT
| i gra ifsrafr st^ f i h h  sra^r
x^ ix 11
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f R k  T O R  <PT t I *rferr 3TS \ A l\
arlt «mre s?Y gfer srtaT tcft {ft *fhnr 
jrftr *f 3Tic*rr fait Tmif»rt *ft <p^ f, got sjjff 
TjRft I
(*7 g*r)
o
m *
APPENDIX .IX
TO  16 
^ C o ft
^€1^1  «W I<PCoft a| i? r e ^  Siqst 
if la f t , 1c|3RcT $  5T$cl «IR <&*! a il —  3flvH<J5$T epffoft $ t 1$ 11
^ a ft  3 m  h t  an  unsn l w i  a f tb - t f t b  ^  m$$t i
an ilc fa ra  s tn a fa i sft s r u H r ^ fc  er  q fq n
TTv^ &  fa W T  Sf^T I 35 qt?«R fs N c f ^  3TJJ1 3 ih  3 ^  $ ff
If %  n m  I
arceST an I3> ft «Jtl aft # 537 *R I t f ta f t l  
s ftn - flftd  I t  5 c &  snefsf aft agj caret at | ^  % a ll a n t % 5Tn
#1 IFs t w  an i ^  n ? l r  ^ r e  ?b  a h ^  S3> ciTcft ^ f t  3R% *%> i
« it it  t o  cra> 3 i? 5 f£  w i t  $ ,  * it§ i qr<fft f t o n . f t o  ^  *prt
H  cf3T 3T3 I
3 $  t o w i f t  aft 13 $  W?RK 3TT$ q ^ 
cft^  tct an 17T<^ % fSim q o f - ^ - ^ o t  n ? 3  f e f t n f t  
w  ?% * t i o iq  a n ^ t q > T *w lr srsft n $ , eft w a ^  5r aft n ^ l r
3>T257T *£ *  f%a?T I T C ^ f t f lT  W eft % O T ift 53KJ& **& <W* I
?tg^  a if t  fte re r a ffe - t f lb  w S r  tltg q *?  $ rrlt s i t  i
f ^ e f  I t  $ ts  3 l£ t|-3 I€ .s &  JT^It aft 5 ^ 3 l ? T o j $ f a m 
I f  * n -  m  a jp  a j|n  ^  s t  * 6  % 15jn q ts if e r  areat I
TTo  ^3 fa  fc fflS  ^ f c f  $ 3  %<T 3l fffWMST OT3 I 
tto fcT  W l^S T  an I
46
, 'S 'Vii
u^Ov^t C1*rt&
l3 Vi,^  J  ^t *4 b 4  fe ■>sr
KI) vKKt|
4-7
U V ) ^ # t W ^ ~  1 ( xfS off )
(v) ^ --------1 ( )
(vi) 3 w  I t  a n f t  — 1 (  )
5. * f t£  f^ B  m  32fT5^Tn k  3T«5^I? _
( i ) ? T ^  3 ih  f l ^ c f  3 T ^  g g c t  | b  ^ c r  § fo«&$r i (  )
CU) tfla fa t a r f f a f ^ I  -GR $  3TT5 I (  3ITtT7 )
C ii0#55f 3 ^  3 t * R   — J tS lS T lt 3113 I f )
(W j^ ro T r 3 fh r ^5Fcf t — — I (  ?t<RT )
6. 3 f a f ^ _ _
d > ft iT e r  m m t  f i t  ^  R ia j^  b r  t i | z n  i
c i t t t  w s  s r lt  %— — g f r q &  src sn & T n  i
cunf^fiT  oft c fta  * l i  i
cW) to m ?  * m t I i $ f stim %  w s  s s i r  v $ -  fs 1
(V) 3 * 4 *  TOOT?— —  ij j r r  Bt fJOT % i
T. *T § t, ^W T fft 3 ffr ___
( i ) # E f  3T?s£t «f>ETfft ffiTC gl % I
a g %  s«& 3 rc€ a t ^ a r $  i
di) q c  # t  i
- —
48
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5% 3g7 53% 3%c57 TO 333% 
53% 57I§ 353% I 7I%?5 %
TO 37 TO f%% 37 Tg7 *71 I 33 %? 
33 *7%7 375 % fa5% *3 (T TOt % 
f W t f  57%  %  t o  7 |  %  i 373%  ^
3%Vi 37 TJTOl %S% *7% I 3% 3% *733% *7%7 
333 5% 3353 f33% gr* *73% 5%33 % 
33 37%?3 5% sit 7% % i 77%S7
’ff^ sjft 57 7g7 *?7 t 53 :^ 5% gro- 
*777 g%% &  337%  %? fat* 3 g  ffars %  
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Fqq%- q^>, 5(Ri * x \ ' i qqqqT q^ ^  
qr^  qq % qir qqqqq 1
*% % x «ft q ?q nVf hit qrq- 
sjFqqr 3s:rq'f if qrqr | wft atqqr q 
q^ q:T tft^ qrqq Frqr 11 q^ q3qf 
3* 5RK FqirqqT q§ | Ffr  ^§if qq- 
qtqFq^ fiqFq q.i Fgq^fq vff *5Xi& 11
qq^ qfq qi^ T if srqqf 5?q^  "wet 
qY" % |q^  qjq if qYngY qlqf «pf 
'^ q^qqr Fqq% q|3” i^fq^  % wqqq 
qqYqq Fq.qT | 1 »pFq if sqtisr qlqfqq 
% Fqqf if — *ftqriqr wqr qr, 
q3^ qr Fqq% xgl, ?fiqrrq3 % F r^, 
q^ ql qfqq qr qFqqiq siFq q3q3 qff 
qwi =jq qrqt?q % qfq qqFqq
—  U  —
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fir ITT I SS if sftif Riff pF TT<SjffH
EfTtTW ** ^  ft ™ 5r'T;ir
S I R  ^  I
"vikgvt n^=r—»n?r” aks sna 
•a^rg" iRsfgg H^ct  ^«C1 afftgig 
■vif gai 5t snua ga fift ag if 1  ^
g ^ r f  ‘ • a g a in "  g fa m  it f ip < fi s .fa a T a t 
% SPT-aia a-Tfta g ! aft if
S ' l f t ,  'T\TTT, ?JJT SS 'TTTT, 'F t f i iv f t  
'aifag, ^.HfT iTTu^TEir t R R ,  iO 'ft •T'l 
■jTcfFRT Sift jfifff g.'t mFPPa £T|T TTini- 
ftrrjr gsrsinagT aia sa saia ftar 11
'Mk5<V>,V' TTE^vT tfi*3>T % 
SSTTg ■Ji'l^jCt ifm 'f  m-T g * : STT? I  1 
niJTC gft  ^RTS *PTfft VsMis'i aft 
gpFt g^k SRmmW if 5rff Sftfaa 
vRPTT  ^ I Sift sfipraa iTlTU if 5T^t 
Ilkgft nft HI5O vI-.WTll 5 afft “Tariff 
qpT aa jtt h i ” , “ a f t  a  a s  C i” . " a1^
4T Sift tfo'i ^ SIS sH Sgk
a ^ i a r  t  1
U 'aS - i f  s g i t a i  a ls ft  
if?gpr it ff'pft aiftfiipF 'Tfir'TT "aaa" 
• f t  t f t ;  a k g f t  f i f t q f t  s tq n fira  f ip a i I 
TftsTR 5r f if tm iF  s t .  k  ^ r O f i t |  i t  
s k  gt'TISsik if fURT ESTR $g atg 
sft SH Xl\^XZ ftRT I ft *fk
fipifi sp asr-'-TTiK if TT^’rig ir firsft 
ggs if B s giiTB TfiTR foaT | I sk 
gPr aft 3 ft §ai\) sfkai sk aka
gif ITTTT £ git S£f 'TTFR-^ if spi
a ta R ^ tn  g iu g  ‘FT.ni C k t  I S tft  
'^t «ng if T'ssia; Tffsrs if skgCf 
aif^ a* afaFiftfiT am akgft twO§ 
qrr s i a k a  foaT  a t  i
gg fiftttPr if s^ Tfcig ^ 5 0  
vTtt, f t g g ,  ^ ^T -rt, T .fgg r, s i f t
T4vx 5s nmjxf if siftgr ^rg 
g F T u g g im  * r  F i3 H ig  f r t  |  1 
i f  ^ r i i t  ■Ct’gnr g'f |  g f-  W  5^  ^  
m f o r a f t  i f i g j O  % gc> f t ^ r g
>iif g^gi ^3 | 1 gsV gtg | ftr 
•*t 1 ti50 % g?r TTiftgr % ft^ig % firtr 
gfnf if irgg3 1 1
■HiajO gtftgr  ^gtgrg if
s k  uqr 5'T g rg f  g;T g g iw  snxgr s b t - 
gfii'iT g 1 gkjxf gr firggg if 
g ' l f t s s  g if f t f ^ r  g g -a f irn ira f  g it >0 
g'mgig  ^1 'g^gfgg’, ‘gRaT1, 
‘ggT3igTg’ sift g g f  it trgg-ggg vx 
•flkj'O if ttct, gftgin, iffa sift 
Tkirsrg Ck 1
vfiR^O gisgr  ^ if gr
iTcrq; t aiss ?gtRfg
sftiftgg, f^tgl cPti icggg gx: ?^r 
sna xjr § 1 gr^t ag? irsa trg stgnsa 
gif aFVTiaaislf *ni a^ a ^ %*t a? gifj 
ag.a % ft ak,5<f qgiffir.af aa urt 
aag sk  ^faq a'fksa gif 
aft-g.msf aat a'fftgr g^ iftar, alaf,
giftam sift ir ga-5 asa’i % ana: 
saar if aar^  ftk sit as a % 1
ftg-Tk gr .rg if a^ <^1 aaia §  
ft sa ag: aiftaa if a aaa a'tagCi 
tfigi-aiftta rr aaaa, a^va aj ast 
stgaa art ftar if ga, gift ftat aar 
afis a'lftg: vaaia'f si aqrisa iff 
gar  ^1 ftag iTsiiftra gfas'f qil ?ja3 
|if nf aka a;~cfi & ft s-.fi aifkra 
% i f l a g f i  a i f t ? a  m.'t aq; g t a f  g jaT  
aa § 1 sra sragaaai sa ata 
art a ft g^r-ii, ftaia, gg-.fg'i, ^qarra, 
a?aaft sift vnugsf as aiftar gif 
gsfi gif gfa a Pag sat sivct ttsr 
ftar sis 1
m ^ :
p ftV ' ’I'-'1'.
^-r; ^  ^ r ■ *j&»
r ^ ' " ^ ' -  i' r ^ rau;. ,\-\.•:.* .-it-. ,?, * ' 1 . t •- * .
^  ^
ftv 'v‘ir^h' >-j
* g- ~
>* '
1uV k*> 1V-
f P  i3^ ' ^ ^  ■'* *" I
i‘v .
>K
v ft ft’, 
*■ ft if
;X>
1 p.1 \ l.'L '^f*-
X >■
.'..■A>
pK[ t" vft-> ' ^'', ’'] f "V k ' f'^k i.t*i
•i?. N\  ^ .*■, '>1 - ^ _ ' tr
’V ^•« r»* J
fe* rf 1 ^ /
V f
:4k‘ } i
f  *r
—  f t  —
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APPENDIX XII
S T S t j r a  H lc T
*>?qi
^  \r«* io q f  ?$V|*qTq i t q l - T f i m  if ^To «ft qqq  
r m ^ q  ftft k fqqq q m q  *r T?qr to stitt tt tit p n  i 
>4f ^qq T n re n  q f  q q q f ^ fq  t c  ^ q r  to s ttv tt t t  
qqq Mr mq qfqfqfa *nrr % qfqqyq q qqr i anrq if ?^qr 
T O q rq r q q rq  if  q f r  q fe q i?  ^m r qr, q q ffr  qt^rfrrqr 
*tt£  t ^ f t t  t t  q r o  if  qqqq q r q  k  \ T t  fq?n q  
qfqq  t t  g*rsq t t  ^q-iqq R r: t f  qr i
qrf^  rAkiT mk ^ qf ^  ^ Tq'r-qqqr q^qrqf tt TOqrqr 
>ptt sfrr q t q m  t f t  s p  f^T i q p jq  if s R q m  TFT *qq  
q f e r  TT-frqrq q f q q ^ i^ r ,  q q ffr  q q  q q q  frqqf srrq:
q f q f e  'kr, ^qffqrr ?Tt-qTfqq:T TT qqTT r4T I qf^TT T F ftq iq
qfr T qfsq qfaqq q qK-qfq qqf Tt qqfa if $$ q^ qT^ f q £r<q 
tftx to if ?R^r qqfq ?,vft 1 qrFm<;qqYqr qqqmf 
qq fa^ Tr qiqrqr TOfqff qir q^q*T q'rqqq tt fqq 
qh; qmfnTT qirqi q qf T^q qqq;r i T?qr totott t  
qifqqrcqq if qq q'o Trqfqrq qf q qrqfq srrq qfrqrof % 
Tnqq qrqq qtr Rt^ tt % q f^q qq qfr qqq ^ttftt
fqqr, q'r qtqmf q q q; to q qqqif qp-rro feqr i qq 
qRqq qr q qqqrq qfqfaq qrarq qfeqrqf kk qrq-qfsniFT 
tt TT^ f^ TT-fqqiTq qrftrF q'-ff if q^ qq fom qr qrqrqqf 
q qqq qqf q qqqf-Trrqf fqq.qt ■qq-qqr tt  qfq T^ qrqrq 
qqrq f-rqr i q rq  rf r  T ^ q iq i t t  R tR t t  qqrq t t  q q  Fqqr i 
qwrqr qR qqf if Rr^ rqq if qfqqwf r^qrqf #
!$qf f^qf i qq~j fqqr-f-qqrf % qrq fqqrf TqfqT % 
q q rrq r % q f R r R  q  q iq  ^ q q  t t  t f t  Frqr i q rq rq f ^  
5^TT if qqqr T-qr-Tr^ qFTFi fq qqq if ?|q q? |  I
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APPENDIX XIII
ft
. • g ’qRT mmn* 3,
q * jf iz t  qr ste % t qqs>T %qqR! * » •  **i- 
»ft<3 % i wear sfrft k g « m  at? *§cf fftaT 
% i ?qft *tH3, 'Sfta TT3, $a$w fl«JT 
qtftqsT q w m  |q  5ST 3 «§ k  i 33 ?t
aft tFSH WT5t ?q 9»TF*t WT5 STM *ft q^atT
k  I  i ?tnft st^ crr k  Hqffaas vrr^ cfRrf 
*ft %, 4T4T, ftft - fat*, W  WT
33 qH!RTfeaff Y 3*TT3 4 » *qifcrT 
33 afTcff aft *3  RYft qpft, i w t  
qusrarsft, qq z n  % «rq % *ft fa*33ft? 
«5 *53 ‘t  r« arc qt sgtRTfta? q* tig 
w t i  ?f % t
w4 ew % wgarrWf % fw t It 
jftfaw k $*%, gfew, «ft$ wt $st| I  • 
ar?f aft ^ - t n a i  5T fu t * fesricrJ % ’ 
*rc km arm *bt ww^i sq % i 3*ft aatr 
qsgftqf % sftn $e 474T 3 trfrar s?m§n 
«T% t  1 4? q$ 3 *K  % qqsqiqjrR* qPff 
i |3  qT*tT «T sum ?RTft ^  aitagft 
<K »ft «tst % i fftfRiqto qtagtf ««jt * ttt-
q\q qtagft k qsft % «T<*B 3Tft fRK *T
w  . . . . ( . - ,
qtt ^ ’t qi<n$ spifeq It i q«fRi arm? 
—  aftsjft,' *1, wfas, SOS*,
gsKT<ft w r  aftaft, <?f^r*ftq qtun? — featTSJ, 
qqT fl& ft t
aftffafft* *3?1T F^ q'f q W*?
o tt w  % f w *  It M  « t *rqT % \
qiqltti stq nqq S stf aft^ gO qfaiq It 1 
gq ^ qttqm, q^T feqiq q> ffj=qt
ift ?t«t I  qiC qra ?isq f^ vTtor It fq^ t qflt 
1 i - anqR ^  *qr q, q«k ^
qtr z^rm m  ^ , njq % ?WT'$rW*t S,
W T -q ^ fw l k  *t«HT 5 ^5 f??q^
qfqt ^Tqf \, Rjq k «armaj % RtqfTt t?: 
«qT3 ie q^ rw^  Fqqt an«T ^ i
« *rFq«7?i ^H? qqi? ^  q fejjtsr, 
Wft wqqr &  qV.^ I  I f  W ttqqiq aft 
It — flTFf q «t«? sfntf q q% Sq 5ffn f^after 
fcf«w aftsig^ qfe - qc?ft wqar q« ggql q 
qto S l H  » <« S^T - gqRiaff ciqt ^ -qfaql 
li «1 q w r  wRra qiqiq ?t \  r 
% fft - *mT*1 q fi^T 3 firfra aftar-
5^ % *ram  vff-aRqT m  aft qfeft 
stiaf \  t nrqf «t w^ar q*ift ^ f?? r^ 
q|3 q>q §qT ^ i T^Kt5 a;qT%T q?T 
qtaT fis q?t % «fq«r^T ofm qq
q?:q<q:Tft qq?rd 5 ^rq «5r mk  p?i %J ^  
fctq ^ nq5r w f  aft ft?T km fai^ TT
Fq^ iT^  k  wFqq: «nq i ^
?R 3W «? % Rb ?q qrRqqlq
4 F 3  It «T«T 5 q§
^ i 4 qqf m(i uRi it q^fi wq?l qw
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wjjfr ftftr *rt gq ^  \ FaBr RTtatq 
r r ,  RTtatg at^Fg am RTtatg mm V Rf 
^ s?t l SR RR*f 5RTt qfR 351TJT ggf* rt i^ 
 ^I ffT % ggtgqfggf % RRtg % *r?^
*1 f faf R-* fga RR RraaT RT r «TT^T fM 
fiftg rF*WR R?ft ^ *K «T^ l ?! r 3R RRR 
ft fssk qf^ afcurf w, tit? gq gt?t qt at 
fai^ r alt afl% % ag a?R aqF^gt g wqa
RR, RSf-ffl ART ^ T  f t  t^T f t ,  RR f>T 
f^TR fitR R a*JT m«l f t  frsiFg a 3R ft g^ftt 
f it*  f t  F*at n't R fqf fi fiT fssfii^ T
R a m  . ft* Rt % fiftg qF<«R a *ft-r[ft
sir ifiTR ft «T tTfe fit % Rt WTS at fTR-
qgtg-fi mml f t  s^st FanfsRTa qtq*
% 5 qfi-RlW Rf£ Saaftftsra ?TRTR<0
f t  R^T fiia  a*TT RfR fimfi-mfefiTsft SBT 
RRft *T RtR fiUR *t I
R«ra>pi % r^tr 5 ^ f t^ a a ,
«nt vrTeii m, fsnt =faT? q*, asf* ?rh  qsft 
ft-qt ft Va t gn sftiff ii «ft ftsR- 
rstcrt at r  ?tg t  srt «itR
RT fgt qffcl RT RTcJ-RTm fit *q!T % F^ q I
aa gag % ftmRt Rqn; atR $t str % mq 
qTRmtmT, S3J7R wtfTT *fa fTf 5 fTRROI 
cl’•IT RRgT fiT *R5R RI3 fRR C-R flTR
R f ga qqiTT *r ?*?iFafisra t^ r! k fR^ g 
qsn - qisn n g?f frsjff f>i siH qfeat
qiT 3lT7iq fgfl gqq % fT^  fR^ fi H »-T 
'SlTclT «IT r
-  ■qTt eit: a n^Tg V t
% ail n t^ t^ - %$ ^ ^  gftat
n fm^ iT fitq q|^T i H FmgT f!R  wocfn
fi 5nn n mm §«t fis wFjf; a 
qmqi - qifiifiTq %qfT 9tc?i fi ^
mnl -
t^^ qt meiT55fl % s«r  n *Tua li
5=w fe a :  ?nft sfTst qpfilf fit w t i r  
% Fn t^^mrq g g g -n q q  q< q ji mg ^  i 
fnm q^igrnqt % nm g ^ ii^ g  ^ —  
f l t i^ re  f5Tq=q  ^ niErt, trfmrTm ®Tqa?f |g< 
qfT^mfn?. ?iqa< w g n , f fR t  ^sa^^T- 
m?aT f^*Rt t qfiamTm % qf*sw 
n nt^yR n w r  gRT^ «t ^frqnT gi i 
% rt?t F^^t fmqiT % s^k «kt^  r qq; 
3c*u5 tnFq^rk |» t  • g§; fi?gT «nna g 
fRT ft sr nmg fit ?*nqgT a ggmg 
■‘Riq-.m't qF^ a't gm f|?^t ft^im qsig ’gmaT 
<?T I q^-a *TTR ?RT3T fit fRTq^T R qgT 
ggTcrfsRl fg i » *r gmFgRt i i f  «?g fit
g? %ani am s*jji y^ mT ftrmt i rtr ggrf 
r ft-^t q'ramTmTO wftfi r imn m«i
n | . qT3fm r  qRfag gnr i m m  R 
^qt ^f^clfiR ^RfTfi? qSTf 5IT^  r*t1 i «R 
ggg ojnfiRi % fggRt q^  Fgmfm »r h  r ftm 
mai «jt, Fqii nt qgfta r ^ r t  r  mtn F ^ t  
flt^R afT ftmn m  s r tr  g3t t q« 
R »TR - RRlftRt A  RRTaFgRt R 
5a a, Rf» T f  ^T RRR RT I
SP^  RTm r r  aa i t ’ t r  Ff^ft st^t- 
fif/t RRT fit RRTfRT gl I 5R % 5T5T ftolR 
ffmrmR % r t r  r  qR F ^ t  qTsmm imt i 
Rft qismimi Ria ’gmRT >tv€ r  f F ^ t -  
nfg * % r t r  R siFr  ^g| i <u^s 'itv *  
% f t ’g Rtf^RRR fffnfqaft Rt RRR R 
5UR< fmqiT st^ R^a f t  gftRi Fr^ FggR 
qfta fjrotgm, qfga gaTRRT: ft^grgg, «*t 
sRguRm ita  am qF^ a fTg^f Ff^qgrm »t 
t| i g asgg fif r t t r  r  g’sg ffi^n 
R( r  Rtf^RR mla at f^qt Rim qtnt r t  
qR ggT RT^qtmg s? § rt i F^ q^t ^gfrr R5- 
qt*T qifit: wot frag mat i
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*tmcT 3 3 3  q:r qq; faR rrr m \  \ qft^?r sitaTT:
3pa st^t: qift *2-3 R * f e w * :  qft 773 k z  s a i
ft: qq: mgq?rf«T ft g;i i 3F3 ft: q'aia 3fftl sftaKt 
Rrftr ft *3 siftt ft srqftt 31 : —
“qfe^r g?t^ T?;gi«a z\%*: qft qir 77m3rc 5 3 * 1 3  
gft; rt 1*3 1 ft £3T> s?33 ft: mfft 3 3 7 3 qiTai-
qiTrf ft 3  03; ft I ftffttT alt f^GT ?7 3133 ft: *TI3 *n *j 
331 rft g?k t j f f a r  f t g i f  3T ft 1 33 TJ 3*3*  r t v t r  s it -  
fTf :i 37 K  7373 3TT5T*ftt ^ tftl^ 71*ff3 THHl* ft $<o *31*3 
fThF: 511*73 * *3 1  *fT  I £*71* 513 *7 33 rft 3q  q ^ g  g j-
qftr =$n 33513*: 5U3i q *  ^t? R i f  i ^  sit^t t j  
7^ 3 fR* 7533 3TvWf *rt 337*1 ft 51177/37: mtq | q f£3 
yT ft: qq; ftt fs^q ft^iyi ff t*  qft I q ft 3£ i3 monq-TT- ft:
?gpq:vq if 53^  33 ?T q*7 51*1 ^  ftm 31331 wM"-? 773- 
7t,3F £ I ^
qo sffcTT-qpj si*:* ar qn o33 3;ra3T3 qsl*T  ft 
< y  7J3 '  f t  ^ q r  I 1 3 ft; 3 131  N 3 T  3gT3 f f l  3 7 l q  f t
i  771(3 q,rt tst ft qr^r q^TT7 ft: 3*1 ft £ jk  ftift mm q.fft:
3 1 7 3  31  3 1 3  q ft  77£rR 3T  * 3  3  f t  | 7 f i fT 3  Z*k  T f f q . IT  
ft >ji I \ \  771*3 *;i ft qo rftr7n fftRpg* q^qq-r *7 
77 3 1 3  P I ’vTT q f 3  ft: f f t f t  3 * * 5  3 ^ 3  3 £ T T ft? 3 5 iq  ft  3 * 3 T  
£T 3 q  I 7719 77?5q ^ * $ 3  311 * t f t f t j f t  qft f t f  fa i^ T  q j f t  
*£  i i  77T3 ft: 3i??7: si?-?*: s rr 't 3 3 f3  ft: qo f t t^ j
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«RT?rR JRqq k  Jj^q Tivqiq^
k  V? l r  M ^TT  f W  I TfTTJ RRPf ^RlmR q j  W f.  
RRf <siR i’tVR ni 1 RU. qi, R -jR*; TfrKf ;P R-qii 
*w \n  i *Tsr w tr  r r  q*- r t  -jqqr siram P r r r  
m r  i R srtj srir?r
ST$ I ‘‘q^TRRT T^T3q; ’ IT VTtTT r*R
^  P r^  st^itt * r  Pr^si q m  v *  *i qft i s rs ;  q*Rrq  
^ r ? q ,  5TTTR«Kr, *R T . a:*=r. 5 T R . S ^ IT p r qTST * r  I
* s ic > it srn% «ftR €f rrt r ^ ttt €t Profit faqr i 
!rq q ^ R  sTstar qR  ^rrr *tqR r r r t r r  Trnnr ^  sT r  
W<JR R*ftR  ^  P f^faqf *1^  STqRT SRUR cTHTqT I 
srqR <hrt sSr t ^ r r t  s r t  vfr R ifm  qq srarc Pest i 
SHITR JPTrHV TRqft R *  ^  R37.?R •pRq; |  I
r ^r r  fq*afq3n<aq ^  ^rfm Ptrir ifc g^q stvs^ t 
ST RTR 5Tn So RTR PT« R*Tt?T RRT SRR R» | 
r ^ r r  *5'yv Jr srrq stt q 'im r qfr q rq t R r r r P r  
Pfrm t *.$yo ?f r ^ f t  qqsnt r  s rrnq  r r t r
t t r t t ?  q r  qqqf r  Pn jfcfr nr.qr sfR 37 fP:q 5?
* es® if 5qq TJ Rifrq TT-rnT^ Tqr^ tq qt qqqr ssTr i qr- 
a-lTTR't 37 ftr»aRraTRq k\ 31R R Sliq qt RiftR R9US 
qft q^qr fVcir I
TTR rRRT qjRTTR RRT T.^R qq WR STRRr 134; 
5 5 V 3 4  RRT I R RRR3I R RR^t ITT TfTT RT 4HT T. 
f R  ”q1 TJ ST77I pR^T'ifTR ^ f^R R I'q  ?rf.T -T j .q r  
ir r t  R R  q f t  I JRRt ff'T R R P3^  3RTJ R^qTr W t  
nr 1 s tr  R rg rR ^ R  q^ qq; k  4 4‘tR r r  
r ^ t  1 ?:r q r ^ f R  qgR ?5=Tr qTaofr if 154; R  q:trr
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srrq 'kz qt et mi I i f  ^  k s?rt r -
W,ft\ “3TR 5) q f e  sffeRPJ $r$:r 7\ ?
^f?r qt qt *Kt sik s m  «iiq |nq*tk
qi'ff F  S I T ^ f e  f e ^  ^ T r fq?T ^  5T*& f e u  I
*f -Firpf q wura?*? su felt sTk 5ft q ^ slt 
q: 5iiq 1 Sta srs? k t^ttt ’qt^ 1 ilft
f'-r wfqr qu q<q ^  ^  *^'7 M  *?** sik 5?t *>*?
fk S mfeiF k feu &  fkh *w?r cttot | m  
y^rx i?V m k  si i arc 37 f kk u p? qrsvt 
«r 1 wrft m  sFRkr qrru qm qft 1 fe* u?ff| 5? 
qt ur'tu *r*q*; u t ^ t  ^  t r  s r  s tr
feu 1 grcreiR qu Sr *qq^ fet^f sife qfr qq?
SRUTrc ST^ T *TO*?i?TT |  I
s q fe q , fe /T T , spftfT, k tTW R , USRT q * R  trqr fft 
eife 5? qR? srcrraim *nu f, \ kk it mi fqfe fir- 
-^ fir q= sftaTTsm? sif-*’ ^t *?, f k m  s^ r fcm* «  33
3TR qr jqyft TJ W57 5*RT ^UUTR^  I, *F T.qt
TJ qfq 51RT fct fft I
i*qr q© sftf.TFTFl kt STIRT %t Sink ®ik ^qufir 
s t r  q> i
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The Creation of Mauritius 
(Translation of Maurisas kT szsti)
Leaving the whole world behind
From where has come the giver of my birth, the sustainer of my life 
In the midst of the Indian Ocean, under the blue sky 
Wearing a sari of sugar cane, wearing a chain of mountains?
It has come from the sky above,
It has come from the deep of the sea,
It has come from beyond the waves,
It has come from a world of dreams.
I
It has come from the sky above,
From a world of dreams,
From the maternal granny's children,
From the abode of Uncle Moon.
The deep dark night
Had spread its veil all over,
The sky was wrapped in silence
And nothing stirred in the world down below.
A star fell from the sky
And its pieces disappeared in space
But one piece, escaping from somewhere,
Fell into the ocean.
And by a decree of Fate 
It began to change day by day 
And in course of time became 
The star of the Indian Ocean.
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II
It has come from the deep of the sea, 
From a world of dreams,
Who has brought it up with so much care 
From the depth of the ocean?
In a region of the deep sea 
There was a quite strange kingdom 
And in the glitter of the court 
A pearl was reigning supreme.
It was the verdict of the court 
That to hide itself was a sin:
It had to come out of the deep sea 
To sparkle above.
And by a decree of Fate 
It began to change day by day 
And in course of time became 
The Pearl of the Indian Ocean.
III
It has come from beyond the waves,
From a world of dreams,
From the lap of the Himalayas,
From the flow of the Ganges.
The prisoner that Mother India was 
Had quite a miserable fate:
She had no wedding bangles in her arms 
But had chain in her ankles.
The trials and tribulations of evil days 
Broke her heart into pieces 
And to this side came floating 
A piece of that heart.
And by a decree of Fate 
It began to change day by day 
And in a course of time became 
A little India beyond the seas.
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l i r a  ? < f
jq qqq: TORI ?, q? T'W TO qti gfa IT l?T X | fi?
tot 'ip ip sftftpT tfttt i  qqiqr mft f t l  :ptj q-qq 
i? l 1 1 pp,v is p t U fftt ?t qq; i ? #q  qpq; 
IIP  scpip't ft TO TO TOqp qfti TO PT Ml | 1} 
qfq 1st qit TOO if *WI PI 1 ‘i f t  -m m l qfftt 
1  Tp H  $ 'f t  Sf 'ifl $ qft H q? flfrn; f t  
' f f t  qqt 1 1 f t  TO # f t  t  “mtqiq top? r  qm;
TOto t ft i l  % ftq to to ’ft m  ft q 
. w  1 1  f tr  % a«H 11 s i f r f t  q fft  mir 
sqfftt TO ’TO1TO fft TOP % ft 'l i f t  m\ X | P qt 
qtii X ft fp< Spf \ I m iP  «Fi «ri 1c ftq % I 
q? iW f qiPift ftw  1  qqr tost %. q? q? q fftr 
qrnft mi i® 1, qf^  '-TOhftit q ftm qfftrt I f t  i* 
qqt stiq tF lftiq  ftq  $?t 1  qqrl ftqrqq ■roqtp 
f t  f t f f t  f t  qq 1 1 q l i to T ift % ft i qi a°q
o'* Beauty”, Uvnks the 11—year-old boj Mike Groat, 
' 'consist} of tliiaj;? that are like God. Tbat/a whafc 
■^ante behoved. That’s why medieval and .Renaissance 
paintings are beautifai."
0 I f  1 don’t become a prleat I ’ll almost snrelv be a 
mathematician,—M ik s  Ghost
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\\C 
^  f a  f t  f a  f lT 't  S IR  f f a q f r H R I T  f fa tR  f a ^ R R T O  
i q t  \  f t  -fa  f a ' 1 ® ifa  r r  f t  *n ? R t f a  r r i  qfar R t f a  ^  
*itqfaffa %m qt Rift t fat qqiraft r -r  Rqqft faq ft?. 
R? fa tiaTfaqratqTti qrt fan rr i *fa t. ft w s iftft 
fa: qfa RTI fatR tltlt fqRRR ? fpr ftqR $T
sqfa*T $tRt fat t? rirt \ fa* q? fa fafqq? R fa *it«h-
ffRRT tttq^ I fait R? *IIRfa R?ft RI 3qflt ffa’II x fa 
Rfa R’TIt % «II5RE It qfftq I  fa  Rtf |R I RRfaft I 
STO It fa  ft ft fatTR % RRrPTt % RUtR f j f a  ft If?
3 fa  | ,  ?R SilfHf fafaq |  !
f a s R  f t  f a  R J ifa  f a ?  s t t  q t  » t i ! j f a q ;  f a i t  f a  R f t t ? !  
% tfaf fa *tq ptR tftft Rm't- Rit Rtt rrtrt r i 
tsr I  fa fait % «t‘iiq ft fa ffaq fa RRfaqt qmft I- 
Rffa faqfaqt fatrc r t t?t ?.
§fftqi ftfa fa fatii ft 3?ifa fa fa fqftfa r r  fa fat 
fa faa T  ft. fat fa faqiR fa it f a  q r a  ft stqnt i fa ttq 
3tqvi qfa fait i  r t r  qiR nrqit fa  ffatfafa ftut fa*i 
*tlft RRRT Rifat t. ft Wfl Ipt qfS 13ft % fa W R t  fa 
*iq qfa qfa qitfa Rifat.
x “ Those who ( in their minds) do away with their HonJa 
and go abonfc wandering in snnlesa worlds, ‘donee darkiun^ 
over-hanging.”
If  man has only a body and no anrviving sonl, Ihoro 
can ho no valnes—only ploaauro and pieasare—producing 
obj f t » remain, Slmii we hang on to liTc for thcso .'
—C. Rajagopalfioharl, in SwAltA.)i'\
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□ □
t o t  t t o j t o  *? % irfa grV sfT^ rr
11 w r e r ,  nV^rr, r e r r r e  ftrcr ?  i 
sn^ t 3r^ H*r«T % *to ;-nfrer qrr
I  i ^FTm^cT tm if te l H ^T'TT qfl HffTcT % ^ W f  
qfr v f m  §tr *ft jpn w  11 ct^ tt w
sfk r^TT *re^  n srpr ^  11 %? ¥1 f^ nrfaq- 
§ w-to, sr-^Pott ifrr g ics
xr^ r frrreifr % **ren: re n *rnRr7TO arro r^Tcr 
f sfVr TRtTRr qi? &i h TOtfa?T frrrerfr ^ 5  *r 
to  ^  |  ci^ rr rerr t  fat^ -shr
*rfre *r ^  |  i
□n
?ro fsrrore t r ^t o  *r $  w^ft £ i 
3nffr Ptot strct ^  % to  ferarcrnn; $*
qql % fa<T rr|^  , Jj 3TvTTfcftST
3ft*rsr re 3t'R^ tar i fro % qre ^ref qPt
far^ir % m'4 q '< i xqirrifa, Rfaq x m  
■mqr % *it?r *t ^ f a r  f a n  fa x  *fr i fa ir  ^txtT *fa  
f j f t r ,  t fv m z  ^ rfa  f a f a f a  \ j  vfr g§ *fr i
*r*R fan ^ rerTnrjsrnr ftfa Trnft
spi ^  3xtrih q>fr qfar n, srf?^  ^ ffa ^xrr^r % xrnr 
%*sT fa^T  *TOt '4  I 3Tfa 775 =TR I  fa  ffa fa
h*?t fa% xfar rr^ TfacT |rr i -jfqTft q^rf qrT sre?
% xNfi xr srrcf 'rrfa-qfar xr ept ^  ^  1
sxft erri? H U  *  m fa n q  ?rte?r r t  fo tff -tT xxixr- 
j r t  xt ^ ' f a  3 f a n  fa r ffa m q  qft n fa  ?rnr 1
X^T irxfffxr^ SR qrt sxfa XT rrqr qrfaqrr ‘sfarT 
f a f a  n m  xT- M r t x T t f t  f a x m  t t p t : t t o  
% XqXRcn-XfanT-XTR^ft SfT ^ rR  Tffa ^  I 3TTif *rf T7> 
fa*ft»T faTT xTiflf & fa nRT TOH % T^RR n^ T |  I 
^fF’TXTT XT ’fa* TT% TTsnftfax:, XTTRTfaTiT rRT nrfafar 
nfa  ^*nfam % x^ qmr-nxnTT t'\ n^mr qqnx 
•tT o 1
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Additional miscellaneous works are as follows: Ramdhan Puran,
four booklets - Maurisas Rrya Samaj ka itihas; Sanskar vidhi ka sandes; 
Vedik dharm ka camatkar; Vedik samaj ka itihas; Maurisas ka itihas 
(Mauritius, early 1970's); Benimadho Ramkhelavon, Jnan jyoti (Mauritius, 
1972), a booklet which interprets in KhB. Hindi seven Sanskrit mantras 
from the Upanisads; Shivgulam Moti Torel, Sadi se abadi nahl barbadi 
(Bombay, 1974), portrays the Hindu wedding in Mauritius, the customary 
celebrations before and after the event involving debts incurred by the 
parties concerned, and expresses the author's observations and suggestions. 
Dr.K.Hazareesingh, Maurisas me bharatiyo ka itihas (Delhi, 1976) (tr. from 
English by A.Unnuth); Hamare tyohar (M.G.I., 1978) depicts the Indian 
festivals observed by Indo-Mauritians.
\
\
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q p  e*TJT ^  ^ 1* ^rrcr % i ssr qqq srj v x  qR*rr q£? Tfm  qr i q'mr $
SFfq qT I <R^-cR| % tffc sftq-qqi qqq if ^  % | ^ .qf^jff qft T5TT ^  ^ n^€t
qRcft *ft i q# srq #  T^ r^ reft q;Tcfr t
sq feqf qq $ qftf Fpqr qr«T ?r$r ^r i q^ f?r f%^  ^rr, v x  q*r srr^rd qq qqr qr i 
? % t yrmff ^ft TT^ rr qrqr qr t srpmf *r isrofta qt qsfr q p  qi-qf prq rq 
qpff <k qgr *>x% %  i fpq qrr tft *r^ sufaqr «fir i sq% tffir q p  ^  % i
q^g snrer *f qq% fqfqq qsft qr i qnr «$pAr «rp q?r «rr i q^ 
^  Sr i g-*r% qfR <r ^  tit % <t<st *N qfr qfq qp> m r  «£# k f [ frefr «ft i 
<r srk feqteR ^tar %  i ?r?jr qferef * *rqrq 3? q^ r s w
qT i ssfrrq qpr v i \  q? *nrr qr i q?r w  c^tt P i
^ q^ -qsfr qt gsr *r t| % i fotfm sr qfr qr i qq? feq si 5 v x  ^  mfr^ 
1 qpqf «tt qqp «ff 1 3 ? ^  sfqsr p q%sr q>? w-qferqf *ft fafrR ^ xh qRpq 
Hrtt 1 m t  anra *r qrefq? <&?r *ror 1 srpm qqq-?rq% inq' qqrqjT *rnt \
q T^TT qrq% ^f x%j \ q| qT7it qr^ rr qr«fV qr t qifqqrf % qfr 
srra-^ft qq^r 1 % ^ qqr ss qf 1 qrfq¥f ^  qfl q^qr ^  qfepff ur %qrrq rqrqr qftT 
sraqt qrq q^ qiqq* qq 1 " 
q% | q  ^te> tfmi ?r m^ i fsrq^pff ^  q  qrq> :^ fq q iq  q > w  s tr^ s t f e r  1
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